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Data Acquisition System for the Belle II Experiment
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The Belle II experiment, a new generation B-factory experiment at KEK aiming to search for new physics beyond the
standard model, is scheduled to start in 2016. The maximum trigger rate is expected to reach as high as 30 kHz with the
raw event size of more than 1MB, and the data acquisition is a big challenge. The Belle II DAQ system is a
synchronous system based on a pipelined trigger flow control. The trigger and clock signals are distributed to the
detector front-end by a unified timing system. The detector signals digitized by the front-end are transferred to the
unified readout module (COPPER) via a high speed optical link. A COPPER is equipped with a Linux-operated CPU
for the data handling. The data are then collected by the readout PCs via Ethernet and the event building is performed
in multiple steps. The built events are fed into High Level Trigger (HLT) to perform a software trigger. The same
offline framework(basf2) is used on COPPER, readout PCs and HLT for the data processing. One exception is the
readout of the pixel detector (PXD). An FPGA-based readout system (Onsen) is used as reported separately. A data
reduction is performed in Onsen by having the feed-back of track information obtained by HLT, and sending only the
hits associated with the tracks. The data are finally merged with the HLT output by the final event builder and recorded
in ROOT files. In order to test the full functionality of our DAQ design, we developed a down-scaled version of the
Belle II DAQ system. The system was first tested with dummy data to check its basic performance and then used in the
combined beam test of Silicon Vertex Detector (SVD) and PXD in the DESY test beam performed in January 2014. A
COPPER based readout is used to read four layers of SVD sensors and the real time tracking is performed by a mini
HLT. The feed-back scheme of track information to Onsen, which reads out single layer of PXD, is tested in the beam.
The full slow control and real time data monitoring are also implemented in this test. All components of this complex
readout chain successfully cooperated to collect the beam data. We present the results and the performance of the test in
detail.
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Current Status and Future Prospects of Fundamental Physics at J-PARC

N. Saito
KEK, kyoto, Japan
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) is the high intensity proton driver for particle, nuclear physics
as well as material and life science, built in Tokai, Japan . The facility has been in operation since 2008 and in the
process of achieving its design power of about 1 MW. We are exploring the flavor physics with neutrino, kaon, and
muon beams, as well as the hadron physics with primary and secondary beams. In this talk, the current status of the
facility and results of fundamental physics are presented. In addition, the newly starting projects such as mu-e
conversion experiment, COMET and muon g-2/EDM measurements are described.
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OpenPET Project for in Situ Imaging of Particle Therapy: Demands on Real-Time in Nuclear
Medicine
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T. Yamaya
National Institute of Radiological Sciences, Chiba, Japan
It is needless to say that one of successful applications of radiations is diagnosis and therapy. Positron emission
tomography (PET) is a method in nuclear medicine, which visualizes distribution of positron-emitter labeled
compounds such as fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) injected before examinations. It enables various diagnosis such as
tumor imaging. In radiotherapy, on the other hand, particle therapy such as using a proton beam and a carbon ion beam,
has been attracting a great deal of attention as a pinpoint cancer therapy. One of challenging applications of PET is in-

beam PET, which is an in situ imaging of particle therapy. Dual-camera type systems have been developed by some
other groups to visualize distribution of positron emitters produced through fragmentation reaction between an
irradiation beam and patient tissues, although they are basically limiting to 2D imaging. Therefore we are developing a
world-first, open-type 3D PET scanner OpenPET. Even with a full-ring geometry, the OpenPET has an open gap to
pass the treatment beam. In addition to dose verification, we are aiming PET-based direct tracking of mobile tumors,
which has been never enabled. It is still challenging because data acquisition and image reconstruction, which usually
take minutes, should be shortened at least to sub-second level. Our initial idea in 2008 was a dual-ring Open PET
(DROP) geometry to visualize a physically opened space between two detector rings. In 2012, we proposed a secondgeneration geometry, a single-ring OpenPET (SROP), which is more efficient than DROP in terms of manufacturing
cost and sensitivity. The detector ring of the SROP geometry is a cylinder shape, both ends of which were cut by
parallel aslant planes. We developed small prototypes, and we carried our imaging experiments in Heavy Ion Medical
Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC). In addition to usual carbon ion beam (12C), we also tried a new method of direct
irradiation of radioisotope beams such as 11C and 10C as alternatives to measurement of positron emitters produced
through fragmentation reaction. We confirmed that beam stopping position in the target could be measured with
precision better than 2 mm with the 2.5Gy 11C pencil beam irradiation and 20 min PET measurement time. With the
10C beam, PET measurement time could be reduced to 1/10 while maintaining the precision. Following the proof-ofconcept obtained by the prototypes, we are now developing a human-size OpenPET, which will be completed by
March 2016.
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Building Electronics for High Energy Nuclear and Particle Physics Experiments

C.-Y. Chi
Nevis Laboratories, Columbia University, Irvington, New York, United States
Starting in the 1980s as a graduate student working at the Fermilab testbeam, in the 1990s on custom electronics for the
PHENIX experiment, in the 2000s working on ATLAS and PHENIX midterm upgrades, to the 2010s working on the
next generation readout for sPHENIX and MicroBoone, one really sees how the whole process of electronic design and
implementation has radically changed. The cutting edge of electronics has led us to a most exciting time, and to take
advantage of the developments challenges us all to keep up with the required skill set. I will discuss the work done over
the last three decades and how the developments connect, and then project to the next generation of designs.
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Development of a Readout Module for ARICH Detector of the Belle II Experiment

M. Shoji1, S. Nishida1, I. Adachi1, S. Korpar2, M. Ikeno1, T. Uchida1
1
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
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We have been conducting on R&D of read out system of 144-channel hybrid avalanche photo-detector (HAPD) to be
used for Belle II Aerogel Ring Imaging Cherenkov (ARICH) detector. Since ARICH is located in the end-cap
apparatus, readout volume is acutely limited and 420 HAPDs, i.e. signals from 60K channels have to be handed in an
efficient way. For this purpose, we have developed a new electronics board, which is placed close to the front-end
circuit (FE) of the HAPD. By introducing this board, space for various cable lines are significantly reduced without
loosing any readout functionality. An FE digitizes 144 detector signals from one HAPD unit. The digitized signals from
the six FEs are aggregated into a single data link by the data aggregation circuit. This data aggregation circuit is called
a merger board. About 80merger boards are used. The merger configures the firmware of FPGAs on FEs. It distributes
the clock, the trigger, and the slow control signals from the back-end computer to FEs. It also performs the data transfer
to a back-end computer via network processor. We have produced, after careful designing, a prototype of this board,
and tested it in detail. We found that our results well satisfy the experiment requirements.
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Luminosity Measurement for the CMS Experiment at the LHC

O. Driga1, D. Marlow1, M. Grothe2, M. Zanetti3, S. Stoynev4, D. Stickland1, Z. Xie1
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Physics Department, Princeton University, Princeton, United States
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Methods used for a online measurement of the luminosity delivered by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to the
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) are described. The system used for running to date is based on signals from the

Hadronic Forward (HF) calorimeter. HF signals are used to increment histograms at a rate of 40 MHz, providing a
high-statistics measurement of the luminosity for each of the LHC bunches in real time. Data from this system are
logged to a database for subsequent use in the CMS offline analysis. A calibration constant is obtained using the Van
der Meer scan technique, wherein an absolute measurement the LHC luminosity is obtained by determining the LHC
beam parameters -- i.e., the bunch currents and the effective area of the beam overlap region. A systematic calibration
accuracy at the few percent level has been obtained. New luminometers being developed for use when the LHC
resumes running in 2015 are also described.

First Results from the FPGA/NIOS Adaptive FIR Filter Using Linear Prediction
Implemented in the AERA Radio Stations to Reduce Narrow Band RFI for Radio Detection of
Cosmic Rays
PS 1-12:

Z. Szadkowski1, D. Głas1, C. Timmermans2, T. Wijnen2
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The FPGA/NIOS FIR filter based on linear prediction (LP) to suppress radio frequency interference (RFI) has been
installed in several radio stations in the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) experiment. AERA observes coherent
radio emission from extensive air showers induced by ultra-high-energy cosmic rays to make a detailed study of the
development of the electromagnetic part of air showers. Radio signals provide complementary information to obtained
from Auger surface detectors which are predominantly sensitive to the particle content of an air shower at ground. The
radio signals from air showers are caused by the coherent emission due to geomagnetic and charge-excess processes.
These emissions can be observed in the frequency band between 10 - 100 MHz. However, this frequency range is
significantly contaminated by narrow-band RFI and other human-made distortions.
A FIR filter implemented in the FPGA logic segment of the front-end electronics of a radio sensor significantly
improves the signal-to-noise ratio. Theoretical calculations show a high efficiency of this filter for mono-carrier as well
as for standard FM radio contaminations. The laboratory tests, performed on the Altera Cyclone V DK-DEV-5CEA7N
development kit confirmed fully theoretical expectations.
In this paper we present first results of an efficiency of the adaptive LP FIR filter, deployed in real AERA station on
pampas, which a comparison to currently used IIR notch filter with constant coefficients. The coefficients for the linear
predictor are dynamically refreshed and calculated in the virtual NIOS processor, which is implemented in the same
FPGA chip. The laboratory tests confirms a perfect stability of the filter. By the same LP coefficients the suppression
efficiency remains the same for hours. This corresponds to more than 10^12 clock cycles. We compared in real
conditions several variants of the LP FIR filter with various lengths and various coefficients widths (due to fixed-point
representations in the FPGA logic) to minimize a power consumption for the radio station supplied from solar panels
but keeping still sufficient accuracy of data processing.
The currently used in AERA FPGA EP4CE75F29I7 are from Cyclone IV family. The laboratory and real condition
tests are giving data for an optimization of the RFI cleaning for the next generation of the AERA Front-End based on
Cyclone V with Hardcore Processor System (HPS) and System on Chip (SoC). Each radio station will calculate itself
the own filter setup to optimize the suppression factor in dependency on the station location and a type of the RFI
contamination.
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IEEE 1588 Time Synchronization Board in MTCA.4 Form Factor

G. Jablonski1, D. Makowski1, A. Mielczarek1, M. Orlikowski1, P. Perek1, A. Napieralski2, P. Makijarvi2, S. Simrock2
1
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The distributed data acquisition and control systems in large-scale scientific experiments, like e.g. the ITER
thermonuclear reactor, require time synchronization with nanosecond precision. A protocol commonly used for that
purpose is the Precise Timing Protocol (PTP), also known as IEEE 1588 standard. It uses the standard Ethernet
signalling and protocols and allows obtaining timing accuracy of order of tens of nanoseconds. The MTCA.4 is
gradually becoming the platform of choice for building such systems. Currently there is no commercially available
implementation of PTP receiver on that platform.
In the paper, we present the module in the MTCA.4 form factor supporting this standard. The module may be used as a
timing receiver providing reference clocks in the MTCA.4 chassis, generating the Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal and
allowing generation of triggers and timestamping of events on 8 configurable backplane lines and two front panel
connectors.
The module is based on the Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA and thermally stabilized Voltage Controlled Oscillator controlled
by the digital-to-analog converter. The board supports standalone operation, without the support from the host
operating system, as the entire control algorithm is run on the Microblaze CPU implemented in FPGA.
The software support for the card includes the low-level API in the form of the Linux driver and user-mode library and

high-level API: ITER Nominal Device Support and EPICS IOC.
The device has been tested in ITER timing distribution network (TCN) with three cascaded PTP-enabled Hirschmann
switches and GPS reference clock source. An RMS synchronization accuracy measured by direct comparison of the
PPS signals better than 20 ns has been obtained.
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RTM RF Backplane for MicroTCA.4 Crates
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We developed a new Rear Transition Module (RTM) Backplane for MicroTCA.4 crates that is compliant with the
PICMG standard and an optional crate extension. The RTM Backplane provides multiple links for high-precision clock
and RF signals to analog RTM cards. Usage of an RTM Backplane allows to significantly simplify the cable
management, and therefore to increase the reliability of electronic controls when multiple analog RF front-ends are
required. In addition, the RTM backplane allows also to add so called extended RTMs (eRTM) and RTM Power
Modules (RTM-PM) to an 12 slot MicroTCA crate. Up to four 6 HE wide eRTMs and two RTM-PMs can be installed
behind the front PM and MCH modules. An eRTM attached to the MCH via Zone 3 connector is used for analog signal
management on the RTM backplane. This eRTM allows also installing a powerful CPU to extend the processing
capacity of the MTCA.4 crate. Three additional eRTMs provide space for analog electronics for supplying signals to
the uRTMs. The RTM-PMs deliver managed low-noise (separated from front crate PMs) analog bipolar power (+VV, VV) for the RTMs and an unipolar power for the eRTMs. This extends functionality of the MicroTCA.4 crate and
offers unique performance improvement for analog front-end electronics. This paper covers a new concept of the RTM
Backplane, a new implementation for the real-time LLRF control system and performance evaluation of designed
prototype.

The Upgrade of the ATLAS High Level Trigger and Data Acquisition Systems and Their
Integration
PS 1-21:

R. Abreu
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
The Data Acquisition (DAQ) and High Level Trigger (HLT) systems that served the ATLAS experiment during LHCs
first run are being upgraded in the first long LHC shutdown period, from 2013 to 2015. This contribution describes the
elements that are vital for the new interaction between the two systems. The central architectural enhancement is the
fusion of the once separate Level 2, Event Building (EB), and Event Filter steps. Through the factorization of
previously disperse functionality and better exploitation of caching mechanisms, the inherent simplification carries with
it an increase in performance. Flexibility to different running conditions is improved by an automatic balance of
formerly separate tasks. Incremental EB is the principle of the new Data Collection, whereby the HLT farm avoids
duplicate requests to the detector Read-Out System (ROS) by preserving and reusing previously obtained data.
Moreover, requests are packed and fetched together to avoid redundant trips to the ROS. Anticipated EB is activated
when a large enough portion of the event is requested, reinforcing this effect. A new HLT Processing Unit exploits
current architecture trends with a multiprocessing approach that is based on process forking, thereby bypassing threadsafety concerns, while containing total memory usage through the Operating Systems Copy-On-Write feature. HLT and
DAQ releases are decoupled by a flexible interface that allows quick updates of the communication between both sides,
thus providing increased operational maneuvering. Finally, additional data are recorded through Data Scouting. A
method of previewing properties of events whose frequency would otherwise exclude them, this new feature will
provide key intelligence for subsequent trigger adjustments.
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On-the-fly Analysis Construction for Real-Time Data Analysis

S. Enomoto
CENPA, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, United States
For most particle physics experiments, real-time data analysis during data taking is important in order to avoid redoing
expensive measurements. However, many of particle experiments often have a pre-designed and pre-installed set of
analyzers for this purpose. One reason for this is that data analysis requires code writing, compiling and installing,
which usually takes too much work and a too long time for the purpose of quick data investigation. This aspect
becomes more serious for commissioning phases of experiments, where real-time investigation is more important while
analysis is often first-time development and one-time use.
Particle physics data analysis generally involves extensive coding, commonly in C++. Analysis logic is described using

programming concepts, such as data structures and algorithms with variables, if-branches and while-loops. On the other
hand, analysis logic is described without these concepts in published papers, at any desired levels of detail. This hints
us that analysis could be constructed without coding, and if this could be done, we might be able to solve the coding
overhead issues.
For the commissioning of the KATRIN neutrino mass measurement experiment, we developed an analysis platform on
which analysis logic is constructed without programming concepts. Mimicking the way of describing analysis in
physics papers, analysis logic is constructed by a line of parameterized elementary tasks, such as "select energy range",
"tag coincident events", "fit the peak", "find a ring pattern" and "compare the distributions". Pronouns (often implied)
correspond to a linking structure between elements (often defaults). Variables and control statements are all
encapsulated, even though actual processing includes various levels of branches and iterations.
By describing analysis with a linear sequence of elementary tasks, analysis logic can be constructed by program coding,
by simple configuration text which can be generated by a GUI tool, or by mixture of the two. The GUI tool is
particularly suitable for real-time analysis as users can construct analysis on-the-fly by drag-and-drop on a real-time
monitoring system. Owing to the encapsulated element structure, the elements are highly configurable and reusable
(then become reliable). Sequences constructed with the GUI can be directly embedded into C++ code, and vice versa.
This provides seamless integration between online and offline analysis, as short turn-around is important for the former
and integration to other C++ tools, such as ROOT, is convenient for the latter. Best of all, coding skill is no longer
required for physics data analysis.
The developed code-less data analysis system was successfully used for KATRIN Spectrometer-Detector
commissioning in 2013, and this seamless integration to the traditional code-based style led continued use of the
constructed analysis logic for later offline analysis.

MicroTCA.0, a Shelf Standard Adopted by the GET Project for Experiments in Nuclear
Physics with the Smart Trigger and Time Stamper MUTANT
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G. Wittwer, F. Saillant, M. Blaizot, G. F. Grinyer, B. Raine, C. Belkhiria, S. Primault, C. Gueye
GANIL- CEA/CNRS Laboratory, Caen, France
MTCA.0 is widely used as the shelf standard to handle up to 30k channels of the General Electronics for Time
projection chambers (GET) project. This scalable and reconfigurable data acquisition system, originally designed for
time projection chambers in nuclear physics, is also of interest to other physicists who wish to renew their electronics.
The dual star and double width MTCA version retained for the project perfectly suits our requirements: to be able to
setup the system and acquire the data on the one hand, with the best commercial solution (MicroTCA Carrier Hub) and
having parallel access to all Advanced Mezzanine Cards (AMC) with a dedicated three-level trigger/timestamper on the
other. This module called MUTANT (MUtiplicity Trigger ANd Time) takes full advantage of all the backplane
resources, a carrier board initially foreseen for redundancy in telecom architectures.

Artificial Neural Network as a FPGA Trigger for a Detection of Very Inclined "Young"
Showers
PS 1-29:

Z. Szadkowski, K. Pytel
Department of Physics and Applied Informatics, University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
The observation of ultra-high energy neutrinos has become a priority in experimental astro-particle physics. Neutrinos
can interact in the atmosphere (downward-going $\nu$) or in the Earth crust (Earth-skimming $\nu$), producing air
showers that can be observed with arrays of detectors at the ground.The surface detector array of the Pierre Auger
Observatory can detect these types of cascades. The distinguishing signature for neutrino events is the presence of very
inclined showers produced close to the ground (i.e., after having traversed a large amount of atmosphere). Up to now,
the Pierre Auger Observatory did not find any candidate on a neutrino event. This imposes competitive limits to the
diffuse flux of UHE$\nu$s in the EeV range and above.
A very low rate of events potentially generated by neutrinos is a significant challenge for a detection technique and
requires both sophisticated algorithms and high-resolution hardware. We present a trigger based on a pipeline artificial
neural network implemented in a large FPGA which after learning can recognize traces corresponding to special types
of events.
The structure of an artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm being developed on the MATLAB platform has been
implemented into the fast logic of the biggest FPGA from the Cyclone V E family used for the prototype of the FrontEnd Board (FEB) for the Auger\_Beyond\_2015. Weight coefficients for the network are calculated by the virtual
NIOS processor. Several algorithms were tested, however, the Levenberg-Marquardt one (trainlm) seems to be the
most efficient.
The network was taught: a) to recognize "old" showers (learning on a basis of real Auger very inclined showers
(positive markers) and real standard showers especially triggered by Time over Threshold (negative marker)), b) to
recognize "young" showers (on the basis of simulated "young" events (positive markers) and standard Auger events as

a negative reference).
3 layer neural network being taught by real very inclined Auger showers shows a very good efficiency of the pattern
recognition of "old" showers and a very high coincidence with a trigger based on the Discrete Cosine Transform. We
plan to store a database of simulated "young" ADC traces (positive marker) in an external RAM of the FEB and to read
real traces from the ADCs as reference (negative marker). Network coefficients will be calculated in the NIOS and
sequentially refreshed in the fast FPGA logic. We are developing an implementation of 3 independent 3-layer ANN
(for 3 PMTs in the Auger surface detector) based on 5CEFA9F31I7 FPGA from the Cyclone V E family for a
recognition of very rare "young" showers in a real conditions on the Argentinean surface detector array.
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The CANDLES Trigger System for the Study of Double Beta Decay of 48Ca
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The CANDLES trigger system is used for the study of Double Beta Decay of 48Ca. CaF2 crystals are used as the
sources and the detectors, and liquid scintillator is used as the active shield to veto external backgrounds. Scintillation
lights are measured by 62 photomultiplier tubes (PMT), and the pulse shapes are recorded by flash ADCs. The pulse
shapes are performed to distinguish the signal of CaF2 scintillator lights from liquid scintillator lights. But if we trigger
the signal by the pulse height, the energy threshold of liquid scintillator lights are a few ten times lower than CaF2's one
since the decay time of liquid scintillator (~a few10ns) is a few ten times shorter than that of CaF2 scintillator (~1s).
High counting rate of the liquid scintillator causes dead time. In order to avoid this problem, we have developed a new
trigger system.
Trigger and data acquisition system of the CANDLES experiment consists of a trigger module, FADC modules and a
router module on ATCA backplane. On the ATCA backplane, we use dual star point-to-point serial data links. One star
connects the trigger module and the FADC modules. The other connects the router module and the FADC modules
with serial data link, SpaceWire. The router module has a SpaceWire router. SpaceWire data links are used for data
read out and also for accessing registers on all FPGAs in the system. The FADC module not only records the pulse
shape, but also discriminates the pulse height or integrated signal, which corresponds to charge. The local trigger
signals, the results of the discrimination, are sent to the trigger modules. The trigger module receives the local trigger
signals and broadcasts a global trigger signal through the backplane. The trigger module handles the local trigger
signals in predefined logic blocks on the FPGA, such as multiplicity logic, delay logic and prescale logic. We can
change the logic by setting parameters, and make a clever trigger system.
To trigger CaF2 signal more efficiently, we have implemented Dual Gate Trigger which takes a delayed coincidence of
two integration windows. Two same signals are sent to the FADC modules, and the integrated signals are discriminated
on each FADC module. Two local trigger signals are created and reach the trigger module through the backplane. The
FPGA logic on the trigger module manipulates them. One of the signals is delayed, and the multiplicity logic requires
their coincidence. As a result of these steps, the delayed coincidence signal of two integration windows becomes the
global trigger signal. Dual Gate Trigger can remove the scintillation lights of the short decay time without dead time.
For CANDLES, Dual Gate Trigger can trigger not liquid scintillator lights (short decay time signal), but CaF2's one
(long decay time signal). Therefor, we can prevent high counting rate, and gather CaF2 signal efficiently.
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The BGO Electromagnetic Calorimeter Sub-trigger Electronics for DAMPE
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The Dark Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) is being constructed as a scientific satellite to observe high energy cosmic
rays in space. As a main sub-detector of DAMPE, the BGO electromagnetic calorimeter provides a wide measurement
range of energy deposition of the particles traversing the detector and the sub-trigger signals that are the input of trigger
selection module. There are 704 photomultiplier tube (PMT) dynode signals in total to generate the sub-trigger signals,
which bring difficulties in design of the front end electronics (FEE). Based on the design requirement in space, such as
timing, acquisition rate, power consumption, weight and stability, a low-noise, low-power ASIC chip named
VATA160R1, which integrates 32 analogue front-end channels for charge measurement with trigger, is adopted.
32 VATA160R1 chips are mounted on 8 FEE-A modules which are a type of FEE module. A test setup is built to
evaluate the performance of FEE-A. The result of pedestal test shows that the maximum RMS noise is less than 3 fC.
The result of linearity test shows the digital output of the FEE-A is linear in response to input charge ranging from 0 to
12 pC with less than 1% integral nonlinearity. The result of the trigger threshold test shows that the minimum charge

threshold can be set to 15 fC and the inherent delay from event injection to sub-trigger output is close to 150 ns.
To ensure the accuracy of charge measurement, the allowable tolerance range of time walk should be calibrated. A
PMT calibration setup is built to test the time walk effect. The result shows that the timing error is enlarged and cannot
be neglected as the threshold increases. Therefore, proper trigger threshold setting and offline data processing should be
seriously considered.
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A Trigger Fanout Rear-Transition Module for the European XFEL Timing System

A. Hidvegi1, P. Gessler2, H. Kay3, V. Petrosyan3, G. Petrosyan3, L. Petrosyan3, A. Aghababyan3, C. Stechmann3,
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The European XFEL [1] timing system [2],[3] delivers drift-compensated precise timing and trigger information for its
experiments. It consist of a double-size AMC module for micro-TCA crate system and complies with the MTCA.4
specifications. Clocks and triggers are delivered through the front-panel, the MTCA.4 backplane or through a RearTransition Module (RTM) connector. To accommodate the need for more trigger outputs from one single timing board
an RTM board has been designed for trigger fanout. This allows a more efficient use of each timing board in the system,
while reducing the total cost. The board can deliver triggers through either LVDS or 5V TTL signals. Additionally
some of the trigger ports have been equipped with the possibility of generating triggers of arbitrary length and phase
position, in steps of 5ps. With the trigger fanout RTM board the European XFEL timing system becomes even more
flexible and should suit the needs for even more experiments.
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Upgrade of the CMS Global Muon Trigger
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The increase in center-of-mass energy and luminosity for Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider pose new challenges for
the trigger systems of the experiments. To keep triggering with a similar performance as in Run 1, the CMS muon
trigger is currently being upgraded. The new algorithms will provide higher resolution, especially for the muon
transverse momentum and will make use of isolation criteria that combine calorimeter with muon information already
in the level-1 trigger. The demands of the new algorithms can only be met by upgrading the level-1 trigger system to
new powerful FPGAs with high bandwidth I/O. The processing boards will be based on the new microTCA standard.
We report on the planned algorithms for the upgraded Global Muon Trigger (GMT) which combines information from
the muon trigger sub-systems and assigns the isolation variable. The upgraded GMT will be implemented using a
Master Processor 7 card, built by Imperial College, that features a large Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA. Up to 72 optical links at
10 Gb/s will be used to receive energy sums from the calorimeter trigger and muon candidates directly from the sector
processors of the upgraded trigger, absorbing the final sorting stage of each muon sub-system and thus minimizing the
latency of the trigger.
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An Optimization of the FPGA Based Wavelet Trigger in Radio Detection of Cosmic Rays

Z. Szadkowski
Department of Physics and Applied Informatics, University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Experiments that observe coherent radio emission from extensive air showers induced by ultra-high energy cosmic rays
are designed for a detailed study of the development of the electromagnetic part of air showers. Radio detectors can
operate with 100% up time as e.g. surface detectors based on water-Cherenkov tanks. They are being developed for
ground-based experiments (e.g. the Pierre Auger Observatory) as another type of airshower detector in addition to the
fluorescence detectors, which operate with only 10% of duty in dark nights. The radio signals from air showers are
caused by the coherent emission due to geomagnetic radiation and charge excess processes. Currently used self-triggers
in radio detectors often generate a dense stream of data, which is analyzed afterwards. Huge amounts of registered data
requires a significant man-power for the off-line analysis. An improvement of the trigger efficiency becomes a relevant
factor. The wavelet trigger, which investigates on-line a power of radio signals (V^2/R) is promising with respect to
current designs.
In this work, Morlet wavelets with various scaling factors were used for an analysis of real data from the Auger
Engineering Radio Array and for an optimization of the utilization of the resources in an FPGA. The wavelet analysis
showed that the power of events is concentrated mostly in a limited range of the frequency spectrum (consistent with a

range imposed by the input analog band-pass filter). However, we found several events with suspicious spectral
characteristics, where the signal power is spread over the full band-width sampled by a 200MHz digitizer with
significant contribution of very high and very low frequencies. These events may not origin from cosmic ray showers
but can be human-made contaminations. The engine of the wavelet analysis can be implemented into the modern
powerful FPGA and can remove suspicious events on-line to reduce the trigger rate.
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New Developments for Real Time Plasma Control System of TCV Tokamak Based on FPGA
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Switzerland
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The Tokamak is currently the most promising configuration to obtain controlled nuclear fusion energy. The Tokamak
Configuration Variable (TCV) has extensive plasma control possibilities thanks to an extremely flexible set of actuators
that consists of poloidal field (PF) coils, gas valves, electron cyclotron (EC) powers and launchers. There are 16
independently powered PF coils that control plasma shape and position. This leads to a unique shaping capability with
high elongation and triangularity [1]. High elongation is favourable as it increases energy stored in the plasma, but it
also leads to the instability of the plasma vertical position [2]. A set of in-vessel coils, driven by a fast power supply
which requires a control bandwidth of 100 kHz, is used to stabilize the vertical position. An optimal control for the
plasma vertical stability was designed using a reduced-order model which has been derived from the TCV rigid
displacement full-order model (RZIP) [3].
The controller is implemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip. FPGAs are reconfigurable integrated
circuits consisting of elementary cells and interconnections that are fully programmable by the end user to build
specific hardware architectures. The massive parallelism computation capability of a FPGA is suitable to process large
amounts of data rapidly. As no data is transferred to an external PC, the control algorithm executes with very low
latency. Hence, the power and flexibility of FPGAs is now being recognized and used within the fusion community [4].
However, programming FPGA using VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language)
hand-written code is notoriously difficult for non FPGA-expert physics users. This issue was bypassed by using
Matlab-Simulink and the HDL coder package. The control algorithms are designed in user-friendly Matlab-Simulink
environment, and tested in simulation. The VHDL code is generated automatically then compiled into a
configuration .bit file and implemented on the FPGA. The prototype system consists of the COTS components which
are the Spartan 6 FPGA, 12-bit resolution A/D and D/A converter cards and can result latency of <5us even using what
is essentially a commercial FPGA demonstration board. The developed controller was found fully functional by
performing Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) verification. This paper presents the vertical plasma instability problem, the
design and analysis of the controller using the RZIP model and a methodology for FPGA implementation. Although, in
this paper, a linear PID controller is used for illustration purpose only, advanced control algorithms (e.g. non-linear
model predictive control, adaptative control, etc.) are planned taking advantage of the FPGAs computation power.
Keywords: Real-time Digital Tokamak control, FPGA, VHDL code generation, Matlab-Simulink programming, nonexpert user interface
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Improvement of Nonlinearity Correction for BES III ETOF Upgrade

W. Sun1, P. Cao1, X. Ji2, H. Fan1, H. Dai2, J. Zhang2, S. Liu1, Q. An1
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An improved scheme to implement integral non-linearity (INL) correction of time measurement for BESIII endcap
TOF (ETOF) upgrade system is presented in this paper. Methods for INL correction in HPTDC (high performance time
to digital convertor) adopted in BESIII TOF system are proved to be limited in upgrading MRPC system, because
sharply increased electronic channels corresponding to detector read-out strips degrade system configuration efficiency
severely. Besides, the function of system-level nonlinearity determination is not involved in BESIII TOF electronics
after installation, which ignores the possibility to monitor INL of TDC in spectrometer scene.
In this proposed method, during INL correcting procedure, the INL data is automatically imported from a non-volatile
storage of read-only memories (ROM) instead of from DAQ, and then fed into FPGA with correction algorithm online.
The real-time performance and system efficiency for INL correction can be guaranteed with the help of this method.
Utilizing the on-board reference clock of fast control module in ETOF upgrade electronics, a start signal irrelevant to
41.65 MHz clock generated from BEPC II is sent to FEE to produce a test signal that finally serves as pseudo-random
pulse to HPTDC for nonlinearity evaluation.
Test results show that the INL errors for one time measuring module with 72 channels can be corrected online and in
real-time. The measuring and DAQ systems simplification and stability can be guaranteed as well, which makes this

method successfully meet the requirement for BESIII ETOF upgrade phase. Furthermore, the system-level nonlinearity
test is also supported.
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Enhancement of the ASDEX Upgrade Real-Time Plasma Position Reflectometry Diagnostic
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Microwave O-mode reflectometry is a diagnostic technique that will play an important supplementary role for plasma
position control for ITER and forseeably for DEMO. Density profiles from reflectometry will provide, at high temporal
resolutions, estimates of the gap between the plasma magnetic separatrix and the tokamak vessel walls. These estimates
will be used to detect and correct drifts in the magnetic gap measurements, the primary measurements used for plasma
position and shape control. The feasibility of this alternative feedback control approach was demonstrated in 2011 on
ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) [1], where the reflectometry gap estimate actually replaced the corresponding magnetic
measurement in the position control loop.
Presently, the AUG's real-time (RT) reflectometry diagnostic is being upgraded to improve not only its density range
coverage but also its acquisition and RT data processing performance. The diagnostic is now capable of acquiring a
total of 16 channels (previously 8) from which 8, corresponding to microwave bands K, Ka, Q and V from both the
high (HFS) and low field side (LFS) reflectometers, are used in the RT density profile and separatrix gap calculations.
The modern NUMA hardware architecture of the updated data processing server allows for an efficient and separate
handling of the data-flows produced by the hosted acquisition systems. The higher RAM and CPU interconnection
bandwidths allow the implementation of new operation modes that exploit the very high data throughput (> 1.2 GB/s)
of each of the two used acquisition boards. RT reconstruction of the density profiles is a complex algorithm, whose
performance will also be improved by the additional processing power (16 cores instead of 8).
The system was specified to acquire and store HFS and LFS density profile data every < 250 us whilst simultaneously
producing profile measurements for RT control every 1 ms. In this new operation mode, identical to the one planned
for the ITER plasma position reflectometer (PPR), the diagnostic can reach an inbound data throughput (ADCs to RT
processing host) and a computational load that are closer to the ones expected to be generated by each of the planned 4
ITER PPRs (~3 GB/s maximum inbound and outbound data stream bandwidth per PPR). Herein we will present in
detail the AUG's upgraded RT reflectometry diagnostic and its integration with the discharge control system using an
improved diagnostic software framework. Benchmarks will be used to compare the upgraded system to the one used
during the 2011 feedback control demonstration. Preliminary RT experimental data obtained in both the HFS and LFS
will be shown to illustrate the system's plasma position and shape control capabilities to be demonstrated during AUG's
2014 experimental campaign.
[1] Santos, J., et al. (2012). Reflectometry-based plasma position feedback control demonstration at ASDEX Upgrade.
Nuclear Fusion, 52(3), 032003.

A Fully Pipelined On-the-Fly Calibration Architecture for a Time-to-Digital Converter Using
the Prefix Adder
PS 1-7:

J. Y. Won, H. S. Yoon, J. S. Lee
Nuclear Medicine, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea
A rapid development of time-to-digital converter (TDC) allows precise time measurement for physical events. A delayline based TDC provides sub-clock-period resolution equal to the propagation time of a delay cell. However, the delay
of cells is unbalanced, as well as fluctuates with external disturbances. This induces the nonlinear TDC transfer
function and also degrades the measurement precision. A widely used technique for compensating the nonlinearity is
calibrating the fine codes using the estimated bin widths. However, the conventional calibration methods need either a
microprocessor or additional calibration processes to generate calibration information so that cannot compensate for the
rapid drift. Therefore, we suggest a pipelined on-the-fly calibration architecture which does not introduce the dead time
for calibration. The architecture consists of a fixed-depth FIFO, a set of binary counters corresponding to each bin, and
the prefix adders generating the calibrated fine time. When a hit is asserted to a TDC, the TDC yields a fine code. This
fine code is enqueued into the FIFO with increasing the value of the corresponding counter by one. And then the oldest
fine code is dequeued from the FIFO with decreasing the value of the corresponding counter by one. Through this
process, the binary counters have the up-to-date bin width information. The prefix adders sum bin widths to generate
the calibrated fine time. In order to verify the architecture, we implemented a two-channel TDC in a Virtex-6 board
(ML605, Xilinx) for the time interval (TI) measurement. A TDC consists of two 128-tap delay lines driven by a multiphase clock; one is driven by a 400-MHz system clock and the other is driven by a 180-degree out-of-phase clock. The
known TIs were generated using a delay unit (N108A, CAEN) and ranged from 0 to 20 ns. In comparison with the TIs
measured by the 10-GSa/s oscilloscope (DSO9064A, Agilent), the absolute measurement error was 9.50 ps with the
calibration and 16.5 ps without the calibration. The precision for the TI measurement was 15.2 ps-RMS with the

calibration and 23.8 ps-RMS without the calibration. Also, we alternates the ambient temperature from 10 to 50 C to
test robustness of the real-time calibration against the external drift. The precision for the 0-ns TI measurement was
15.0 ps-RMS with the real-time calibration, however, those without the real-time calibration increased up to 43.5 psRMS. All the TDC structures including the calibration block are pipelined so that the expected maximum conversion
rate is 400 MSa/s. Although the resource usage was moderate (3.2 % registers and 6.4 % LUTs per a single TDC
channel), this high throughput TDC can cover multi-analog channels using the or-gated input. This on-chip real-time
calibration architecture can be applied to not only the FPGA-TDC but also the ASIC-TDC, improving the measurement
accuracy as well as precision and keeping the TDC performances against the external drift.

A Multi-Channel Digital Signal Processing System for Real-Time High-Precision Frequency
Analysis
PS 1-8:

G. Bison, S. Afach
Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland
In the context of a fundamental physics experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institut which searches for a permanent electric
dipole moment of the neutron, we which to extract precession frequencies from many different magnetic resonance
signals. Those precession frequencies are proportional to the magnetic field modulus in the system and allow us to
measure the field with high precision and accuracy. Important systematic effects in the experiment depend on the
magnetic field distribution which is monitored with Cs magnetometers. Those magnetic resonance systems generate
free induction decay signals with a precession frequency of 3.5 KHz. The precession frequency shall be estimated from
the measured signals with statistical errors close to the theoretical limit given by the Cramer-Rao lower bound. Relative
systematic errors are required to be smaller than 10^-9. A standard method to achieve those requirements is a least
square fit of the recorded signal.
We investigate alternatives to a full model fit in order to reduce the time delay needed for the frequency estimation. We
present a simulation study which compares different estimation algorithms and a strategy for real-time implementation
in an FPGA-based data acquisition system.
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Fast Hardware Implementation of NNSU Separating Algorithm

F. Hakl
Department of Optimization, Institute of Computer Science, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic
A separation algorithm of a neural network with switching units (NNSU) is applicable to process selected simulated
and measured data originated from high energy physics detectors such as ATLAS LHC and D0 Tevatron. The results
achieved by NNSU algorithm provide better separation of signal and background events than classical cut-based
methods and it is comparable to the results achieved by boosted decision trees and multilayer perceptron methods
implemented in TMVA ROOT package. We documented this behavior of NNSU method through several examples.
Another advantage of the NNSU separator is that the training phase exploits a genetic optimization of NNSU
architecture which allows a convenient definition of corresponding fitness function providing refinement of the
separation results to meet user defined requirements.
Further, we have discussed the possibility of an efficient hardware implementation of NNSU algorithm. This algorithm
is in fact a cascade piecewise linear discriminator without special transition function and therefore a testing phase of the
algorithm can be performed by hardware means only. We have developed an experimental circuit simulating one data
channel of NNSU and we exploited this circuit to measure disturbances caused by electronic components used.
Consequently, we implemented those disturbances into NNSU software and we have verified that overall performance
of NNSU is still sufficient for separation and the influence of hardware implementation is negligible.
So the first step toward the hardware implementation was done. As a further step the possibility of full electronic
implementation was studied using data-sheets of common commercial chips. On the base of this study we estimate that
event processing speed about 25 mega-samples per second is reachable by full hardware implementation without
significant degradation of the separation quality.
ETFB-2:

Weighting Resistive Matrix (WRM): Development of nano second Scale Pattern Recognition.

G. Aielli, R. Cardarelli, A. Abdallah
Physics, University and INFN of Roma Tor Vergata, Roma, Italy
The weighting resistor matrix (WRM) is conceptually a pattern recognition analog processor, based on a special
resistive network. The working principle is based on transforming a given analog or digital data pattern from the real

space to an arbitrary parametric space, scoring it with a likelihood estimator which measures how good each given set
of parameters describes the data. The proposed technique recalls some aspects of the Hough Transform, so that we may
consider that both techniques fall under the same generalized category. However, there are crucial differences between
the WRM and Hough Transform or other pattern recognition techniques: 1) the WRM embeds the concept of matching
uncertainty, and it is able to extract information even in presence of approximate matching, missing portions and severe
background noise; 2) while the Hough Transform is a very highly expensive algorithm in terms of processing power,
the WRM performs its operation on the chip in a single clock cycle, thus is extremely fast; 3) in the WRM there is no
need of memory growing dramatically with data size and pattern complexity. By this means the WRM calculates
arbitrary pattern fit at the nanosecond scale with least square fit effectiveness. The original idea was conceived in 1993
as a result of an R&D program for designing a very fast topological trigger scheme for the ATLAS experiment. A
reduced size prototype IC was subsequently designed and built according to this principles, in a very simplified
implementation. It can analyze a matrix of 8 x 8 pixels at the same time, scoring all the possible local linear
correlations in the data sample. Recently we proposed to implement this novel technique to achieve real time speed in
complex pattern recognition on high definition frames for Augmented Reality (AR) and artificial vision purposes. Our
proposal has been funded by the EC within EDUSAFE, a 4-year Marie Curie ITN project with 10 ESR and 2 ER
researchers, focusing on research of next generation of AR working in extreme environments (nuclear installations,
space, deep sea etc) to support planned and emergency maintenance. In this context, we present here for the first time
the result of the study of a full implementation scheme for the WRM from a real image to the extraction of arbitrary
parts and object detection, giving a glance of the ground breaking potential of this method.
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FACT -- Operation of the First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope
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Since more than two years, the First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) is operating successfully at the Canary
Island of La Palma. Apart from its purpose to serve as a monitoring facility for the brightest TeV blazars, it was built as
a major step to establish solid state photon counters as detectors in Cherenkov astronomy.
The camera of the First G-APD Cherenkov Telesope comprises 1440 Geiger-mode avalanche photo diodes (G-APD
aka. MPPC or SiPM) for photon detection. Since properties as the gain of G-APDs depend on temperature and the
applied voltage, a real-time feedback system has been developed and implemented. To correct for the change
introduced by temperature, several sensors have been placed close to the photon detectors. Their read out is used to
calculate a corresponding voltage offset. In addition to temperature changes, changing current introduces a voltage drop
in the supporting resistor network. To correct changes in the voltage drop introduced by varying photon flux from the
night-sky background, the current is measured and the voltage drop calculated. To check the stability of the G-APD
properties, dark count spectra with high statistics have been taken under different environmental conditions and been
evaluated.
The maximum data rate deliverd by the camera is about 240MB/s. The recorded data, which can exceed 1TB in a
moonless night, is compressed in real-time with a proprietary loss-less algorithm. The performance is better than gzip
by almost a factor of two in compression ratio and speed. In total two to three CPU cores are needed for data taking. In
parallel, a quick-look analysis of the recently recorded data is executed on a second machine. Its result is publicly
available within a a few minutes after the data were taken.
The telescope is the first Cherenkov telescope which is operated completely remote. Its data taking is fully automatic,
although interventions by the remote shifter are still necessary in case of events like sudden weather changes.
In this presentation, the First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope is introduced, the feedback and remote data taking system
is presented and latest physics results will shortly be mentioned.
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XFEL Machine Protection System (MPS) Based on MicroTCA

S. Karstensen, M.-E. Castro Carballo, J. Jaeger, M. Staack
DESY Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany, Germany
For the operation of a machine like the 3 km long linear accelerator XFEL at DESY Hamburg, a safety system keeping
the beam from damaging components is obligatory. This machine protection system (MPS) must detect failures of the
RF system, magnets, and other critical components in various sections of the XFEL as well as monitor beam and dark
current losses, and react in an appropriate way by limiting average beam power, dumping parts of the macro-pulse, orin
the worst caseshutting down the whole accelerator. It has to consider the influence of various machine modes selected
by the timing system. The MPS provides the operators with clear indications of error sources, and offers the possibility
to mask any input channel to facilitate the operation of the machine. In addition, redundant installation of critical MPS

components will help to avoid unnecessary downtime. This document summarizes the requirements on the machine
protection system and includes plans for its architecture and for needed hardware components. The fastest alarm signals
are processed within 82 ns as the MPS system is based on the xTCA 4 Physics technology.
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NSTX-U Advances in Realtime C++11

K. G. Erickson, S. Lynch, G. J. Tchilinguirian
ITD, Princeton University Plasma Physics Lab, Princeton, NJ, United States
Programming languages like C and Ada combined with proprietary embedded operating systems have dominated the
realtime application space for decades. The new C++11 standard includes native, language-level support for
concurrency, a requirement for any event-oriented realtime software. Threads, Locks, and Atomics now exist to
provide the necessary tools to build the structures that make up the foundation of a complex realtime system. The
National Spherical Torus Experiment Upgrade (NSTX-U) at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) is
breaking new ground with the language as applied to the needs of fusion devices. A new Digital Coil Protection System
(DCPS) will serve as the main protection mechanism for the magnetic coils, and it is written entirely in C++11 running
on Concurrent Computer Corporations realtime operating system, RedHawk Linux. It runs over 600 algorithms in a
5kHz control loop that determine whether or not to shut down operations before physical damage occurs. To
accomplish this, NSTX-U engineers developed software tools that do not currently exist elsewhere, including two
methods of realtime atomic synchronization, realtime schedulers, and a realtime logging framework. Together with a
recent (and carefully configured) version of the GCC compiler, these tools enable data acquisition, processing, and
output using a conventional operating system to meet a hard realtime deadline (that is, missing one periodic is a failure)
of 200 microseconds.
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Microphonic Noise Cancellation in Radiation Detectors Using Real-Time Adaptive Modeling
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Mechanical disturbances in radiation detectors can cause microphonic noise and reduce their energy resolution. To
cancel the noise, accelerometers measure these disturbances and real-time adaptive identification algorithms model the
electro/mechanical system coupling these disturbances into the detector output. The microphonic noise can then be
subtracted from the actual detector measurement. In this paper we present the technique and experiments supporting
this approach.

Real-Time Data Acquisition and Processing System Based on ITER Plant Fast Controller and
FlexRIO FPGA
PS 1-4:

C. Yang1,2, M. Zhang1,2, W. Zheng1,2, T. Yuan1,2, G. Zhuang1,2
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Technology, Wuhan, China
2
School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, Wuhan, China
Measurement and control of the plasma in real-time are critical for advanced tokamak operation. It requires high speed
real-time data acquisition and processing. ITER has designed the Plant Fast Controllers (PFC) for these purposes. At JTEXT tokamak, a real-time data acquisition and processing system has been developed using standard ITER PFC
technologies. FlexRIO FPGA devices are used to implement real-time data applications. With FlexRIO devices, data
can be processed by FPGA in real-time before they are past to the CPU. A prototype has been implemented for the
polarimeter-interferometer diagnostic system on J-TEXT. It is able to extract phase-shift information from the
intermediate frequency signal produced by the polarimeter-interferometer diagnostic system and calculate plasma
density profile in real-time. Different algorisms implementations on the FlexRIO FPGA are compared in the paper.
This system is developed using ITER PFC standard hardware. The software is developed using a J-TEXT developed
real-time framework. It runs under Red Hat Enterprise Linux MRG-R and use Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System (EPICS) for monitoring and configuration which are ITER PFC standard technologys.
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Real Time Control of RF Fields Using a MicroTCA.4 Based LLRF System at FLASH
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The Free Electron Laser in Hamburg (FLASH) is a large scale user facility, providing highly stable and brilliant laser
pulses down to a wavelength of 4.1 nm. Essential for stable and reproducible photon beam is the precision control of
the electron bunch parameters. The acceleration principle of the electron bunches at FLASH is based on
superconducting RF technology (SCRF), in which the RF fields are controlled by a digital low level RF (LLRF) system.
This system has been recently upgraded to the Micro Telecommunication Computing Architecture (MicroTCA.4) to
improve the performance of the field regulation. This paper presents the first measurements and operation experiences
using the new electronic crate standard at a large scale research facility. RF field regulation is carried out by real time
fast digital processing on several boards in a MicroTCA.4 crate, and slow automation routines running on a dual core i7
front-end CPU. Scalability and modularity of this system is one of the key parameters to meet the next steps, namely
being the platform standard for the European X-ray Free electron laser currently build at DESY.

A Highly Parallel FPGA Implementation of a 2D-Clustering Algorithm for the ATLAS Fast
TracKer (FTK) Processor
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The highly parallel 2D-clustering FPGA implementation used for the input system of the ATLAS Fast TracKer (FTK)
processor is presented. The input system for the FTK processor will receive data from the Pixel and micro-strip
detectors read out drivers (RODs) at 760Gbps, the full rate of level 1 triggers. Clustering serves two purposes. The first
is to reduce the high rate of the received data before further processing. The second is to determine the cluster centroid
to obtain the best spatial measurement. For the pixel detectors the clustering is implemented by using a 2D-clustering
algorithm that takes advantage of a moving window technique to minimize the logic required for cluster identification.
The implementation is fully generic, therefore the detection window size can be optimized for the cluster identification
process. Additionally, the implementation can be parallelized by instantiating multiple cores to identify different
clusters independently thus exploiting more FPGA resources. This flexibility makes the implementation suitable for a
variety of demanding image processing applications. The implementation is robust against bit errors in the input data
stream, drops all data that cannot be identified, but also reintroduces missing control words when necessary.
The 2D-clustering implementation is developed and tested in both single flow and parallel versions. The first parallel
version with 16 parallel cluster identification engines is presented. The input data from the RODs are received through
S-Links and the processing units that follow the clustering implementation also require a single data stream, therefore
data parallelizing and serializing modules are introduced in order to accommodate the parallelized version and restore
the data stream afterwards. We show results of the first hardware tests of the single flow implementation on the custom
FTK input mezzanine (IM) board. We report on the integration of 16 parallel engines in the same FPGA and the
resulting performances. The parallel 2D-clustering implementation has sufficient processing power to meet the
specification for the Pixel layers of ATLAS, for up to 80 overlapping pp collisions that correspond to the maximum
LHC luminosity planned until 2022.

A Fully Pipelined On-the-Fly Calibration Architecture for a Time-to-Digital Converter Using
the Prefix Adder
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J. Y. Won, H. S. Yoon, J. S. Lee
Nuclear Medicine, Seoul National University, Seoul, South Korea
A rapid development of time-to-digital converter (TDC) allows precise time measurement for physical events. A delayline based TDC provides sub-clock-period resolution equal to the propagation time of a delay cell. However, the delay
of cells is unbalanced, as well as fluctuates with external disturbances. This induces the nonlinear TDC transfer
function and also degrades the measurement precision. A widely used technique for compensating the nonlinearity is
calibrating the fine codes using the estimated bin widths. However, the conventional calibration methods need either a
microprocessor or additional calibration processes to generate calibration information so that cannot compensate for the
rapid drift. Therefore, we suggest a pipelined on-the-fly calibration architecture which does not introduce the dead time
for calibration. The architecture consists of a fixed-depth FIFO, a set of binary counters corresponding to each bin, and
the prefix adders generating the calibrated fine time. When a hit is asserted to a TDC, the TDC yields a fine code. This
fine code is enqueued into the FIFO with increasing the value of the corresponding counter by one. And then the oldest

fine code is dequeued from the FIFO with decreasing the value of the corresponding counter by one. Through this
process, the binary counters have the up-to-date bin width information. The prefix adders sum bin widths to generate
the calibrated fine time. In order to verify the architecture, we implemented a two-channel TDC in a Virtex-6 board
(ML605, Xilinx) for the time interval (TI) measurement. A TDC consists of two 128-tap delay lines driven by a multiphase clock; one is driven by a 400-MHz system clock and the other is driven by a 180-degree out-of-phase clock. The
known TIs were generated using a delay unit (N108A, CAEN) and ranged from 0 to 20 ns. In comparison with the TIs
measured by the 10-GSa/s oscilloscope (DSO9064A, Agilent), the absolute measurement error was 9.50 ps with the
calibration and 16.5 ps without the calibration. The precision for the TI measurement was 15.2 ps-RMS with the
calibration and 23.8 ps-RMS without the calibration. Also, we alternates the ambient temperature from 10 to 50 C to
test robustness of the real-time calibration against the external drift. The precision for the 0-ns TI measurement was
15.0 ps-RMS with the real-time calibration, however, those without the real-time calibration increased up to 43.5 psRMS. All the TDC structures including the calibration block are pipelined so that the expected maximum conversion
rate is 400 MSa/s. Although the resource usage was moderate (3.2 % registers and 6.4 % LUTs per a single TDC
channel), this high throughput TDC can cover multi-analog channels using the or-gated input. This on-chip real-time
calibration architecture can be applied to not only the FPGA-TDC but also the ASIC-TDC, improving the measurement
accuracy as well as precision and keeping the TDC performances against the external drift.

A Multi-Channel Digital Signal Processing System for Real-Time High-Precision Frequency
Analysis
PS 1-8:

G. Bison, S. Afach
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In the context of a fundamental physics experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institut which searches for a permanent electric
dipole moment of the neutron, we which to extract precession frequencies from many different magnetic resonance
signals. Those precession frequencies are proportional to the magnetic field modulus in the system and allow us to
measure the field with high precision and accuracy. Important systematic effects in the experiment depend on the
magnetic field distribution which is monitored with Cs magnetometers. Those magnetic resonance systems generate
free induction decay signals with a precession frequency of 3.5 KHz. The precession frequency shall be estimated from
the measured signals with statistical errors close to the theoretical limit given by the Cramer-Rao lower bound. Relative
systematic errors are required to be smaller than 10^-9. A standard method to achieve those requirements is a least
square fit of the recorded signal.
We investigate alternatives to a full model fit in order to reduce the time delay needed for the frequency estimation. We
present a simulation study which compares different estimation algorithms and a strategy for real-time implementation
in an FPGA-based data acquisition system.

Assessment of Probabilistic Venn Machines as Real-Time Disruption Predictors from Scratch:
Application to JET with a View on ITER
PS 1-9:
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A disruption is a catastrophic loss of plasma control in tokamaks that can produce irreversible damage to a fusion
device. Therefore, disruptions can be a big issue in future reactors such as ITER or DEMO. Real time disruption
predictors are essential elements to recognise in advance disruptive behaviours. Typically, disruption predictors are
implemented in a two-step procedure. The first one is an inductive process, in which a general model is created from a
dataset of training examples. The second step is a deductive process that uses the model created in the first step to make
predictions. Usually, the training process can be very expensive in terms of computational resources but the deductive
step can require times of 1 ms or even less. To train a disruption predictor, the more discharges the better. However,
next generation tokamaks cannot wait for hundreds of disruptions to obtain a predictor. Recent analyses have shown
that it is possible to develop adaptive probabilistic disruption predictors from scratch. These adaptive predictors start
the learning process to distinguish between disruptive and non-disruptive behaviours with just 1 disruptive and 1 nondisruptive example, and the number of training examples is increased after each missed alarm. A particular
probabilistic algorithm, based on Venn predictors, has shown very good results in the predictions. Venn predictors
belong to the family of conformal predictors, which provide a measure of the reliability and accuracy for each
prediction. The price to pay in order to obtain the reliability and accuracy of each prediction is computational efficiency.
Conformal predictors do no follow the inductive/deductive schema mentioned above. The predictions are made in a

transductive way, which means that no general model is created and the whole training dataset is necessary to make
each prediction, a fact which implies a significant computational load. Due to the good results provided by Venn
predictors in the adaptive approach (success rate of 94%, a false alarm rate of 4.21% and an average warning time of
654 ms), the present work assesses their use under real-time requirements in JET. This analysis evaluates the
computation time to make predictions and the factors that can limit the period of time to detect a disruptive behaviour
in a running discharge. Such factors are related to: number of plasma quantities to be used, feature extraction in both
temporal and frequency domains, feature vector dimensionality and number of training examples for the predictions.
This study shows that Venn predictors are able to produce deterministic predictions in about 30 ms, which is the JET
threshold to take mitigation actions. The parallelization of the prediction software shows that the predictions can be
carried out in ms. Therefore, these Venn predictors are potential candidates to be applied in ITER to learn from scratch.
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Development of a Readout Module for ARICH Detector of the Belle II Experiment
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We have been conducting on R&D of read out system of 144-channel hybrid avalanche photo-detector (HAPD) to be
used for Belle II Aerogel Ring Imaging Cherenkov (ARICH) detector. Since ARICH is located in the end-cap
apparatus, readout volume is acutely limited and 420 HAPDs, i.e. signals from 60K channels have to be handed in an
efficient way. For this purpose, we have developed a new electronics board, which is placed close to the front-end
circuit (FE) of the HAPD. By introducing this board, space for various cable lines are significantly reduced without
loosing any readout functionality. An FE digitizes 144 detector signals from one HAPD unit. The digitized signals from
the six FEs are aggregated into a single data link by the data aggregation circuit. This data aggregation circuit is called
a merger board. About 80merger boards are used. The merger configures the firmware of FPGAs on FEs. It distributes
the clock, the trigger, and the slow control signals from the back-end computer to FEs. It also performs the data transfer
to a back-end computer via network processor. We have produced, after careful designing, a prototype of this board,
and tested it in detail. We found that our results well satisfy the experiment requirements.
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Luminosity Measurement for the CMS Experiment at the LHC
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Methods used for a online measurement of the luminosity delivered by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to the
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) are described. The system used for running to date is based on signals from the
Hadronic Forward (HF) calorimeter. HF signals are used to increment histograms at a rate of 40 MHz, providing a
high-statistics measurement of the luminosity for each of the LHC bunches in real time. Data from this system are
logged to a database for subsequent use in the CMS offline analysis. A calibration constant is obtained using the Van
der Meer scan technique, wherein an absolute measurement the LHC luminosity is obtained by determining the LHC
beam parameters -- i.e., the bunch currents and the effective area of the beam overlap region. A systematic calibration
accuracy at the few percent level has been obtained. New luminometers being developed for use when the LHC
resumes running in 2015 are also described.

First Results from the FPGA/NIOS Adaptive FIR Filter Using Linear Prediction
Implemented in the AERA Radio Stations to Reduce Narrow Band RFI for Radio Detection of
Cosmic Rays
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The FPGA/NIOS FIR filter based on linear prediction (LP) to suppress radio frequency interference (RFI) has been
installed in several radio stations in the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) experiment. AERA observes coherent
radio emission from extensive air showers induced by ultra-high-energy cosmic rays to make a detailed study of the
development of the electromagnetic part of air showers. Radio signals provide complementary information to obtained
from Auger surface detectors which are predominantly sensitive to the particle content of an air shower at ground. The
radio signals from air showers are caused by the coherent emission due to geomagnetic and charge-excess processes.
These emissions can be observed in the frequency band between 10 - 100 MHz. However, this frequency range is

significantly contaminated by narrow-band RFI and other human-made distortions.
A FIR filter implemented in the FPGA logic segment of the front-end electronics of a radio sensor significantly
improves the signal-to-noise ratio. Theoretical calculations show a high efficiency of this filter for mono-carrier as well
as for standard FM radio contaminations. The laboratory tests, performed on the Altera Cyclone V DK-DEV-5CEA7N
development kit confirmed fully theoretical expectations.
In this paper we present first results of an efficiency of the adaptive LP FIR filter, deployed in real AERA station on
pampas, which a comparison to currently used IIR notch filter with constant coefficients. The coefficients for the linear
predictor are dynamically refreshed and calculated in the virtual NIOS processor, which is implemented in the same
FPGA chip. The laboratory tests confirms a perfect stability of the filter. By the same LP coefficients the suppression
efficiency remains the same for hours. This corresponds to more than 10^12 clock cycles. We compared in real
conditions several variants of the LP FIR filter with various lengths and various coefficients widths (due to fixed-point
representations in the FPGA logic) to minimize a power consumption for the radio station supplied from solar panels
but keeping still sufficient accuracy of data processing.
The currently used in AERA FPGA EP4CE75F29I7 are from Cyclone IV family. The laboratory and real condition
tests are giving data for an optimization of the RFI cleaning for the next generation of the AERA Front-End based on
Cyclone V with Hardcore Processor System (HPS) and System on Chip (SoC). Each radio station will calculate itself
the own filter setup to optimize the suppression factor in dependency on the station location and a type of the RFI
contamination.
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High-Speed Data Processing Module for LLRF
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The linear accelerators, like Free-electron LAser in Hamburg (FLASH) or the European X-Ray Free Electron Laser (EXFEL) take advantage of digital Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) system to control the phase and amplitude of
electromagnetic field inside superconducting cavities. The real-time control LLRF system, processing data within a few
micro seconds, must fulfil the performance requirements and provide monitoring and diagnostics. The AMC-based
Controller (DAMC-TCK7) board was developed as a general purpose high-performance low-latency data processing
unit designed according to the PICMG MTCA.4 spec. The module provides processing power, data memory,
communication links, reference clock, trigger and interlock signals that are required in modern LLRF control systems.
The module was originally designed as a LLRF (Low Level Radio Frequency) cavity field stabilizing controller for
standing-wave linear accelerators. However, the application of the board is much wider, it is general purpose data
processing module suitable for systems requiring low latency and high speed digital signal processing. This paper
discusses the requirements for the digital real-time data processing module, presents the laboratory performance
evaluation and the first results from Cryo Module Test Bench (CMTB) at DESY.
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Standardized Solution of Management Controller for MicroTCA.4
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The Micro Telecommunications Computing Architecture (MTCA) standard is a modern platform, that is gaining
popularity in the area of High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments. The standard provides extensive management,
monitoring and diagnostics functionality. The hardware management is based on Intelligent Platform Management
Interface (IPMI), that was initially developed for management and monitoring of complex computers operation. The
original IPMI specification was extended and new functions required for MTCA hardware management, were added.
The Module Management Controller (MMC) is required on each Advanced Mezzanine Card installed in MTCA chassis.
The Rear Transition Modules (RTMs) require RMC management controller (Rear transition module Management
Controller) that is specified in MTCA.4 extension specification. The commercially available implementations of MMC
and RMC are expensive and do not provide the whole functionality that is required by specific HEP applications.
Therefore, many research centers and commercial companies work on their own implementation of AMC or RTM
controllers. The available implementations suffer because of lack of a standard and interoperability problems. The
Authors developed a unified solution of management controller fully compliant to MTCA and MTCA.4 standards. The
MMC v1.00 solution is dedicated for management of AMC and RTM modules. The MMC v1.00 is based on Atmel
ATxmega MCU and can be fully customized by user or used as a drop-in-module without any modifications. The paper
discusses the functionality of the MMC v1.00 solution. The implementation was verified with developed evaluation
kits for AMC and RTM cards.
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IEEE 1588 Time Synchronization Board in MTCA.4 Form Factor
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The distributed data acquisition and control systems in large-scale scientific experiments, like e.g. the ITER
thermonuclear reactor, require time synchronization with nanosecond precision. A protocol commonly used for that
purpose is the Precise Timing Protocol (PTP), also known as IEEE 1588 standard. It uses the standard Ethernet
signalling and protocols and allows obtaining timing accuracy of order of tens of nanoseconds. The MTCA.4 is
gradually becoming the platform of choice for building such systems. Currently there is no commercially available
implementation of PTP receiver on that platform.
In the paper, we present the module in the MTCA.4 form factor supporting this standard. The module may be used as a
timing receiver providing reference clocks in the MTCA.4 chassis, generating the Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal and
allowing generation of triggers and timestamping of events on 8 configurable backplane lines and two front panel
connectors.
The module is based on the Xilinx Spartan 6 FPGA and thermally stabilized Voltage Controlled Oscillator controlled
by the digital-to-analog converter. The board supports standalone operation, without the support from the host
operating system, as the entire control algorithm is run on the Microblaze CPU implemented in FPGA.
The software support for the card includes the low-level API in the form of the Linux driver and user-mode library and
high-level API: ITER Nominal Device Support and EPICS IOC.
The device has been tested in ITER timing distribution network (TCN) with three cascaded PTP-enabled Hirschmann
switches and GPS reference clock source. An RMS synchronization accuracy measured by direct comparison of the
PPS signals better than 20 ns has been obtained.
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Zone 3 Classifications for MicroTCA.4
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To enhance the compatibility and modularity of AMC and RTM boards within the MircroTCA.4 electronic standard,
more and more board manufacturers follow the ratified ZONE3 classes for analog or digital applications. Here, we
present the zone description, electrical specification, protection sequence and give design examples for application
engineers. Furthermore we present the IPMI support, E-keying, reference voltage mechanism over ZONE3 and give an
overview of the rapidly growing AMC and RTM boards, which are compatible to the ZONE3 classes.
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Using Industrial Standard FMC Carrier for Measurement Applications
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MicroTCA.4 is a module standard developed on the basis of MicroTCA.0. It introduces the Rear Transition Modules
which provide additional space for custom analog and digital functions that cannot be integrated on standard AMC
boards due to space constraints or the requirement to separate digital and analog components. Compared to standard
MicroTCA.0, MicroTCA.4 doubles board space available per slot. To facilitate development for research and industry
partners, DESY is developing components for support: A Module Management Controller is provided as a template
solution to deliver a set of functions that can be integrated on custom boards. It allows less development effort and
faster bring-up. In addition, DESY developed two MicroTCA.4 FMC carriers that allow integration of existing 3rdparty components (DAC cards, ADC cards, I/O cards, etc.) into MicroTCA.4 systems. The DAMC-FMC20 is a lowcost FMC carrier, based on two Spartan-6 FPGAs and provides two FMC slots (HPC+LPC). The DAMC-FMC25 is a
powerful Virtex-5 based FMC carrier providing two full high-density (HPC) slots. Booth carriers feature a RearTransition Module connector, allowing to connect existing or custom-developed RTM cards that can benefit from
LVDS and MGT links to the FPGA. These boards are designed according to DESY Zone 3 pin recommendation, so
they are for example compatible with existing ADC/DAC RTMs, with a Piezo Driver and with a vector modulator,
allowing to integrate complex functions into a single slot with existing off-the-shelf components.

Performance Evaluation of MicroTCA.4 Multichannel Fast Digitizer for Direct Sampling
Applications
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Nowadays accelerator control systems incorporate hundreds of field detection receivers with very high requirements in
terms of precision, stability and latency. Modern state-of-the-art analog-to-digital conversion technology allows the use
of very high speed ADCs for direct sampling of RF signals without prior RF down-conversion to an intermediated
frequency (IF). This paper describes the design and performance evaluation of a MicroTCA.4 fast digitizer system that
can sample RF signals of frequencies up to 2.7 GHz at speeds up to 800 MSPS. In our design, we implemented on an
AMC board four dual-channel 12-bit ADCs as well as 2 dual channel 16-bit DAC operating up to 160 MSPS. First
results are shown of the achievable field detection precision using the non-IQ sampling scheme at various different
bandwidths and system latencies, together with the long-term stability and drifts of the ADCs. This paper proves the
feasibility of multi-channel direct RF sampling for various accelerator applications such as High Order Mode detection,
ultra-fast Klystron interlocks, and it suitability for precision RF controls.
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RTM RF Backplane for MicroTCA.4 Crates
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We developed a new Rear Transition Module (RTM) Backplane for MicroTCA.4 crates that is compliant with the
PICMG standard and an optional crate extension. The RTM Backplane provides multiple links for high-precision clock
and RF signals to analog RTM cards. Usage of an RTM Backplane allows to significantly simplify the cable
management, and therefore to increase the reliability of electronic controls when multiple analog RF front-ends are
required. In addition, the RTM backplane allows also to add so called extended RTMs (eRTM) and RTM Power
Modules (RTM-PM) to an 12 slot MicroTCA crate. Up to four 6 HE wide eRTMs and two RTM-PMs can be installed
behind the front PM and MCH modules. An eRTM attached to the MCH via Zone 3 connector is used for analog signal
management on the RTM backplane. This eRTM allows also installing a powerful CPU to extend the processing
capacity of the MTCA.4 crate. Three additional eRTMs provide space for analog electronics for supplying signals to
the uRTMs. The RTM-PMs deliver managed low-noise (separated from front crate PMs) analog bipolar power (+VV, VV) for the RTMs and an unipolar power for the eRTMs. This extends functionality of the MicroTCA.4 crate and
offers unique performance improvement for analog front-end electronics. This paper covers a new concept of the RTM
Backplane, a new implementation for the real-time LLRF control system and performance evaluation of designed
prototype.

The Upgrade of the ATLAS High Level Trigger and Data Acquisition Systems and Their
Integration
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The Data Acquisition (DAQ) and High Level Trigger (HLT) systems that served the ATLAS experiment during LHCs
first run are being upgraded in the first long LHC shutdown period, from 2013 to 2015. This contribution describes the
elements that are vital for the new interaction between the two systems. The central architectural enhancement is the
fusion of the once separate Level 2, Event Building (EB), and Event Filter steps. Through the factorization of
previously disperse functionality and better exploitation of caching mechanisms, the inherent simplification carries with
it an increase in performance. Flexibility to different running conditions is improved by an automatic balance of
formerly separate tasks. Incremental EB is the principle of the new Data Collection, whereby the HLT farm avoids
duplicate requests to the detector Read-Out System (ROS) by preserving and reusing previously obtained data.
Moreover, requests are packed and fetched together to avoid redundant trips to the ROS. Anticipated EB is activated
when a large enough portion of the event is requested, reinforcing this effect. A new HLT Processing Unit exploits
current architecture trends with a multiprocessing approach that is based on process forking, thereby bypassing threadsafety concerns, while containing total memory usage through the Operating Systems Copy-On-Write feature. HLT and
DAQ releases are decoupled by a flexible interface that allows quick updates of the communication between both sides,
thus providing increased operational maneuvering. Finally, additional data are recorded through Data Scouting. A
method of previewing properties of events whose frequency would otherwise exclude them, this new feature will
provide key intelligence for subsequent trigger adjustments.
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On-the-fly Analysis Construction for Real-Time Data Analysis
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For most particle physics experiments, real-time data analysis during data taking is important in order to avoid redoing
expensive measurements. However, many of particle experiments often have a pre-designed and pre-installed set of
analyzers for this purpose. One reason for this is that data analysis requires code writing, compiling and installing,
which usually takes too much work and a too long time for the purpose of quick data investigation. This aspect
becomes more serious for commissioning phases of experiments, where real-time investigation is more important while
analysis is often first-time development and one-time use.
Particle physics data analysis generally involves extensive coding, commonly in C++. Analysis logic is described using
programming concepts, such as data structures and algorithms with variables, if-branches and while-loops. On the other
hand, analysis logic is described without these concepts in published papers, at any desired levels of detail. This hints
us that analysis could be constructed without coding, and if this could be done, we might be able to solve the coding
overhead issues.
For the commissioning of the KATRIN neutrino mass measurement experiment, we developed an analysis platform on
which analysis logic is constructed without programming concepts. Mimicking the way of describing analysis in
physics papers, analysis logic is constructed by a line of parameterized elementary tasks, such as "select energy range",
"tag coincident events", "fit the peak", "find a ring pattern" and "compare the distributions". Pronouns (often implied)
correspond to a linking structure between elements (often defaults). Variables and control statements are all
encapsulated, even though actual processing includes various levels of branches and iterations.
By describing analysis with a linear sequence of elementary tasks, analysis logic can be constructed by program coding,
by simple configuration text which can be generated by a GUI tool, or by mixture of the two. The GUI tool is
particularly suitable for real-time analysis as users can construct analysis on-the-fly by drag-and-drop on a real-time
monitoring system. Owing to the encapsulated element structure, the elements are highly configurable and reusable
(then become reliable). Sequences constructed with the GUI can be directly embedded into C++ code, and vice versa.
This provides seamless integration between online and offline analysis, as short turn-around is important for the former
and integration to other C++ tools, such as ROOT, is convenient for the latter. Best of all, coding skill is no longer
required for physics data analysis.
The developed code-less data analysis system was successfully used for KATRIN Spectrometer-Detector
commissioning in 2013, and this seamless integration to the traditional code-based style led continued use of the
constructed analysis logic for later offline analysis.
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The future heavy-ion experiment CBM (FAIR/GSI, Darmstadt, Germany) will focus on the measurement of very rare
probes at interaction rates up to 10 MHz with data flow of up to 1 TB/s. The beam will provide free stream of beam
particles without bunch structure. That requires full online event reconstruction and selection not only in space, but also
in time, so-called 4D event building and selection. This is a task of the First-Level Event Selection (FLES).
The FLES reconstruction and selection package consists of several modules: track finding, track fitting, short-lived
particles finding, event building and event selection. Since all detector measurements contain also time information, the
event building is done at all stages of the reconstruction process. The input data are distributed within the FLES farm in
a form of so-called time-slices, which time length is proportional to a compute power of a processing node. A timeslice is reconstructed in parallel between cores within a CPU, thus minimizing communication between CPUs. After all
tracks of the whole time-slice are found and fitted in 4D, they are collected into clusters of tracks originated from
common primary vertices, which then are fitted, thus identifying 4D interaction points registered within the time-slice.
Secondary tracks are associated with primary vertices according to their estimated production time. After that shortlived particles are found and the full event building process is finished. The last stage of the FLES package is a
selection of events according to the requested trigger signatures.
We describe in details all stages of the FLES package and present results of tests on many-core computer farms with up
to 3000 cores, focusing mainly on the track finding and the event building stages as the most complicated and time
consuming parts of the package. The track finding efficiency remains stable and the processing time grows as a
polynomial of second order with respect to the number of events in the time-slice. The first results of J/psi selection are
presented and discussed.
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The ALICE High Level Trigger System for LHC Run 2
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After successful operation during Run 1 of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the High Level Trigger (HLT) system of
ALICE, the dedicated heavy-ion experiment at the LHC, has been completely re-build during 2013-14 in preparation
for LHC Run 2 (2015-18). An overview of this new system will be presented.
After the ALICE detector electronics consolidation program, the input rate into the HLT system will be more than a
factor 2 higher and is expected to exceed 50 GByte/s. New higher-speed optical data links (DDL2, up to 5 Gb/s) will be
used for the detector readout in addition to the existing DDL1s. A new common receiver PCIe v2 x8 card (CRORC)
with up to 12 input channels has been developed by the ALICE HLT and DAQ groups. The full detector readout in the
HLT system, as well as the data output to the data acquisition (DAQ) system will be based on this card. The increased
processing performance of new CPUs, together with the experience from Run 1, allowed for a change in the HLT
computing farm layout. Instead of several layers of specialised compute nodes, the Run 2 system will have a single flat
layer. To handle the expected traffic, the network has been upgraded to a full bisection FDR Infiniband network. All
~190 compute nodes will be equipped with GPGPUs, which will be used for the most resource intensive pattern
reconstruction step, the tracking of the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) data. For Run 2, a switch from the currently
used NVidia consumer GPUs, programmed in CUDA, towards AMD Firepro GPUs, programmed in OpenGL, has been
performed.
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The ATLAS detector was designed and built to study proton-proton collisions produced at the LHC at centre-of-mass
energies up to 14 TeV and instantaneous luminosities up to 10^34cm-2s-1. Liquid argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters
are employed for all electromagnetic calorimetry in the pseudorapidity region |η|<3.2, and for hadronic calorimetry in
the region from |η|=1.5 to |η|=4.9. The ATLAS Liquid Argon (LAr) calorimeters produce a total of 182,486 signals
which are digitized and processed by the front-end and back-end electronics for each triggered event. In addition, the
front-end electronics sums analog signals to provide coarse-grained energy sums, called trigger towers, to the first-level
trigger system, which is optimized for nominal LHC luminosities. In 2019, instantaneous luminosities of (23)x10^34cm-2s-1 are expected, far beyond that for which the detector was designed. In order to cope with this
increased trigger rate, an improved spatial granularity of the trigger primitives is proposed, in order to improve the
identification performance for trigger signatures (e.g. electrons, photons, tau leptons, jets, total and missing energy) at
high background rejection rates. For these purposes, a new LAr Trigger Digitizer Board (LTDB) is being designed to
receive higher granularity signals, digitize them on-detector and send them via fast optical links to a new digital
processing system (DPS). The DPS applies digital filtering and identifies significant energy depositions in each trigger
channel. The refined trigger primitives are then transmitted to the first-level trigger system for extraction of improved
trigger signatures. This talk will present the general concept of the upgraded LAr calorimeter trigger together with the
various electronics components to be developed. The R&D activities as well as architectural and performance studies
undertaken by the ATLAS LAr Calorimeter group will be described. Details of the on-going design of mixed-signal
front-end ASICs, of radiation tolerant optical-links, and of the high-speed off-detector FPGA based DPS units will be
presented.

MicroTCA.0, a Shelf Standard Adopted by the GET Project for Experiments in Nuclear
Physics with the Smart Trigger and Time Stamper MUTANT
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G. Wittwer, F. Saillant, M. Blaizot, G. F. Grinyer, B. Raine, C. Belkhiria, S. Primault, C. Gueye
GANIL- CEA/CNRS Laboratory, Caen, France
MTCA.0 is widely used as the shelf standard to handle up to 30k channels of the General Electronics for Time
projection chambers (GET) project. This scalable and reconfigurable data acquisition system, originally designed for
time projection chambers in nuclear physics, is also of interest to other physicists who wish to renew their electronics.
The dual star and double width MTCA version retained for the project perfectly suits our requirements: to be able to
setup the system and acquire the data on the one hand, with the best commercial solution (MicroTCA Carrier Hub) and
having parallel access to all Advanced Mezzanine Cards (AMC) with a dedicated three-level trigger/timestamper on the
other. This module called MUTANT (MUtiplicity Trigger ANd Time) takes full advantage of all the backplane
resources, a carrier board initially foreseen for redundancy in telecom architectures.
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Trigger System of the NA61/SHINE Experiment at the CERN SPS

O. Wyszynski
Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland

NA61/SHINE (SPS Heavy Ion and Neutrino Experiment) is a large acceptance hadron spectrometer designed for
comprehensive studies of hadron production in hadron-proton, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions at the
CERN Super Proton Synchrotron. The NA61/SHINE physics programme requires measurements of a large number of
reactions recorded using different trigger conditions. This motivated a flexible solution for the NA61/SHINE trigger
system. The trigger uses signals from scintillation, Cherenkov and calorimeter detectors. In total up to 16 signals have
to be processed for a trigger decision. The core of the system is based on a single field-programmable gate array
(FPGA), running with a 120 MHz clock which offers a resolution of ~8.3 ns. Moreover, it is capable of selecting in
parallel events which satisfy up to four trigger definitions. Events corresponding to these trigger definitions are
recorded with relative frequencies which can be selected using 12 bit prescalers. The working parameters of the trigger,
such as coincidences and delays, are set up remotely via a Java application, designed to be handled by non-expert users.
The performance parameters are monitored by Python based monitoring software, which is capable of displaying
values of beam counters and beam time structure. Furthermore, the monitoring software calculates summary
information, such as trigger probabilities, which are crucial from a user's point of view. It also detects pre-failure states
of the trigger system, such as false scaler counts, and gives the opportunity to prepare the necessary repair procedure
before the state of irrecoverability. This talk describes technical aspects and details of the trigger system of NA61/Shine
experiment.

Artificial Neural Network as a FPGA Trigger for a Detection of Very Inclined "Young"
Showers
PS 1-29:

Z. Szadkowski, K. Pytel
Department of Physics and Applied Informatics, University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
The observation of ultra-high energy neutrinos has become a priority in experimental astro-particle physics. Neutrinos
can interact in the atmosphere (downward-going $\nu$) or in the Earth crust (Earth-skimming $\nu$), producing air
showers that can be observed with arrays of detectors at the ground.The surface detector array of the Pierre Auger
Observatory can detect these types of cascades. The distinguishing signature for neutrino events is the presence of very
inclined showers produced close to the ground (i.e., after having traversed a large amount of atmosphere). Up to now,
the Pierre Auger Observatory did not find any candidate on a neutrino event. This imposes competitive limits to the
diffuse flux of UHE$\nu$s in the EeV range and above.
A very low rate of events potentially generated by neutrinos is a significant challenge for a detection technique and
requires both sophisticated algorithms and high-resolution hardware. We present a trigger based on a pipeline artificial
neural network implemented in a large FPGA which after learning can recognize traces corresponding to special types
of events.
The structure of an artificial neural network (ANN) algorithm being developed on the MATLAB platform has been
implemented into the fast logic of the biggest FPGA from the Cyclone V E family used for the prototype of the FrontEnd Board (FEB) for the Auger\_Beyond\_2015. Weight coefficients for the network are calculated by the virtual
NIOS processor. Several algorithms were tested, however, the Levenberg-Marquardt one (trainlm) seems to be the
most efficient.
The network was taught: a) to recognize "old" showers (learning on a basis of real Auger very inclined showers
(positive markers) and real standard showers especially triggered by Time over Threshold (negative marker)), b) to
recognize "young" showers (on the basis of simulated "young" events (positive markers) and standard Auger events as
a negative reference).
3 layer neural network being taught by real very inclined Auger showers shows a very good efficiency of the pattern
recognition of "old" showers and a very high coincidence with a trigger based on the Discrete Cosine Transform. We
plan to store a database of simulated "young" ADC traces (positive marker) in an external RAM of the FEB and to read
real traces from the ADCs as reference (negative marker). Network coefficients will be calculated in the NIOS and
sequentially refreshed in the fast FPGA logic. We are developing an implementation of 3 independent 3-layer ANN
(for 3 PMTs in the Auger surface detector) based on 5CEFA9F31I7 FPGA from the Cyclone V E family for a
recognition of very rare "young" showers in a real conditions on the Argentinean surface detector array.
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The CANDLES Trigger System for the Study of Double Beta Decay of 48Ca
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The CANDLES trigger system is used for the study of Double Beta Decay of 48Ca. CaF2 crystals are used as the
sources and the detectors, and liquid scintillator is used as the active shield to veto external backgrounds. Scintillation

lights are measured by 62 photomultiplier tubes (PMT), and the pulse shapes are recorded by flash ADCs. The pulse
shapes are performed to distinguish the signal of CaF2 scintillator lights from liquid scintillator lights. But if we trigger
the signal by the pulse height, the energy threshold of liquid scintillator lights are a few ten times lower than CaF2's one
since the decay time of liquid scintillator (~a few10ns) is a few ten times shorter than that of CaF2 scintillator (~1s).
High counting rate of the liquid scintillator causes dead time. In order to avoid this problem, we have developed a new
trigger system.
Trigger and data acquisition system of the CANDLES experiment consists of a trigger module, FADC modules and a
router module on ATCA backplane. On the ATCA backplane, we use dual star point-to-point serial data links. One star
connects the trigger module and the FADC modules. The other connects the router module and the FADC modules
with serial data link, SpaceWire. The router module has a SpaceWire router. SpaceWire data links are used for data
read out and also for accessing registers on all FPGAs in the system. The FADC module not only records the pulse
shape, but also discriminates the pulse height or integrated signal, which corresponds to charge. The local trigger
signals, the results of the discrimination, are sent to the trigger modules. The trigger module receives the local trigger
signals and broadcasts a global trigger signal through the backplane. The trigger module handles the local trigger
signals in predefined logic blocks on the FPGA, such as multiplicity logic, delay logic and prescale logic. We can
change the logic by setting parameters, and make a clever trigger system.
To trigger CaF2 signal more efficiently, we have implemented Dual Gate Trigger which takes a delayed coincidence of
two integration windows. Two same signals are sent to the FADC modules, and the integrated signals are discriminated
on each FADC module. Two local trigger signals are created and reach the trigger module through the backplane. The
FPGA logic on the trigger module manipulates them. One of the signals is delayed, and the multiplicity logic requires
their coincidence. As a result of these steps, the delayed coincidence signal of two integration windows becomes the
global trigger signal. Dual Gate Trigger can remove the scintillation lights of the short decay time without dead time.
For CANDLES, Dual Gate Trigger can trigger not liquid scintillator lights (short decay time signal), but CaF2's one
(long decay time signal). Therefor, we can prevent high counting rate, and gather CaF2 signal efficiently.
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The BGO Electromagnetic Calorimeter Sub-trigger Electronics for DAMPE
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The Dark Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) is being constructed as a scientific satellite to observe high energy cosmic
rays in space. As a main sub-detector of DAMPE, the BGO electromagnetic calorimeter provides a wide measurement
range of energy deposition of the particles traversing the detector and the sub-trigger signals that are the input of trigger
selection module. There are 704 photomultiplier tube (PMT) dynode signals in total to generate the sub-trigger signals,
which bring difficulties in design of the front end electronics (FEE). Based on the design requirement in space, such as
timing, acquisition rate, power consumption, weight and stability, a low-noise, low-power ASIC chip named
VATA160R1, which integrates 32 analogue front-end channels for charge measurement with trigger, is adopted.
32 VATA160R1 chips are mounted on 8 FEE-A modules which are a type of FEE module. A test setup is built to
evaluate the performance of FEE-A. The result of pedestal test shows that the maximum RMS noise is less than 3 fC.
The result of linearity test shows the digital output of the FEE-A is linear in response to input charge ranging from 0 to
12 pC with less than 1% integral nonlinearity. The result of the trigger threshold test shows that the minimum charge
threshold can be set to 15 fC and the inherent delay from event injection to sub-trigger output is close to 150 ns.
To ensure the accuracy of charge measurement, the allowable tolerance range of time walk should be calibrated. A
PMT calibration setup is built to test the time walk effect. The result shows that the timing error is enlarged and cannot
be neglected as the threshold increases. Therefore, proper trigger threshold setting and offline data processing should be
seriously considered.
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A Trigger Fanout Rear-Transition Module for the European XFEL Timing System
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The European XFEL [1] timing system [2],[3] delivers drift-compensated precise timing and trigger information for its
experiments. It consist of a double-size AMC module for micro-TCA crate system and complies with the MTCA.4
specifications. Clocks and triggers are delivered through the front-panel, the MTCA.4 backplane or through a RearTransition Module (RTM) connector. To accommodate the need for more trigger outputs from one single timing board
an RTM board has been designed for trigger fanout. This allows a more efficient use of each timing board in the system,
while reducing the total cost. The board can deliver triggers through either LVDS or 5V TTL signals. Additionally

some of the trigger ports have been equipped with the possibility of generating triggers of arbitrary length and phase
position, in steps of 5ps. With the trigger fanout RTM board the European XFEL timing system becomes even more
flexible and should suit the needs for even more experiments.
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Upgrade of the CMS Global Muon Trigger
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The increase in center-of-mass energy and luminosity for Run 2 of the Large Hadron Collider pose new challenges for
the trigger systems of the experiments. To keep triggering with a similar performance as in Run 1, the CMS muon
trigger is currently being upgraded. The new algorithms will provide higher resolution, especially for the muon
transverse momentum and will make use of isolation criteria that combine calorimeter with muon information already
in the level-1 trigger. The demands of the new algorithms can only be met by upgrading the level-1 trigger system to
new powerful FPGAs with high bandwidth I/O. The processing boards will be based on the new microTCA standard.
We report on the planned algorithms for the upgraded Global Muon Trigger (GMT) which combines information from
the muon trigger sub-systems and assigns the isolation variable. The upgraded GMT will be implemented using a
Master Processor 7 card, built by Imperial College, that features a large Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA. Up to 72 optical links at
10 Gb/s will be used to receive energy sums from the calorimeter trigger and muon candidates directly from the sector
processors of the upgraded trigger, absorbing the final sorting stage of each muon sub-system and thus minimizing the
latency of the trigger.
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An Optimization of the FPGA Based Wavelet Trigger in Radio Detection of Cosmic Rays

Z. Szadkowski
Department of Physics and Applied Informatics, University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Experiments that observe coherent radio emission from extensive air showers induced by ultra-high energy cosmic rays
are designed for a detailed study of the development of the electromagnetic part of air showers. Radio detectors can
operate with 100% up time as e.g. surface detectors based on water-Cherenkov tanks. They are being developed for
ground-based experiments (e.g. the Pierre Auger Observatory) as another type of airshower detector in addition to the
fluorescence detectors, which operate with only 10% of duty in dark nights. The radio signals from air showers are
caused by the coherent emission due to geomagnetic radiation and charge excess processes. Currently used self-triggers
in radio detectors often generate a dense stream of data, which is analyzed afterwards. Huge amounts of registered data
requires a significant man-power for the off-line analysis. An improvement of the trigger efficiency becomes a relevant
factor. The wavelet trigger, which investigates on-line a power of radio signals (V^2/R) is promising with respect to
current designs.
In this work, Morlet wavelets with various scaling factors were used for an analysis of real data from the Auger
Engineering Radio Array and for an optimization of the utilization of the resources in an FPGA. The wavelet analysis
showed that the power of events is concentrated mostly in a limited range of the frequency spectrum (consistent with a
range imposed by the input analog band-pass filter). However, we found several events with suspicious spectral
characteristics, where the signal power is spread over the full band-width sampled by a 200MHz digitizer with
significant contribution of very high and very low frequencies. These events may not origin from cosmic ray showers
but can be human-made contaminations. The engine of the wavelet analysis can be implemented into the modern
powerful FPGA and can remove suspicious events on-line to reduce the trigger rate.
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New Developments for Real Time Plasma Control System of TCV Tokamak Based on FPGA
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The Tokamak is currently the most promising configuration to obtain controlled nuclear fusion energy. The Tokamak
Configuration Variable (TCV) has extensive plasma control possibilities thanks to an extremely flexible set of actuators
that consists of poloidal field (PF) coils, gas valves, electron cyclotron (EC) powers and launchers. There are 16
independently powered PF coils that control plasma shape and position. This leads to a unique shaping capability with
high elongation and triangularity [1]. High elongation is favourable as it increases energy stored in the plasma, but it
also leads to the instability of the plasma vertical position [2]. A set of in-vessel coils, driven by a fast power supply
which requires a control bandwidth of 100 kHz, is used to stabilize the vertical position. An optimal control for the

plasma vertical stability was designed using a reduced-order model which has been derived from the TCV rigid
displacement full-order model (RZIP) [3].
The controller is implemented on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) chip. FPGAs are reconfigurable integrated
circuits consisting of elementary cells and interconnections that are fully programmable by the end user to build
specific hardware architectures. The massive parallelism computation capability of a FPGA is suitable to process large
amounts of data rapidly. As no data is transferred to an external PC, the control algorithm executes with very low
latency. Hence, the power and flexibility of FPGAs is now being recognized and used within the fusion community [4].
However, programming FPGA using VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language)
hand-written code is notoriously difficult for non FPGA-expert physics users. This issue was bypassed by using
Matlab-Simulink and the HDL coder package. The control algorithms are designed in user-friendly Matlab-Simulink
environment, and tested in simulation. The VHDL code is generated automatically then compiled into a
configuration .bit file and implemented on the FPGA. The prototype system consists of the COTS components which
are the Spartan 6 FPGA, 12-bit resolution A/D and D/A converter cards and can result latency of <5us even using what
is essentially a commercial FPGA demonstration board. The developed controller was found fully functional by
performing Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) verification. This paper presents the vertical plasma instability problem, the
design and analysis of the controller using the RZIP model and a methodology for FPGA implementation. Although, in
this paper, a linear PID controller is used for illustration purpose only, advanced control algorithms (e.g. non-linear
model predictive control, adaptative control, etc.) are planned taking advantage of the FPGAs computation power.
Keywords: Real-time Digital Tokamak control, FPGA, VHDL code generation, Matlab-Simulink programming, nonexpert user interface
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Improvement of Nonlinearity Correction for BES III ETOF Upgrade
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An improved scheme to implement integral non-linearity (INL) correction of time measurement for BESIII endcap
TOF (ETOF) upgrade system is presented in this paper. Methods for INL correction in HPTDC (high performance time
to digital convertor) adopted in BESIII TOF system are proved to be limited in upgrading MRPC system, because
sharply increased electronic channels corresponding to detector read-out strips degrade system configuration efficiency
severely. Besides, the function of system-level nonlinearity determination is not involved in BESIII TOF electronics
after installation, which ignores the possibility to monitor INL of TDC in spectrometer scene.
In this proposed method, during INL correcting procedure, the INL data is automatically imported from a non-volatile
storage of read-only memories (ROM) instead of from DAQ, and then fed into FPGA with correction algorithm online.
The real-time performance and system efficiency for INL correction can be guaranteed with the help of this method.
Utilizing the on-board reference clock of fast control module in ETOF upgrade electronics, a start signal irrelevant to
41.65 MHz clock generated from BEPC II is sent to FEE to produce a test signal that finally serves as pseudo-random
pulse to HPTDC for nonlinearity evaluation.
Test results show that the INL errors for one time measuring module with 72 channels can be corrected online and in
real-time. The measuring and DAQ systems simplification and stability can be guaranteed as well, which makes this
method successfully meet the requirement for BESIII ETOF upgrade phase. Furthermore, the system-level nonlinearity
test is also supported.

The SuperPHENIX Upgrade of the PHENIX Experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider
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M. Purschke
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The PHENIX Collaboration at RHIC is planning a series of major upgrades that will enable a comprehensive
measurement of jets in relativistic heavy ion collisions, provide enhanced physics capabilities for studying nucleonnucleus and polarized proton collisions, and eventually allow a detailed study of electron-nucleus collisions at the
Electron Ion Collider at Brookhaven. The first of these upgrades, named "SuperPHENIX'', or sPHENIX, will be based
on the former BaBar magnet and will include, in addition to the existing PHENIX Silicon Vertex Tracker in a modified
configuration, a hadronic calorimeter and a new electromagnetic calorimeter.
Both calorimeters are read out with silicon photomultipliers and waveform digitizing electronics. We envision the use
of a variant of the latest version of the PHENIX Data Collection Modules and the general data acquisition concept for
sPHENIX. At the time of this writing, prototypes for both calorimeters are being tested and evaluated at a test beam at
the the Fermi National Laboratory, already using a current version of the standard PHENIX readout chain.
We will describe the design, the envisioned readout technologies, the expected performance of the calorimeters and the
Silicon Photomultipliers, and report on the results of the beam tests currently in progress.
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Enhancement of the ASDEX Upgrade Real-Time Plasma Position Reflectometry Diagnostic
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Microwave O-mode reflectometry is a diagnostic technique that will play an important supplementary role for plasma
position control for ITER and forseeably for DEMO. Density profiles from reflectometry will provide, at high temporal
resolutions, estimates of the gap between the plasma magnetic separatrix and the tokamak vessel walls. These estimates
will be used to detect and correct drifts in the magnetic gap measurements, the primary measurements used for plasma
position and shape control. The feasibility of this alternative feedback control approach was demonstrated in 2011 on
ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) [1], where the reflectometry gap estimate actually replaced the corresponding magnetic
measurement in the position control loop.
Presently, the AUG's real-time (RT) reflectometry diagnostic is being upgraded to improve not only its density range
coverage but also its acquisition and RT data processing performance. The diagnostic is now capable of acquiring a
total of 16 channels (previously 8) from which 8, corresponding to microwave bands K, Ka, Q and V from both the
high (HFS) and low field side (LFS) reflectometers, are used in the RT density profile and separatrix gap calculations.
The modern NUMA hardware architecture of the updated data processing server allows for an efficient and separate
handling of the data-flows produced by the hosted acquisition systems. The higher RAM and CPU interconnection
bandwidths allow the implementation of new operation modes that exploit the very high data throughput (> 1.2 GB/s)
of each of the two used acquisition boards. RT reconstruction of the density profiles is a complex algorithm, whose
performance will also be improved by the additional processing power (16 cores instead of 8).
The system was specified to acquire and store HFS and LFS density profile data every < 250 us whilst simultaneously
producing profile measurements for RT control every 1 ms. In this new operation mode, identical to the one planned
for the ITER plasma position reflectometer (PPR), the diagnostic can reach an inbound data throughput (ADCs to RT
processing host) and a computational load that are closer to the ones expected to be generated by each of the planned 4
ITER PPRs (~3 GB/s maximum inbound and outbound data stream bandwidth per PPR). Herein we will present in
detail the AUG's upgraded RT reflectometry diagnostic and its integration with the discharge control system using an
improved diagnostic software framework. Benchmarks will be used to compare the upgraded system to the one used
during the 2011 feedback control demonstration. Preliminary RT experimental data obtained in both the HFS and LFS
will be shown to illustrate the system's plasma position and shape control capabilities to be demonstrated during AUG's
2014 experimental campaign.
[1] Santos, J., et al. (2012). Reflectometry-based plasma position feedback control demonstration at ASDEX Upgrade.
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xTCA for Physics Standards Roadmaps & SLAC Initiatives

R. Larsen
SLAC, Palo Alto, United States
The overall goal of the xTCA Standards for Physics is to provide labs and industry with state-of-the-art tools for the
next generation of instrument standards for worldwide labs and industry. Development is ongoing through a unique
lab-industry partnership with a major goal of interoperability of common function designs from labs and industry in
both hardware and software interfaces. The basic serial multi-GigaHertz backplane telecommunications industry
platform is modified with Physics extensions supported by the Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) outof-band system which is crucial to hot-swap and very high system availability. All published standards and guidelines
are open-source and available for purchase through picmg.org. The xTCA for Physics Committee under the PCI
Industrial Computer Manufacturers Group (PICMG) was formed in 2009 to undertake extensions of PICMG
telecommunications industry standards for better applicability to Physics instrumentation. The organization consists of
a Coordinating Committee and two formal Technical Subcommittees called Physics Timing and Synchronization, a.k.a.
Hardware Working Group (HWG) and Software Architecture and Protocols, a.k.a. Software Working Group (SWG).
The HWG has developed, reviewed, had approved by PICMG and published two new Standards and one Guideline as
follows: o AdvancedTCA Rear Transition Module Zone 3A- PICMG 3.8 , July 2011 (ATCA) o MicroTCA
Enhancements for Rear IO and Precision Timing- PICMG MTCA.4, July 2011 o Physics Design Guide for Clocks,
Gates & Triggers in Instrumentation PDG.0.R0.9, March 2013 (ATCA) Meanwhile the SWG worked hard but with a
much smaller group on a large set of guidelines including: o 2014 Real Time Common Hardware API o Common
Process Thread Model o Common I/O Device Model o Data Transport Protocol o Synchronization Protocol o
Command Control Protocol o Component Management/Failover/Update Protocol o Common FPGA configuration
register assignment o Common FPGA architecture/download protocol The paper will describe the main benefits to labs
and industry being realized by the HWG developments and the Roadmap under development for further work. Since

the HWG finished its original Statement of Work, by PICMG rules a new subcommittee to address Standards or
Guidelines must be formed and approved by PICMG.
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RF-Backplane Management for the MicroTCA.4 Control System
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To transport low-noise Radio Frequency (RF) signals within a MicroTCA.4 Crate a new RTM backplane is invented as
an optional extension to the 9U crate standard. The RTM backplane is equipped with links for high precision RF and
Clock signals for the µRTM, therefore it is also called an RFBackplane. In combination with this backplane new
extended RTMs (eRTM) and RTM Power Modules (RTM-PM) can be operated. Up to four 6 HP wide eRTMs can be
installed behind the front Power Modules and the MCH Modules. The RTM-PMs deliver managed low-noise separated
analog bipolar power (+VV, -VV) for the RTMs and unipolar power for the eRTMs. This paper covers one of the
eRTMs which is a Backplane Management module for the rear side (MCH-RTM-BM) designed to manage these new
features. The MCH-RTM-BM will manage the RTM backplane connectivity for up to 12 µRTMs, 3 eRTMs and 2
RTM-PMs. For this purpose the MCH-RTM-BM is working together with the already existing NAT-MCH-PHYS. In
addition the MCH-RTM-BM is connected to the eRTMs via LVDS links. These links can be user defined and are
managed with a User Logic on the Backplane Management Module. This User Logic consists of a microcontroller with
an FPGA.
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MicroTCA-Based Image Processing System at SPring-8
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A PC-based image processing system with CCD camera is widely used for electron beam diagnostics of accelerators
and x-ray imaging experiments in SPring-8. We have developed a new image processing system based on MicroTCA
that has an advantage over PC in robustness, flexibility and scalability due to its hot-swappable modular architecture.
Since MicroTCA is switch-base platform with a high-speed backplane, we can easily build the parallel-distributed
processing system using multiple processors. Therefore it is suitable platform for high-load image processing.
The system was built with commercial off-the-shelf products to reduce development cost and time. It consists of a
Camera Link FPGA mezzanine card (FMC) supporting the base configuration, a user-configurable Spartan6 FPGA
advanced mezzanine card (AMC) with an FMC slot and processor AMCs (PrAMCs) with Linux OS. The Camera Link
FPGA IP core has been newly developed in compliance with the Advanced eXtensible Interface 4 (AXI4) open-bus to
enhance reusability. The FPGA AMC is connected with the PrAMC by PCI Express x1. The captured image data from
the Camera Link interface is transmitted to the PrAMC by using DMA. The Linux device driver and library have been
developed to acquire images and control the camera exposure time, gain and so on. The hot swapping of the FPGA
AMC is also realized on Linux.
The MicroTCA image processing system has been first applied to upgrade of the two-dimensional synchrotron
radiation interferometer [1] operating at the SPring-8 storage ring. The transverse beam size and tilt angle of stored
electron beam with elliptical Gaussian distribution are extracted from an observed 2D-interferogram. Two PrAMCs are
assembled for parallel image processing. The primary PrAMC is in charge of camera control and image acquisition.
The secondary PrAMC receives the image data from the primary PrAMC through backplane Ethernet. It is dedicated
for fast fitting routine of the 2D-interferogram to achieve high-repetition beam size and tilt angle monitoring during the
storage ring operation. This parallel processing enables us to process a series of the routine from capture of the
interferogram to record of the fitted results on database within one second. The control software for this image
processing system is built on the MADOCA II framework [2] that has been developed as a next-generation control
software framework for the SPring-8 standard operation. Using the new feature of variable-length data handling in
MADOCA II, the GUIs for camera control and live-view of the interferogram image are easily implemented. The
system has been stably operated since October 2013.
We report the details of the MicroTCA-based image processing system. In addition, we will discuss the overall
performance of system.
[1] M. Masaki and S. Takano, Journal of Synchrotron Radiation (2003) 10, p.295.
[2] T. Matsumoto, et al., Proc. of ICALEPCS2013, San Francisco, USA, TUCOCB01
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Scalable DAQ and Control System Based on MTCA.4

T. Jezynski1, W. Jalmuzna1, A. Saltuklar2
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MTCA.4 is a novel electronic standard derived from the Telecommunication Computing Architecture (TCA) and
adopted for instrumentation. Since 2011, when the specification has been approved, number of modules available on
the market grew up. There is also ongoing development of a crate and crate controller, which will increase overall
performance and scalability. As part of this development enhanced, dedicated for instrumentation MCH-INST (Module
Carrier Hub for Instrumentation) has been created. The MCH incorporates White Rabbit timing receiver and optical
PCIe x16 Gen.3 up-link. Due to extension of AMC backplane the MCH can receive and generate events to all modules
attached to the backplane over standards lines. Incorporation of timing receivers and its distribution into MCH allows
to save one slot in the crate. In this paper data acquisition and control system based on modified backplane and MCH is
presented. Both system are scalable from single 6-slot crate with CPU attached to MCH to tens of 12-slot crates
connected to an external CPU over fiber. Primary application for DAQ system is a fusion plant system where
scalability and performance plays a main role. However it is also suitable for a small scale detectors. One of example
applications is the LLRF control system wide range of requirements, staring from single cavity accelerators to large
facilities with hundreds of measurement channels.
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Feedback Optimization in uTCA-Based LLRF Systems

F. Qiu1, S. Michizono1,2, T. Matsumoto1,2, T. Miura1,2, M. Omet2
1
Accelerator, HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATOR RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, KEK, Japan, Tsukuba, Japan
2
Accelerator, SOKENDAI, Tsukuba, Japan
AbstractLow-level radio frequency (LLRF) control systems are used to achieve extremely precise field control of
superconducting cavities in accelerators. Recently, a µTC-based LLRF system has been developed at compact energy
recovery linac (cERL) at KEK. To improve the feedback control performance, we have developed some real-time
digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms for applications with FPGA in the LLRF systems. We have surveyed the
proportional and integral gains to optimized the feedback control. In the cERL, the existence of the parasitic mode in
the nine-cell cavity limits the loop gain during the feedback operation. To solve this problem, a high-order IIR filter has
been proposed and developed to suppress the parasitic modes. Here, we present these real-time DSP algorithms and
FPGA works with preliminary results.
Index TermsLow-Level Ratio Frequency, FPGA, DSP, IIR filter
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Introduction to the Automotive Embedded Systems and Networks

H. Takada
Graduate School of Information Science, Nagoya Univ., Nagoya, Japan
Recent automobile uses dozens of embedded computer systems connected with in-vehicle networks. This talk
introduces the overview of the automotive embedded systems and networks with focus on its real-time and safety
requirements. The current problems and the approaches to these problems are also described.
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DAQ Coupling in RIKEN RIBF

H. Baba1, T. Ichihara1, T. Isobe1, C. Houarner2, C. Maugeais2, B. Raine2, F. Saillant2, G. Wittwer2, N. Kurz3,
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The Radioactive Isotope Beam Factory (RIBF) at RIKEN has been constructed to produce the intense RI beams over
the whole range of atomic masses. MUST2, EURICA, and MINOS detector systems together with dedicated DAQ
systems are transported to RIBF from other facilities of GANIL, GSI and CEA Irfu. These data have to be merged with
data of RIBF DAQ. There are two types of DAQ coupling methods. One is the common trigger configuration, and the
other is the individual trigger configuration. In case of the common trigger configuration, data taken by different DAQ
systems are merged in online through Ethernet. This merging is simple because the event number is the same between
DAQ systems. Howeveinr, run control commands and data formats are translated to adapt other DAQ systems. On the

other hand, the time stamping system is adopted for the individual trigger configuration. This case, DAQ systems run
independently, and data are taken attached with time stamp information. Raw data are converted to ROOT Tree file
once. Finally, data are merged offline based on time stamp information.
In this contribution, we present these DAQ coupling projects in RIBF and discuss about the methodology to merge data
taken by different DAQ systems.
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The New CMS DAQ System for Run 2 of the LHC

F. Meijers1, T. Bawej1, U. Behrens2, J. Branson3, O. Chaze1, S. Cittolin3, G. L. Darlea4, C. Deldicque1, M. Dobson1,
A. Dupont1, S. Erhan5, A. K. Forrest1, D. Gigi1, F. Glege1, G. Gomez-Ceballos4, R. Gomez-Reino1, J. Hegeman1,
A. Holzner3, L. Masetti1, E. Meschi1, R. K. Mommsen6, S. Morovic1, C. Nunez-Barranco-Fernandez1, V. O'Dell6,
L. Orsini1, C. Paus4, A. Petrucci1, M. Pieri3, A. Racz1, H. Sakulin1, C. Schwick1, B. Stieger1, K. Sumorok4, J. Veverka4,
P. Zejdl1
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The data acquisition system (DAQ) of the CMS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider assembles events at a
rate of 100 kHz, transporting event data at an aggregate throughput of 100 GB/s to the high level trigger (HLT) farm.
The HLT farm selects interesting events for storage and offline analysis at a rate of around 1 kHz. The DAQ system has
been redesigned during the accelerator shutdown in 2013/14. The motivation is twofold: Firstly, the current compute
nodes, networking, and storage infrastructure will have reached the end of their lifetime by the time the LHC restarts.
Secondly, in order to handle higher LHC luminosities and event pileup, a number of sub-detectors will be upgraded,
increasing the number of readout channels and replacing the off-detector readout electronics with a µTCA
implementation. The new DAQ architecture will take advantage of the latest developments in the computing industry.
For data concentration, 10/40 Gb/s Ethernet technologies will be used, as well as an implementation of a reduced
TCP/IP in FPGA for a reliable transport between custom electronics and commercial computing hardware. A 56 Gb/s
Infiniband FDR CLOS network has been chosen for the event builder with a throughput of ~4 Tb/s. The HLT
processing is entirely file based. This allows the DAQ and HLT systems to be independent, and to use the same
framework for the HLT as for the offline processing. The fully built events are sent to the HLT with 1/10/40 Gb/s
Ethernet via network file systems. Hierarchical collection of HLT accepted events and monitoring meta-data are stored
into a global file system. This paper presents the requirements, technical choices, and performance of the new system.

Demonstrator of the Belle2 Online Tracking and Pixel Data Reduction on the High Level
Trigger System.
DAQ 1-4:
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We present a computer-farm based data reduction system for the pixel detector of the future Belle2 experiment. Belle2
is a major upgrade of the Belle detector that is currently ongoing in KEK (Tsukuba, Japan). Belle2 will collect data
from SuperKEKB an asymmetric e+ e- collider whose target luminosity ( 8 10^35 Hz/cm^2 ) is a factor 40 larger than
the present world record currently held by KEKB. The higher trigger rate (10 kHz) and worse background conditions
(3 % average occupancy on the pixel sensors) are a major challenge for both the detectors and the Data Acquisition
System (DAQ) in particular for the inner part of the Belle2 tracking system that consists of two cylindrical layers of
DEPFET pixels sensors (PXD) placed just outside the beam pipe and very close to the Interaction Point (IP). The long
integration times of the PXD together with the high background rate expected from pairs production occurring at the IP
will lead to a large amount of data (more than 20 GB/s) that must be reduced by at least a factor 10 to satisfy the
constraints coming from the available store space and bandwidth. A large amount of the background hits can be
rejected by defining a set of Region Of Interest (ROI) on the PXD sensors and then recording just the data from the
pixels inside the ROI. The ROIs are defined on an event by event basis by extrapolating back onto the PXD the charged
tracks detected in the outer silicon tracker (a 4 layer double sided silicon strip detector) and reconstructed on line in real
time. A demonstrator of this architecture was under beam test earlier this year in Desy (Hamburg,Germany). The
demonstrator was operated on an electron beam whose momentum was in the 2 - 6 GeV / c range with a typical trigger
rate of a few kHz in a magnetic field of strength up to 1 T. The demonstrator consists of one PXD sensor and 4 SVD

sensors arranged in a 5 layers configuration mimicking the Belle2 VXD. The detectors read out was a scaled down
version of the Belle2 DAQ + High Level Trigger (HLT) chain. The demonstrator was used to detect the particles,
reconstruct in real time the trajectories, identify the ROI on the PXD plane and select the PXD hits belonging to it. In
this contribution, we describe the requirements and the architecture of the final system together with the results
obtained with the demonstrator.
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Achieving High Performance with TCP over 40GbE on NUMA Architectures for CMS Data
Acquisition
DAQ 2-1:
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TCP and the socket abstraction have barely changed over the last two decades, but at the network layer there has been a
giant leap from a few megabits to 100 gigabits in bandwidth. At the same time, CPU architectures have evolved into
the multi-core era and applications are expected to make full use of all available resources. Applications in the data
acquisition domain based on the standard socket library running in a Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)
architecture are unable to reach full efficiency and scalability without the software being adequately aware about the
IRQ (Interrupt Request), CPU and memory affinities. During the first long shutdown of LHC, the CMS DAQ system is
going to be upgraded for operation from 2015 onwards and a new software component has been designed and
developed in the CMS online framework for transferring data with sockets. This software attempts to wrap the lowlevel socket library to ease higher-level programming with an API based on an asynchronous event driven model
similar to the DAT uDAPL API. It is an event-based application with NUMA optimizations, that allows for a high
throughput of data across a large distributed system. This paper describes the architecture, the technologies involved
and the performance measurements of the software in the context of the CMS distributed event building.
DAQ 2-2:

Protocol-Independent Event Building Evaluator for the LHCb DAQ System

D. H. Campora Perez, R. Schwemmer, N. Neufeld
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
The Data Acquisition (DAQ) system of LHCb is a complex, real-time system connecting more than 300 readout boards
with more than 1500 servers by means of 68 high-performance network switches. The total data rate through this
network is more than 60 GB/s. The DAQ network has a fat-tree topology, composed of an aggregation and a
distribution layer, where traffic flows unidirectionally to the server farm. This system will be upgraded to provide
LHCb with an all-software, trigger-free readout starting from 2020. Consequently, more CPU power in the from of
servers is needed, and the DAQ network will grow to a capacity of 40 Tbps.
A PC-based readout system would receive data incoming from the detector, which would then be scattered across
builder nodes, and further distributed to a computing farm for data filtering. The design bandwidth of such a DAQ
system requires rates as high as 200 Gbps full-duplex per node. These builder nodes will be connected with
inexpensive, high-bandwidth data-centre switches in order to minimize the system cost.
The behaviour of such a event-building network can of course be studied in simulation, but experience tells us that it is
imperative to test, in particular to find out limitations in the switches themselves, and to which extent various eventbuilding protocols can mitigate these limitations.
We present a protocol, topology and transport independent emulation software called DAQPIPE. It allows us to test
different communication architectures, such as "pull" or "push", with regards to the initiator of the communication.
Different topologies, as fat-tree, Banyan, or others, and several transport protocols, ie. TCP, UDP or highly-optimized
MPI implementations, can also be tested.
We present throughput and stress tests on 40 G Ethernet and Infiniband FDR multi-rail based LAN network setups
across several interconnects, with a focus on the network performance. Large tests on the current LHCb DAQ system

are also shown to demonstrate the scalability of DAQPIPE itself, and its capability to be deployed on any kind of large,
tightly interconnected network to test its suitability for event-building applications.
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The Beam Line DAQ System for the T2K Experiment
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The T2K (Tokai to Kamioka) experiment is a long baseline neutrino experiment to observe the oscillation from muon
neutrinos to electron neutrinos. The muon neutrino beam is produced by the proton beam in the neutrino facility at
Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) and observed by SK (Super Kamiokande). The distance from JPARC to SK is 295 km and T2K adopts an off-axis beam configuration. Up to 2013, we achieved stable operation with
230 kW of the beam power. The number of protons per bunch is 1.2 x 10^{14} for that beam power that is highest
intensity in the world. The proton beam is accelerated by three accelerators: LINAC, RCS (Rapid Cycling Synchrotron),
and MR (Main Ring) in J-PARC.
The beam line DAQ system monitors the timing, the position, the charge distribution, the beam loss around bending
magnets, the currents of focusing magnets, the profile of the proton beam, and the muon flux of the secondary beam in
every spill timing. These detectors widely spread on the beam line and signal cables from them are leased into five
buildings. Signals are digitized in each building and digitized data are sent to one of the building via network. If the
system detects something unexpected, the beam operation is temporally suspended and the facilities of the neutrino
beam line are inspected in detail, When the beam line DAQ system fails to observe the position and charge information
correctly, the next spill should not be lead into MR to minimize the damages of detectors on the beam line by strong
beam power. Thus, the beam line DAQ system must complete data collection within a second after the spill is injected
from RCS to MR.
The T2K experiment uses four DAQ systems: for the monitor of the proton and muon beam, for INGRID (Interactive
Neutrino GRID) to monitor the neutrino beam at the beam center, for ND280 (Near Detector placed 280 m downstream
of the neutrino production target) of the oscillation, and SK. All of three DAQ systems in J-PARC are based on
MIDAS, but only the beam line DAQ system has this deadline constraint for data taking. When the number of
programs operated by MIDAS becomes large, it is hard to meet the deadline because of the scheduling scheme of
Linux. We have developed a sub event builder and an event distributor to clear the deadline. We will report this beam
line DAQ system and its performance and history.
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Non-Stop Data Acquisition System for the Belle II Experiment
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Belle II experiment at the SuperKEKB at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan, is now under construction to search for physics
beyond the Standard Model in B meson, charm mesons and tau lepton decays. The detector consists of seven subdetector systems, for which the data acquisition scheme is unified with an exception for the innermost pixel detector
(PXD). In the unified part, the detector signals are digitized inside or near the detector, and collected by a COmmon
Pipelined Platform for Electronics Readout (COPPER) system with a custom-made protocol called Belle2link. The
PXD system, however, has a significant impact on the design of the system, because of its 10 times larger data size than
the rest of the system even after zero-suppression. Further online data reduction of PXD, to the level comparable to the
rest, is made by saving only the regions-of-interest with hardware-based charged track reconstruction and offlineequivalent track reconstruction in the high-level-trigger (HLT) system. The possible event processing time varies from
microseconds at the frontend to seconds at the HLT.
This complexity of the system causes the complexity in the event building system, which builts events in three steps.
As a result, the buffer management, especially at run start, becomes somewhat tricky. The easiest buffer management
scheme is a "cold"-start or "full"-reset of the entire system to guarantee that all the buffers are empty before starting a
new run. The former involves restarting all processes and reestablishing all network connection. This scheme is not
desirable since it takes too long time, especially for the HLT processes. The latter is not as simple as said, since some
of the buffers are inside the kernel or device drivers and may not be cleared unless it is read out by the other end of the
connection.
To cope with this problem, the scheme we adopt is a "non-stop" data acquisition system which completely eliminates a

"run stop" and "run start" seqeunce for a recovery purpose. This scheme requires four following features: (1) restarting
of a subsystem is confined only to a problematic readout board or network node, and necessary restart and reconnection
for the problematic part will not propagate to the rest of the system; (2) partial restart will be notified only to the
frontend as a new "sub"-run number via timing system and stored in the header of data fragments; (3) uncleared event
fragments from healthy subsystems are nevertheless read out and discarded at an event-building step; (4) proper
monitoring system to accurately detect the faulty system at the input of the event-building steps. In this scheme, healthy
part of the system never notice the problem, except for the sub-run change and some quiet period with no coming data.
In this report, we describe the detail implementation of the system, and lessons we learned from a full chain read out
test at the DESY electron test beam to read out the two types of systems at the same time.
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A 32 Terabit/s Data Acquisition (mostly) from COTS Components

N. Neufeld, R. Schwemmer
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
The LHCb data acquisition after 2019 will need to perform event-building at an aggregated band-width of 32 Tbit/s.
Apart from the technological challenges described in various papers also at this conference, the key challenge is to
come up with an architecture which minimises the cost, while providing a system which can be maintained by a small
team for a long time and which scales well. In this paper we present the analyses we have been doing to minimise the
cost, the R&D topics we derived from that and how we combined all this into a coherent proposal which allows us to
come up with a system which not only today fits the budgetary constraints of LHCb, but also will allow profiting from
any main-stream technological development. We achieve this by aligning our system needs as much as possible to datacentre mass-market commercial of the shelf (COTS) products; by minimising the number of optical interconnects and
by optimising the physical layout of the system. This system requires only one piece of custom-made hardware, and
even this could, for a smaller setup be replaced by a commercially available item. We believe that the reasoning behind
this design can be beneficial to any large, high-rate data acquisition system.
UP-2:

Upgrade of the ATLAS Level-1 Calorimeter Trigger

M. Wessels
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The Level--‐1 calorimeter trigger (L1Calo) of the ATLAS experiment has been operating well since the start of LHC
data taking, and played a major role in the Higgs boson discovery. To face the new challenges posed by the upcoming
increases of the LHC proton beam energy and luminosity, a series of upgrades is planned for L1Calo. The initial
upgrade phase in 2013--‐14 includes substantial improvements to the analogue and digital signal processing to allow
more sophisticated digital filters for energy and timing measurement, as well as compensate for pile--‐up and baseline
shift effects. Two existing digital algorithm processor subsystems will receive substantial hardware and firmware
upgrades to increase the real time data path bandwidth, allowing topological information to be transmitted and
processed at level--‐1. An entirely new subsystem, the L1 topological processor, will receive real--‐time data from both
the upgraded L1Calo and L1 muon trigger to perform trigger algorithms based on entire event topologies. During the
second upgrade phase in 2018--‐19 major parts of L1Calo will be rebuilt in order to exploit a tenfold increase in the
available calorimeter data granularity compared to that of the current system. The calorimeter signals are received via
optical fibres and distributed to two distinct processing systems. Those systems apply sliding window algorithms and
quasi--‐offline algorithms to achieve object reconstruction and identification. The algorithms are implemented on high--‐
density electronics boards which make use of recent developments in high speed data transmission and FPGA
technology. The expected performance improvements are presented together with the upgraded hardware and firmware
implementations. The status of the prototypes, integration and commissioning efforts are also reviewed.
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Synthesizer of Signals from Radiation Detection Setups
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We present an emulator characterized by a specially designed architecture that is able to emulate in real time signals
from a generic radiation detection system. The instrument is not a pulse generator of recorded shapes but a synthesizer
of random pulses compliant to programmable statistics for height and starting time of events. Full programmable
procedures for emulation of noise, disturbances and baseline variation are implemented.

Web-Based Remote Monitoring and Control of DAQ System for the Daya Bay Neutrino
Experiment
PS 2-13:
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The exist Data Acquisition (DAQ) System of the Daya Bay experiment implemented the run control and run state
monitoring through local graphic interface. The quality of network can not completely meet the demands of remote
graphic interface operation. In this article, a web-based software was developed to implement the remote real-time
monitoring and control of the DAQ system. The software consists of two parts: web server and web services upon
DAQ infrastructre. This software was running well since July 2013 and greatly improved the performance of remote
operation and shift.
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Upgrade to 16 Lane PCIexpress Lanes in MTCA.4

H. Koerte
N.A.T., Bonn, Germany
Content : This presentation shows a solution to overcome the bottleneck in the data path of the main CPU (root
complex), if all IO boards transfer their data via 4 lane PCIexpress DMA. By default all AMC slots offer 4 lanes of
PCIexpress transfers. By extending the data path to the local CPU of the NAT-MCH-PHYS64 no modification in the
backplane of the MTCA.4 crates is needed to offer a 16 lane PCIexpress path to the main processing CPU. Summary :
MicroTCA.4 systems offer 4 lanes of PCIexpress to all 12 AMC slots. At the beginning IO boards only used 1 lane of
PCIexpress (2.5 GBaud) or maximum 4 lane of PCIexpress (10 GBaud). At that time the main CPU (root complex)
read the data. By using FPGA in IO boards, the IO boards are able to write per DMA directly in the main memory of
CPU. This offers an increase of factor 3 compared to reading data via CPU and frees up CPU performance for
processing. To overcome the bootleneck, if 12 IO boards DMA their data, the CPU boards offer PCIexpress Gen3 (32
GBaud) to increase data bandwidth. Benchmarks show, that this is no enough data bandwidth. Therefore a solution
offering 16 PCIexpress lanes (offering 128 GBaud) is requested. In this presentation a solution will be shown, which
can be used without any modification in standard MicroTCA.4 systems. This solution is based on the NATMCHPHYS64 and the local CPU on the RTM of the MCH. Also the connection to external PCs via PCIexpress x16
cable will be presented. With this two solutions enough data bandwidth and processing power is available to process all
data of high speed IO boards.
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Multi-Purpose Trigger Timing Distribution System for a Small Test Setup
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We have developed a multi-purpose trigger timing distribution system that can be used in a small test setup of typically
up to 8 readout subsystems or optionally up to 20 subsystems. The core of the system is the front-end timing switch
(FTSW) module that was developed for the pipelined trigger flow control of the Belle II experiment at the SuperKEKB
electron-positron energy-asymmetric storage ring at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan. The trigger timing system of Belle II
utilizes a custom-made bi-directional serial link protocol driven as LVDS signals over twisted pairs of a shielded LAN
cable. The serial link data is at 254 Mbps and distributed together with a system-wide synchronous clock of 127 MHz,
and hence the protocol can be simply programmed in an FPGA without additional components. The FTSW module has
a form factor of 2-slot-wide 6U-height VME module with up to 24 RJ-45 jacks on the front panel.
In the direction from the FTSW module to the other end, the protocol provides distribution of the serial-encoded trigger
timing with the LSB of 2ns, together with information to identify the triggered event, including the run number, event
number, trigger type and time stamp. This direction of the link is also used to distribute various types of reset signals
and other control signals. From the other end of the system to FTSW, the protocol collects various status such as a busy
signal to provide a back pressure to temporarily suspend the trigger distribution, an error signal to permanently stop the
trigger distribution until the next reset, and the number of events that were actually processed. A variant of the serial
link protocol is also included to communicate with the common pipeline platform for electronics readout (COPPER)
system, which is used in the Belle II experiment and other experiments in Japan such as those at J-PARC. Then it can
receive back pressure from the backend system of a fully integrated readout chain. The FTSW is configured to use

eight of the RJ-45 jacks to distribute JTAG signals as LVDS signals. With a proper receiver attached at the other end,
an FTSW can be used as a JTAG fan-out module of a JTAG cable attached to an on-board pin header.
This small timing distribution system has been used in many institutes to develop readout electronics of various Belle II
detector subsystems, as well as in several beam tests to test the detectors themselves or their readout electronics. Such
beam test experiments include those for the barrel particle identification system, central drift chamber system, and a
complex of the silicon and pixel vertex detector systems. In particular in the last test, the system has been operated with
no power cycle or firmware reloading throughout the data taking period of 16 days.
In this report, we describe the detail of the system, in particlar how the firmware are organized, and how the control and
monitoring software programs are prepared.
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Slow control and data quality monitor systems for the entire data acquisition (DAQ) system of the Belle II experiment
were newly developed.
The slow control system is based on a software framework, "Network shared memory 2 (NSM2)", an advanced version
of previous NSM used at the Belle experiment, which provides functions of slow message propagation and data sharing
over a network segment. The slow control system consists of three subsystems: run control, logger, and slow monitor.
The run control system has a control master communicating with other DAQ components to manage control sequences
of the entire DAQ system such as run start and stop. Run configurations and records are managed using database. The
run control master also distributes the configurations to the DAQ components at run start and records the statuses of
DAQ components at run end as run summary. The logger system collects logs and error messages in the DAQ
components to store them into the database for system monitoring. The slow monitor system collects several
informations related to the detector and data acquisition to record them into the database. The three slow control
subsystems have their own graphical user interfaces (GUIs) written in Java. Only single run control GUI is acceptable
for operation while multiple GUIs of the logger and slow monitor are available. The run control GUI provides
functions to manage data taking and to edit run configurations on its window. The logger GUIs create several types of
popups for notification. The slow monitor GUI automatically creates panels on its windows and visualizes monitoring
information with several formats such as time evolution graphs and text labels with colors according to text based
configuration files.
On the other hand, a strategy for the data quality monitor (DQM) was adapted: performing offline analysis algorithms
in two online data analyzers; the high level trigger (HLT) farm and an additional online data analyzer, named "Express
reco". The HLT farm analyses data without the pixel detector (PXD) while the express reco is placed at the
downstream of the final event builders to analyze samples of the full event including PXD. The DQM system is based
on BASF2 (Belle analysis framework 2) and designed to create histograms as results of the analysis. As the HLT farm
and the express reco use the parallel processing, it is required to merge same histograms from different processes and
transfer them via sockets. After several steps of merge and transfer of histograms, two histogram sets from the HLT
and the express reco are stored in the slow control PC to be monitored by GUIs. The DQM GUI is also written in Java
to perform real-time visualization for shift operators.
Prototypes of the slow control and DQM systems are operated with a beam test in the test beam facility at DESY,
January 2014. In this presentation, detailed structures of the slow control and the DQM systems with results of the
beam test will be reported.
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Web Interface for Online ROOT and DAQ Applications
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DABC is a general-purpose DAQ framework, developed in GSI since 2007 and used in different experiments. Because
it is used together with many other components (like slow control systems, other DAQ systems, online analysis),
DABC requires a simple and flexible user interface for monitoring and control.
A specialized web server, based on embeddable Mongoose server, was implemented in DABC. This server can deliver
data directly from running applications to web browser, where JavaScript with JSRootIO is used for implementing of
interactive web graphics. JSRootIO makes it possible to display different ROOT objects in interactive web pages. To
increase usability and flexibility of JSRootIO, several important improvements were done. As a result, any ROOTbased application with minimal efforts can be equipped with a web server, providing direct access to all registered
objects. Alternatively, DABC implements FastCGI interface and therefore can be easily integrated with standard web
servers like Apache or lighttpd.

Using a flexible plugin mechanism, DABC is able to handle data from other frameworks and display such data in a web
browser. At the moment ROOT, Go4 (GSI ROOT-based analysis framework), MBS (GSI DAQ system) and FESA
(CERN/GSI accelerator control system) are supported; EPICS and DIM support are in development. For instance,
without modifications any Go4-based analysis now can be monitored and controlled via web interface. Or status
information from many MBS nodes can be displayed in a web browser.
Using a master/slave approach, DABC offers a way to monitor and control complex systems. Many DABC agents
(slave applications) can gather information from different sources like DAQ, slow-control system, or online analysis. A
web server, running on a DABC master node, provides transparent access to data from all these agents. As a result, a
unified user interface for distributed heterogeneous systems can be build.
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A Dynamic Test Management Framework for the ATLAS Experiment
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The ATLAS experiment explores the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions at the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN. Its Data Acquisition (DAQ) is a large distributed and inhomogeneous system: it consists of
thousands of interconnected computers and electronics devices that operate coherently to readout and select the
relevant Physics data. In order to verify the functioning of the DAQ and to diagnose any problems we have developed a
flexible test management system that allows the experts to define and configure tests for different components, indicate
follow--‐up actions to test failures and describe inter--‐dependencies between DAQ elements. This development is based
on the experience gained with the previous test system that has been used during the first three years of data taking, that
showed that more emphasis needed to be put on the flexibility and configurability of the verification and diagnostics
functionality by the many people that are, each, knowledgeable and expert on individual components of the DAQ. In
this paper we will describe the design and implementation of the test management system and make an assessment of
its performance and potential for the next phase of data taking of the experiment that will start in 2015.

The Run Control System and the Central Hint and Information Processor of the Data
Acquisition System of the ATLAS Experiment at the LHC
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A. Kazarov
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The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system of the ATLAS detector is composed of a large number of distributed
hardware and software components (about 3000 machines and more than 15000 concurrent processes at the end of
LHCs Run I) which in a coordinated manner provide the data-taking functionality of the overall system. The Run
Control (RC) system steers the data acquisition by starting and stopping processes and by carrying all data-taking
elements through well-defined states in a coherent way (finite state machine pattern). The RC is organized as a
hierarchical tree (run control tree) of run controllers following the functional de-composition into systems and subsystems of the ATLAS detector.
During the LHC Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) the RC has been completely re-designed and re- implemented in order to
better fulfill the new requirements which emerged during the LHC Run 1 and were not foreseen during the initial
design phase, and in order to improve the error management and recovery mechanisms. Indeed given the size and
complexity of the TDAQ system, errors and failures are bound to happen and must be dealt with. The data acquisition
system has to recover from these errors promptly and effectively, possibly without the need to stop data taking
operations.
The RC is assisted by the Central Hint and Information Processor (CHIP) that can be considered as its brain. CHIP
supervises the ATLAS data taking, takes operational decisions and handles abnormal conditions. It automates
procedures and performs advanced recoveries. Furthermore it has the possibility to interact with the so-called Test
Management service which allows it to make informed decisions based on the outcome of the test results. CHIP is
based on a third party open source Complex Event processing Engine, ESPER.
In this paper the design, implementation and performances of both the RC and CHIP will be described. Additionally
some error recovery scenarios will be analyzed with particular emphasis on the interaction between the RC and CHIP.
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MAD - Monitoring ALICE Dataflow
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the heavy-ion detector designed to study the physics of strongly
interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Following a successful Run
1 which ended in February 2013, the ALICE data acquisition (DAQ) entered a consolidation phase to prepare for Run 2
which will start in the beginning of 2015. One of the identified points for improvement was the monitoring of the
experiment dataflow - from the data arrival on the DAQ farm via the readout links up to its shipment to CERN's main
computer centre. To address this requirement, the ALICE MAD (Monitoring ALICE Dataflow) system was developed.
MAD uses the MonALISA framework as core module to gather, process, aggregate and distribute monitoring values
from the different processes running in the distributed DAQ farm. It allows for data not only to be pulled from the data
sources but also to be pushed by dedicated data collectors or the data source processes themselves. To provide a
complete view of the data acquisition status, the set of monitored metrics vary from the backpressure status on the
readout links to event counters in each of the DAQ nodes and aggregated data rates for the whole data acquisition.
MAD also injects alarms in the Orthos alarming facility whenever abnormal conditions are detected.
To support the ALICE shift crew, MAD interfaces with a dedicated web-based GUI that uses WebSockets to provide
dynamic and on-time status displays. Designed as a widget-based system, it allows not only an easy integration of new
visualization blocks but also customization of the information displayed to the shift crew based on the ALICE activities.
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Pulse-to-Pulse Modulation of Injector Linac with Event Timing System
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The Injector Linac performs extremely complicated injection control for delivering beam pulses into four accelerator
rings at KEK, namely KEKB-LER, KEKB-HER, PF, and PF-AR. One of its unique characteristics is the pulse-to-pulse
modulation (PPM). The direction of beam pulse has to be changed every injection pulse, typically in 50 Hz, since more
than one ring are operated with the top-up filling mode, simultaneously, by using only one Linac. It must alter more
than 150 of Linac parameters to produce the quite different types of beam pulses for the individual rings. We use an
Event Timing System (ETS) to realize the PPM and all other requirements for the Linac operation.
The ETS is composed of Event Generator (EVG) and Event Receiver (EVR). They are devices based on FPGA and
SFP, and connected with each other via optical network. The EVG sends one byte data packet named Event to the
remotely installed EVRs. The EVG enforces the phase-lock of EVRs internal clock by sending Events with the 8B10B
encoding. Eventually, the functions of local hardware connected with the EVR are synchronized with the input RF
clock of remote EVG. The EVR controls local devices. The varied functions like the production of NIM/TTL signals
and the interruption to the CPU module are programmed on individual Events to be received. The timing precision of
produced NIM/TTL is typically 10ps. The real time control system for the PPM is implemented by the CPU
interruption by the EVR.
The ETS is upgraded for the SuperKEKB project, which aims for the luminosity enhancement from previous KEKB. In
the new ETS, we install three EVGs with the two-layers of configuration while the only one EVG is installed at KEKB
for providing Events to EVRs along the beamline. The sequences on two lower-layer EVGs (lower-EVGs) are
triggered by the signal from one upper-layer EVG (upper-EVG). However each layer of EVGs is operated with the
different period of sequence. They are 2 seconds and 20 ms for the upper-EVG and lower-EVG, respectively. The
lower-EVG is triggered for every injection pulses, in 50 Hz, and delivers Events for the EVRs. One sequence on upperEVG manages 100 injections by triggering 100 sequences on the lower-EVGs.
This cascade configuration realizes the complicated timing managements for production of low emittance positron
pulses with the newly constructed damping ring and injection into KEKB-LER. The positron pulse must be stored into
the damping ring for at least 40ms and this is longer than the one injection period, 20ms. This entire process can be
scheduled on the long sequence on the upper-EVG. The lower-EVG can make adjustment to the scheduled timing on
upper-EVG in each injection pulse. It is utilized to select one of RF buckets at the injection ring just a few pulses
before the injection.
In this presentation, we introduce basic technique of the PPM control with the ETS, the current status of upgrades and
future plans for the SuperKEKB project.

The Topological Processor for the Future ATLAS Level-1 Trigger: from Design to
Commissioning
PS 2-28:
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The ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is designed to measure decay properties of high energetic
particles produced in the proton-proton collisions.
During its first run, the LHC collided proton bunches at a frequency of 20 MHz, and therefore the detector required a
Trigger system to efficiently select events down to a manageable event storage rate of about 400 Hz. By 2015 the LHC
instantaneous luminosity will be increased up to 3 1034cm−2s−1: this represent an unprecedented challenge faced by
the ATLAS Trigger system. To cope with the higher event rate and efficiently select relevant events from physics point
of view, a new element will be included in the Level-1 Trigger scheme after 2015: the Topological Processor (L1Topo).
The L1Topo system, currently developed at CERN, will consist initially of an ATCA crate and two L1Topo modules.
A high-density opto-electroconverter (AVAGO miniPOD) drives up to 1.6 Tb/s of data from the calorimeter and muon
detectors into two high-end FPGA (Virtex7-690), to be processed in about 200 ns. The design has been optimized to
guarantee excellent signal integrity of the high-speed links and low latency data transmission on the Real Time Data
Path (RTDP). The L1Topo receives data in a standalone protocol from the calorimeters and muon detectors to be
processed into several VHDL topological algorithms. Those algorithms perform geometrical cuts, correlations and
calculate complex observables as the invariant mass. The output of such topological cuts is sent to the Central Triggr
Processor.
This talk focuses on the relevant high-density design characteristic of L1Topo, which allow to process several hundreds
optical links (up to 13 Gb/s each) using ordinary PCB material. Relevant test results performed on the L1Topo
prototypes to characterize the high-speed links latency (eye diagram, bit error rate, margin analysis) and the logic
resource utilization of the algorithms are discussed.
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The New Readout System of the NA62 Liquid Krypton Calorimeter
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The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) accelerator aims at studying ultra-rare Kaon decays.
The high resolution Liquid Krypton calorimeter (LKr), built for the NA48 experiment, is a crucial part of the photonveto system; in order to comply with the demanding requirements of the experiment, its back-end electronics had to be
redone. Due to the large number of channels (about 14k) and the maintenance required over 10 years of the experiment
lifetime, it was decided to sub-contract the development and production of a readout board to industry, upon CERN
specifications and with the CERN NA62 group in charge of the validation of analog and digital performances.
The CREAM (CAlorimeter REAdout Module) board, developed by CAEN, is a 6U VME board housing a Altera
Stratix IV FPGA and 8 GB DD3 memory, able to sample signals from the LKr cells at 40 MHz, select data upon
reception of two different trigger level signals (the first from a custom VME backplane, the second from the PC farm,
through Ethernet packets) and send the selected samples to the PC farm. 448 CREAM boards, organized in 28 VME
crates, will be needed to readout the whole LKr. The large data output (about 26 GB/sec) and the required triggering
features implied the design of a modern network scheme, where multicast requests are sent to CREAMs and data from
CREAM boards goes to the PC farm through 10 Gb/s output optical links from high-performance switches. The 16
CREAM boards in the same crate are connected to a single switch through 1 Gb/s Ethernet links.
The first prototype of the CREAM board was delivered by CAEN in March 2013, together with a preliminary version
of its firmware. As of February 2014, the CREAM board has been fully tested and validated, its firmware is being
finalized, and a whole crate of 16 CREAM boards has been successfully integrated in the NA62 data acquisition system.
The delivery of the full CREAM board production, foreseen between February and April 2014, will allow to test the
whole LKr readout system during spring/summer 2014 and be ready for the start of the NA62 acquisition phase in
October 2014.
The presentation will go through all the essential features of the Calorimeter REAdout Module (CREAM) system and
of the triggering and network scheme that it requires: analog and trigger performances, data processing, readout and
network system. Triggered calibration pulses from the CREAM boards collected using the final NA62 data acquisition
system will be presented and discussed.
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Temperature Effect and Correction Method for LHAASO KM2A Timing Synchronization
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Searching the origin of galactic cosmic rays above 30TeV with high sensitivity and wide spectrum, The Large High
Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO) project is a dedicated instrument consists of 4 sub-detector arrayes. The

square KM complex array includes 5635 scintillation electron and 1221 muon detectors convering the area of
1.2Km2.To guarantee the angular resolution of reconstructed air shower event, a 500ps(rms) timing synchronization
must be achieved among the spread few thousand detectors. White Rabbit, a recent emerging technology providing a
cost-effective solution that combines sub-nanosecond precision timing transfer and gigabit Ethernet data transfer over
the same fiber media, is the most attractive solution to solve the synchronization requirement for the LHAASO KM2A
detector array. The test results from a prototype network consists 4 White Rabbit switches and 8 White Rabbit nodes
show a 200ps(rms) precision in all connection topoloties. However, the LHAASO is located at wild field with a altitude
of 4300m a.s.l., the daily and yearly temperature variation could be about 25 and 50 degrees repectivly, the temperature
dependency of white rabbit key components like VCO and optical modules could be a significant factor that degraces
the sychronization precision. This paper will present the measurment results of delay and synchronization variation of
white rabbit node under wide temperature range. According to the results, we introduce a quasi-linear temperature
correction that reduce the synchronization variation from 300ps to 50ps in a temperature range of 50 degrees.
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The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) and detector systems of the ATLAS experiment deploy more than 3000
computers, running more than 15000 concurrent processes, to perform the recording and monitoring of the proton
collisions data in ATLAS. Most of these processes produce and share operational monitoring data used for interprocess communication and analysis of the systems. Few of these data are archived by dedicatedapplications into
conditions and histogram databases. The rest of the data remained transient and lost at the end of a data taking session.
To save these data for later, offline analysis of the quality of data taking and to help investigating the behavior of the
system by experts, the first prototype of a new Persistent Back-End for the Atlas Information System of TDAQ (PBEAST) was developed and deployed in the second half of 2012. The modern, distributed, and Java-based Cassandra
database has been used as the storage technology and the CERN EOS for long term storage. The presentation provides
details of the architecture and the experience with such a system during the last months of the first LHC Run. It
explains why that very promising prototype has failed and how it was reimplemented using the Google C++ protobuf
technology. It finally presents the new architecture and details of the service, which will be used during second LHC
Run.
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In modern particle accelerators RF phase detectors have to fulfill high demands on the stability and the accuracy to
meet the goals of state-of-the-art synchronization systems. Especially challenges are those cases where the RF signal
phase shift accuracy must be measured with fs-accuracy for several hours over the full 2π phase detection range. In
these cases special measures on the components non-linearities and the RF channel isolation have to be taken.
The long-term stability of the phase detector is mostly affected by temperature and humidity variations. To meet the
synchronization goals we have built a phase detector that incorporates a high speed dual ADC with a special front-end
for continuous phase drift calibration. In the front-end we successfully combined the RF signal with an RF calibration
signal (second tone) to compensate common phase drift that occurs in the microstrip lines, the RF transformers and the
ADC. The second-tone RF signals are directly converted to the digital domain by the fast ADC and based on signal
processing in the FPGA used to calculate the RF signal phase shift correction caused by detector drifts. In this paper
potential error sources of the analog and the digital part of the so-called two-tone calibration technique that limit the
phase detector precision are discussed. Finally, the experiment results are presented showing a long-term phase stability
of better than 4 fs rms evaluated at an RF frequency of 1.3GHz.
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The evolution and improvement of EPICS control systems is constant, leaded by international scientific facilities. One
of the latest developments is based in the use of PXIe controllers provided by National Instruments. The CODAC

system developed in ITER includes this hardware in its reference catalog for implementing fast controllers, which has
been defined for the standardization of ITER instrumentation and control elements. The controller proposed in CODAC
uses EPICS base for the design of a standard IOC.
In this work, a different integration procedure of NI PXIe controllers in EPICS networks, proposed in [1], is considered
and its performance is analyzed by means of a set of experiments. In this case, the controller is implemented using
LabVIEW-RT and its integration in EPICS networks is described in detail. In brief, the integration is based in the use
of the LabVIEW EPICS server, with the addition of an EPICS gateway. The resulting system is equivalent to a
standard EPICS IOC, overcoming the limitations present in the LabVIEW EPICS server.
The main advantage of this approach is the use of the LabVIEW development environment, which eases and speeds up
the development of control structures, avoids the hardware dependent developing costs and offers a very high
compatibility with a large variety of hardware devices used in control and data acquisition systems. The performance of
this non-standard EPICS implementation is analyzed, and satisfactory results have been obtained.
In addition, the proposed system is compared with a similar hardware, which implements an EPICS IOC controller,
using tools provided in the CODAC distribution. This comparison is based on a test bench which simulates a real
control system environment, following the scheme proposed in [2]. This system emulates real schemes present in
scientific facilities, in particular, a particle accelerator. A large number of process variables are considered, including
digital and analog IO signals, monitors and data processing. The study is focused on the reliability of the configuration,
facing the proposed solution and the EPICS standard methodology, represented by an implementation of the CODAC
system used in ITER.
[1] M Eguiraun, J Jugo, I Arredondo, M del Campo, J Feuchtwanger, V. Etxebarria, ISHN Ion Source Control System.
First Steps Toward an EPICS Based ESS-Bilbao Accelerator Control System , IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science,
60 (2), 1280 - 1288, 2013.
[2] I. Badillo, M. Eguiraun, M. del Campo, I. Arredondo, D. Piso, J. Jugo, Introduction of non-standard EPICS
controllers, Proceedings of PCaPAC2012, Kolkata, India, 2012.

Automatic Channel Fault Detection and Diagnosis System for a Small Animal APD-Based
Digital PET Scanner
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Fault detection and diagnosis is critical to many applications in order to ensure proper operation and performance over
time. This applies to positron emission tomography (PET) scanners which are complex systems that require regular
calibrations by qualified scanner operators to ensure optimal performance. Furthermore, for scanners employing oneto-one coupling of crystals to photodetectors to achieve enhanced spatial resolution and contrast, the calibration task is
even more daunting because of the large number of independent channels involved. To cope with the additional
complexity of the calibration and quality control procedures of these scanners, an intelligent system (IS) was designed
to perform fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) of malfunctioning channels. The IS can be broken down into four
hierarchical modules: parameter extraction, channel fault detection, fault prioritization and diagnosis. Of these modules,
the first two have previously been reported and this paper focuses on fault prioritization and diagnosis. The purpose of
the fault prioritization module is to help the operator to zero in on the faults that need immediate attention. The fault
diagnosis module will then diagnose the causes of the malfunction and propose an explanation of the reasons that lead
to the diagnosis. The FDD system was implemented on a 8 cm axial length LabPET scanner located at the Sherbrooke
Molecular Imaging Center and experiments demonstrated a FDD efficiency of 99.9% (with a 95% confidence interval
(CI) of: [99.6, 100.0]) for major faults. Globally, the balanced accuracy of the diagnosis for varying fault severities is
92%. This suggests the IS can greatly benefit the operators in their maintenance task.
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Performance of Splunk for the TDAQ Information Service at the ATLAS Experiment
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The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) is a large, distributed system composed of several thousand
interconnected computers and tens of thousands software processes. Monitoring data produced by multiple sources
(indexing) are selected (searching), aggregated and correlated to perform their analysis and can finally be visualized
and presented to the user. Any system implementing these functions have to be flexible in order to adapt to the amounts
of data produced and requested by the users for analysis and visualization. Due to the size of the ATLAS TDAQ
system, the scalability is also important from the performance point of view. Splunk, a commercial product produced
by Splunk Inc., is a general-purpose search, analysis & reporting engine and a distributed, non-relational, semistructured database for time-series text data (typically machine data in large- scale data processing). Splunks search

processing language provides a way to do the processing of data parallelizing analytics via a Map-Reduce mechanism,
which is a programming model for processing large data sets on a distributed system. It also employs the use of search
commands like the Unix 'shell', including the visualization and the pipelining. This paper summarized the
functionalities and performances of Splunk when used in the ATLAS TDAQ in the period 2012 to 2014. The typical
data rate is about several tens of GB per day. Splunk could index the data into the cluster system in the test runs. The
dashboards to aggregate and correlate the data and then show the results also had been provided and displayed in realtime. A good performance could be archived on the control of the data flow by setting Splunk traffic shaping
parameters properly.
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World-Wide Online Monitoring Interface of the ATLAS Experiment.
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The ATLAS collaboration accounts for more than 3000 members located all over the world. The efficiency of the
experiment can be improved allowing system experts not present on site to follow the ATLAS operations in real-time,
spotting potential problems which otherwise may remain unattended for a non-negligible time. Taking into account the
wide geographical spread of the ATLAS collaboration, the solution of this problem is to have all monitoring
information with minimal access latency available world-wide. We have implemented a framework which defines a
standard approach for retrieving arbitrary monitoring information from the ATLAS private network via HTTP. An
information request is made by specifying one of the predefined URLs with some optional parameters refining data
which has to be shipped back in XML format. The framework takes care of receiving, parsing and forwarding such
requests to the appropriate plugins. The plugins retrieve the requested data and convert it to XML (or optionally to
JSON) format before giving it back to the framework, which forwards it to the original requester. The list of data types
which can be retrieved is fairly complete and includes raw physics event samples, operational statistics, application
logs, configuration parameters, data quality assessment results and histograms for the current data taking session as
well as for the previous ones. In addition to the traditional request-response information access, the latest version of the
framework offers asynchronous data access where it initiates data transmission towards clients only when requested
data has changed, reducing the network load and simplifying the development of end-user interfaces. This paper
presents the architecture of the ATLAS world-wide framework and summarizes the experience of its usage during the
first ATLAS data taking period. It also describes new recently developed plugins as part of the preparation of the
second round of the experiment operations planned to start in early 2015.
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ISHP (Ion Source Hydrogen Positive) project consists on a highly versatile ECR type ion source. It has been built with
several purposes, on the one hand, at the first stages, to be a workbench to test accelerator related technologies and
validate in house made developments. On the other hand, to design an ion source valid as the first step in an actual
LINAC.
Since this paper is focused on the control system of ISHP, all the hardware and its control architecture is presented. Its
main independent networks are: Control Network (CN), Interlock Network (IN), Timing and Synchronization Network
(TS) and Human Safety Network (HS). This layered structure is similar to the ITER CODAC approach. The general
control structure is based on EPICS with the idea of being versatile enough to allow a wide range of different
technologies at the local control. In this way, many types of hardware and software components can be integrated.
In the current topology, the local control core is a PXI based system with RT capabilities and an onboard FPGA. Also,
a CompactRIO with VxWorks and an FPGA is used to manage the control of RF subsystem. All the controllers work in
a stand alone mode and only the monitoring and management of some signals are published through EPICS. Moreover,
to avoid the lack of a complete EPICS IOC on the National Instruments OS for PXI, all these signals are published
through an ad hoc programmed EPICS gateway. In addition, the Alarm Handing and the Data logging are considered
part of the CN and they are also based on EPICS. Therefore, the Alarm Handling is implemented with CSS Beast and
the Data logging with Hyperarchiver. The last one is a tool designed in collaboration with ILNL to archive the EPICS
variables in an Hypertable database.
The IN is usually divided into two subnetworks depending on the interlock time response demand. In ISHP the slow
interlocks are managed with two PLCs and they are published with EPICS via Asyn driver. Nowadays, there is not

need of fast interlocking in ISHP but one signal to shutdown the RF signal is ready for this issue. The HS network is
built with Safety PLCs reaching the SIL 3/ PL e safety level.
On the other hand, the current version of the timing system is integrated in the CN. However, White Rabbit (WR) tests
have been performed with a Rubidium clock as core, one WR switch and two stand alone SPECs (PCI cards). These
tests have been a success and ISHP has been operated with this independent WR timing system. For a long term usage
at high voltage (70kV), it is planned to upgrade the timing system using the WR approach by installing SPEXI cards in
order to improve the robustness of the system.
The ion source is able to generate a pulse of positive ions of Hydrogen from 2usec to a ms range with a repetition rate
from 1Hz to 50Hz with a maximum of 90mA of current. The control system is stable for long time and the
compatibility with the future upgrades is guaranteed due to the usage of EPICS.
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A Common PHY Design and Implementation for Partial Reconfiguration

A. Wu, X. Jin
USTC Physics, Microelectronics, hefei, China
A SoC design with the common PHY is proposed which using the common features of RapidIO and PCI Express
Physical layer based on FPGA High-speed Serial Transceiver and Partial Reconfiguration.Through analysing RapidIO
and PCI Express protocol,the design can route RapidIO or PCI Express packets dynamically by user logic.The
traditional design of the PHY was associated with a individual controller.By adding link controller module and unified
FIFO interface module,the common PHY design can send multi-format packets each lane simultaneously.Comparing
with the method of the traditional design the peak throughput of the design can be 9.5Gbps,the performance can be
improved and resource utilization decreased to 72.8% of the original design.
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Eudaq 2.0

R. Peschke
DESY, Hambourg, Germany
In the context of the development of the EUDET test beam telescope a generic data acquisition (EUDAQ) framework
has been developed to be used by a wide community during test beam. Main focus of the development was a simple
and easy to use data acquisition framework to allow users of the telescope a fast integration. The pixel telescope based
on Mimosa pixel sensors provides precise track information of the test beam particles and thus the possibility to study
newly developed tracking devices under test (DUTs). The data acquisition collects data from the telescope and different
DUTs such as LHC type pixel or strip detectors to ILC type detectors. A central trigger logic unit (TLU) is distributing
a system-wide trigger in a trigger-hand-mode. On the software level TCP/IP handles the entire communication between
individual parts such as producers and data collectors providing high modularity and making it very simple to add new
DUTs to the data stream. Therefore new DUTs benefit from the entire infrastructure that is already emplaced like the
central run control and online data quality monitor. The original version of EUDAQ allowed only one trigger during
the readout frame of the Mimosa pixel sensors resulting in sub-optimal synchronization with LHC style DUTs. The
next generation of EUDAQ will be particle based, where the TLU is issuing triggers as long as no device vetoes it. The
DUT saves to each readout frame the individual trigger information (either time stamp, trigger ID or active time). This
means that every readout frame can contain multiple triggers. This makes it more efficient to combine fast LHC type
detectors were every frame can only contain one trigger and slow ILC type detectors were every frame could contain
several triggers. This paper will describe the original EUDAQ, the successful use over 7 years and the status of
EUDAQ2.0 developments.
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FPGA-based Trigger/DAQ System for the MTV Experiment at TRIUMF

R. Tanuma1, H. Baba2, Y. Nakaya1, S. Ozaki1, Y. Sakamoto1, S. Tanaka1, Y. Totsuka1, T. Yoshida1, J. Murata1
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The MTV (Mott polarimetry for T-Violation) experiment at TRIUMF aims to search a large T-violation in nuclear beta
decay outside of the Standard Model. The T-violating transverse polarization of the emitted electrons is measured as
left-right scattering asymmetry in backward scattering event by a thin metal foil. Then the trajectory (called “V-track”)
of the scattered electron is detected with a CDC (Cylindrical Drift Chamber) in event by event. The scattering angles of
these V-tracks are measured in the MTV experiment.
The present experiment requires high statistical and systematic precision. The CDC was developed as a next generation
tracking detector for improving systematic precision in 2011. In contrast, a data acquisition system became a bottleneck
in terms of statistical precision because a readout channel was increased. In order to achieve a high statistical precision,

a high speed-triggering and DAQ system is required in the MTV experiment.
To satisfy the requirement, the FPGA-based system including both triggering and DAQ parts in a single FPGA chip has
been developed by the general purpose VME board. In the triggering section, online fast triggering system is installed
which can distinguish the V-track events from the huge forward scattering events. The trigger signal is generated by
both the plastic scintillation counters and CDC. Since the readout speed is limited by the VME system, a simple hitpattern register is implemented into the FPGA. This resister acquires the wire hitting pattern of the CDC and the event
size could be minimized. We have confirmed about 100kHz triggering rate can be handled by this DAQ system in 2013.
The details of the system and performance test results will be reported at the conference.
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Performance Improvements of DAQ-Middleware

Y. Nagasaka1, H. Maeda1, H. Sendai2, E. Inoue2, E. Hamada2, T. Kotoku3, N. Ando3, S. Ajimura4, M. Wada5
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The National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
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DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed data acquisition system for a small or middle size
experiment. The framework was developed for a data acquisition system and was based on Robot Technology
Middleware, RTM. The RTM is the international standard of OMG and is used not only for robot systems but also for
embedded systems. The middleware is based on the object-oriented technology and a CORBA technology for their
communications.
We can develop a small DAQ system easily by using the DAQ-Middleware. But communication performance of the
system was worse than normal socket communication. One of reasons might be a communication mechanism. Then we
proposed two communication mechanisms to improve its performance. One is a direct communication method in a user
space, and the other is a simple object communication method in a framework space instead of CORBA. In the former
one, we proposed a direct communication class to send and receive data directly in a user program. On the other hand,
in the latter one, we proposed a new object communication class developed by using ACE object communication
library.
We measured times to transfer data between two components as their communication performances for these new
mechanisms. The result of the proposed method by the former mechanism is about 2.4 times faster on the average than
the present system and the result by the latter mechanism is about 1.5 times faster on the average. As a result, the
performances of both mechanisms were improved and we were able to choose either mechanism for our environment to
improve its performance.
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Global Data Processing System with Onboard CPU Cards for the Belle II Experiment

S. Yamada1, S. Y. Suzuki1, R. Itoh1, K. Nakamura1, M. Nakao1, T. Konno2, T. Higuchi3
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In the data acquisition (DAQ) system of the Belle II experiment, COmmon Pipeline Platforms for Electronics Readout
(COPPER) boards developed at KEK are to be used for the unified interface with front-end detectors, except for an
innermost pixel detector which needs a dedicated data reduction system. A COPPER board is equipped with a PCI
mezzanine card which has an Intel Atom 1.6GHz CPU and 128MB SDRAM. Data sent by the front-end electronics via
common optical links (Belle2-link) are processed by software in this processor card. We developed the DAQ software
running on the onboard CPU cards under the basf2 scheme, which is a software framework used for the Belle II offline
analysis, so that developed software modules can be used for both online and offline data-handling. The basic functions
of this DAQ software is reading data from the hardware FIFO on a COPEPR board, check the data contents and send
them to a downstream readout PC(ROPC) via Gigabit Ethernet. Since the data processing speed on the COPPER CPU
can be a bottleneck of the whole Belle II DAQ system, the program was tuned to reduce the CPU usage as much as
possible and now it is less than 60% to handle 1kB/event size data with a constant 30 kHz even rate, which is the
expected maximum event rate in the Belle II experiment. To avoid data loss due to the full hardware buffer caused by
an unexpected high event rate, the external trigger system always monitors the status bits indicating if the stored data in
the FIFO exceed a programmable threshold. The trigger system stops trigger distribution when it detects a COPPER
board, whose buffer becomes almost full. We checked if this remote back pressure system works under tens of kHz
trigger rate by watching the FIFO buffer level. In this report, we present the DAQ software system on a COPPER board
and its performance in processing data, which meets the requirement for the operation in the Belle II experiment.

Development of a Rapid Beam Emittance Measurement System using a Real-Time Beam
Profile Monitor
PS 2-21:

K. Kamakura, K. Hatanaka, M. Fukuda, T. Yorita, H. Ueda, T. Saito, S. Morinobu, K. Nagayama, H. Tamura,
Y. Yasuda
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We have developed a rapid beam emittance measurement system for the K140 AVF cyclotron at Research Center for
Nuclear Physics (RCNP). So far, an emittance monitor of conventional type section of a medium energy beam transport
(MEBT) system to analyze the quality of the injected beam to the K400 ring cyclotron. Two kinds of emittance
monitors were supplemented in the low energy beam line for evaluation of ion beams from ion sources. One of them is
a conventional type consisting of position-variable slits and a three-wire profile monitor (TPM), similar to the one
installed in the MEBT system of the AVF cyclotron. It takes about 30 minutes to get emittances in both the horizontal
and vertical planes.
For quick emittance measurements, we have developed a new system equipped with a fast moving slit with a fixed gap
and a real time beam profile monitor (BPM83) with a rotating helical wire made of tungsten. The wire rotating speed is
18 rps. The BPM83 is controlled by a driver module BPM-FP3A. With this system the measurement time was
considerably reduced to 70 seconds for both the horizontal and vertical emittances. The fast moving slits consist of two
collimation blocks made of brass, and are inserted into the beam path at an angle of 45 degrees. The slits are scanned in
the vertical plane at first, and then in the horizontal plane. The slits gap is variable, but at present it is fixed to 2 mm. A
stepping motor for the slit is driven by a PLC system, and it takes only 70 seconds for a full stroke within 290 mm. The
slit position is detected by a linear potentiometer.
While moving the slits, the beam profile output from BPM-FP3A and the voltage of potentiometer are recorded at
every position step simultaneously. The data acquisition system uses CAMAC and trigger signals generated by BPMFP3A and NIM modules are provided for production of each beam profile at a frequency of 18 Hz, with 4.5 kHz
sampling rate. A DAQ program runs on CC/NET (crate controller of CAMAC). When data acquisition finished, the
data file is uploaded to a LINUX computer and analyzed automatically.
First we calculate the slit position for each profile, then average profiles at every second millimeters. Time scale of the
measured profile is converted into wire position. From the slit and the wire positions, we calculate the angle from a
beam line axis. The measured slit position, the angle of the beam direction and a current density of the moment
provides two dimensional beam current density distribution in phase space for estimation of emittance. Data analysis
program is written by C, and the output is represented by gnuplot. Data analysis takes about 1 second. In total the
horizontal and vertical phase space plots can be completed within 75 seconds from starting the first program.
This rapid emittance measurement system will definitely make it easier to optimize parameters of ion sources and the
beam transport system.
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Mordicus-Hw: a C++ Framework for Backend Electronics Control and Configuration

S. Anvar, F. Chateau, P. Sizun
Sedi/Lilas, CEA - Irfu, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
We present the architecture and programming principles of Mordicus-hw, a C++ framework designed to optimize
collaborative development between electronics and software engineers. A use case is provided by the GET generalpurpose data acquisition electronics for TPC detectors.
Data acquisition and real-time processing systems for physics experiments (TDAQ systems) often call for specific
electronics. The typical electronics chain would include a layer of frontend modules controlled, configured and readout
by a second layer of FPGA-based backend modules which are themselves controlled, configured and readout by a
distributed software system. Such software modules must not only implement the functionalities demanded by the final
system, they are also expected to contribute to the debugging, benchmarking and monitoring of the firmware.
Consequently, the typical design workflow for TDAQ electronics and software calls for a close collaboration between
electronics and software engineers so that all development activities are properly coordinated.
When designing specific modules, electronics engineers are often led to write small "quick and dirty" C programs to
test and debug their design. To compile and run these programs, they need to accomplish tasks (such as maintaining
tool-chains and build systems) that are outside their expertise and have little or no added value as opposed to the core
of their activity. Because they use hands-on programming models that are incompatible with those used by software
engineers, the valuable part of their work, i.e. the actual software they develop to test their hardware designs, is rarely
re-used in the final application.
The Mordicus-hw framework addresses these issues and favors collaborative design between electronics and software
engineers by providing the former with a simplified, high-level, script-based register programming platform and the
latter with modular C++ classes and templates capturing the core patterns that ensure quality software for handling
hardware devices over a distributed application. Mordicus-hw is part of the more general Mordicus framework
designed by CEA Irfu for the development of TDAQ systems. In Mordicus-hw, firmware modules, ASICs and other

electronic entities belonging to the TDAQ frontend and backend are modelled as so many devices that are controlled
according to a policy representing the protocol through which hardware registers are accessed. Thanks to both generic
and object oriented abstractions covering concepts such as register access policy, policy composition or batched bitfield operation, the framework provides developers with a highly modular and yet efficient set of software components
allowing them to dynamically define, instantiate and access complex networks of hardware devices within a distributed
TDAQ application.
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New PXIe-Based LLRF Architecture and Testbench for Heavy Ion Linear Acceleration

I. Badillo, J. Jugo, J. Portilla, J. Feutchwanger, C. San Vicente, V. Etxebarria
Electricity and Electronics, University of the Basque Country, Leioa, Bizkaia, Spain
This work describes the architecture of a new digital LLRF system for heavy-ion acceleration developed under the
specification of the projected future heavy-ion accelerator facility in Huelva, Spain. A prototype LLRF test bench
operating at 80MHz in CW mode has been designed, built and tested in the laboratory. The core LLRF control has been
digitally implemented on a PXIe chassis, including an FPGA for digital signal processing and a real time controller.
The test bench is completed with a good quality signal generator used as master frequency reference, an analog front
end for reference modulation and signal conditioning, small RF components completing the circuit, as well as an
aluminium tunable resonant cavity at 80 MHz, whose RF amplitude, phase and frequency are real-time controlled and
monitored.
The presented LLRF system is mainly digitally implemented using a PXIe platform provided by National Instruments,
with FlexRIO digitizers and a FPGA for the most critical digital processing, and is based on IQ modulation and
demodulation. The proposed acquisition and processing architecture can be configured to use both direct sampling and
undersampling techniques, resulting thus in a high performance RF control system without the need of excessive
computational resources or expensive high speed acquisition hardware. All the system is programmed using the
LabVIEW environment, which makes much easier the prototyping process and its reconfigurability.
The LLRF controller has been tested on an 80 MHz RF resonant cavity of the re-entrant type machined in aluminum.
The unloaded Q factor value of the cavity has been measured to be around 6000, and two mechanical plungers driven
by stepper motors have been included in radial direction for tuning the resonance frequency within one per cent around
the nominal value. Two loops coupling to the magnetic field are used as RF input (drive) and output (pickup) couplers
in the cavity.
The test bench comprises the core LLRF digital PXIe platform together with the cavity, which are connected together
through an RF amplifier before the cavity input. The pick up signal is used to close the three feedback loops
corresponding, respectively, to the frequency tuning of the cavity (slow control), and to the amplitude and phase of its
accelerating axial field (fast control). Assorted small RF components such as bidirectional couplers, power converters
and cabling complete the RF circuit of the test bench and route the resulting measured signals back to the controller for
digitalization.
Several tests are currently under way using the presented test bench to evaluate the performance of the digital PXIe
LLRF architecture for heavy ion linear acceleration following the specifications of the projected future Huelva
accelerator. The developed architecture and experimental system have proven to be robust and reliable, as well as a
very valuable tool in the design, reconfiguration, test and improvement of LLRF controls.

Development and Test of Klystron Linearization Packages for FPGA-Based Low Level RF
Control Systems of ILC-like Electron Accelerators
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In order to improve the FPGA-based LLRF control system of ASTA at FNAL a klystron linearization was
implemented and successfully tested. The linearization is based on a real-time computation of correction factors by a
3rd order polynomial function and is implemented as a package in the FPGA firmware. Beside this lookup-table-based
klystron linearization packages were developed and successfully simulated for the implementation in the LLRF control
systems of KEK STF as well as of DESY FLASH and X-FEL. Furthermore for test and development purposes a
FPGA-based klystron and cavity simulator was successfully implemented and tested.

A Compact PCI-Based Measurement and Control System for Satellite-Ground Quantum
Communication
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Since the 1990s, there has been a dramatic interest in quantum communication. Quantum communication has become
the hotspot of future information technology research because of its unique advantages in improving the security,
capability and efficiency of information transmission. Free space quantum communication is being developed to ultralong-distance satellite-to-ground quantum experiment, which requires higher electronics performance, such as time
measurement precision, data transfer rate, and system integration density. As part of ground station of scientific
applications system of quantum experiment satellite that will be launched in 2016, a compact PCI-based multi-channel
electronics system with high time-resolution, high data-transfer rate is designed. The main tasks of this system are time
measurement, data transmission and experiment control.
Based on the compact PCI system, we designed the following functions in a standard 6U size circuit board. A 16channel high resolution time-to-digital converter(TDC), using the field-programmable-gate-arrays (FPGAs) carry
chains, is implemented to detect and record the arrival time of the input signals.Taking full advantage of the FPGAs
flexibility, not only the above, but also some necessary modules in the quantum communication experiment such as
experiment control logic and digital-to-analog converter (DAC) control logic are integrated in a single FPGA. The data
transmission is based on compact peripheral component interconnect (cPCI) to guarantee a high data rate. A complex
programmable logic device (CPLD) functions as the interface with the IP core between the FPGA and the PCI bus, and
configures the FPGA online via PC.
The electronics performance of this system was tested. The time bin size is 23.9ps and the time precision root-meansquare (RMS) is less than 24ps for 16 channels. The dead time is 30ns. The data transfer rate to local computer is up to
35 MBps. An indoor free space quantum key distribution (QKD) experiment has been carried out in this paper. The
results show that the quantum bit error rate is 1.75% and the final key rate is 1851bps.
According to the test results, the features of high time resolution, small dead time, high data transfer speed, multichannel and integratability can well meet the requirements for quantum communication, and it makes the quantum
communication electronics more compact and standardized. The system has been proven to perform well and use
successfully in free space QKD experiment. It also can be used in other quantum communication experiments, such as
entanglement distribution and quantum teleportation.

A Scalable and Reliable Message Transport Service for the ATLAS Trigger and Data
Acquisition System.
CMTS-4:

A. Kazarov
PNPI, St Petersburg, Russia
The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) is a large distributed system composed of several thousands of
interconnected computers and tens of thousands applications.
During a data taking session, the TDAQ applications send out control and information messages at different rates,
addressed to the operators or to other applications. A Reliable and accurate delivery of the messages is important for
the optimal functioning of the whole TDAQ system. The Message Transport System (MTS) is a TDAQ software core
service which provides the facilities for a reliable transport, filtering and routing of the messages. It is based on the
publish-subscribe-notify communication pattern with content-based message filtering.
During the ongoing LHC shutdown, the MTS was re-implemented, taking into account the following requirements and
design goals: - Reliability: a message must be delivered even in case a part of the MTS infrastructure (e.g. a worker
node or a worker process) fails or stops working. There shall not be a single point of failure in the infrastructure. Performance: MTS must handle O(10^4) senders and O(10^2) receivers and sustain message rates of the order of the
kHz. - Scalability: more worker nodes can be easily added, if needed. - Handling of a slow, dead or stuck receiver:
presence of misbehaving receivers must not block the message reporters, nor cause delays in the delivery of messages
to other receivers. MTS uses CORBA middleware, a common layer for TDAQ infrastructure, and provides
sending/subscribing APIs in Java and C++ programming languages.
The paper presents the design and the implementation details of the MTS, as well as the results of performance and
scalability tests executed on a computing farm with an amount of workers and working conditions which reproduced a
realistic TDAQ environment during ATLAS operations.
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SPECS MASTER PCIExpress System

D. Charlet
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The LHCb sub-detector electronics are organized around the detector in chassis or on individual boards, which requires
configuration access to load or read different types of information. The experiment requires a configuration bus,
capable to communicate properly on a copper line for a distance of over 100 meters, with a unique master, located in
the control room which is not exposed to radiation, and up to 32 slaves implemented close to the detector electronics
boards, working in a radiation sensitive environment. A complete Serial Protocol for Experiment Configuration System
(SPECS) system was developed in 2005 based on PCI boards and detector mezzanines. The protocol requires 4
differential copper links over a standard Ethernet CAT6 cable using BLVDS technology with a transfer rate of
10Mbit/s in each direction. For PC obsolescence reasons, a new SPECS-MASTER (SPECSPCIE) is developed for the
upgrade, based on the XTCA standard (full-size double-width). The SPECSPCIE board can be housed in XTCA
chassis or in individual boxes. For this configuration, a COMExpress module provides all the link interfaces: Ethernet,
PCIexpress, and JTAG. The board's core is the new ARRIA V GX FPGA family which implemented hard PCIexpress
IP and transceivers at 3.125 Gbps which allow direct connections with the serial links: 1Gb Ethernet and PCIexpress
4X GEN 2. The board has been designed as aversatile system, it integrates 16 SPECS-MASTER with individual drivers
with discrete pole zero compensation and per-emphasis to allow a transfer length of up to 120m. It also include a
mezzanine HSMC connector for future development. An 8bits microcontroller manages the XTCA startup sequence
and the communication with the chassis controller (MCH) using the IPMB bus, and also the programmable power
supervisor by I2C bus. A clock generator and jitter cleaner chip is implemented onboard and allows wide clock
frequencies (40Khz to 1.5Ghz) with very low jitter performance (.35ps RMS). This last one is configured by a SPI bus
which is controlled by an on-chip NIOS CPU. To allow complex systems with easy programming an embedded uLinux
system is implemented. With this configuration, we manage the Ethernet TCP/IP protocol. CPU communication is
performed via PCIexpress or Ethernet link. The FPGA configuration is achieved by serial EEPROM, and reconfiguration by JTAG or by CvP (PCIexpress capability). Software libraries are available to use the SPECS System.
One low level library allows users to access the master registers and to prepare and send SPECS frames to
communicate with the electronics using the different modes available (I2C, JTAG, DMA Bus, Parallel Bus). One high
level library interfaces all commonly used functionalities to write or read data directly to the electronics.
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Slow control and data quality monitor systems for the entire data acquisition (DAQ) system of the Belle II experiment
were newly developed.
The slow control system is based on a software framework, "Network shared memory 2 (NSM2)", an advanced version
of previous NSM used at the Belle experiment, which provides functions of slow message propagation and data sharing
over a network segment. The slow control system consists of three subsystems: run control, logger, and slow monitor.
The run control system has a control master communicating with other DAQ components to manage control sequences
of the entire DAQ system such as run start and stop. Run configurations and records are managed using database. The
run control master also distributes the configurations to the DAQ components at run start and records the statuses of
DAQ components at run end as run summary. The logger system collects logs and error messages in the DAQ
components to store them into the database for system monitoring. The slow monitor system collects several
informations related to the detector and data acquisition to record them into the database. The three slow control
subsystems have their own graphical user interfaces (GUIs) written in Java. Only single run control GUI is acceptable
for operation while multiple GUIs of the logger and slow monitor are available. The run control GUI provides
functions to manage data taking and to edit run configurations on its window. The logger GUIs create several types of
popups for notification. The slow monitor GUI automatically creates panels on its windows and visualizes monitoring
information with several formats such as time evolution graphs and text labels with colors according to text based
configuration files.
On the other hand, a strategy for the data quality monitor (DQM) was adapted: performing offline analysis algorithms
in two online data analyzers; the high level trigger (HLT) farm and an additional online data analyzer, named "Express
reco". The HLT farm analyses data without the pixel detector (PXD) while the express reco is placed at the
downstream of the final event builders to analyze samples of the full event including PXD. The DQM system is based
on BASF2 (Belle analysis framework 2) and designed to create histograms as results of the analysis. As the HLT farm
and the express reco use the parallel processing, it is required to merge same histograms from different processes and
transfer them via sockets. After several steps of merge and transfer of histograms, two histogram sets from the HLT

and the express reco are stored in the slow control PC to be monitored by GUIs. The DQM GUI is also written in Java
to perform real-time visualization for shift operators.
Prototypes of the slow control and DQM systems are operated with a beam test in the test beam facility at DESY,
January 2014. In this presentation, detailed structures of the slow control and the DQM systems with results of the
beam test will be reported.
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Temperature Effect and Correction Method for LHAASO KM2A Timing Synchronization
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Searching the origin of galactic cosmic rays above 30TeV with high sensitivity and wide spectrum, The Large High
Altitude Air Shower Observatory (LHAASO) project is a dedicated instrument consists of 4 sub-detector arrayes. The
square KM complex array includes 5635 scintillation electron and 1221 muon detectors convering the area of
1.2Km2.To guarantee the angular resolution of reconstructed air shower event, a 500ps(rms) timing synchronization
must be achieved among the spread few thousand detectors. White Rabbit, a recent emerging technology providing a
cost-effective solution that combines sub-nanosecond precision timing transfer and gigabit Ethernet data transfer over
the same fiber media, is the most attractive solution to solve the synchronization requirement for the LHAASO KM2A
detector array. The test results from a prototype network consists 4 White Rabbit switches and 8 White Rabbit nodes
show a 200ps(rms) precision in all connection topoloties. However, the LHAASO is located at wild field with a altitude
of 4300m a.s.l., the daily and yearly temperature variation could be about 25 and 50 degrees repectivly, the temperature
dependency of white rabbit key components like VCO and optical modules could be a significant factor that degraces
the sychronization precision. This paper will present the measurment results of delay and synchronization variation of
white rabbit node under wide temperature range. According to the results, we introduce a quasi-linear temperature
correction that reduce the synchronization variation from 300ps to 50ps in a temperature range of 50 degrees.

Automatic Channel Fault Detection and Diagnosis System for a Small Animal APD-Based
Digital PET Scanner
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Fault detection and diagnosis is critical to many applications in order to ensure proper operation and performance over
time. This applies to positron emission tomography (PET) scanners which are complex systems that require regular
calibrations by qualified scanner operators to ensure optimal performance. Furthermore, for scanners employing oneto-one coupling of crystals to photodetectors to achieve enhanced spatial resolution and contrast, the calibration task is
even more daunting because of the large number of independent channels involved. To cope with the additional
complexity of the calibration and quality control procedures of these scanners, an intelligent system (IS) was designed
to perform fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) of malfunctioning channels. The IS can be broken down into four
hierarchical modules: parameter extraction, channel fault detection, fault prioritization and diagnosis. Of these modules,
the first two have previously been reported and this paper focuses on fault prioritization and diagnosis. The purpose of
the fault prioritization module is to help the operator to zero in on the faults that need immediate attention. The fault
diagnosis module will then diagnose the causes of the malfunction and propose an explanation of the reasons that lead
to the diagnosis. The FDD system was implemented on a 8 cm axial length LabPET scanner located at the Sherbrooke
Molecular Imaging Center and experiments demonstrated a FDD efficiency of 99.9% (with a 95% confidence interval
(CI) of: [99.6, 100.0]) for major faults. Globally, the balanced accuracy of the diagnosis for varying fault severities is
92%. This suggests the IS can greatly benefit the operators in their maintenance task.
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Performance of Splunk for the TDAQ Information Service at the ATLAS Experiment

Y. Yasu
KEK, kyoto, Japan
The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) is a large, distributed system composed of several thousand
interconnected computers and tens of thousands software processes. Monitoring data produced by multiple sources
(indexing) are selected (searching), aggregated and correlated to perform their analysis and can finally be visualized
and presented to the user. Any system implementing these functions have to be flexible in order to adapt to the amounts
of data produced and requested by the users for analysis and visualization. Due to the size of the ATLAS TDAQ
system, the scalability is also important from the performance point of view. Splunk, a commercial product produced

by Splunk Inc., is a general-purpose search, analysis & reporting engine and a distributed, non-relational, semistructured database for time-series text data (typically machine data in large- scale data processing). Splunks search
processing language provides a way to do the processing of data parallelizing analytics via a Map-Reduce mechanism,
which is a programming model for processing large data sets on a distributed system. It also employs the use of search
commands like the Unix 'shell', including the visualization and the pipelining. This paper summarized the
functionalities and performances of Splunk when used in the ATLAS TDAQ in the period 2012 to 2014. The typical
data rate is about several tens of GB per day. Splunk could index the data into the cluster system in the test runs. The
dashboards to aggregate and correlate the data and then show the results also had been provided and displayed in realtime. A good performance could be archived on the control of the data flow by setting Splunk traffic shaping
parameters properly.
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World-Wide Online Monitoring Interface of the ATLAS Experiment.

A. Kazarov
PNPI, St Petersburg, Russia
The ATLAS collaboration accounts for more than 3000 members located all over the world. The efficiency of the
experiment can be improved allowing system experts not present on site to follow the ATLAS operations in real-time,
spotting potential problems which otherwise may remain unattended for a non-negligible time. Taking into account the
wide geographical spread of the ATLAS collaboration, the solution of this problem is to have all monitoring
information with minimal access latency available world-wide. We have implemented a framework which defines a
standard approach for retrieving arbitrary monitoring information from the ATLAS private network via HTTP. An
information request is made by specifying one of the predefined URLs with some optional parameters refining data
which has to be shipped back in XML format. The framework takes care of receiving, parsing and forwarding such
requests to the appropriate plugins. The plugins retrieve the requested data and convert it to XML (or optionally to
JSON) format before giving it back to the framework, which forwards it to the original requester. The list of data types
which can be retrieved is fairly complete and includes raw physics event samples, operational statistics, application
logs, configuration parameters, data quality assessment results and histograms for the current data taking session as
well as for the previous ones. In addition to the traditional request-response information access, the latest version of the
framework offers asynchronous data access where it initiates data transmission towards clients only when requested
data has changed, reducing the network load and simplifying the development of end-user interfaces. This paper
presents the architecture of the ATLAS world-wide framework and summarizes the experience of its usage during the
first ATLAS data taking period. It also describes new recently developed plugins as part of the preparation of the
second round of the experiment operations planned to start in early 2015.
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The evolution and improvement of EPICS control systems is constant, leaded by international scientific facilities. One
of the latest developments is based in the use of PXIe controllers provided by National Instruments. The CODAC
system developed in ITER includes this hardware in its reference catalog for implementing fast controllers, which has
been defined for the standardization of ITER instrumentation and control elements. The controller proposed in CODAC
uses EPICS base for the design of a standard IOC.
In this work, a different integration procedure of NI PXIe controllers in EPICS networks, proposed in [1], is considered
and its performance is analyzed by means of a set of experiments. In this case, the controller is implemented using
LabVIEW-RT and its integration in EPICS networks is described in detail. In brief, the integration is based in the use
of the LabVIEW EPICS server, with the addition of an EPICS gateway. The resulting system is equivalent to a
standard EPICS IOC, overcoming the limitations present in the LabVIEW EPICS server.
The main advantage of this approach is the use of the LabVIEW development environment, which eases and speeds up
the development of control structures, avoids the hardware dependent developing costs and offers a very high
compatibility with a large variety of hardware devices used in control and data acquisition systems. The performance of
this non-standard EPICS implementation is analyzed, and satisfactory results have been obtained.
In addition, the proposed system is compared with a similar hardware, which implements an EPICS IOC controller,
using tools provided in the CODAC distribution. This comparison is based on a test bench which simulates a real
control system environment, following the scheme proposed in [2]. This system emulates real schemes present in
scientific facilities, in particular, a particle accelerator. A large number of process variables are considered, including
digital and analog IO signals, monitors and data processing. The study is focused on the reliability of the configuration,
facing the proposed solution and the EPICS standard methodology, represented by an implementation of the CODAC

system used in ITER.
[1] M Eguiraun, J Jugo, I Arredondo, M del Campo, J Feuchtwanger, V. Etxebarria, ISHN Ion Source Control System.
First Steps Toward an EPICS Based ESS-Bilbao Accelerator Control System , IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science,
60 (2), 1280 - 1288, 2013.
[2] I. Badillo, M. Eguiraun, M. del Campo, I. Arredondo, D. Piso, J. Jugo, Introduction of non-standard EPICS
controllers, Proceedings of PCaPAC2012, Kolkata, India, 2012.
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Time Synchronization of PLC in CSNS Experimental Control System

J. Zhuang, J. Li, L. Hu
Institute of High Energy Physics, CAS, Beijing, China
Traditional，the architecture of control system in large physics experiment is based on plc and DCS like EPICS. For
the control information in controls system, its timestamp is marked in control computer after transferred from plc to
computer. This mode will introduce more time deviation in time stamp. In CSNS, we will use a new PLC from
BECKHOFF which can provide realtime timestamp, and we can synchronize the time more accuracy in whole
experiment using IEEE1588 protocol. In this paper, the time accuracy of this plc is well study. And how to integrate
this plc into EPICS is also discussed. At last, we provide a possible application in CSNS.
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Adjustable ECR Ion Source Control System: Ion Source Hydrogen Positive Project
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ISHP (Ion Source Hydrogen Positive) project consists on a highly versatile ECR type ion source. It has been built with
several purposes, on the one hand, at the first stages, to be a workbench to test accelerator related technologies and
validate in house made developments. On the other hand, to design an ion source valid as the first step in an actual
LINAC.
Since this paper is focused on the control system of ISHP, all the hardware and its control architecture is presented. Its
main independent networks are: Control Network (CN), Interlock Network (IN), Timing and Synchronization Network
(TS) and Human Safety Network (HS). This layered structure is similar to the ITER CODAC approach. The general
control structure is based on EPICS with the idea of being versatile enough to allow a wide range of different
technologies at the local control. In this way, many types of hardware and software components can be integrated.
In the current topology, the local control core is a PXI based system with RT capabilities and an onboard FPGA. Also,
a CompactRIO with VxWorks and an FPGA is used to manage the control of RF subsystem. All the controllers work in
a stand alone mode and only the monitoring and management of some signals are published through EPICS. Moreover,
to avoid the lack of a complete EPICS IOC on the National Instruments OS for PXI, all these signals are published
through an ad hoc programmed EPICS gateway. In addition, the Alarm Handing and the Data logging are considered
part of the CN and they are also based on EPICS. Therefore, the Alarm Handling is implemented with CSS Beast and
the Data logging with Hyperarchiver. The last one is a tool designed in collaboration with ILNL to archive the EPICS
variables in an Hypertable database.
The IN is usually divided into two subnetworks depending on the interlock time response demand. In ISHP the slow
interlocks are managed with two PLCs and they are published with EPICS via Asyn driver. Nowadays, there is not
need of fast interlocking in ISHP but one signal to shutdown the RF signal is ready for this issue. The HS network is
built with Safety PLCs reaching the SIL 3/ PL e safety level.
On the other hand, the current version of the timing system is integrated in the CN. However, White Rabbit (WR) tests
have been performed with a Rubidium clock as core, one WR switch and two stand alone SPECs (PCI cards). These
tests have been a success and ISHP has been operated with this independent WR timing system. For a long term usage
at high voltage (70kV), it is planned to upgrade the timing system using the WR approach by installing SPEXI cards in
order to improve the robustness of the system.
The ion source is able to generate a pulse of positive ions of Hydrogen from 2usec to a ms range with a repetition rate
from 1Hz to 50Hz with a maximum of 90mA of current. The control system is stable for long time and the
compatibility with the future upgrades is guaranteed due to the usage of EPICS.
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MTCA.4-Based Digital LLRF Control System for CW SRF Linacs
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The stable and reproducible photon generation at Free Electron Lasers (FELs) requires a high-precision radio frequency
(RF) regulation of the accelerating fields inside the cavities. High average power can be achieved by operation in
continuous wave (CW) mode, which minimizes Lorentz force detuning effects in superconducting resonant structures
leaving microphonics and noise as the main sources of distortions. Solid state amplifiers (SSAs) are reliable and
maintainable high power sources for such kind of facilities.
This paper describes the architecture of the low level radio frequency (LLRF) control system based on MicroTelecommunications Computing Architecture (MTCA.4) platform developed by the PCI Industrial Computer
Manufacturers Group (PICMG). This architecture offers manageability, reliability, and scalability which are crucial for
high energy physics experiments. The hardware modules such as digitizer, down-converter (DWC), or vector
modulator (VM) have been adopted from multi-channel, vector sum based systems and optimized. The field detection
scheme utilizes the analog frequency shifting to an intermediate frequency (IF). Analog-to-digital conversion, and
digital complex frequency down-conversion, is applied. The firmware has been optimized for minimal latency and
includes programmable filters, the fast proportional-integral (PI) controller for real-time suppression of distortions, setpoint and feed-forward tables, and the data acquisition module. The software communicates with the firmware, reads
waveforms for diagnostic purposes, and abstracts hardware and firmware settings for the paneling system.
The system design process and important parameter value selection criteria are presented. The noise contribution of
hardware subcomponents and other limitations of the field detection are analyzed. The digital signal processing path is
split into atomic operations and inquired. The potential instability of the feedback loop due to unwanted fundamental
modes of the TESLA type cavity is examined. Proposals of future developments are given, including a two-tone
calibration, drift calibration, and beam based feedbacks.
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Drivers and Software for MicroTCA.4
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The MicroTCA.4 crate standard provides a powerful electronic platform for digital and analog signal processing. The
crate standard is highly configurable and due to an excellent hardware modularity rapid adaption to various different
applications is possible. Besides the hardware modularity, it is the software reliability and flexibility as well as the easy
integration into existing software infrastructures that will drive the widespread adoption of the new standard.
The DESY MicroTCA.4 User Tool Kit (MTCA4U) provides drivers, and a C++ API for accessing the MicroTCA.4
devices and interfacing to the control system. The main focus of the tool kit is flexibility to enable fast development. It
uses a universal, expandable PCIexpress driver for all devices developed at DESY. An interface layer with callback
functions allows to decouple the application code from the control system, making the software easy to adapt for the
use at different facilities. In addition, applications like the Low Level Radio Frequency (LLRF) control at the European
XFEL and FLASH require guaranteed response times of the system. The driver and the high-level software are
currently being reviewed to fulfill these requirements. We present the design of the MTCA4U Tool Kit and report on
the activities to add real-time capability.
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Synthesizer of Signals from Radiation Detection Setups
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We present an emulator characterized by a specially designed architecture that is able to emulate in real time signals
from a generic radiation detection system. The instrument is not a pulse generator of recorded shapes but a synthesizer
of random pulses compliant to programmable statistics for height and starting time of events. Full programmable
procedures for emulation of noise, disturbances and baseline variation are implemented.

Web-Based Remote Monitoring and Control of DAQ System for the Daya Bay Neutrino
Experiment
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The exist Data Acquisition (DAQ) System of the Daya Bay experiment implemented the run control and run state
monitoring through local graphic interface. The quality of network can not completely meet the demands of remote
graphic interface operation. In this article, a web-based software was developed to implement the remote real-time
monitoring and control of the DAQ system. The software consists of two parts: web server and web services upon
DAQ infrastructre. This software was running well since July 2013 and greatly improved the performance of remote
operation and shift.
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Upgrade to 16 Lane PCIexpress Lanes in MTCA.4

H. Koerte
N.A.T., Bonn, Germany
Content : This presentation shows a solution to overcome the bottleneck in the data path of the main CPU (root
complex), if all IO boards transfer their data via 4 lane PCIexpress DMA. By default all AMC slots offer 4 lanes of
PCIexpress transfers. By extending the data path to the local CPU of the NAT-MCH-PHYS64 no modification in the
backplane of the MTCA.4 crates is needed to offer a 16 lane PCIexpress path to the main processing CPU. Summary :
MicroTCA.4 systems offer 4 lanes of PCIexpress to all 12 AMC slots. At the beginning IO boards only used 1 lane of
PCIexpress (2.5 GBaud) or maximum 4 lane of PCIexpress (10 GBaud). At that time the main CPU (root complex)
read the data. By using FPGA in IO boards, the IO boards are able to write per DMA directly in the main memory of
CPU. This offers an increase of factor 3 compared to reading data via CPU and frees up CPU performance for
processing. To overcome the bootleneck, if 12 IO boards DMA their data, the CPU boards offer PCIexpress Gen3 (32
GBaud) to increase data bandwidth. Benchmarks show, that this is no enough data bandwidth. Therefore a solution
offering 16 PCIexpress lanes (offering 128 GBaud) is requested. In this presentation a solution will be shown, which
can be used without any modification in standard MicroTCA.4 systems. This solution is based on the NATMCHPHYS64 and the local CPU on the RTM of the MCH. Also the connection to external PCs via PCIexpress x16
cable will be presented. With this two solutions enough data bandwidth and processing power is available to process all
data of high speed IO boards.
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Multi-Purpose Trigger Timing Distribution System for a Small Test Setup
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We have developed a multi-purpose trigger timing distribution system that can be used in a small test setup of typically
up to 8 readout subsystems or optionally up to 20 subsystems. The core of the system is the front-end timing switch
(FTSW) module that was developed for the pipelined trigger flow control of the Belle II experiment at the SuperKEKB
electron-positron energy-asymmetric storage ring at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan. The trigger timing system of Belle II
utilizes a custom-made bi-directional serial link protocol driven as LVDS signals over twisted pairs of a shielded LAN
cable. The serial link data is at 254 Mbps and distributed together with a system-wide synchronous clock of 127 MHz,
and hence the protocol can be simply programmed in an FPGA without additional components. The FTSW module has
a form factor of 2-slot-wide 6U-height VME module with up to 24 RJ-45 jacks on the front panel.
In the direction from the FTSW module to the other end, the protocol provides distribution of the serial-encoded trigger
timing with the LSB of 2ns, together with information to identify the triggered event, including the run number, event
number, trigger type and time stamp. This direction of the link is also used to distribute various types of reset signals
and other control signals. From the other end of the system to FTSW, the protocol collects various status such as a busy
signal to provide a back pressure to temporarily suspend the trigger distribution, an error signal to permanently stop the
trigger distribution until the next reset, and the number of events that were actually processed. A variant of the serial
link protocol is also included to communicate with the common pipeline platform for electronics readout (COPPER)
system, which is used in the Belle II experiment and other experiments in Japan such as those at J-PARC. Then it can
receive back pressure from the backend system of a fully integrated readout chain. The FTSW is configured to use
eight of the RJ-45 jacks to distribute JTAG signals as LVDS signals. With a proper receiver attached at the other end,
an FTSW can be used as a JTAG fan-out module of a JTAG cable attached to an on-board pin header.
This small timing distribution system has been used in many institutes to develop readout electronics of various Belle II
detector subsystems, as well as in several beam tests to test the detectors themselves or their readout electronics. Such
beam test experiments include those for the barrel particle identification system, central drift chamber system, and a
complex of the silicon and pixel vertex detector systems. In particular in the last test, the system has been operated with
no power cycle or firmware reloading throughout the data taking period of 16 days.
In this report, we describe the detail of the system, in particlar how the firmware are organized, and how the control and
monitoring software programs are prepared.

Design of a Test Platform for Screening Procedures of VA160 and VATA160 ASICs in
DAMPE Mission
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The Dark Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) is a scientific satellite designed to fly in a near-earth orbit with an altitude
of 500 km for a mission period of at least 3 years, and aimed to search for the clue of dark matter particles.
The DAMPE payload consists of four sub-detectors from top to bottom: the Plastic Scintillation Detector (PSD), the
Silicon-Tungsten Tracker (STK), the Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO) calorimeter, and the Neutron detector. Two
kinds of front-end readout ASICs, named VA160 and VATA160, are adopted for the front-end electronics (FEE) of
PSD and BGO calorimeter. The VA160 integrates 32 analog channels for measuring the charge of PMT dynode signals,
while the VATA160 is a combination of VA160 chip and TA160 chip to process the 32 charge measurement channels
and generate fast trigger.
However, as industrial grade chips, screening procedures for total lot screening of VA160 and VATA160 must be
followed in achieving levels of quality and reliability commensurate with the aerospace application. During the process
about two hundred chips will go through five rounds of electronic performance test. Qualified and reliable chips that
can meet the stringent criteria set in advance will be filtered out according to the fluctuation of the performances of
each chip. 58 VA160 chips and 32 VATA160 chips are needed in the DAMPE payload finally.
Since there is no readily available ASIC test apparatus, a test platform that can quickly and easily obtain the key
performances of VA160 and VATA160 has been designed and built. In hardware, the test platform includes a master
board using FPGA as the control part, a DUT board with IC socket, a host PC, a DC supply power and necessary cables.
The FPGA logic based on VHDL and the PC program based on LabVIEW were also designed as the software part of
the platform, which make the test efficiency and automation to overcome difficulties due to onerous testing tasks. A
real-time monitoring of the supply current and power dissipation will be in progress when a chip is under test. The
pedestal test to obtain the pedestal and RMS noise parameters and the calibration test to obtain linearity and dynamic
range of VA160, and the write and read test to check the built-in 165-bit registers and the hit output test to check the
function of TA160 part can be carried on as needed. Raw data and analysis results of all the tests will be saved in hard
disk according to a certain structure. Using the test platform, we have successfully completed the VA160 and
VATA160 screening task and ensured the progress of the Engineering Model of DAMPE mission.
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The paper describes achievements in LLRF based tests preparation for superconducting cryo-modules evaluation for
European X-ray Free Electron Laser. The software for automatic cryo-modules characterization at the Accelerator
Module Test Facility (AMTF) will be presented.
In order to identify fundamental working parameters of the eight TESLA cavities cryomodules the scenario of several
tests sequence has been proposed and implemented in AMTF. Main parameters like: cavities quenching levels
verification, cavities Pi modes identification, slow and fast frequency tuners performance, fundamental power coupler
performance, etc are evaluated. Basing on achieved data the decision about module acceptance for work in the linac is
done.
In this solution the MTCA.4 based LLRF system is used to control and verify cryo-string performance. Middle layer
client servers implemented in this environment are responsible for providing tests initial conditions, testing and results
archiving in the dedicated data base. Results of described tests are not only vital for module acceptance but are also
important for future LLRF system set-up and configuration concerning module work in the accelerator tunnel.

Development of a Rapid Beam Emittance Measurement System using a Real-Time Beam
Profile Monitor
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We have developed a rapid beam emittance measurement system for the K140 AVF cyclotron at Research Center for
Nuclear Physics (RCNP). So far, an emittance monitor of conventional type section of a medium energy beam transport

(MEBT) system to analyze the quality of the injected beam to the K400 ring cyclotron. Two kinds of emittance
monitors were supplemented in the low energy beam line for evaluation of ion beams from ion sources. One of them is
a conventional type consisting of position-variable slits and a three-wire profile monitor (TPM), similar to the one
installed in the MEBT system of the AVF cyclotron. It takes about 30 minutes to get emittances in both the horizontal
and vertical planes.
For quick emittance measurements, we have developed a new system equipped with a fast moving slit with a fixed gap
and a real time beam profile monitor (BPM83) with a rotating helical wire made of tungsten. The wire rotating speed is
18 rps. The BPM83 is controlled by a driver module BPM-FP3A. With this system the measurement time was
considerably reduced to 70 seconds for both the horizontal and vertical emittances. The fast moving slits consist of two
collimation blocks made of brass, and are inserted into the beam path at an angle of 45 degrees. The slits are scanned in
the vertical plane at first, and then in the horizontal plane. The slits gap is variable, but at present it is fixed to 2 mm. A
stepping motor for the slit is driven by a PLC system, and it takes only 70 seconds for a full stroke within 290 mm. The
slit position is detected by a linear potentiometer.
While moving the slits, the beam profile output from BPM-FP3A and the voltage of potentiometer are recorded at
every position step simultaneously. The data acquisition system uses CAMAC and trigger signals generated by BPMFP3A and NIM modules are provided for production of each beam profile at a frequency of 18 Hz, with 4.5 kHz
sampling rate. A DAQ program runs on CC/NET (crate controller of CAMAC). When data acquisition finished, the
data file is uploaded to a LINUX computer and analyzed automatically.
First we calculate the slit position for each profile, then average profiles at every second millimeters. Time scale of the
measured profile is converted into wire position. From the slit and the wire positions, we calculate the angle from a
beam line axis. The measured slit position, the angle of the beam direction and a current density of the moment
provides two dimensional beam current density distribution in phase space for estimation of emittance. Data analysis
program is written by C, and the output is represented by gnuplot. Data analysis takes about 1 second. In total the
horizontal and vertical phase space plots can be completed within 75 seconds from starting the first program.
This rapid emittance measurement system will definitely make it easier to optimize parameters of ion sources and the
beam transport system.
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DABC is a general-purpose DAQ framework, developed in GSI since 2007 and used in different experiments. Because
it is used together with many other components (like slow control systems, other DAQ systems, online analysis),
DABC requires a simple and flexible user interface for monitoring and control.
A specialized web server, based on embeddable Mongoose server, was implemented in DABC. This server can deliver
data directly from running applications to web browser, where JavaScript with JSRootIO is used for implementing of
interactive web graphics. JSRootIO makes it possible to display different ROOT objects in interactive web pages. To
increase usability and flexibility of JSRootIO, several important improvements were done. As a result, any ROOTbased application with minimal efforts can be equipped with a web server, providing direct access to all registered
objects. Alternatively, DABC implements FastCGI interface and therefore can be easily integrated with standard web
servers like Apache or lighttpd.
Using a flexible plugin mechanism, DABC is able to handle data from other frameworks and display such data in a web
browser. At the moment ROOT, Go4 (GSI ROOT-based analysis framework), MBS (GSI DAQ system) and FESA
(CERN/GSI accelerator control system) are supported; EPICS and DIM support are in development. For instance,
without modifications any Go4-based analysis now can be monitored and controlled via web interface. Or status
information from many MBS nodes can be displayed in a web browser.
Using a master/slave approach, DABC offers a way to monitor and control complex systems. Many DABC agents
(slave applications) can gather information from different sources like DAQ, slow-control system, or online analysis. A
web server, running on a DABC master node, provides transparent access to data from all these agents. As a result, a
unified user interface for distributed heterogeneous systems can be build.
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The ATLAS experiment explores the fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions at the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN. Its Data Acquisition (DAQ) is a large distributed and inhomogeneous system: it consists of

thousands of interconnected computers and electronics devices that operate coherently to readout and select the
relevant Physics data. In order to verify the functioning of the DAQ and to diagnose any problems we have developed a
flexible test management system that allows the experts to define and configure tests for different components, indicate
follow--‐up actions to test failures and describe inter--‐dependencies between DAQ elements. This development is based
on the experience gained with the previous test system that has been used during the first three years of data taking, that
showed that more emphasis needed to be put on the flexibility and configurability of the verification and diagnostics
functionality by the many people that are, each, knowledgeable and expert on individual components of the DAQ. In
this paper we will describe the design and implementation of the test management system and make an assessment of
its performance and potential for the next phase of data taking of the experiment that will start in 2015.

The Run Control System and the Central Hint and Information Processor of the Data
Acquisition System of the ATLAS Experiment at the LHC
PS 2-24:

A. Kazarov
PNPI, St Petersburg, Russia
The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system of the ATLAS detector is composed of a large number of distributed
hardware and software components (about 3000 machines and more than 15000 concurrent processes at the end of
LHCs Run I) which in a coordinated manner provide the data-taking functionality of the overall system. The Run
Control (RC) system steers the data acquisition by starting and stopping processes and by carrying all data-taking
elements through well-defined states in a coherent way (finite state machine pattern). The RC is organized as a
hierarchical tree (run control tree) of run controllers following the functional de-composition into systems and subsystems of the ATLAS detector.
During the LHC Long Shutdown 1 (LS1) the RC has been completely re-designed and re- implemented in order to
better fulfill the new requirements which emerged during the LHC Run 1 and were not foreseen during the initial
design phase, and in order to improve the error management and recovery mechanisms. Indeed given the size and
complexity of the TDAQ system, errors and failures are bound to happen and must be dealt with. The data acquisition
system has to recover from these errors promptly and effectively, possibly without the need to stop data taking
operations.
The RC is assisted by the Central Hint and Information Processor (CHIP) that can be considered as its brain. CHIP
supervises the ATLAS data taking, takes operational decisions and handles abnormal conditions. It automates
procedures and performs advanced recoveries. Furthermore it has the possibility to interact with the so-called Test
Management service which allows it to make informed decisions based on the outcome of the test results. CHIP is
based on a third party open source Complex Event processing Engine, ESPER.
In this paper the design, implementation and performances of both the RC and CHIP will be described. Additionally
some error recovery scenarios will be analyzed with particular emphasis on the interaction between the RC and CHIP.
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MAD - Monitoring ALICE Dataflow
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the heavy-ion detector designed to study the physics of strongly
interacting matter and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Following a successful Run
1 which ended in February 2013, the ALICE data acquisition (DAQ) entered a consolidation phase to prepare for Run 2
which will start in the beginning of 2015. One of the identified points for improvement was the monitoring of the
experiment dataflow - from the data arrival on the DAQ farm via the readout links up to its shipment to CERN's main
computer centre. To address this requirement, the ALICE MAD (Monitoring ALICE Dataflow) system was developed.
MAD uses the MonALISA framework as core module to gather, process, aggregate and distribute monitoring values
from the different processes running in the distributed DAQ farm. It allows for data not only to be pulled from the data
sources but also to be pushed by dedicated data collectors or the data source processes themselves. To provide a
complete view of the data acquisition status, the set of monitored metrics vary from the backpressure status on the
readout links to event counters in each of the DAQ nodes and aggregated data rates for the whole data acquisition.
MAD also injects alarms in the Orthos alarming facility whenever abnormal conditions are detected.
To support the ALICE shift crew, MAD interfaces with a dedicated web-based GUI that uses WebSockets to provide
dynamic and on-time status displays. Designed as a widget-based system, it allows not only an easy integration of new
visualization blocks but also customization of the information displayed to the shift crew based on the ALICE activities.
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Pulse-to-Pulse Modulation of Injector Linac with Event Timing System
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The Injector Linac performs extremely complicated injection control for delivering beam pulses into four accelerator
rings at KEK, namely KEKB-LER, KEKB-HER, PF, and PF-AR. One of its unique characteristics is the pulse-to-pulse
modulation (PPM). The direction of beam pulse has to be changed every injection pulse, typically in 50 Hz, since more
than one ring are operated with the top-up filling mode, simultaneously, by using only one Linac. It must alter more
than 150 of Linac parameters to produce the quite different types of beam pulses for the individual rings. We use an
Event Timing System (ETS) to realize the PPM and all other requirements for the Linac operation.
The ETS is composed of Event Generator (EVG) and Event Receiver (EVR). They are devices based on FPGA and
SFP, and connected with each other via optical network. The EVG sends one byte data packet named Event to the
remotely installed EVRs. The EVG enforces the phase-lock of EVRs internal clock by sending Events with the 8B10B
encoding. Eventually, the functions of local hardware connected with the EVR are synchronized with the input RF
clock of remote EVG. The EVR controls local devices. The varied functions like the production of NIM/TTL signals
and the interruption to the CPU module are programmed on individual Events to be received. The timing precision of
produced NIM/TTL is typically 10ps. The real time control system for the PPM is implemented by the CPU
interruption by the EVR.
The ETS is upgraded for the SuperKEKB project, which aims for the luminosity enhancement from previous KEKB. In
the new ETS, we install three EVGs with the two-layers of configuration while the only one EVG is installed at KEKB
for providing Events to EVRs along the beamline. The sequences on two lower-layer EVGs (lower-EVGs) are
triggered by the signal from one upper-layer EVG (upper-EVG). However each layer of EVGs is operated with the
different period of sequence. They are 2 seconds and 20 ms for the upper-EVG and lower-EVG, respectively. The
lower-EVG is triggered for every injection pulses, in 50 Hz, and delivers Events for the EVRs. One sequence on upperEVG manages 100 injections by triggering 100 sequences on the lower-EVGs.
This cascade configuration realizes the complicated timing managements for production of low emittance positron
pulses with the newly constructed damping ring and injection into KEKB-LER. The positron pulse must be stored into
the damping ring for at least 40ms and this is longer than the one injection period, 20ms. This entire process can be
scheduled on the long sequence on the upper-EVG. The lower-EVG can make adjustment to the scheduled timing on
upper-EVG in each injection pulse. It is utilized to select one of RF buckets at the injection ring just a few pulses
before the injection.
In this presentation, we introduce basic technique of the PPM control with the ETS, the current status of upgrades and
future plans for the SuperKEKB project.
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Mordicus-Hw: a C++ Framework for Backend Electronics Control and Configuration
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We present the architecture and programming principles of Mordicus-hw, a C++ framework designed to optimize
collaborative development between electronics and software engineers. A use case is provided by the GET generalpurpose data acquisition electronics for TPC detectors.
Data acquisition and real-time processing systems for physics experiments (TDAQ systems) often call for specific
electronics. The typical electronics chain would include a layer of frontend modules controlled, configured and readout
by a second layer of FPGA-based backend modules which are themselves controlled, configured and readout by a
distributed software system. Such software modules must not only implement the functionalities demanded by the final
system, they are also expected to contribute to the debugging, benchmarking and monitoring of the firmware.
Consequently, the typical design workflow for TDAQ electronics and software calls for a close collaboration between
electronics and software engineers so that all development activities are properly coordinated.
When designing specific modules, electronics engineers are often led to write small "quick and dirty" C programs to
test and debug their design. To compile and run these programs, they need to accomplish tasks (such as maintaining
tool-chains and build systems) that are outside their expertise and have little or no added value as opposed to the core
of their activity. Because they use hands-on programming models that are incompatible with those used by software
engineers, the valuable part of their work, i.e. the actual software they develop to test their hardware designs, is rarely
re-used in the final application.
The Mordicus-hw framework addresses these issues and favors collaborative design between electronics and software
engineers by providing the former with a simplified, high-level, script-based register programming platform and the
latter with modular C++ classes and templates capturing the core patterns that ensure quality software for handling

hardware devices over a distributed application. Mordicus-hw is part of the more general Mordicus framework
designed by CEA Irfu for the development of TDAQ systems. In Mordicus-hw, firmware modules, ASICs and other
electronic entities belonging to the TDAQ frontend and backend are modelled as so many devices that are controlled
according to a policy representing the protocol through which hardware registers are accessed. Thanks to both generic
and object oriented abstractions covering concepts such as register access policy, policy composition or batched bitfield operation, the framework provides developers with a highly modular and yet efficient set of software components
allowing them to dynamically define, instantiate and access complex networks of hardware devices within a distributed
TDAQ application.

The Topological Processor for the Future ATLAS Level-1 Trigger: from Design to
Commissioning
PS 2-28:

E. Simioni
Mainz University, Mainz, Germany
The ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is designed to measure decay properties of high energetic
particles produced in the proton-proton collisions.
During its first run, the LHC collided proton bunches at a frequency of 20 MHz, and therefore the detector required a
Trigger system to efficiently select events down to a manageable event storage rate of about 400 Hz. By 2015 the LHC
instantaneous luminosity will be increased up to 3 1034cm−2s−1: this represent an unprecedented challenge faced by
the ATLAS Trigger system. To cope with the higher event rate and efficiently select relevant events from physics point
of view, a new element will be included in the Level-1 Trigger scheme after 2015: the Topological Processor (L1Topo).
The L1Topo system, currently developed at CERN, will consist initially of an ATCA crate and two L1Topo modules.
A high-density opto-electroconverter (AVAGO miniPOD) drives up to 1.6 Tb/s of data from the calorimeter and muon
detectors into two high-end FPGA (Virtex7-690), to be processed in about 200 ns. The design has been optimized to
guarantee excellent signal integrity of the high-speed links and low latency data transmission on the Real Time Data
Path (RTDP). The L1Topo receives data in a standalone protocol from the calorimeters and muon detectors to be
processed into several VHDL topological algorithms. Those algorithms perform geometrical cuts, correlations and
calculate complex observables as the invariant mass. The output of such topological cuts is sent to the Central Triggr
Processor.
This talk focuses on the relevant high-density design characteristic of L1Topo, which allow to process several hundreds
optical links (up to 13 Gb/s each) using ordinary PCB material. Relevant test results performed on the L1Topo
prototypes to characterize the high-speed links latency (eye diagram, bit error rate, margin analysis) and the logic
resource utilization of the algorithms are discussed.
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The New Readout System of the NA62 Liquid Krypton Calorimeter
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The NA62 experiment at CERN SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) accelerator aims at studying ultra-rare Kaon decays.
The high resolution Liquid Krypton calorimeter (LKr), built for the NA48 experiment, is a crucial part of the photonveto system; in order to comply with the demanding requirements of the experiment, its back-end electronics had to be
redone. Due to the large number of channels (about 14k) and the maintenance required over 10 years of the experiment
lifetime, it was decided to sub-contract the development and production of a readout board to industry, upon CERN
specifications and with the CERN NA62 group in charge of the validation of analog and digital performances.
The CREAM (CAlorimeter REAdout Module) board, developed by CAEN, is a 6U VME board housing a Altera
Stratix IV FPGA and 8 GB DD3 memory, able to sample signals from the LKr cells at 40 MHz, select data upon
reception of two different trigger level signals (the first from a custom VME backplane, the second from the PC farm,
through Ethernet packets) and send the selected samples to the PC farm. 448 CREAM boards, organized in 28 VME
crates, will be needed to readout the whole LKr. The large data output (about 26 GB/sec) and the required triggering
features implied the design of a modern network scheme, where multicast requests are sent to CREAMs and data from
CREAM boards goes to the PC farm through 10 Gb/s output optical links from high-performance switches. The 16
CREAM boards in the same crate are connected to a single switch through 1 Gb/s Ethernet links.
The first prototype of the CREAM board was delivered by CAEN in March 2013, together with a preliminary version
of its firmware. As of February 2014, the CREAM board has been fully tested and validated, its firmware is being
finalized, and a whole crate of 16 CREAM boards has been successfully integrated in the NA62 data acquisition system.
The delivery of the full CREAM board production, foreseen between February and April 2014, will allow to test the
whole LKr readout system during spring/summer 2014 and be ready for the start of the NA62 acquisition phase in
October 2014.

The presentation will go through all the essential features of the Calorimeter REAdout Module (CREAM) system and
of the triggering and network scheme that it requires: analog and trigger performances, data processing, readout and
network system. Triggered calibration pulses from the CREAM boards collected using the final NA62 data acquisition
system will be presented and discussed.
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Hardware Accelerated Algorithms for 2nd Level Trigger of Very Forward Detectors at the
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Data acquisition systems in High Energy Physics need to cope with increasing requirement of transmission bandwidth
and storage capability. The LHC increase of luminosity and the bunch space reduction, after the first machine
shutdown period, will produce more interactions per bunch crossing and increase the level of signal background. In this
paper we present the design and study of second level trigger algorithms implemented in the data acquisition system of
the TOTEM Experiment. The project aims to increase the efficiency of the actual readout system by filtering on-line
data, preserving the physics information of interest and better exploiting the available storage bandwidth. The TOTEM
goal is the measurement of the total proton-proton cross-section at the LHC energies and the study of diffractive
dissociation processes. The Experiment is composed of three tracking detectors installed in the forward region of the
LHC Interaction Point 5. In particular the TOTEM Roman Pots are installed at ~200m on both sides. They are
equipped with edge-less silicon strip detectors that can approach the beam line during special runs detecting leading
proton at very small angles. The trigger algorithm has been designed to reduce the amount of data read out of the
detectors on-line, by looking at event topologies containing one or two protons tracks in the Roman Pot acceptance
region which are interesting for the off-line Physics analysis. The algorithm is implemented on hardware in the frontend readout units using modern FPGAs. It performs data processing at different stages. At the beginning data are
checked for consistency and event time-stamp alignment. Afterwards a fast clustering algorithm is applied. At the end
tracks from clusters between subsequent detector planes are identified. The three independent modules are pipelined
minimising processing time and resource utilization. The project takes advantage of modern design techniques in both
design synthesis and verification adopting System Verilog language and Universal Verification Methodology (UVM)
Full device simulation, including the algorithm core along with all connected interfaces and modules was developed in
the described environment. A novel test vector generation facility was designed to inject into the design test patterns
extracted from real detector data or produced by the experiment simulation. Performance study showed satisfying
results. Data reduction factor of 10 has been achieved using clusterization and can be further improved by the track
finding processor module. The full system with the implemented algorithm will be commissioned before the LHC
restart improving the performances of the Experiment in both on-line and off-line domains.

JRTF: a Flexible Software Framework for Real-Time Control in Magnetic Confinement
Nuclear Fusion Experiments
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The magnetic confinement nuclear fusion experiments require various real-time control applications like plasma
control. ITER has designed the Plant system Fast Controller (PFC) for this job. ITER has provided hardware and
software standards and guidelines for building a PFC. In order to develop various real-time PFC applications efficiently,
a flexible real-time software framework called J-TEXT real-time framework (JRFT) is developed by J-TEXT tokamak
team. JRTF allowed developers to implement different functions as independent and reusable modules called
Application Blocks (AB). The AB developers only need to focus on implementing the control tasks or the algorism, the
timing, scheduling, data sharing and eventing is handled by the JRTF pipelines. JRTF provide great flexibility
developing ABs. Unit test against ABs can be developed easily, and ABs can even be used in non-JRTF applications.
JRTF also provides interfaces allowing JRTF applications to be configured and monitored at runtime. JRTF is
compatible with ITER standard PFC hardware and ITER (Control, Data Access and Communication) CODAC Core
software. It can be configured and monitored using (Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System) EPICS.
Moreover the JRTF can be ported to different platforms and be integrated with supervisory control software other then
EPICS. The paper presents the design and implementation of JRTF as well as brief test results.
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New Persistent Back-‐End for the ATLAS Online Information Service
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The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) and detector systems of the ATLAS experiment deploy more than 3000
computers, running more than 15000 concurrent processes, to perform the recording and monitoring of the proton
collisions data in ATLAS. Most of these processes produce and share operational monitoring data used for interprocess communication and analysis of the systems. Few of these data are archived by dedicatedapplications into
conditions and histogram databases. The rest of the data remained transient and lost at the end of a data taking session.
To save these data for later, offline analysis of the quality of data taking and to help investigating the behavior of the
system by experts, the first prototype of a new Persistent Back-End for the Atlas Information System of TDAQ (PBEAST) was developed and deployed in the second half of 2012. The modern, distributed, and Java-based Cassandra
database has been used as the storage technology and the CERN EOS for long term storage. The presentation provides
details of the architecture and the experience with such a system during the last months of the first LHC Run. It
explains why that very promising prototype has failed and how it was reimplemented using the Google C++ protobuf
technology. It finally presents the new architecture and details of the service, which will be used during second LHC
Run.
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Design of the Readout Electronics for the Qualification Model of DAMPE BGO Calorimeter
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The DAMPE (DArk Matter Particle Explorer) is a scientific satellite being developed in China, aimed at cosmic ray
study, gamma ray astronomy, and searching for the clue of dark matter particles, with a planned mission period of more
than 3 years, with an orbit altitude of about 500 km. The BGO Calorimeter, which consists of 308 BGO (Bismuth
Germanate Oxid) crystal bars, 616 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and 1848 detector signals, with a total weight of about
1 ton and approximately 31 radiation lengths, is a critical sub-detector of the DAMPE payload. The major functions of
BGO Calorimeter is to measure the energy of cosmic particles from 5 GeV to 10TeV, to distinguish positrons/electrons
and gamma rays from hadron background, and to provide trigger information for the whole payload. Right now the
DAMPE mission is in the end of EQM (Engineering Qualification Model) stage. This paper is to briefly present the
design of its readout electronics.
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In modern particle accelerators RF phase detectors have to fulfill high demands on the stability and the accuracy to
meet the goals of state-of-the-art synchronization systems. Especially challenges are those cases where the RF signal
phase shift accuracy must be measured with fs-accuracy for several hours over the full 2π phase detection range. In
these cases special measures on the components non-linearities and the RF channel isolation have to be taken.
The long-term stability of the phase detector is mostly affected by temperature and humidity variations. To meet the
synchronization goals we have built a phase detector that incorporates a high speed dual ADC with a special front-end
for continuous phase drift calibration. In the front-end we successfully combined the RF signal with an RF calibration
signal (second tone) to compensate common phase drift that occurs in the microstrip lines, the RF transformers and the
ADC. The second-tone RF signals are directly converted to the digital domain by the fast ADC and based on signal
processing in the FPGA used to calculate the RF signal phase shift correction caused by detector drifts. In this paper
potential error sources of the analog and the digital part of the so-called two-tone calibration technique that limit the
phase detector precision are discussed. Finally, the experiment results are presented showing a long-term phase stability
of better than 4 fs rms evaluated at an RF frequency of 1.3GHz.
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A Common PHY Design and Implementation for Partial Reconfiguration
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A SoC design with the common PHY is proposed which using the common features of RapidIO and PCI Express
Physical layer based on FPGA High-speed Serial Transceiver and Partial Reconfiguration.Through analysing RapidIO
and PCI Express protocol,the design can route RapidIO or PCI Express packets dynamically by user logic.The
traditional design of the PHY was associated with a individual controller.By adding link controller module and unified

FIFO interface module,the common PHY design can send multi-format packets each lane simultaneously.Comparing
with the method of the traditional design the peak throughput of the design can be 9.5Gbps,the performance can be
improved and resource utilization decreased to 72.8% of the original design.

FPGA-Based Super-Resolution Processing for Pulsed Neutron Transmission Spectroscopic
Radiography
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  Pulsed neutron transmission spectroscopic radiography is a new technique to obtain various parameters of materials
from transmission spectrum of the pulsed neutron. For example, it can perform element identification by using a
resonance absorption spectrum and can be applied to fuel debris measurement in the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant. A spectrum measuring system developed for the pulsed neutron transmission spectroscopic radiography consists
of a neutron absorbing and luminescence device, image intensifying device like MCP and a high-speed camera having
specifications of up to 100kfps. As the exposure time of each frame can be minimized to 1µs and selected in any timing,
the camera satisfies the requirement of energy resolution for the resonance measurement of the fuel debris. In this
application number of pixels is restricted in small value. Furthermore space resolution get worse by the MCPs. The
neutron reaction can be observed as a bright spot and the center of gravity can be calculated. The photon counting
method has been applied to neutron radiography using small neutron source and proved usefulness of this method.
Super-resolution processing has been also developed to obtain high definition radiograph. This method utilized decimal
points which were omitted in the usual method. If we use the figures up to the second decimal points, the number of
pixel can be increased to 4 times. 	
  A project to develop a real-time image data processing system started. The system
consists of four high-speed data transmission boards which receive image data from the high-speed camera, a highspeed data distribution processing board to arrange image data to be convenient for the following image processing,
and sixteen image processing boards for real-time processing of subtraction between successive frame images to reject
fixed pattern noise, binarization to reject gamma-ray noise, filtering to reject small spot noise caused by leak light,
labeling of spot signal, calculation of the coordinate of center-of-gravity of the spot signal and accumulation of the
signals. 	
  The system will be used at J-PARC in JAEA. Software simulation of hardware data processing has been
made and a part of the hardware system has been built. These results will be presented in the conference.
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A Real Time 2D Clustering Algorithm for Belle II Pixel Detector
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A Real-Time 2D Clustering Algorithm for the Belle II Pixel Detector A 2D clustering is a common task to be
performed over detector data in order to combine information from different cells in order to learn more about original
charged particle crossed the detector. In most applications such task is simplified by limiting maximum cluster size. In
this paper, a real time algorithm developed for the Belle II pixel detector, which reconstructs any cluster shape and size
within single detector sensor of 768x250 pixels is presented. Its performance is 2 10^8 hits (not zero suppressed pixel
information) per second per sensor, which allows to process 30k events per second with up to 3% occupancy. The
algorithm occupies only 30% of relatively small XC6VLX130T Xilinx FPGA available on DHH (Data Handling
Hybrid) module. The DHH is a readout system of the pixel detector. The compact implementation of the clustering
allows implement a neural network based cluster processing algorithm within the same FPGA. The cluster processing
will be discussed elsewhere. The full system consists of 40 DHH modules and will process more than 10 GBytes of
data per second in a pipeline mode. The clustering algorithm was developed under the assumption that two hits belong
to one cluster, when they are direct neighbors. The algorithm consists of three data processing steps organized in a
pipelined manner. At the first step the hits are sorted out in a row by row order. At the second step the hits are assigned
to clusters and stored in an intermediate memory. In order to achieve high throughput the data are processed in four
streams in parallel. Each stream represents one quarter of the sensor with a size of 768x64 pixels and reflects
partitioning of the readout system. At the third step the clusters, distributed over more than one region, are merged.
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Hardware and Software Synchronized Controls for Free Electron Lasers
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DESY operates the Free Electron Laser FLASH since several years. Currently the facility is extended by a second
experimental hall including a second undulator beam line. The accelerator can produce 800 or more bunches with a
repetition of 10Hz. Bunches can be directed to both beam lines with different patterns and properties. A MicroTCA
based Machine Protection System (MPS) and a precision timing system are implemented to run both beam lines as

independent as possible but also well protected. Diagnostics and controls are hardware synchronized by the timing
system. Triggers, unique shot numbers, and further data required for the data processing are delivered within the
MTCA.4 crate standard. The data processing chain comprises DMA, ZeroMQ messaging, multi cast network transfers,
central data synchronization and processing up to streaming the data to disk and tape. First experience with the FLASH
system as an initial implementation will be presented. The described architecture handles multiple sources and multiple
beam lines with different experiments. State-of-the-art hardware is used to reliably synchronize all subsystems, protect
the accelerator and process the huge amount of data from diagnostics and experiments. The 3 km long European XFEL
is under construction and first parts already started operating with the same hard and software implementation.
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Eudaq 2.0
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In the context of the development of the EUDET test beam telescope a generic data acquisition (EUDAQ) framework
has been developed to be used by a wide community during test beam. Main focus of the development was a simple
and easy to use data acquisition framework to allow users of the telescope a fast integration. The pixel telescope based
on Mimosa pixel sensors provides precise track information of the test beam particles and thus the possibility to study
newly developed tracking devices under test (DUTs). The data acquisition collects data from the telescope and different
DUTs such as LHC type pixel or strip detectors to ILC type detectors. A central trigger logic unit (TLU) is distributing
a system-wide trigger in a trigger-hand-mode. On the software level TCP/IP handles the entire communication between
individual parts such as producers and data collectors providing high modularity and making it very simple to add new
DUTs to the data stream. Therefore new DUTs benefit from the entire infrastructure that is already emplaced like the
central run control and online data quality monitor. The original version of EUDAQ allowed only one trigger during
the readout frame of the Mimosa pixel sensors resulting in sub-optimal synchronization with LHC style DUTs. The
next generation of EUDAQ will be particle based, where the TLU is issuing triggers as long as no device vetoes it. The
DUT saves to each readout frame the individual trigger information (either time stamp, trigger ID or active time). This
means that every readout frame can contain multiple triggers. This makes it more efficient to combine fast LHC type
detectors were every frame can only contain one trigger and slow ILC type detectors were every frame could contain
several triggers. This paper will describe the original EUDAQ, the successful use over 7 years and the status of
EUDAQ2.0 developments.
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A High-Speed Electron Beam Profile Monitor for the Synchrotron Radiation Source

A. I. Kotelnikov, A. D. Khilchenko, A. N. Kvashnin, O. I. Meshkov, A. A. Ivanova, E. A. Puryga, S. V. Ivanenko,
P. V. Zubarev
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The real-time processing of the electron beam parameters is a necessary procedure to optimize the key characteristics
of the synchrotron radiation source using feedback loops. The actual problem is to study multi-bunch beam instabilities.
To solve this problem a high-speed electron beam profile monitor is developed. This device includes a photodetector
unit and signal recorder. The photodetector unit is bult on a photodiode strip consisting of 16 integrated avalanche
photodiodes. Electric pulses from the photodiodes are fed to inputs of analog integrators. The integrator is designed for
input pulse repetition rate of 200 MHz. The 16-channel signal recorder fixes the integrals values, performs their 16-bit
analog-to-digital conversion and buffering in the internal 3 Gb memory. The accumulated data is transferred via
Ethernet 100BASE-T. The device described must continuously implement 15625000 measurements of the vertical or
horizontal electron beam profile at 16 points with a time resolution of 5 ns.
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FPGA-based Trigger/DAQ System for the MTV Experiment at TRIUMF
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The MTV (Mott polarimetry for T-Violation) experiment at TRIUMF aims to search a large T-violation in nuclear beta
decay outside of the Standard Model. The T-violating transverse polarization of the emitted electrons is measured as
left-right scattering asymmetry in backward scattering event by a thin metal foil. Then the trajectory (called “V-track”)
of the scattered electron is detected with a CDC (Cylindrical Drift Chamber) in event by event. The scattering angles of
these V-tracks are measured in the MTV experiment.
The present experiment requires high statistical and systematic precision. The CDC was developed as a next generation
tracking detector for improving systematic precision in 2011. In contrast, a data acquisition system became a bottleneck

in terms of statistical precision because a readout channel was increased. In order to achieve a high statistical precision,
a high speed-triggering and DAQ system is required in the MTV experiment.
To satisfy the requirement, the FPGA-based system including both triggering and DAQ parts in a single FPGA chip has
been developed by the general purpose VME board. In the triggering section, online fast triggering system is installed
which can distinguish the V-track events from the huge forward scattering events. The trigger signal is generated by
both the plastic scintillation counters and CDC. Since the readout speed is limited by the VME system, a simple hitpattern register is implemented into the FPGA. This resister acquires the wire hitting pattern of the CDC and the event
size could be minimized. We have confirmed about 100kHz triggering rate can be handled by this DAQ system in 2013.
The details of the system and performance test results will be reported at the conference.
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Modular, Scalable Data Acquisition System Based on ATCA

W. Jalmuzna, T. Jezynski, F. Fix
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The designed system accommodates most of the features offered by Advanced Telecommunications Computing
Architecture (ATCA). It is equipped with a high count of analog channels, high bandwidth communication links and
large computation power based on FPGAs. The main building block of the system is a single ATCA carrier blade,
which consists of two mezzanine slots and two Virtex-6 FPGAs (one for each slot). It can accommodate 2 ADC
modules equipped with 24-40 analog channels and ADC converters with 12 bit resolution and 65 MHz sampling rate.
The size of the system can be scaled starting from one blade (working in a single-slot ATCA shelf) up to 14 blades (14slot ATCA shelf), which gives from 80 up to 1120 analog channels in a single chassis with unified hardware, firmware
and software layers.
In a large system, the blades communicate over backplane, but optionally it is possible to send data over 10G links
available on RTM. Timing signals (clock, triggers) are distributed over backplane or connected via RTM.
Due to large channel count and offered flexibility, the system is suitable for detector readout applications and large
monitoring systems.
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Performance Improvements of DAQ-Middleware
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DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed data acquisition system for a small or middle size
experiment. The framework was developed for a data acquisition system and was based on Robot Technology
Middleware, RTM. The RTM is the international standard of OMG and is used not only for robot systems but also for
embedded systems. The middleware is based on the object-oriented technology and a CORBA technology for their
communications.
We can develop a small DAQ system easily by using the DAQ-Middleware. But communication performance of the
system was worse than normal socket communication. One of reasons might be a communication mechanism. Then we
proposed two communication mechanisms to improve its performance. One is a direct communication method in a user
space, and the other is a simple object communication method in a framework space instead of CORBA. In the former
one, we proposed a direct communication class to send and receive data directly in a user program. On the other hand,
in the latter one, we proposed a new object communication class developed by using ACE object communication
library.
We measured times to transfer data between two components as their communication performances for these new
mechanisms. The result of the proposed method by the former mechanism is about 2.4 times faster on the average than
the present system and the result by the latter mechanism is about 1.5 times faster on the average. As a result, the
performances of both mechanisms were improved and we were able to choose either mechanism for our environment to
improve its performance.
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Global Data Processing System with Onboard CPU Cards for the Belle II Experiment
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In the data acquisition (DAQ) system of the Belle II experiment, COmmon Pipeline Platforms for Electronics Readout
(COPPER) boards developed at KEK are to be used for the unified interface with front-end detectors, except for an
innermost pixel detector which needs a dedicated data reduction system. A COPPER board is equipped with a PCI
mezzanine card which has an Intel Atom 1.6GHz CPU and 128MB SDRAM. Data sent by the front-end electronics via
common optical links (Belle2-link) are processed by software in this processor card. We developed the DAQ software
running on the onboard CPU cards under the basf2 scheme, which is a software framework used for the Belle II offline
analysis, so that developed software modules can be used for both online and offline data-handling. The basic functions
of this DAQ software is reading data from the hardware FIFO on a COPEPR board, check the data contents and send
them to a downstream readout PC(ROPC) via Gigabit Ethernet. Since the data processing speed on the COPPER CPU
can be a bottleneck of the whole Belle II DAQ system, the program was tuned to reduce the CPU usage as much as
possible and now it is less than 60% to handle 1kB/event size data with a constant 30 kHz even rate, which is the
expected maximum event rate in the Belle II experiment. To avoid data loss due to the full hardware buffer caused by
an unexpected high event rate, the external trigger system always monitors the status bits indicating if the stored data in
the FIFO exceed a programmable threshold. The trigger system stops trigger distribution when it detects a COPPER
board, whose buffer becomes almost full. We checked if this remote back pressure system works under tens of kHz
trigger rate by watching the FIFO buffer level. In this report, we present the DAQ software system on a COPPER board
and its performance in processing data, which meets the requirement for the operation in the Belle II experiment.
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Preliminary Performances of a 16-Channel Low-Noise Front-End ASIC Using Split-Leg
Charge Amplifier for CZT-Based PET Detector
DAQ 3-1:

W. Gao
School of Computer S&T, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi'an, China
This paper presents preliminary tested results of a low-noise front-end readout application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) dedicated to pixellated CZT detectors for PET imaging. A cascode amplifier based on split-leg topology is
selected to realize the charge-sensitive amplifier (CSA) for the sake of low noise performances and the simple scheme
of the power supplies. The output of the CSA is connected to a slow shaper implemented by a CR-(RC)^2 semiGaussian architecture. In the time branch, the CSA output is followed by a fast shaper for the trigger generation. A
digital monostable circuits is designed to adjust the delay of trigger signals so that the peak value of the shaped voltages
can be tracked. The sampled voltages are stored into an analog memory. Based on the above topology, a 16-channel
front-end readout ASIC is designed and implemented in 0.35 µm CMOS process. The die size is 2.12 mm x 4.60 mm.
The ASIC has been tested by using a specific testing board. The input range of the ASIC is from 2000 e- to 100000 e-,
which is suitable for the detection of the gamma ray from 11.2 keV to 550 keV. The linearity of the output voltage is
less than 1 %. The gain of the readout channel is 40.2 V/pC. The ENC at 5 µs shaping time is 50 e- at zero farad plus
14 e- per picofarad. The crosstalk is less than 1 %. The static power dissipation is about 5.8 mW/channel. The above
tested results show that the electrical performances of the ASIC can well satisfy PET imaging applications.
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Distributed Coincidence Detection for Multi-Ring Based PET System
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In SPADnet, a network based positron emission tomography (PET) system is being developed based on fully digital
CMOS silicon photomultiplier sensors. Each network node, known as photonic module, comprises a sensor tile of 25
tightly abutted sensors, and an FPGA-based communication unit to interface with the network. The photonic module
has built-in intelligence to recognize 511keV gamma events by performing energy windowing and pile-up reduction.
Further, the distributed coincidence detection technique presented in this work, utilizes the network in distributing
workload and in parallelizing coincidence detection task across nodes, thus realizing a scalable design.
For distributed coincidence detection to occur, all network nodes are required to perform coincidence detection
simultaneously, by comparing locally detected gamma events with those detected in other nodes. To reduce the
complexity of search that needs to be performed simultaneously in every node, search space is reduced by optimizing
the network at the system level realizing lower packet latency.
At the system level, a two-stage data transfer approach was implemented, whereas in the first stage smaller data packets

carrying gamma event timestamps, known as coincidence packets, are circulated in a dedicated network channel called
coincidence network. In the second stage, coincidence packets are paired to form true-event packets and then
transferred to data-acquisition PC, using another network channel called data transfer network. The use of two
dedicated network channels along with the smaller data packet for coincidence detection results in packet latency
reduction. Furthermore, to lower the statistical variance on packet latency, static packet routing technique was used
along with the oldest-packet-first flow control algorithm. This approach to flow control was realized using virtual
channel in hardware.
In a typical human PET, each node is expected to receive around 12.5 million data packets per second from network.
To handle such a data rate, a high throughput coincidence engine unit was designed to perform coincidence detection at
every clock cycle of 62.5 MHz. In this architecture, a RAM size of 18 kb was used, with every bit in the RAM
represents a time unit. The gamma event timing information stored in a user friendly format has enabled search to be
performed in one clock cycle.
To validate the proposed concept a scaled down prototype model was built using a network of field-programmable gate
arrays, implemented in ML605. Using the current setup the network was operated at inter-node communication speed
of 3.2Gbps, when time-stamp generation was synchronized using a centralized clock source.
In this talk the distributed coincidence design technique used in this project is discussed, together with characterization
of hardware implementation and extensive simulation results. We especially highlight the scalability of our proposed
techniques to various imaging modalities.

Performance Evaluation of a Shared-Memory/MPI-Based Real-Time Data Acquisition and
Processing Architecture for a Digital PET/MR Insert
DAQ 3-3:
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In this paper, we present a software-based real-time data acquisition and processing architecture (DAPA) for a preclinical positron emission tomography (PET) / magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) insert. The insert consists of 60 PET
detector stacks that are connected in pairs to ten singles processing units (SPU) to form three adjacent rings resulting a
in a field-of-view (FOV) of 96.7 mm axial and 216 mm transverse in diameter. The stacks are based on digital silicon
photomultipliers (dSiPMs) that coupled to pre-clinical crystal arrays (stacks).
The SPUs are connected via optical Gigabit Ethernet interfaces to a data acquisition and processing server (DAPS). On
the DAPS (Dell Poweredge R910, 4xIntel Xeon X7560@2.27GHz CPUs, 256 GByte (1066 MHz) DDR3-RAM) a
combination of message passing (MPI) and shared-memory is used to process the incoming raw data in parallel. To
evaluate the real-time capabilities of the DAPA, we measured the average throughputs of a center-of-gravity (COG)based crystal position and energy estimation algorithm (CPEEA) and a maximum-likelihood (ML)-based CPEEA for
different source activities in the iso-center of the detector. In this scenario, the DAPA calculates list-mode coincidence
data from the incoming raw data.
Using a coincidence window-length of 10 ns, a singles clustering window-length of 40 ns and an energy-window of
300-625 keV, ten parallel data acquisition processes and 40 parallel data processing processes, the COG-based CPEEA
can be considered real-time capable for source activities of up to 32 MBq, while the computationally complex MLbased CPEEA can be considered real-time capable for source activities of up to 14 MBq. Generally, the architecture
shows high reliability (<0.001% of data invalid) and scales very well with number of threads used.
Further results will be shown at the conference.
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Real-Time Discreet SPAD Array Readout Architecture for Time of Flight PET

M.-A. Tetrault, E. Desaulniers Lamy, A. Boisvert, J.-F. Pratte, R. Fontaine
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Single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) arrays have proven themselves as serious candidates for time of flight positron
emission tomography (PET). Discreet readout schemes mitigate the low-noise requirements of analog schemes and
offer very fine control on threshold levels and timing pickup strategies. A high optical fill factor is paramount to timing
performance in such detectors, and therefore space is limited for closely integrated electronics. On the other hand, a
production, daily used PET scanner must minimize bandwidth usage, data volume, data analysis time and power
consumption, and therefore requires a real-time readout and data processing architecture as close to the detector as
possible. We propose a vertically integrated architecture that allows placement of the real-time data extraction directly
under the detector while maintaining high optical fill factor for optimal timing performance. The overall real-time

engine reduces transmitted data by a factor of 32 in standard operational mode. Combined with small local memories
buffers, this significantly reduces acquisition dead time. Finally, auxiliary circuits accelerate channel self-diagnosis,
essential for large PET systems. A prototype device featuring individual readout for 6 scintillator channels was
fabricated. Timing readout is provided by a first photon discriminator and a 20 ps TDC, while energy reading and event
packaging is done using standard logic. The dedicated serial output line supports a sustained rate of 170k counts per
second (cps) in waveform mode, while the standard operational mode supports 2.2M cps. In normal PET acquisition
conditions (up to 1250 cps/mm), this provides ample bandwidth for more than 4 x 4 cm2 detector surface.
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Asymmetric Data Acquisition System for an Endoscopic PET-US Scanner
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According to current prognosis studies of pancreatic cancer, survival rate nowadays is still as low as 10% mainly due to
late detections. Taking into account the location of the disease within the body and making use of the level of
miniaturization in radiation detectors that can be achieved at the present time, EndoTOFPET-US collaboration aims at
the development of a multimodal imaging technique for endoscopic pancreas exams that combines the benefits of high
resolution metabolic information from Time-Of- Flight (TOF) Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and anatomical
information from ultrasound (US). A system with such capabilities calls for an application-specific high- performance
Data Acquisition System (DAQ) able to control and readout data from two different detectors.
The system is composed of two novel detectors designed within the collaboration; a PET head extension for a
commercial US endoscope placed internally close to the Region-Of-Interest (ROI) and a PET plate placed over the
patients abdomen in coincidence with the PET head. These two detectors will send asymmetric data streams that need
to be handled by the DAQ system. The approach chosen to cope with these needs goes through the implementation of a
DAQ capable to perform multi-level triggering and which is distributed across two different on-detector electronics and
the off-detector electronics placed inside the reconstruction workstation.
This contribution first gives an overview on the design of this innovative DAQ system. Hereafter, it moves focus into
the systems characterization through the analysis of the performance measurements obtained by means of final
prototypes of the two detectors and DAQ. Based on these results we conclude that a distributed multi-level triggering
DAQ system is suitable for endoscopic PET detectors and it shows potential for its application in different asymmetric
scenarios.
Keywords: Data Acquisition, Trigger systems, endoscopic PET
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The GAP Project - GPU for Realtime Applications in High Energy Physics and Medical
Imaging
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The aim of the GAP project is the deployment of Graphic Processing Units (GPU) in real-time applications, ranging
from online event selection (trigger) in high-energy physics experiments to medical imaging reconstruction. The final
goal of the project is to demonstrate that GPUs can have a positive impact in sectors different for rate, bandwidth, and
computational intensity. The relevant aspects under study are the analysis of the total latency of the system, the
optimization of the computational algorithms, and the integration with the data acquisition system. In this contribution
we are reporting on the application of GPUs to execute massively algorithms in software trigger systems in particle
physics experiment trigger systems and nuclear magnetic resonance imaging. In particular we discuss how specific
trigger algorithms can be naturally parallelized and thus benefit from the implementation on the GPU architecture, in
terms of execution speed and complexity of the analyzed events. As a benchmark application we consider the trigger
algorithms of two different particle physics experiment: NA62 and Atlas, two different combination of event
complexity and processing latency requirements. The fast and parallel execution of the trigger algorithm can improve
the resolution of the calculated relevant quantities, that will enrich the purity of the collected data sample. The stability
of this solution for increasing complexity of the analyzed events is particularly relevant for its application in the
upcoming physics experiment. Most of the future accelerator machine upgrades will push further the rate of data to be
processed, hence the GPU can provide a feasible solution to maintain sustainable trigger rates. A similar approach can
be applied to medical imaging, with particular reference to NMR scan reconstruction with the kurtosis diffusion

method. This recently developed technique is based on computationally very intense algorithms performed thousands
of times to reconstruct image properties with a good resolution. The implementation of this elaboration on GPUs can
significantly reduce the processing time, making it suitable for the use in realtime diagnostic.
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Pulsar II: an FPGA-Based Full Mesh ATCA Processor Board
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The Pulsar II is a custom full mesh enabled ATCA processor board which has been designed with the goal of creating a
scalable architecture abundant in flexible, non-blocking, high bandwidth board-to-board communication channels while
keeping the design as simple as possible. The design has been motivated by silicon-based tracking trigger needs for
LHC experiments. In this talk we describe our design and test methodology, prototype performance results and
experience gained in the process.
Our first prototype, called the Pulsar IIa, has been designed around a pair of Kintex-7 FPGAs. These FPGAs include
many multi-gigabit serial transceivers (GTX) which are directly connected to the full mesh backplane fabric interface
and to fiber optic transceivers located on a rear transition module (RTM). Four FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMCs) are
directly connected to the FPGAs over high speed LVDS lines. A microcontroller is used as an Intelligent Platform
Management Controller (IPMC), which is required on all ATCA boards. Through this microcontroller the shelf
manager boards monitor temperature and other various board sensors, and coordinate hot swap operations, and
configure various board functions.
The Xilinx IBERT tool has been instrumental in validating the performance of the Pulsar IIa serial transceivers both on
the bench and in a fully loaded shelf. Technically our 10G ATCA backplane is rated for only 3 Gbps per lane. Despite
this apparent speed limitation the Pulsar IIa has performed well and the backplane and RTM channels are fully working
at 6.25Gbps, using the default settings. By fine tuning the transceiver equalization and pre/post emphasis settings the
RTM channels can operate 10 Gbps.
Leveraging the experience we gained through designing, building and testing the Pulsar IIa, we are now building the
next generation board, the Pulsar IIb. The new board design replaces the two Kintex FPGAs with a single large Virtex7 FPGA. The serial transceiver count has increased from 32 to 80 channels, providing a significant bandwidth increase
to the RTM, full mesh fabric interface and FMC mezzanine cards. Much of the design effort has been focused on
optimizing the channel performance at 10 Gbps across the backplane, RTM and Mezzanine interfaces. The IPMC
microcontroller has been relocated to a small DIMM-like mezzanine module. This change will allow the Pulsar IIb to
be compatible with the common IPMC mezzanine being developed at LAPP.
The Pulsar IIb builds on our Pulsar IIa experience and forms the basic building block of a high performance scalable
architecture. It will soon be used for Level-2 silicon-based tracking trigger such as the ATLAS Fast Tracker Data
Formatter, and may serve as a starting point for future Level-1 silicon-based tracking trigger research and development
such as at CMS. Because of the inherent flexibility and scalability of this architecture the Pulsar IIb design may also
find applications beyond tracking triggers.
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The Belle II experiment, the successor of the Belle experiment, will go into operation at the upgraded KEKB collider
(SuperKEKB) in 2016. SuperKEKB is designed to deliver an instantaneous luminosity L = 8x1035cm-2s-1, a factor of 40
larger than the previous KEKB world record. The Belle II experiment will therefore have to cope with a much larger
machine background than its predecessor Belle, in particular from events outside of the interaction region. We present
the concept of a track trigger, based on a neural network approach, that is able to suppress a large fraction of this
background by reconstructing the z (longitudinal) position of the event vertex within the latency of the first level trigger.
The trigger uses the topological and drift time information of the hits from the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) of Belle II
within narrow cones in polar and azimuthal angle as well as in transverse momentum (sectors), and estimates the zvertex without explicit track reconstruction. The preprocessing for the track trigger is based on the track information
provided by the standard CDC trigger. It takes input from the 2D track finder, adds information from the stereo wires of
the CDC, and finds the appropriate sectors in the CDC for each track in a given event. Within each sector, the z-vertex

of the associated track is estimated by a specialized neural network, with the wire hits from the CDC as input and a
continuous output corresponding to the scaled z-vertex.
The neural algorithm will be implemented in programmable hardware. To this end a Virtex 7 FPGA board will be used,
which provides at present the most promising solution for a fully parallelized implementation of neural networks or
alternative multivariate methods. A high speed interface for external memory will be integrated into the platform, to be
able to store the O(109) parameters required.
The contribution presents the results of our feasibility studies and discusses the details of the envisaged hardware
solution.
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Readout Electronics for the Central Drift Chamber of the Belle II Detector
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We have developed readout electronics for a central drift chamber (CDC) of the Belle II detector. The installation space
at near the endplate of the CDC for the electronics is limited by the detector structure. The large amount data generated
by the CDC require a high-speed data link, more than gigabit transfer rate, to transfer the data to a back-end computer.
A new readout module is required to satisfy these requirements. The module processes 48 signals from the CDC and
converts it to digital data and transfer it to computer directly. All functions to transfer digital data via a high speed link
are implemented on the single module. An Amp-Shaper-Discriminator chip (ASD), Analog-to-Digital-Converters
(ADCs), Time-to-Digital-Converters (TDCs), and two optical module for data communication are employed. We have
measured its electrical characteristics and radiation tolerance. The obtained results show the electronics satisfy the
requirement from Belle-II experiment. We will report details of the electronics for mass production and its test results
met the requirements from the Belle II.

Hardware Timestamping for Image Acquisition System Based on FlexRIO and IEEE 1588 v2
Standard
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Current fusion devices consist of multiple diagnostics and hundreds or even thousands of signals. This situation forces
on multiple occasions to use distributed data acquisition systems as the best approach. In this type of distributed
systems, one of the most important issues is the synchronization between signals, so that it is possible to have a
temporal correlation as accurate as possible between the acquired samples of all channels. In last decades, many fusion
devices use different types of video cameras to provide inside views of the vessel during operations and to monitor
plasma behavior. The synchronization between each video frame and the rest of the different signals acquired from any
other diagnostics is essential in order to know correctly the plasma evolution, since it is possible to analyze jointly all
the information having accurate knowledge of their temporal correlation. The developed system described in this paper
allows time-stamping image frames in a real-time acquisition and processing system using 1588 clock distribution. The
system has been implemented using a) A PCI Industrial Computer (PICMG1.3-compatible), as the host computer,
connected to a PXIe chassis through a MXI device board, b) A PXIe platform (chassis and PCIe link) connected to the
computer, c) A NI FlexRIO PXIe-7965R FPGA module, d) A NI-1483 Camera Link Adapter Module for FPGA Image
Processing. This module is connected to the NI FlexRIO PXIe-7965R. Both elements implement a frame grabber that is
able to perform custom image analysis in the FPGA, e) An IEEE1588 PXI timing device (NI PXI-6682). The solution
is based on a previous system that allows image acquisition and real-time image processing based on PXIe technology.
This architecture is fully compatible with the ITER Fast Controllers and offers integration with EPICS to control and
monitor the entire system. However, This set-up is not able to time-stamp the frames acquired since the frame grabber
module does not present any type of timing input (IRIG-B, GPS,). To solve this lack, an IEEE1588 PXI timing device
its used to provide an accurate way to synchronize distributed data acquisition systems using the Precision Time
Protocol (PTP) IEEE 1588 2008 standard. This local timing device can be connected to a master clock device for global
synchronization. The PXI-6682 has a buffer time-stamp for each PXI trigger line and requires that a software
application assigns each frame the corresponding time-stamp. The previous action is critical and cannot be achieved if
the frame rate is high. To solve this problem, it has been designed a solution that distributes the clock from the IEEE
1588 timing card to all FlexRIO devices. This solution uses two PXI trigger lines that provide the capacity to assign
time-stamps to every frame acquired and register events by hardware in a deterministic way. The system provides a
solution for time-stamping frames to synchronize them with the rest of the different signals.

Prototype of Fast Data Acquisition System for ITER Divertor Thomson Scattering
Diagnostic
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The prototype of uniquely designed complex data acquisition system for ITER divertor Thomson scattering diagnostic
was developed. It allows the recording of short duration (3 ns) pulses with 2GHz repetition rate and 10-bit total
resolution. The system consists of 48 simultaneously sampling ADC-modules and trigger system. Each ADC-module
includes fast analog to digital convertor (12 bit, 2GS/s) and digital unit based on the FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate
Array) for flow processing and data storage. The trigger system is used to form triggering pulses and to organize the
simultaneously mode of ADC-modules operation. This paper presents a detailed review of the architecture of data
acquisition system, data processing and the test results of experiments on the GLOBUS tokamak (St. Petersburg,
Russia).
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Micro-Channel Plate(MCP) with higher quantum efficiency in Extreme Ultraviolet(EUV) region is widely applied in
nuclear physics and space environment detection. we will describe a real-time data acquisition(DAQ) system with the
combined hardware and software for a two-dimensional MCP Detector, which is readout with the induced charge
scheme by an wedge-and-strip anode(WSA) employing position-dependent charge partitioning. WSA anode consists of
three charge-collected electrodes, accordingly, electronics need three measurement channels. We will review the
imaging principal of WSA in front of electronics.
The position decoding electronics employs the traditional filter and shaping technique. In order to simplify the design,
no pile-up rejection was used in the electronics, which is completed in Field Programmable Gate Array(FPGA). The
charge from WSA is integrated by the Charge Sensitive Amplifier achieving charge-voltage conversion. After the
gaussian shaping, the analog signal proportional to the charge distributed on the three electronics is delivered into a
pipeline analog-digital conversion(ADC). The digitized signal is processed in FPGA, including event trigger and
selection, peak and baseline algorithm, position encoding and imaging, data communication and so on. To meet the
high-precision charge measurement and high count rate, the whole module requires good dynamic range and short dead
time. We will present the test performance of the three charge channels, respectively. Due to the fast real-time
processing, the module can support count rates up to 500KHz. The software based on National Instruments' LabVIEW
image the resolution mask before the MCP detector. The whole software interface is written by a G-Language
implementing the global startup, hardware parameter settings, high voltage configuration, and image acquisition.
Finally, the resolution mask before the MCP stack is irradiated with a Hg lamp, the spatial resolution of the MCP
detector with a effective diameter of 30mm can reach 100um in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. We
also present the performance in high count rate and discuss the factors limiting the ultimate count rate and position
resolution of MCP detectors.
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Researches on global wind measurements and climatology could receive significant contributions from direct detection
Doppler Wind LIDAR (DWL). The DWL adopting double-edge technique of Fabry-Perot etalon requires the frequency
of outgoing laser to fall on the abrupt linear region of the transmittance curve of F-P etalon. Vibration and temperature
variation would cause frequency shift, which will further induce laser frequency to fall outside the linear region. While
the precision and sensitivity of DWL greatly lowered, a locking channel is hereby designed for shift detection.
According to the shift, the position of transmittance curve can be modulated by controlling cavity of etalon, which
guarantees the frequency falling on the linear region. The frequency of laser is locked thereunder.
An approach of detecting the frequency shift in commercial DWL is to measure amplitude variation by Photomultiplier
Tube (PMT). Maximum power of signal could be calculated according to the amplitude. The signal is periodic, with
50Hz in frequency, only 10~20ns-width and sharp edges. Consequently, frequency shift measurement requires a data
acquisition system with minimum sampling rate of 1GSPS, accompanied by high expense. We propose a method for

accurately measuring frequency shift at relatively low sampling rate. To reduce the error caused by low sampling rate,
the measurement of pulse area is made to instead of pulse amplitude. The method for directly measuring signal energy
could reduce the influence from random noise either. Statistical methods are applied for improving Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) and stability.
A data acquisition system including a circuit hardware and a dedicated software is designed. The acquisition system
can be installed in DWL as a plug-in card. It could replace commercial oscilloscopes for portability and specificity. The
system includes external trigger, data acquisition and processing. Control system sends trigger parameters and
acquisition commands. Tests set-up is built with splitting signal to commercial oscilloscope for comparison. Our
system reports the same results as commercial oscilloscope. The results with relative error of 0.80% also meet the
locking requirements.
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The Thomson scattering diagnostics is used on many present plasma systems. Depending on the experiment conditions
of different fusion devices the special requirements are apply to the recording equipment. For example the complicating
factor for GOL - 3 is the occurrence of background caused by own plasma glow. This parasitic background component
of the scattered signal has the same spectrum of oscillations as desired signal. This fact forces to use oscilloscope mode
for scattered signal recording with high amplitude resolution. Data acquisition system for the GOL-3 and GDL
Thomson scattering diagnostic was developed based on above requirements. It includes: the photodetectors modules
based on the avalanche photodiodes with the high sensitivity in the infrared range, the real-time recorder based on ADC
with the sampling frequency of 500 MHz and the amplitude resolution of 12 bits, the synchronization system provide
synchronous operation of the multiple channels of the recording system and the communication modules for the
interfacing with PC of the Ethernet channel 10/100.
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the detector system at the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) optimized for the
study of heavy-ion collisions. Its main aim is to study the behaviour of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon
plasma. Currently all the information sent by the 18 sub-detectors composing ALICE are read out by DATE (Data
Acquisition and Test Environment), the ALICE data acquisition software, using several optical links called DDL
(Detector Data Link), each one with a maximum throughput of 200 MB/s. ALICE will face a partial upgrade in 2015 to
cope with the increased luminosity of the LHC. TPC and TRD detectors will consolidate their front-end electronics
(FEE) to increase the acquisition rate. For this reason a new common DAQ and HLT readout card, called C-RORC, has
been developed with an increased input link capability (12 links instead of 2) and a faster PCIe interface (PCIe Gen 2
instead of Gen1). The protocol used to send data is still the same but at faster speed, a maximum of 6 Gb/s per link, for
this reason it has been named DDL2. The same card has been used to develop other components of the DAQ
architecture. Through the FMC connector on the C-RORC it is possible to plug a TTC daughter card. Using the new
configuration and uploading a new firmware, the board can read-out trigger signals coming from the central trigger
process (CTP) and send data acting as a detector FEE. This configuration of the card is called DAQ Data Generator and
it is used in the ALICE DAQ framework, as a detector, to test new trigger sequences or new configurations before
using them with the real detectors.

Benchmarks Based on a Pixel Cluster Finder Algorithm for Future ALICE Online
Computing Upgrade
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a heavy-ion detector studying the physics of strongly interacting matter
and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN LHC (Large Hadron Collider). After the second long shut-down of the LHC,
the ALICE detector will be upgraded to cope with an interaction rate of 50 kHz in Pb-Pb collisions, producing in the
online computing system a sustained throughput of 1 TB/s. This data will be reduced on the fly (i.e. calibration and
reconstruction) so that the stream to permanent storage does not excess 80GB/s peak and 20GB/s average, the raw data
being discarded.
In order to assess the performance of different types of hardware and programming models, studies have started to help
in design choices for the online-offline computing farm to be installed by 2018.
We present in this paper benchmarks based on a pixel cluster finder algorithm for the Inner Tracking System detector
(ITS), a good representative of a type of computing which will have to run in real time. The ITS will be read out at
frequencies between 50 and 100 kHz, and data processed at the same rate. We implemented the corresponding cluster
finder algorithm on various platforms (server CPUs, many-core co-processors, GPUs) with different compilers to
measure the performance of available solutions. We discuss the algorithm optimization, performances of current
hardware, and improvements expected from future systems.
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The performances of the OFFSET3 tracker (Optical Fiber Folded Scintillating Extended Tracker) are presented. It
exploits a novel system for particle tracking, designed to achieve real-time particle imaging and tracking, large
detection areas, and a high spatial resolution especially suitable for applications in medical diagnostics. The tracker is
composed by two 29x29 cm2 FOV position detectors stacked by 10 cm, made by 500 micron squared scintillating
fibers ribbon for both directions. The track position information is extracted in real-time in an innovative way, using a
reduced number of read-out channels, thank to which its possible to obtain the large detection area with moderate costs
and complexity. The architecture has been patented by the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN). The
performances of the tracker were measured by beta sources, cosmic rays, 60 MeV- 250 MeV proton and 400 MeV/A
carbon clinical beams.
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Abstract
The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) is a DOE funded laboratory that is under construction at what is now the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. Scheduled for commissioning in 2022,
there have nonetheless been lively discussions about the data acquisition system for FRIB,what it will look like and the
role it will play in FRIB experiments. This paper reports on the current overall design goals, technologies and work in
progress to meet those goals.
.
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In the multiple channel data acquisition system of large physics experiments it is necessary for us to preprocess the data
in front-end electronic system to arrange the data into specified orders. The aim of our research was to implement the
data arrangement using FPGA in real time which was more efficient than implementing it in the software. The
reordering process essentially conducted a matrix transpose since the data usually stored as a two dimensional matrix
depended on time and channel number. In this paper, we mainly discussed algorithms of full matrix transpose and
sparse matrix transpose that were generally used in large physics experiments. In the case of full matrix transpose, the

input data were jump-written to a calculated address location in the memory and read out in sequence from the memory.
However, in the case of sparse matrix transpose, the input data were written to the memory in sequence with its
position we referred to when jump-read the data out of the memory. Each position of the input data was inserted into a
list including the entire data ordered positions. FPGA logic modules were designed according to the two algorithms and
a simulation was conducted using the data form of data frame in seismic prospecting system as an example for full
matrix transpose and using the data form of HPTDC as an example for sparse matrix transpose. Results indicated that
the modules could successfully achieve matrix transpose in real time within a few latency in the both case of the full
matrix transpose and the sparse matrix transpose.
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In this paper, a standard electronic plug-in based on high speed high resolution ADCs is presented, which is developed
for the TDCR (Triple-to-Double Coincidence Ratio) coincidence counting system. The main goal of the plug-in is to
replace the module MAC3 which is widely used in the TDCR system. It digitalizes the signals of the three PMTs and
stores the coincidence signals for later offline analysis. It can be directly connected to a common PC via PCI-e or
USB3.0 interface which make it easy to use and have a higher cost efficiency. The plug-in will greatly simplify the
TDCR coincidence. The data accuracy is improved which is helpful for the signal shape analysis. In the
implementation, we use three channels of 500MSPS 12bit data acquisition. The problems we are focused on are the
synchronization between the three channels, the accuracy of the data acquisition, the high speed data transmission and
the real time data processing. As a result, this plug-in has a 128M x 40bit data buffer, no dead time coincidence
discrimination, and a data transmission capacity of 2.5G x4 lanes PCI-e or 400MBps USB3.0.

Dynamically Adaptive Header Generator and Front-End Source Emulator for a 100 Gbps
FPGA Based DAQ
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The proposed upgrade for the LHCb experiment envisages a system of 500 Data sources each generating data at 100
Gbps, the acquisition and processing of which is a big challenge even for the current state of the art FPGAs. This
requires an FPGA DAQ module that not only handles the data generated by the experiment but also is versatile enough
to dynamically adapt to potential inadequacies of other components like the network and PCs. Such a module needs to
maintain real time operation while at the same time maintaining system stability and overall data integrity. This also
creates a need for a Front-end source Emulator capable of generating the various data patterns, that acts as a testbed to
validate the functionality and performance of the the Header Generator.The rest of the abstract briefly describes these
modules and their implementation.
The Header Generator is used to packetize the streaming data from the detectors before it is sent to the PCs for further
processing.This is achieved by continuously scanning the input stream for payload length information,extracting the
same and then assembling the header. Since the payloads(events) are of varying lengths, the starting position of each
new payload is calculated in real time based on the length information of the preceding payload. After a fixed number
of the payloads have passed and their length information extracted and added to the header template,additional
information like the total number of events in the packet,size of the largest payload,and also the combined length of the
sum of all payloads and the header itself are calculated and added to the header template. This process completes the
generation of a single Header.Signals are asserted to indicate that the header is ready to be read out and sent to the PC.
Two sets of memories were created so that the assembling of the next header can begin while the calculation of the
additional information for the previous header are still under way.
A mechanism to dynamically invalidate individual events were added to deal with downstream bottlenecks that could
result in buffer overflows compromising data integrity. This drops much of the individual payloads in a controlled
manner, marking the corresponding header field as invalid, effectively reducing the data rate to a trickle on the
fly,while maintaining system stability and overall data integrity.
The Source Emulator serves the dual purpose of being a test bench to the Header Generator as well as being an stand
alone module that can be used in any other system where the detector data needs to emulated.The variability of the
detector data is modeled by using a pseudo-random number generator to create payloads of varying lengths. With this
Source Emulator as the test bench the Header Generator was functionally validated both for general scenarios as well as
for identified corner cases.We present simulation results and performance measures from implementation on a Altera
Stratix IV platform
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The TRIGGER/CLOCK/SYNC (TCS) distribution system for experiments at the Thomas Jefferson National
Accelerator Facility (TJNAF) 12 GeV upgrade is described. The TCS system distributes readout trigger (TRIGGER),
system clock (CLOCK), and system synchronization (SYNC) signals for the DAQ system. The TCS system also
includes system status monitoring. The TCS distribution system includes Trigger Supervisor (TS) printed circuit board
(PCB), Trigger Distribution (TD) PCB, Trigger Interface (TI) PCB, Signal Distribution (SD) PCB, VXS crates and
optical fibres. The TS is the main hardware interfacing between the trigger system and Data Acquisition system (DAQ),
and it is the sources for the readout trigger, system clock and system synchronization signals. The SD and TD modules
are the main fan out hardware. The TI is the main hardware interface between the DAQ and the front end electronics.
Bundled optical fibres and the dedicated high speed point to point connections on VXS connectors are used for signal
transmission. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) are utilised on all boards in the system to provide
programmability. The production hardware was intensively tested on the bench. A small scale of the TCS distribution
system is installed in one experimental hall for DAQ development. The full system will be implemented by the end of
the year.
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In this paper we present the data acquisition (DAQ) system for a multichannel coincidence photon counter where this
DAQ is optimized for a high number of input channels, a small coincidence window, high speed data retrieving without
reduction, capability to deliver detector state data, and parallel data processing. For single photon detection we use
Avalanche Photodiodes (APD) which are practical tools for detection in quantum optics and photonics quantum
information experiments. However they introduce noise into the measurements originating from their dark count
detection and after pulsing. One way to limit this contribution is to decrease the time window in which the coincidence
detection measurement is performed. We have developed this DAQ based entirely on a standard Field Programmable
Gate Array (FPGA) where the lower limit of the coincidence time window is in the sub-nanosecond range. The same
unit is also responsible for the transfer of configuration data and electrical and optical trigger signals to the
experimental setup as well as reading out the data up to 20 channels, processing it and sending the result to the User
Interface (UI). The communication between the UI and the FPGA platform is through a single link Peripheral
Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) by means of streaming DMA. Our DAQ is developed for Xilinx Spartan-6
devices but other devices are also supported. A Linux driver with all necessary functionality to communicate with the
DAQ as well as the UI is also developed. The use of our unit can be extended for other detection counting physical
systems.

Development of the Readout System for Triple-GEM Detectors for the CMS Forward Muon
Upgrade
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In this contribution we will report on the design of the electronics, trigger and data acquisition system for triple-GEM
detectors that should be installed in the CMS muon endcap system for the LHC high luminosity phase. The functional
requirements on the system are to provide both triggering and tracking information. In addition the system will be
designed to take full advantage of current generic developments introduced for the LHC upgrades. The current design
is based on the use of CERN GLIB boards host in micro-TCA crates for the off-detector electronics and the Versatile
Link with the GBT chipset to link the FE electronics to the GLIB boards. In this contribution we will describe the
physics goals, the hardware architectures and report on the expected performance of the CMS GEM readout system,
including preliminary results obtained with the first prototype of the read-out system.
In 2009, a dedicated CMS R&D program was launched to study the feasibility of using micro-pattern gaseous detectors
(MPGD) for the instrumentation of the |η| > 1.6 region in the CMS muon endcap system. The proposed detector for
CMS is a triple-GEM trapezoidal chamber, equipped with 1D readout, with dimensions (990x440-220) mm2. TripleGEM detectors can provide precision tracking and fast trigger information, contributing on one hand to provide missing
redundancy in the high-eta region and on the other hand to the improvement of the CMS muon trigger.
The challenges for the readout system are numerous: the time resolution should be as good as 5 ns, to unambiguously
identify each LHC bunch crossing, the best spatial resolution, ~100 µm, should be ensured at the first level of the CMS

trigger system which has a latency of 3.2 µs and the data acquisition should sustain a very high data throughput, of the
order of 100 MB/s of trigger data per detector at high LHC luminosity.
The CMS GEM Collaboration has launched a complete R&D program to develop a new Front-End chip, which should
be flexible enough to be used with various MPGDs, as well as a trigger and data acquisition system based on the most
recent developments from the telecommunication industry (µ-TCA), in line with the other CMS upgrade projects. In
this contribution we will report on the design and the expected performance of the CMS GEM readout system,
including preliminary results about the performance of a first readout system prototype.
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In this contribution we present a cosmic ray telescope based on single-sided silicon strip detectors equipped with a
fully-hardware architecture for fast track finding. In particular, the paper deals with the signal processing of the data
coming from the readout hardware. The signals come from 8 layers of silicon strip detectors. The fast track finding
algorithm is implemented into 16 FPGA devices and returns the track parameters in real time with latencies well below
1 us. This prototype represents the proof of principle for a larger device that could be used in high energy physics
experiments in the future.
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In this contribution we present a multichannel readout board designed to replace the old A-RX board of the LHCb
experiment TELL1 (no longer available) able to readout and process up to 8 BEETLE chips. The new version includes
doubled readout channels. The sampling speed is increased, with respect to the old A-RX boards, by redesigning the
board with newer serial ADCs, which are managed by the more powerful Kintex-7 FPGA. The FPGA acts also a preprocessing stage, with zero suppression and data reordering. The realized boards are used to readout data from a
Cosmic Ray Telescope, which is in the development stage. Each board is able to readout 1024 channels simultaneously
at the rate of 1.25 MHz, which is more than enough for the application.
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We present an FPGA-based online data reduction system for the pixel detector of the future Belle II experiment. At the
SuperKEKB design luminosity of 8×1035 cm-2 s-1 and a trigger rate of 30 kHz, the occupancy of the pixel detector is
conservatively estimated at 3 %. With its almost 8 million channels, this corresponds to a data output rate of more than
20 GB/s after zero suppression, dominated by background. The Online Selection Nodes (ONSEN) system aims at
reducing the background data by a factor of 30, in order to reach an output data rate that the Belle II event builder
system can handle.
The ONSEN system consists of 33 xTCA-based FPGA Processor (xFP) cards, each equipped with a Xilinx Virtex-5
FPGA and 4 GiB DDR2 RAM. The xFP cards are hosted by 9 AdvancedTCA carrier boards. This hardware platform is
a development of IHEP Beijing in cooperation with JLU Giessen.
Each xFP card receives the pixel data from one section of the detector via high-speed optical links. The data are
buffered in the DDR2 RAM, which provides storage capacity for an interval of several seconds. During this time other
subsystems of the DAQ chain use hit information from the outer tracking detectors to determine regions of interest
(ROIs) on the pixel detector. Using this information, our system selects the pixel hits that are inside ROIs and forwards
them to the event builder for permanent storage. The remaining pixel hits are discarded.

We have implemented data input and output interfaces, the data reduction algorithm, and the memory management
logic in VHDL. For Gigabit Ethernet I/O we use FPGA implementations of the TCP and UDP protocols from
collaborating institutes. Slow control is realized by employing the embedded PowerPC CPU of the Virtex-5 FPGA.
Monitoring and control functions of our FPGA logic are made available through registers, and a Linux distribution
running on the CPU allows the use of the EPICS slow control system.
The functionality of our system was demonstrated during a four-week test at the DESY test beam facility in January
2014. Four layers of the silicon strip detector and one layer of the pixel detector (both components of the Belle II vertex
detector) were used in conjunction for the first time. A scaled-down version of the full DAQ chain was successfully
operated, including online tracking, generation of ROIs, data reduction with the ONSEN system, and event building.
More than 20 million events with data from all subsystems were recorded under stable run conditions.
In this contribution we present the overall architecture of the ONSEN system, as well as benchmark studies for I/O
bandwidth, memory throughput, event rate, and data reduction. We will also show results from the beam test, including
efficiency and reliability investigations for the different components of the data reduction scheme.
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Magnetically confined fusion plasmas require feedback control of plasma parameters in order to reach high
performance while optimising the use of a limited number of actuators. The complexities of the phenomena that occur
in the plasmas require implementation of sophisticated control systems to achieve adequate quality of plasma
confinement. The timescales of the controls range from a few ms to hundreds of ms with the additional complexity
introduced by the high degree of coupling between controlled parameters. The ITER device, under construction in the
south of France, will be the worlds largest fusion experiment but is in many ways conceptually similar to smaller
experiments across the world. However, ITER will have a more limited operational space that, together with the
stringent requirements dictated by investment protection issues, will introduce more constraints for the control systems.
The high number of control and protection functionalities requires the PCS to be a powerful and flexible system able to
modify controls and ancillary activities in real-time according to operational conditions. The system needs to be
supported by a large number of diagnostics that provide raw or processed data in real-time as inputs for the control
algorithms. At the same time, predictive functionalities and forecasting activities related to protection (i.e. disruption
prediction) have to be implemented for safe machine operation. The PCS architecture shall allowing performing two
main activities: the pulse supervision and plasma control. The pulse supervision provides the orchestration among the
various real-time control systems deployed in the plasma controls including the strategic functionality of event
handling. The latter is not a new concept but the complexity required for ITER has not been encountered in any other
machine. Event handling will play a critical role in machine protection and to optimize use of the machine. The
discussed functions need to be supported by real-time plasma and plant system models with different levels of
complexity to provide the correct set of inputs to the system. The PCS is also supported by the pulse scheduling system
for its initial configuration before the pulse including the plasma operation scenario and the machine configuration.
This paper will illustrate the complexity of the controls needed in ITER describing the different areas of control and
protection in the scope of the PCS. The main architectural concepts of the plasma control system and their complexity
will be reported with particular emphasis on event handling and supporting tools. Finally the road-map of PCS
development will be reported.
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Modern Tokamaks have evolved from the initial axisymmetric circular plasma shape to an elongated axisymmetric
plasma shape that improves the energy confinement time and the triple product, which is a generally used figure of
merit for the conditions needed for fusion reactor performance. However, the elongated plasma cross section introduces
a vertical instability that demands a real-time feedback control loop to stabilize the plasma vertical position and
velocity. At the Tokamak Configuration Variable (TCV) in-vessel poloidal field coils driven by fast switching power
supplies are used to stabilize highly elongated plasmas. TCV plasma experiments have used a PID algorithm based
controller to correct the plasma vertical position. In late 2013 experiments a new optimal real-time controller was tested
improving the stability of the plasma.
This contribution describes the new optimal real-time controller developed. The choice of the model that describes the
plasma response to the actuators is discussed. The high order model that is initially implemented demands the
application of a mathematical order reduction and the validation of the new reduced model. The lower order model is
used to derive the time optimal control law. A new method for the construction of the switching curves of a bang-bang
controller is presented that is based on the state-space trajectories that optimize the time to target of the system.
A closed loop controller simulation tool was developed to test different possible algorithms and the results were used to
improve the controller parameters.
The final control algorithm and its implementation are described and preliminary experimental results are discussed.
Acknowledgements: This work has been sponsored by the Contract of Associated Laboratory between Fundacao para a
Ciencia e Tecnologia (FCT) and IST. The content of publication is the sole responsibility of the authors and it does not
necessarily represent the views of FCT. This work was partly supported by the Swiss National Science Foundation.
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LHD (Large Helical Device) is a superconducting fusion experimental device which enables steady-state plasma
sustainment. Its data system, namely LABCOM system, has been fully equipped with high-throughput realtime data
acquisition (DAQ), streaming, and archiving capabilities. To deal with more than 100 MB/s stream, large shared
memory is primarily used for inter-process fast and massive data handlings. Multitasking and multithreaded subtasks
are implemented for every I/O device in each DAQ frontend.
To be processed, endless data stream must be cut into a series of definite length time segments which is named subshot
and is decided typically as 10 second in LHD. It enables multi-users to start physics analyses even during the plasma
discharge. With additional sparse resampling, 24/7 continuous device or environmental monitoring are also
implemented by the same mechanism.
Sparse resampling is also embedded into the realtime streaming server program. It can adjust the forwarding data rate
by thinning out the original stream, where the thinning parameter will be requested from the data receiving clients
according to their computing performances. Therefore, the streaming service is applicable for both the realtime signal
monitoring and the physics analyses.
For receiving numbers of 100 MB/s incoming streams, the central data storage has been recently redesigned to have a
double-tier structure consisting of very high-speed frontend and vast capacity main storage. The front GlusterFS
volume is capable of accepting 12 GB/s inflows by using multiple SSD array in parallel in order to receive massive I/O
rushes especially during the steady state plasma operations. It employs the distributed replicated volume to realize
synchronous data file replication automatically. After years long functional and performance comparison with other
software candidates, such as OpenStack Swift, it has turned out to be so flexible in fault recovery that we can
completely control the timing to start rebuilding the unpaired data files. As it manages files on standard filesystems, it
is also very advantageous that we can access their data files not only through the GlusteFS virtual volumes but also on
local filesystems transparently. The resynchronization process, therefore, is more than two-digit faster than cloud
storage product previously used in LABCOM data system. Because of the easiness of the operation and storage
maintenance, the primary storage based on many HDD arrays is also managed by GlusterFS.
These improvements will be quite informative for implementing the coming ITER, JT-60SA and other scientific data
archiving systems of the next-generation physics experiments and observations. However, there still remain some
issues on lossless data compression and comfortable data retrieval for several GB massive data. Further investigations
on them are also planned in future.
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The International Thermonuclear Experiment Reactor (ITER) is an experimental nuclear reactor operating with a
magnetic toroidal ﬁeld of 5.3 T, plasma current of 15 MA, pulse duration up to 500 s and producing up to 700 MW
fusion power. It is aimed to demonstrate the feasibility of nuclear fusion realization generating DD and DT fusion
reactions with characteristic neutrons 14 MeV. ITER expected neutron emission from 10^14 up to almost 10^21 n/s.
The neutron emission profile is measured Vertical Neutron Camera (VNC). ITER VNC requires:
- all electronic equipment from ITER Catalog of I&C products;
- multichannel registration;
- common external synchronizing system for all channel registration;
- 12-bit digitizer with sampling rate from 250 MHz to 1 GHz;
- count rate up to 10^7 events/s;
- on-line digital technique for separation and reconstruction pile-up;
- reconfigurable data processing unit.
Taking into account the above-mentioned specifications Digital Multichannel Analyzer for ITER VNC is based on
ADC12500PXIe digitizer. It is developed in our workgroup and included into ITER Catalog of I&C products Fast
Controllers (345X28 v2.3).
ADC12500PXIe digitizer is a two-channel waveform recorder with reconfigurable data processing unit, based on
FPGA. Each measuring channel built on 12-bit ADC with 500 MHz sampling rate and high frequency bandwidth (0250 MHz) and has programmable gain and zero line position. Data processing unit was configured for Digital Pulse
Analyzer (DPA). DPA performs pulse height analysis using on-line algorithms implemented in the FPGA and
waveform registration for debugging and monitoring. Pile-up events are detected and reconstructed using several
digital processing algorithms, such as triangular or trapezoidal filter.
Developed software includes three system levels: Linux device driver, EPICS driver, Human Machine Interface (HMI).
The Linux device driver conforms to the standard Linux device model in that you access and control the
ADC12500PXIe device and Digital Pulse Analyzer. The driver support library provides all the functionality through a
relatively small set of easy to use functions (API) that hide all driver ioctl functions and implementation details. The
main purpose of EPICS driver is to interconnect HMI with Linux device driver. Human machine interface (HMI) was
developed using Control System Studio. It is based on Java, which allows users to make the program portable between
operating systems (Linux, Windows, Mac OS, etc.). HMI provides a graphics-based visualization of spectral and
waveform data and control of operating modes.

Advanced data acquisition system implementation for the ITER Neutron Diagnostic use case
using EPICS and FlexRIO technology on a PXIe platform
DAQ 4-5:
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To aid in assessing the functional performance of ITER, Fission Chambers (FCs) will deliver time-resolved
measurements of neutron source strength and fusion power [1]. To demonstrate the Plant System Instrumentation &
Control (I&C) required for such a system, ITER Organization (IO) has developed a neutron diagnostics use case that
fully complies with guidelines presented in the Plant Control Design Handbook (PCDH) [2]. The implementation
presented in this paper has been developed on the PXI Express (PXIe) platform using products from the ITER catalog
of standard I&C hardware for fast controllers. Using FlexRIO technology, detector signals are acquired at 125 MS/s,
while filtering, decimation, and three methods of neutron counting are performed in real-time via the onboard FPGA
[3]. Measurement results are reported every 1 ms through EPICS Channel Access (CA), with timestamps derived from
the ITER Timing Communication Network (TCN). Furthermore, in accordance with ITER specifications for CODAC
Core System (CCS) application development, the software responsible for the management, configuration, and
monitoring of system devices has been developed in compliance with EPICS Nominal Device Support (NDS).
References [1] M. Ishikawa, et al., Development of the Microfission Chamber for Fusion Power Diagnostics on ITER,
J. Plasma Fusion Res. SERIES, Vol. 8 (2009) 334. [2] S. Simrock et al., Diagnostics Use Case Examples for ITER
Plant Instrumentation, Proc. of ICALEPCS 2013, San Francisco, http://jacow.org [3] D. Sanz et al. Implementation of
Intelligent Data Acquisition Systems for Fusion Experiments Using EPICS and FlexRIO Technology. Nuclear Science,
IEEE Transactions on Volume: 60 , Issue: 5 , Part: 2 2013 , Page(s): 3446 - 3453
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A Hardware Track Finder (FTK) for the ATLAS Trigger

J. Zhang
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The design and studies of the performance for the ATLAS hardware Fast TracKer (FTK) are presented. The existing
trigger system of the ATLAS experiment is deployed to reduce the event rate from the bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz
to < 1 KHz for permanent storage at the LHC design luminosity of 10^34 cm^-2 s^-1. The LHC has performed
exceptionally well and routinely exceeds the design luminosity and from 2015 is due to operate with higher still
luminosities. This will place a significant load on the High Level trigger (HLT) system, both due to the need for more
sophisticated algorithms to reject background, and from the larger data volumes that will need to be processed. The
Fast TracKer is a custom electronics system that will operate at the full Level-1 accepted rate of 100 KHz and provide
high quality tracks at the beginning of processing in the HLT. This will be performing by track reconstruction using
hardware with massive parallelism using associative memories (AM) and FPGAs. The availability of the full tracking
information will ensure robust HLT selection within the affordable latency available at the HLT, with only a limited
degradation in performance arising from the additional pileup from higher luminosity running. The parallel system
architecture is presented, with a focus on the I/O interfaces which use Advanced Telecommunications Computing
Architecture (ATCA) technology to handle the massive data volumes from the ATLAS silicon detector, and the data
output to the HLT. The processing units incorporate more than 8000 AM chips to store and match ~ 10^9 patterns, and
more than 1000 FPGAs to perform data formatting and track fitting. The latest R&D progress for the individual
components is discussed, including the design and prototyping of the next generation AM chip and the custom ATCA
blades. The results from in-situ test results are also presented. The performance in important physics areas is
demonstrated using the ATLAS Monte Carlo simulation at different LHC luminosities.
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On behalf of the ALICE TPC Collaboration. The ALICE experiment at the LHC is comprised of several sub-detectors
of which one is the Time Projection Chamber (TPC). The TPC detector is the main tracking detector of ALICE, and the
endplates on both sides of the TPC barrel are populated with approximately half a million of detector pads. The signals
from these pads are passed to 4356 front-end cards (FECs) and further branched down to 216 Readout Control Units
(RCUs) which then are connected to the rest of the ALICE readout chain. The LHC is currently in Long Shutdown 1
(LS1) following a successful first run and upgrades of the detectors are underway to support the higher particle
interaction rates planned for the next run. For the TPC, the increase in data due to the higher interaction rate and higher
energy will cause a bottleneck in the RCUs and a new board is in development which increases the data-link speed to
the backend. Another upgrade of the ALICE experiment is planned for Long Shutdown 2 (LS2) foreseen to start in
December 2017. The general upgrade strategy is to cope with an even higher interaction rate of 50 kHz for PbPb
collisions. The present Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPCs) of the TPC will then be replaced by Gas Electron
Multiplier (GEM) technology. At the same time, the front-end electronics and readout system will also be replaced . A
highly integrated, mixed signal front-end chip is currently under development for use in LS2 which will double the
amount of channels connected to a chip and increase the readout speed in addition to being able to run in a triggereless
mode. On the backend-readout side a Common Readout Unit (CRU) is in the planning phase and is foreseen to be able
to read out data from the Front-End Cards directly over a high speed data link, eliminating the need for the RCU. After
these upgrades, the data collection rate of the TPC will be increased by about a factor 100 in the high-luminosity
environment of the LHC. This paper will discuss the upgrades of the ALICE TPC detector for the coming years, with a
focus on the upgrades for LS2.
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Cosmic microwave background radiation anisotropies calls for extreme precision measurement of photon energy in the
range of 70 to 900 GHz. Very good detectors to reduce the effects of the radiative noise are the Kinetic Inductance
Detectors (KIDs). We have designed the Front-End electronic system for the Daq System of a Kinetic Inductance
Detector. KIDs are superconductive bolometers, in which electrons are organized in Cooper pairs. Any incident photon
can break a pair and generate two quasi-particles that would change the inductance of the detector. Measuring the
variation of the resonant properties of the detector allows measuring the energy of the impinging photon. An array of N
KIDs is composed of N pixels; each pixel is a resonator tuned on its own frequency. A feed-line (composed of two
strips) passes close to each pixel and it delivers a stimulus signal. If this last is tuned on the resonant frequency of the
pixel, the intensity of the signal is reduced and its phase is shifted. All pixels are stimulated by a unique signal,
containing all the resonant frequencies: the comb signal. To obtain a comb signal, the system produces N sinusoids and
adds them up. Each resonator has about 500 kHz of FWHM, so two neighbouring resonant frequencies must be parted

by a minimum of 1 MHz to be distinguishable. Therefore, a minimum bandwidth of 100 MHz is needed to stimulate
100 pixels. Even the most performing PC cannot accomplish such a task. FPGAs have been used in this environment
because of their intrinsic capability of performing parallel computation. In figure 2 it is shown a comparison between
an oscilloscope image vs the corresponding simulation of the stimulus signal. The system is based on a Microblaze
microcontroller. It is embedded into a Virtex 7 FPGA, hosted on a VC707 development board, which includes a 512
MB DDR3 module and a PCI interface. The DDR3 memory is used to store the data produced by the DAQ system,
while the PCI interfaces the system to an external computer. In figure 1 it is schematized the planning strategy we
adopted. Via a DMA access over the PCI bus, at the start-up the external computer writes into the DDR3 memory the
frequencies of the sinusoids to be generated. The Microblaze then sends such frequencies to the N sinusoid generators
and gives the start to the DAQ procedure. This last is managed by the electronics (in light green in fig. 1) interfaced to
the external KID array. Data produced are saved into a reserved DDR3 memory space and the Microblaze sets a flag to
the PC, in order to make it to start a DMA transfer and download the data into the PC disk. The processor is also
interfaced to a terminal via a UART cable. This allows getting information about the system and debugging or
recovering possible errors occurred. In this job we describe the system we have designed and the experimental data we
have taken during the test and debug phase.
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GALILEO is a 4π gamma-ray spectrometer composed of High-purity Germanium (HPGe) detectors that uses Compton
suppression techniques to achive a photopeak efficiency of 8% and a peak-to-total ratio of 50% for the whole array.
The readout of the detector signals is performed by continuously digitizing the detector signals with 100 Ms and 14-bit
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADC) and sending the digital data to a preprocessing unit where a Virtex-6 Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) applies filters to data and moves them to workstation memory. The links between
the digitizer module and the preprocessing board are performed by optical fibers working at 2 Gbps. The preprocessing
FPGA performs protocol decoding, energy computation, first-level triggering, event tagging and data filtering services.
It hosts also a core for the Global Trigger and Synchronization (GTS) service in order to perform digital triggering,
synchronization and interaction with other detectors in the experiment. The digitizer and preprocessing modules have
been already manufactured and tested at the INFN Legnaro National Laboratories (LNL). For the control of the whole
chain, a developed custom linux driver maps the internal FPGA registers into the user-memory of the PC, and a
dynamic library implements the low-level write and read operations and encapsulates the control of the different
parameters into a set of custom classes. This library interfaces, through network services, to a main control application.
The new FEE for the GALILEO array have been already tested with a HPGe detector of the array, providing an energy
resolution of a 1.63 at 1.33 MeV.
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NaNet: a Low Latency, Real-Time, Multi-Standard Network Interface Card with GPUDirect
Features
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While GPGPU paradigm is widely recognized as an effective approach to high performance computing, its usage in
low-latency, real-time systems is still in early stages.
Although GPUs typically show deterministic behaviour in terms of latency in executing computational kernels once
data are available in their internal memories, assessment of real-time features of a standard GPGPU system needs
careful characterization of all subsystems along data stream path. The networking subsystem results the most critical
one in terms of absolute value and fluctuations of its response latency.

Our envisioned solution to this issue is NaNet, an FPGA-based PCIe Network Interface Card (NIC) design featuring a
configurable and extensible set of network channels with direct access to NVIDIA Fermi/Kepler GPU memories
(GPUDirect).
NaNet design currently supports both standard - 1GbE (1000Base-T) and 10GbE (10Base-R) - and custom - 34Gbps
APElink and 2.5Gbps deterministic latency KM3link - channels, but its modularity allows for a straightforward
inclusion of other link technologies.
To avoid host OS intervention on data stream and remove a possible source of jitter, the design includes a transport
layer offload module with cycle-accurate upper-bound latency, supporting UDP, KM3link Time Domain Multiplexing
and APElink protocols.
After NaNet architecture description and its latency/bandwidth characterization for all supported links, two real world
use cases will be presented: the GPU-based low level trigger for the RICH detector in NA62 experiment and the on/off-shore data link for KM3 underwater neutrino telescope.
The NA62 experiment at CERN aims at measuring the branching ratio of the ultra-rare charged kaon decay into a pion
and a neutrino/antineutrino pair.
The ~10 MHz rate of particles reaching the detectors must be reduced by the multilevel trigger down to a ~ kHz rate,
manageable by the data storage system. First level (L0) is implemented in dedicated hardware on readout boards
performing rough selections on their output reducing ~10 times the data stream rate to match the ≤ 1MHz event target
rate within 1ms time budget. A GPU-based L0 trigger for the RICH detector using NaNet is being integrated in a
parasitic mode in the experimental setup; this will allow assessing the real-time features of the system, leveraging on
GPU relevant computing power to implement more selective trigger algorithms.
The KM3 experiment aims at detecting high energy neutrinos through an underwater Cherenkov telescope with a
volume of the order of 1 km. In this context, NaNet is charged with two main tasks: first, global clock and
synchronization signals delivery to the off-shore electronic system; second, reception of underwater devices data
through optical cables. Fundamental requirement for the experiment is having a known and deterministic latency
between on- and off-shore devices.
Results of NaNet performances in both experiments will be reported and discussed.
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This work presents a proposed data acquisition system for the future upgrade of the LHCb experiment at CERN.
A new requirement to allow a 'triggerless' readout of the entire detector at the LHC collision rate of 40MHz
(corresponding to an expected aggregate bandwidth of several terabits per second) imposes a complete overhaul of the
existing data acquisition system.
Designing such a system presents a compelling reason to study present and anticipated developments in interconnect
technologies, not only from a performance perspective but also considering cost, maintainability and obsolescence.
This work explores the suitability of the 3rd generation of the PCI-express protocol for sustained, 100Gbps data
acquisition workloads, finally we present a data acquisition system based on specially designed PCI-express FPGA
boards, called PCIe40.
Every PCIe40 receives detector data through 24 long-distance optical readout channels over a proprietary, radiationhardened protocol developed at CERN, called GBT. The board firmware performs initial processing and aggregates 24
input links onto a high-speed PCI-express serial link feeding data directly into an event building computer. On these
computers, sparse event fragments are assembled into complete physics events.
The system also includes a full-duplex local network interconnecting the event builders with each other and with a
computing farm where high-level processing of the complete events takes place.
Given the resource-intensive nature of the full PCIe40 firmware, we consider current and upcoming commercial FPGA
devices which include hardened implementations of high-speed serial protocols like PCI-express already integrated ondie, this results in more logic resources available for data processing.
In particular, we have studied the Stratix V family of FPGAs by Altera and measured their maximum PCI-express
throughput, also considering performance variability over prolonged periods of time. Measurements were conducted
both using generic benchmarks and with application specific firmware and software mimicking a realistic data
acquisition environment.
Given the tight coupling between hardware and software in such a system, we also discuss how both the digital logic
and the software are designed in conjunction to maximize overall readout performance.
As the requirements for LHCb are very close to the practical limits of current PCI-express technology, this study will
also provide insights on DMA performance measurement and optimization that will hopefully prove useful for other
data acquisition scenarios outside of our particular use case.
Although PCI-express exhibits a number of interesting technical challenges, we show how such an implementation can
result in a data acquisition system which is compact, economically advantageous and able to satisfy its design

requirements.
The final system is scheduled to be deployed in 2020 and will become a vital part of the LHCb experiment.
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In this work, we present a high-speed data link technology targeted at data concentration systems that work in a heavy
radiation environment, such as close-to-experiment instrumentation for particle accelerators. The link is constructed by
using a set of small, data-synchronous, state-machines for common tasks such as wire skew correction, clock recovery,
serialization, and deserialization. In contrast to conventional PLL or DLL clocking schemes, very little state (either
analog or digital) needs to be maintained, greatly improving recovery from and mitigation of SET events. The full
system is small; the logic for serializer is integrated, with the driver, in the transmit pad layout, and the deserializer and
clock recovery circuit are integrated into the receiver pad. The system does not require a high-frequency clock; it
operates on and recovers the low frequency clock. The demonstrated design transmits an 8-bit word at 5GB/s.
These improvements are achieved by encoding both timing and data information into each symbol of the physical link.
This encoding has slightly increased power per bit, but the system has reduced jitter sensitivity, reduced layout size,
and lower total power compared to a traditional system. The link does not need to train a receive-side clock, allowing a
rapid, low-power idle. From the user perspective, the link appears as a hardened asynchronous FIFO whose other end is
located on another chip in the system. The rapid entry and exit from sleep is also of benefit to applications with data
bursts, where power is only consumed for moving data, rather than to maintain links of sufficient bandwidth for peak
demand.
The loose tolerances on timing dramatically simplify the analog design of the system. Transmit and receive amplifiers
can be designed without a concern for uniform delay. The system also does not require a bias supply, helping limit the
sensitivity to single event transients as well as total dose damage.
Layout of a prototype is currently complete and in fabrication in a 130nm process node. Performance numbers based on
post layout extraction shows the link operating at 5Gb/s throughput. The transmit amplifier consumes roughly 35mW
of power at full rate, and less than 1mW in idle. The receive amplifier consumes about 4mW at 5Gbps and less than
1mW idle. Idle power dissipation is primarily due to leakage. Only the receive amplifier dissipates power at idle. The
leakage is due to both expected radiation damage and the selection of low-threshold transistors to maximize the Ion/Ioff
of post-irradiated devices. The receive amplifier is designed to dissipate no static power (besides leakage) in a 0 noise
environment, dissipation quoted here assumes 50mV of environmental noise on the transmission medium. The
serializer and deserializer consume about 10mW at 5GB/s.
This system gives a full link consuming roughly 60mW at 5GB/s, a large improvement as compared to other available
high-speed high-radiation link technologies.
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The Readout Electronics for the Drift Chamber Based Cosmic Ray Muon Radiography of
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In this paper we present the readout electronics for drift chamber based cosmic ray muon tomography system of high-Z
materials. Cosmic ray muon radiography is a novel technique which exploits the multiple Coulomb scattering of these
particles for nondestructive inspection without the use of artificial radiation. The prototype of the cosmic ray muon
imaging system based on the drift chamber consists of the drift chamber detector and its preamplifier, readout
electronics, data acquisition and image reconstruction .The position resolution of the system is expected to reach 50 um
and the pixel size is expected to reach millimeter or even sub-millimeter. According to the design objective of the
imaging system, the readout electronics system must meet the following technical requirement: With the measurement
range of 0 to 500ns, the time measurement resolution should be less than 100ps. With the measurement range of 15fc to
1800fc, the charge measurement resolution should be less than 15fc. Therefore, we design a time and charge
measurement board (MQT). The MQT board can be divided into two parts, time measurement part and charge
measurement part. The time measurement part uses a time-to digital converter (TDC) chip to achieve high-precision
time measurement with leading edge timing pickoff. The charge measurement part uses an analog-to-digital converter

(ADC) chip to do an accurate sample, and then uses the numerical integration method to calculate the charge. After
processing in the field programmable gate array (FPGA) and the complex programmable logic device (CPLD), the data
is sent to the computer via the VME interface for further analysis and processing. The data processing and the control
functions are done in the FPGA. The readout electronics for the prototype includes 3 MQT boards and 48 channels. A
series of electronics tests have been done. The test results show that all channels meet the requirements and the readout
electronics system can run reliably. A further test combined with the drift chamber detector will be carried out soon.
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Generally, the readout system for a typical particle physics experiment is implemented with multi electronic modules
resided in a standard crate, e.g. VME. Each module receives data from the front-end electronics (FEE) and transmits
them to the crate controller for transferring to the data acquisition (DAQ) system in real time. With the increasing
physical event rate and number of electronic channels, this readout scheme meets the challenge of improving readout
speed caused by the limited bandwidth of crate backplane. One of valid methods is to adopt crates with high
performance backplane, e.g. ATCA. In this paper, instead of improving backplane performance, we make each readout
module having capability of transmitting data to DAQ. A high-speed data readout method based on Ethernet is
designed for each module. Features of explicitly parallel data transmitting and distributed network architecture make
the readout system has advantage of adapting varying requirements of particle physics experiments. To guarantee the
readout performance and flexibility, a standalone embedded CPU system is utilized for network protocol stack
processing. To receive customized data format and protocol from FEE, a field programmable gate array (FPGA) is used
for logic reconfiguration. To optimize the interface and improve the data swap speed between CPU and FPGA, a
sophisticated method based on SRAM is presented in this paper. In this method, in the aspect of hardware, FPGA fakes
itself into a SRAM for CPU. Data from FEE is cached firstly in FPGA and then put on the SRAM bus for CPU fetching.
In the aspect of software, Linux operating system pre-allocates physical address for this fake SRAM, and the embedded
device driver controls and manages it. To synchronize the data swap, a hand-shaking scheme is put forward in this
method. For the purpose of evaluating this high-speed readout method, a simplified readout module is designed and
implemented. Test results show that this module can support up to 70Mbps data throughput from the readout module to
DAQ smoothly.
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New DAQ system for the CANDLES experiment
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New data acquisition (DAQ) system for the CANDLES experiment was developed by using Space-Wire protocol
and DAQ-Middleware system. The CANDLES experiment runs in the KAMIOKA underground laboratory toward an
observation of neutrino-less double beta decay from 48Ca in CaF2 crystals. For neutrino-less double beta decays, it is
very important for the event detection from sequential decays of radioactive impurities in CaF2. Therefore, very small
dead time is allowed for DAQ system of CANDLES experiment.
The CANDLES experiment uses FADCs (total 96 channels) and a trigger module to handle the data acquisition.
To detect sequential decays from impurities, FADCs equip three ring buffers. Data are read through Space-Wire
network. Using the Space-Wire network, DAQ can build flexible multi path of data flow. We developed the parallel
data acquisition system to adapt small dead time and high rate trigger using three read-out PCs. Read-out PCs which
have PCI-express Arria-II GX FPGA development boards communicate with FADCs and the trigger module pass
through the Space-Wire routers. Three read-out PCs are in charge of reading one of three ring buffers access to all
FADC modules and the trigger module to obtain full set of event.
We developed a data handling system using the DAQ-Middleware framework and an online monitoring system.
The DAQ-Middleware is composed by several components as fast readers, slow readers, an event manager, a
dispatcher, a logger, and an event server. The fast reader components acquire FADC data and the slow reader
components acquire slow data (H.V. monitor and temperature). They send data to the event manager. The event
manager component orders events sequentially and sneak slow data into event data stream. The dispatcher component
sends data to logger and event server components. The logger component records the data to a hard disk. The event
server component sends data to an event client on the request of the client. These modules are freely placed on the PCs
to balance the load maximize the performance. Introducing DAQMW, we developed reliable and flexible
configuration.

We also developed a dynamic online monitor component (event client) which is independent from DAQMiddleware system to isolate the monitor system form the DAQ system. The event client can connect and disconnect to
the event server anytime and is adapted for CERN ROOT.
In previous setup of CANDLES DAQ, Space-Cube was in use., and the maximum DAQ speed was ~20 cps. In
the setup of parallel reading of ring buffers, finally we obtained 110~120 cps.

Data Acquisition System of over Giga-Bps of Data Rate for User Experiment at X-Ray FreeElectron Laser Facility SACLA
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We report the data acquisition (DAQ), control, and storage system for user experiments at the XFEL facility, SACLA,
in the SPring-8 site. The upgrade plan of the DAQ system for the upcoming new beamline is also discussed.
The experiments at SACLA require shot-by-shot DAQ in synchronization with the beam repetition cycle in order to
correlate the X-ray beam characteristics with the recorded data such as X-ray diffraction pattern. The experiments
produce TOF waveform or X-ray image, of which the data size ranges up to 12 MBytes for each X-ray pulse.
To meet these requirements, we have constructed a DAQ system that is operated in synchronization with the 60Hz
beam repetition cycle. The system is designed to handle up to 6 Gbps data rate. It consists of the trigger
distributor/counters, the data-handling servers, the parallel-writing high-speed data storage, and the relational database.
The pipeline data-buffer at each computer node ensures integrity of the data transfer with the non-real-time operating
systems such as Solaris and Linux. All the data are transmitted via TCP/IP protocol over GbE and 10GbE Ethernet. The
data are finally stored to the hierarchical storage system with the large capacity of more than 6 Peta-Byte size. To
monitor the experimental status and the data health, the system incorporates with on-line visualization of
waveform/images as well as prompt data mining by 14 TFlops PC cluster connected to a shared file system.
The DAQ system has been stably operating for the user experiments since March 2012. The preliminary performance
report was shown in the 2012 IEEE NSS conference.
SACLA will be upgraded to construct another beamline in 2014. The DAQ system will also be upgraded to handle
multiple user experiments in parallel at a time with these beamlines. The control and data stream will be reorganized to
be separated for each beamline. The tag-number distributer/receiver modules has been introduced to the distributed
frontend digitizer system in order to simplify the data identification by embedding the identical tag-number into the
data at the same beam shot.
Some types of the experiment require a feedback to the experimental condition through the prompt data analysis of the
each experimental run. In this case, data for a few minutes are analyzed in a quasi-online manner. In order to meet this
run-by-run analysis demands, we have increased the analysis resources so far. The on-site 0.1 PFlops supercomputer
with the same architecture as "K computer" is installed in addition to the PC cluster, and will perform as a primary data
analysis computing farm. For further complicated analysis, the data will be sent via Wide Area Network to the off-site
"K computer" to utilize the 10 PFlops of the supercomputer resources.
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In order to explore the microscopic world and reveal the mysteries of the microscopic world , the radiation generated in
the interaction process between the micro-particles has been detected by use of measuring the energy and the time
relationship in various radiation particles to distinguish the types of radiation particles and reconstruct the tracks of
radiation particles in the space , a variety of information in the interaction process between micro-particles has also
been obtained.The information between the micro-particles exist in the output signal from nuclear radiation detector ,
the time information of the pulse signal are required to obtain in order to know the nature of the incident , the time and
location of the incidence . It has been an important research topic that improve the method of accessing the time
spectrum and explore the novel approach .
With the development of digital technology, especially the digital signal processing(DSP) technology, the advantages
of all-digital analysis techniques has been growingly obvious in comparison with the traditional analog analysis
techniques . The digital signal processing technology has a great flexibility and can be reconfigured to adapt to the
needs of different signals . The accuracy of the digital signal processing technology has also been further enhanced
with the improved performance of the ADC and FPGA . Digitizing the signal as early as possible through DSP
technology also has a strong anti-interference ability , the digital pulse processing technique ,thus , is widely used in

nuclear spectroscopy system.
Digital Constant Fraction Timing (dCFD) make use of the high-speed ADC to fully acquire the signal waveform
information , analyze and process the pulse using digital pulse processing algorithms , achieve the time information by
interpolation fitting and Digital Constant Fraction Timing, it replaces the traditional analog timing circuit , simplifying
the circuit system , the algorithm is therefore easy to reconstruction.
We developed a digital spectrometer prototype system , achieved energy spectrum measurements and time spectrum
measurement for different configuration parameters by the flexibility and reconstruction of digital pulse processing
technology.
System algorithm has been completed with the association of DSP builder and FPGA , and all the algorithms has been
ultimately implemented in the FPGA , which took advantage of the parallel processing features to improve the speed of
data processing and simplify the hardware circuit.
At present, the digital time spectrometer has been experienced a series of electronics testing , and finish a set of
digitized positron coincident spectrometer measuring the 22Na radioactive sources, a good FWHM energy resolution of
up to 3.90% has been implemented ,also, a good time resolution of up to 157.6ps,which was higher than the traditional
TDC.

The TEL62: a Real-Time Board for the NA62 Trigger and Data Acquisition. Data Flow and
Firmware Design
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The main goal of the NA62 experiment at CERN SPS is to measure the branching ratio of the ultra-rare K+→π+νν
decay, collecting about 100 events in two years of data taking to test the Standard Model of Particle Physics. Readout
uniformity of sub-detectors, scalability, efficient online selection and lossless high rate readout are key issues. The
TEL62 boards are the common blocks of the NA62 Trigger and Data AcQuisition (TDAQ) system. TEL62s process
and store hits coming from the subdetectors in a buffer according to their timestamp, extracting only those requested by
the trigger system, which merges trigger primitives also produced by TEL62s. The complete dataflow and firmware
organization are described.

A High-Resolution TDC-Based Board for a Fully Digital Trigger and Data Acquisition
System in the NA62 Experiment at CERN
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The NA62 experiment at CERN will test the Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics by measuring the Branching
Ratio (BR) of the ultra-rare decay of a charged Kaon into a charged pion and two neutrinos (K+→π+νν). The main goal
is to collect 100 such events in two years of data-taking, using high-energy, in-flight Kaon decays from a 750 MHz
hadron beam produced by 400 GeV/c SPS protons impinging on a Beryllium target. Readout uniformity of subdetectors, scalability, efficient online selection and lossless high rate readout are key issues. A Time to Digital
Converter (TDC) based system, to be used for most sub-detectors in the high-flux rare-decay of the experiment, was
built as part of the NA62 fully digital Trigger and Data AcQuisition system (TDAQ), in which the TDC Board (TDCB)
and a general-purpose motherboard (TEL62) will play a fundamental role. While TDCBs, housing four High
Performance Time to Digital Converters (HPTDC), measure hit times from sub-detectors, the motherboard processes
and stores them in a buffer, produces trigger primitives from different detectors and extracts only data related to the
first trigger level decision, once this is taken on the basis of the trigger primitives themselves. The features of the
TDCB board developed by the Pisa NA62 group are extensively discussed and performance data is presented in order
to show its compliancy with the experiment requirements.
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In high-speed data transfer network, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is often used to ensure the reliability of
transmission. But the protocol requires more CPU resources and has low transmission efficiency. TCP uses

retransmission when timeout and data acknowledge mechanism to get the ability of reliable transmission. Data receiver
must acknowledge data frames with relevant acknowledgement (ACK) frames to inform data transmitter that frames
have been received correctly. Data transmitter can only transmit new data frames after receiving the ACK frames of
current data frames, otherwise a retransmission will be started when timeout. The readout and handling of ACK frames
are accomplished by CPU, which require much CPU resources and add time delay, therefore increases average ACK
frame waiting time and decrease the data rate. This paper implements a high-speed reliable data transfer method based
on FPGA hardware acknowledgement. This method uses acknowledgement (ACK) frames and retransmission to ensure
a reliable and sequential transmission as TCP does. To overcome the disadvantages of TCP, we use FPGA handle ACK
frames automatically to improve the response speed of ACK frames. FPGA generates an ACK frame without CPU
when received a correct data frame and transmits the ACK frame to data source immediately. It also checks ACK
frames after sending data frames. If an error or timeout occurs during checking, FPGA informs CPU to start a
retransmission, otherwise a new data frame can be transmitted. By using FPGA on handling ACK frames, our method
reduces ACK frame waiting and readout time, which is helpful to increase data rate. On the other hand, a data check
module and an interrupt combination module are implemented on FPGA. The data check module uses CRC32, which is
compatible with Ethernet, and is able to ensure the integrality of data frames. Received data is moved to memory by
DMA and then can be used by applications directly. Data check module, together with FPGA based acknowledge
mechanism, reduces CPU occupancy in software protocol operating and data copy. Interrupts occur when data frames
are received or transmitted successfully, thus transmission will be unstable when interrupts occur frequently. Interrupt
combination module decreases the number of interrupts, especially when plenty of frames are received continuously. If
data rate is too high, CPU can send command to FPGA to control the generating of ACK frames, either of ACK frame
delay or miss will lower the data rate. This paper also compares the method with TCP by experiment. The result shows
that this method has higher transfer speed and lower CPU occupancy while ensuring transmission reliability and flowcontrol, it is suitable for point-to-point data transmission.
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For large scale sensor networks, which are widely used for huge instrument, power consumption is a key factor in
design. RS485 and LVDS are mature solution for this kind of communication. RS485 is for long distance (10-1000m)
and low speed (10Mpbs ) data transfer. But some of the sensor networks require short distance and low to middle speed
data transfer. There is a lack of solution. This paper gives a low power tranceiver design, which covers the requirement
of 10-100m communication distance and 1-10Mpbs communication speed.
The tranceiver is composed by discrete circuit components, such as mosfet and comparator. The principle of the
tranceiver is something like LVDS and RS485. On the transmit side, it use alternative constant current as drive source
like LVDS, except that the drive current is adjustable. Our testament shows that under the short distance
communication circumstance just as mention before, the driver current can as low as 1mA, which is much lower than
the 3.5mA standard of LVDS. This significantly reduces the power consumption of the circuit. On the receiver side, a
simple comparator is employed to recover the data just like RS485. From the principle the receive part of RS485 and an
LVDS has nothing fundamentally different. But we made a power requirement comparison between LVDS and RS485,
the result shows that the LVDS power requirement is much higher than RS485. The reason is that LVDS is designed
for high speed data communication, so the comparator and the amplifier of the receive circuit is designed to work at
high slew rate, which requires high static current and high capacitive mosfet, all these lead extra power consumption.
While RS485 is designed for low speed data communication, so it can achieve low power factor. A proper design can
make a tradeoff between the requirement of speed and current.
Another way to reduce the power consumption of a circuit is to reduce the voltage. Because the dramatic power
requirement of a circuit can be established by P=1/2 cfv^2, where P is the power consumption, c is the capacitance of
the load, f is the toggle frequency and v is the working voltage. For a specific application scene, the f and c is decided
by outer factors, which is not easily to be changed. And more the voltage is square of power relations. So the lower
voltage means the lower the power requirements. In the design process, a lot of simulation is performed to choose the
right components to reduce the working voltage of the circuit. As a result the tranceiver can work at a voltage of
1.5~1.8V, more lower than the 3.3V/5V of RS485 and LVDS transceivers.
A test circuit is build up to measure the performance. A comparation with RS485 and LVDS at different data speed is
performed, the result shows this tranceiver consumes only 1/6 power of LVDS at 4Mbps. Also the eye pattern
measurement shows it works well with cat-5e twisted pair.
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SPADnet is a positron emission tomography (PET) system based on digital CMOS silicon photomultiplier sensors
communicating over a high-speed data network. Coincidence detection and data acquisition (DAQ) are performed
largely in the network itself; thus, understanding DAQ and processing challenges when using large numbers of digital
sensors in multiple PET rings requires sophisticated models and powerful simulation tools. In the SPADnet data
network each node, known as photonic module, comprises a sensor tile of 25 tightly abutted sensor devices with inbuilt intelligence to recognize gamma events detected in a scintillator, and a communication unit to interface with the
network. In this work, we present two network simulators designed to evaluate SPADnet PET system.
To evaluate the network scalability to pre-clinical, brain and human PET, network simulator was designed and also
emulated in hardware. To assure simulations to match real system, simulator was coupled with GATE, which emulates
the gamma generation process. Further, to accurately model packet latency and to incorporate data bandwidth
variations introduced due to protocol overhead, simulations where performed based on the results obtained from
hardware emulators built using FPGAs.
Coincidence is performed on the network in a distributed fashion. Coincidence data, known as coincidence packets, is
transferred throughout the network via a dedicated high speed channel. A second channel is used to transfer
coincidence detected packets or singles to the exterior of the network. To perform a study of these two channels, two
simulators were built, namely the coincidence detection and data transfer simulators.
For data transfer simulator, node buffer occupancy is a critical parameter that needs to be monitored to track data
packet loss. Bandwidth requirements also need to be studied, so as to identify data transfer bottlenecks. Comprehending
the requirements, simulation time and memory requirements, in-contrast to discrete-time simulation, event-driven
technique was chosen. To optimize its performance, node buffer status was modeled using its rate-of-change, and the
simulation was run only when either the status of nodes buffer changes to/from full or to empty. Using the presented
technique simulation ran faster than discrete-time simulator due its lower memory requirements and fewer simulations
runs, while the speed-up was attained without any loss in simulation accuracy.
The second simulator build to simulate coincidence detection, was designed using discrete time simulation techniques,
mainly to facilitate tracking of individual data packets, and to evaluate packet latency and its variation with time.
In this talk, along with the network simulator design, a detailed analysis performed using the simulator for various
configurations of PET systems will be presented. In addition the impact of various network related algorithms on PET
system performance will also be discussed in detail.
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The associative memory (AM) system is a computing device made of hundreds of AM ASICs chips designed to
perform "pattern matching" at very high speed. Since each AM chip stores a data base of 130000 pre-calculated
patterns and large numbers of chips can be easily assembled together, it is possible to produce huge AM banks. Speed
and size of the system are crucial for real-time High Energy Physics applications, such as the ATLAS Fast TracKer
(FTK) Processor. Using 80 million channels of the ATLAS tracker, FTK finds tracks within 100 micro seconds.
The simulation of such a parallelized system is an extremely complex task if executed in commercial computers based
on normal CPUs. The algorithm performance is limited, due to the lack of parallelism, and in addition the memory
requirement is very large. In fact the AM chip uses a content addressable memory (CAM) architecture. Any data
inquiry is broadcast to all memory elements simultaneously, thus data retrieval time is independent of the database size.
The great computing power is also supported by a very powerful I/O. Each incoming hit reaches all the patterns in the
AM system within the same clock cycle (10 ns).
We report on the organization of the simulation into multiple jobs to satisfy the memory constraints and on the
optimization performed to reduce the processing time. Finally, we introduce the idea of a new computing unit based on
a small number of AM chips that could be plugged inside commercial PCs as coprocessors. This unit would both
satisfy the need for very large memory and significantly reduce the simulation time due to the use of the highly
parallelized AM chips.

GPU-Accelerated Real-Time Imaging System for the OpenPET toward Tumor-Tracking
Radiotherapy
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We are developing the OpenPET, which can provide an open space observable and accessible to the patient during
positron emission tomography (PET) measurement. The most attractive and realistic candidate application is in
combination with radiotherapy. OpenPET imaging during particle therapy such as carbon beam treatment has the

potential to visualize the irradiation field of a patient because positron emitters are produced via nuclear fragmentation
reactions between the irradiated particle and the atomic nuclei of the irradiated tissue. In addition, as a more
challenging application, we are focusing on tumor tracking by means of PET, which is conventionally done by gold
marker implantation and X-ray imaging. PET imaging normally takes several minutes for data acquisition, data
transferring, image reconstruction, and displaying the image. On the other hand, we are aiming at performing
acquisition through displaying in less than a second. We should note that there is a limitation of delay due to the
accumulation time of list-mode data sufficient for tumor tracking, because the quality of reconstructed images depends
on the amount of list-mode data. Therefore, development of the time-delay correction method by the use of supporting
device such as a belt sensor is necessary.
In this study, we proposed a real-time imaging system for the OpenPET and implemented on a small OpenPET
prototype. For the proposed system, real-time reconstruction system was implemented on graphical processing unit
(GPU) by the use of compute unified device architecture (CUDA). The one-pass 3D list-mode dynamic row-action
maximum likelihood algorithm (LM-DRAMA) was employed for the reconstruction algorithm. In the 3D LMDRAMA, the list-mode data were divided into many subsets, and image was updated for each subset to accelerate
convergence. The most time consuming processes in the image reconstruction are forward projection and back
projection for each list-mode event. The orientations of the list-mode data in a subset were random. Therefore, they
were grouped into two classes according to their predominant direction in order to reduce thread divergence.
Conventionally, calculation for each list-mode event was assigned to separate thread. Furthermore, a list-mode event
was divided by image slices and processed in parallel in our implementation. In the experiment, we used GeForce GTX
580 GPU, which had 512 processor cores. The number of voxels of the reconstructed images was 767684. The
processing time for 1,000,000 events of list-mode data was 1.58 s.
In the real-time imaging system, the data transfer control system limits the event counts to be used in the reconstruction
step and the reconstructed images are properly intensified by using the ratio of the used counts to the total counts. The
prototype system showed that the real-time monitoring of a moving radioactive source with a frame rate of 2.0 frames
per second and a delay of 2.1 s.
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At the European XFEL modern data acquisition and processing hardware based on high-speed digitizers allow
quantizing high-bandwidth transient signals from different detectors. High sampling rates provide a high resolution, but
also produce a significant data rate. Data processing on FPGAs, in the front-end hardware, allows detection of signal
properties, reduction of data and filtering in real-time together with an implementation of low-latency feedback and
veto systems.
However, the identification, design, simulation, implementation, verification and commissioning of signal processing
algorithms implemented on FPGAs requires a significant amount of work. In order to minimize the development time
and optimize software integration a high-level FPGA programming framework is currently under development at the
European XFEL. This framework allows FPGA programmers as well as researchers unfamiliar with FPGA
programming to develop and simulate complete algorithms and programs with the MathWorks Simulink software tool.
Simulation input and visualization of results are optimized for scientific data and graphical block-based programming
allows for better reusability. An important aspect of the developed framework is the automatic interfacing between the
algorithm on the FPGA and the control system software. User definable registers and memories will be exported to
self-descriptive entities during firmware generation and will be automatically detected by the software library.
In this contribution an overview of the usage and features of the framework and associated software will be given. As
an example a real-time signal processing algorithm developed with this framework and running on a 4 channel 2GSPS
digitizer MicroTCA Module will be presented.
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The Dark Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) is being constructed as a scientific satellite to observe high energy cosmic
rays in space. As a main detector of DAMPE, the Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO) calorimeter is in charge of
measuring particle energy deposition, distinguishing positrons, electrons and gamma rays from hadron background and
providing trigger information. The satellite is designed to fly on a near-earth orbit with an altitude of 500km, which
makes demands on electronic components for the ability to work in radiation environment.
A flash-based Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) of Actel, ProASCI Plus (APA) is chosen as the control
component of the Front-End Electronics (FEE). To study the radiation resistance, SEE test was performed at the Heavy

Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou (HIRFL). The chip did not exhibit latchup to an effective LET of 90 MeV*cm2/mg.
The Flash switches of APA, which provide nonvolatile, reconfigurable interconnect programming and connect routing
nets, were immune to SEL. However, SEE experiment also showed that the registers implemented from logic tiles and
RAM blocks were SEU sensitive. Therefore, appropriate solutions should be adopted to mitigate SEU effects and make
sure that the chip can function well in the radiation environment of space.
To achieve maximum SEU tolerance with minimum resource consumption and speed degradation, engineering
tradeoffs should be taken into account. Firstly, to the crucial registers and RAMs, Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR)
technique is used to ensure that the value after voter is correct and if the values in three modules are different, the voter
result will be written back to modules to scrub SEU errors. Besides, the three modules are manually placed in different
physical areas to avoid Multiple Bit Upset (MBU). Secondly, CRC checksum is used to check the correctness of
configuration data stored in RAM, which can be used as judgment of RAM reconfiguration. And thirdly, the whole
logic is divided into four parts with different reset signals, which makes it convenient to set the idle parts into sleep
until the external wake-up signals come.
After using these means in the logic design, an ion-beam testing is performed to evaluate the SEU tolerance of FPGA
logic. The FPGA works well under the condition with the LET of 39.6 MeV*cm2/mg and the ion flux of 100
ions/cm2/s without any mistake. The radiation test verifies that the SEU mitigation strategies implemented in APA
FPGA can meet the space qualification.
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The MINOS (MagIc Numbers Off Stability) collaboration has developed a compact vertex tracker for in-beam gamma
spectroscopy of very exotic nuclei. It comprises a cylindrical time projection chamber with a Micromegas amplification
plane, a cylindrical tracker based on a curved Micromegas, and two off-the-shelf silicon detectors. In total, MINOS
comprises ~5000 channels. Besides performance goals, the readout electronics system was designed to be versatile and
upgradable with minimal effort. The hardware part consists of three types of custom-made cards. The Feminos is a
small digital board that can read out a front-end card equipped with AFTER chips (originally developed for the T2K
neutrino experiment), or AGET chips, a pin-compatible evolution designed by the GET collaboration. Multiple
Feminos are synchronized by a board called the trigger clock module, and are connected to a data acquisition PC
through a Gigabit Ethernet switch. System configuration, monitoring and data acquisition rely on a generic objectoriented framework based on the ICE middleware, a free software infrastructure for distributed computing. After a brief
description of the detectors of MINOS, we present the design and performance of the readout and data acquisition
system of this instrument, and show some of the results obtained during their validation in an in-beam test recently
performed at HIMAC, Chiba, Japan.
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Data Acquisition System for the KOTO Experiment
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The KOTO experiment is a rare kaon decay experiment at J-PARC, Japan. The goal of KOTO is to discover the KL>pi0nunubar decays, and measure its branching ratio. The Standard Model of particle physics predicts the branching
ratio to be (2.4+/-0.4)x10^(-11), while the current experimental upper limit is 2.6x10^(-8). KOTO is designed to
improve the sensitivity by three orders of magnitude .
With the high-intensity proton beam from J-PARC, the counting rate of the detectors will be a few MHz. To reduce the
acceptance losses due to pile-ups and dead time in such an experimental condition, we designed a completely new
readout and trigger electronics system based on the waveform digitization and pipeline readout. In order to reduce the
effect from pile-ups, we record the waveform of the output signals from each counter. The pile-ups can be solved by
analyzing recorded waveform data. 125 MHz ADC module is used as the fronted electronics. The inputs to the ADC
chip are widened to be in gaussian-shape with the 10 pole Bessel filter in advance of the sampling, so that the timing
resolution around 1 ns can be achieved even with the 8 ns sampling. To avoid dead time,the signals are digitized every
8 ns and then stored in pipelines in the ADC module while waiting the trigger decisions. The decisions are made every

8 sec, based on the digitized waveform information collected from all the ADC modules.
KOTO experiment performed the first physics run in May 2013. In this presentation, the design of KOTO data
acquisition system, its stability and performance during this run, and the upgrades for data acquisition system will be
reported.
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Development of DAQ for Silicon Tracker Detector of DAMPE Satellite
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Chinese DArk Matter Particle Explore (DAMPE) satellite is a space telescope for high energy gamma-ray, electron and
cosmic rays detection, with a launch date of 2015. The Silicon Tungsten Tracker (STK) is a detector of the DAMPE to
measure the incidence direction of high energy cosmic ray. It consists of 6 layers of silicon micro-strip detectors
interleaved with Tungsten converter plates. The entire STK contains 73,728 readout channels being sampled at a rate of
1 MHz according to external average 50 Hz trig. Its a great challenge for space mission that all data acquisition (DAQ)
works of detector signal digitization, data process and transfer are finished in 3 milliseconds dead time. The STK has 5
main work modes: normal mode, raw data mode, pedestal update mode, and calibration mode.
In order to meet above requirements, 8 identical Tracker Readout Boards (TRB) are developed to control and read the
front Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) signals. 8 TRBs work simultaneously according to every trig. In
each TRB, there are 2 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), 48 serial ADCs to process front 144 ASICs. A SRAM
is also adopted in each TRB for data buffer. LVDS and RS422 are used for scientific data and telemetry
communication with payload DAQ. Benefiting from the FPGAs rich resources and feature of work in parallel, data
process includes pedestal subtraction, common noise subtraction, cluster finding and data compressing is realized
inside two FPGAs whose firmware software is developed by VHDL language.
The electronics overall structure and software design of the DAQ for STK will be introduced in this article.
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A New DMA PCIe Architecture for Gigabyte Data Transmission
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PCI Express is a high-speed serial point-to-point interconnect and delivers high-performance throughput. It has a
scalable architecture that supports data transfer via multiple lanes (x1, x2, x4, x8, x16 and x32). Due to differential
signalling the physical interface meets the data integrity requirements of multi-gigabit data transfers. In order to
integrate the PCI Express implementation into any particular system design, the lower layer implementation of the
MAC and PHY cores are essential. Xilinx products and solutions often include both. The PCI Express hard core
implementation provided by Xilinx for their FPGAs and its associated development tools are essential to enable
interfacing to the PCI Express physical interfaces and to ensure conformance to electrical signalling. At this level, it
provides a well-defined interface where PCI Express packetized data will be prepared and provided to or received from
the PCI Express bus. In order to maximize the PCI Express data throughput Direct Memory Access (DMA) logic is
needed. The market offers several possibilities of DMA implementation for FPGA connected to PCI Express logic core
but all of them are very expensive and often limited to a single FPGA family. To overcome this constrains we are
developing a smart and high performance minimum-logic DMA architecture fully compatible with Xilinx FPGA
families. The DMA architecture implements the requested functionality to enable data read/write data transfers between
internal FPGA and computer system memories as an application layer over the PCI Express Core. The new DMA
architecture enables seamless data transfer over the system memories without the user having in-depth knowledge or
even developing anything specific to PCI Express core interfaces. The architecture provides a simple register set to
control data transfer by the DMA Engine and it will perform the transfer until completion. The DMA Engine operates
on a linked list of DMA Descriptors. A new strategy is presents where the list of DMA Descriptors is stored in a FPGA
Base Address Registers and not in the central memory. In this way we reduce the time to manage the DMA descriptor
list. The design has been realized for Xilinx Family 6 and 7 FPGAs, and can operate with the Xilinx PCI Express core
with multi-lanes (x1, x2, x4, x8, x16 and x32) and all PCI Express generation for 1 to 3. The new concept has already
been used in real world applications. This include a readout system for an ultrafast camera within the UFO project and
an ultrafast digitizer system for Coherent Synchrotron Radiation. Presentations on both applications have been
submitted to RT 2014. The FPGA design package is complemented with Linux driver, sample source code of demo
application and a GUI that shows the data throughput. The DMA performance and the reliability in terms of bit-error
rate will be discussed.
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Implementation of Full-Bandwidth Lossless UDP Transmission in DAQ System for HEP
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Data Acquisition Systems (DAQ) of high energy physics experiments require an efficient and reliable link from a
detector to a storage unit. Usually, a considerable amount of data have to be transferred continuously, with high speed
without information loss. Any drop can perturb statistics of physic processes, imposing longer runs of accelerator and
experiment facility in order to diminish an overall error of a measurement. Fully hardware, often custom links between
the detectors and front-end electronics equipped with a direct feedback to a trigger throttle usually satisfy the listed
requirements. Reliability of link at higher stage, between the front-end electronics and the storage unit depends on the
chosen solution. Among commercial mediums (like PCIe, InfiniBand, RapidIO) frequently being applied to perform
this demanding task, the Ethernet standard seems to be the most cost-effective, widely available and portable, yet
efficient option. In most cases, the record process of data inside the storage unit is handled in software domain, under
control of an operating system. That implies unreliability, as software exposed to high throughput and, for example,
unfavourable scheduling, may drop some Ethernet packets. To address this issue, the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) enabling packet retransmission is commonly used. However, support of this protocol in the front-end electronics,
usually equipped with field programmable gate arrays (FPGA), would utilize a lot of resources.
This paper addresses lossless high-speed link based on simple User Datagram Protocol (UDP) lacking any transmission
control mechanisms. Its implementation in an FPGA is relatively light. To meet requirements of the higher stage link,
after analysis of Linux kernel's network processing, the mixed hardware-software solution has been proposed. It is
based on three pillars:
- Ethernet flow control at Data Link layer
- New API (NAPI) support at Linux driver level
- ticket algorithm at user application level
The implementation is portable to any Linux based system without requirement of kernel modification. It uses the
standard POSIX sockets, enabling robust data acquisition with PC equipped with a regular Network Internet Controller
(NIC). The implementation has been tested on the Scalable Readout System (SRS) platform developed by RD51
community and is going to be integrated with the DAQ of the TOTEM experiment running at Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). The full bandwidth (tested with 1Gbps, expandable to next Ethernet generations) transmission has been
obtained without any packet loss. Moreover, in order to check capability of the proposed solution to self-adjust data
rate, it underwent stress tests such as: recording into wide range of storage mediums (from low throughput externals
drives up to fast disk arrays), fast acquisition with highly utilized CPUs, data flow with commercial switches between
front-end electronics and storage unit. For each of the test, no information has been lost.

Front-End Board with Cyclone V as a Test High-Resolution Platform for the Auger Beyond
2015 Front End Electronics
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The data taken with the Pierre Auger Observatory have lead to a number of major breakthroughs in the field of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays e.g. : a suppression of the cosmic ray flux at energies above 5:5 1019eV has been doubtlessly
established, top-down source processes such as the decay of super heavy particles cannot be a significant part to the
observed particle flux, the anisotropy of the arrival directions of the particles with energies greater than 5.5*10^19 eV
has been proven. The primary objective of the upgrade of the PAO will be to answer the question about the origin of
the flux suppression at the highest energies, i.e. the differentiation between the GZK effect and the maximum energy of
nearby astrophysical sources. To address all scientific targets, we propose an upgrade of the Pierre Auger Observatory
for improving the physics potential of the data set. The currently used Front-End Boards in the surface detector (SD)
array of the Pierre Auger Observatory are equipped with no-more produced ACEX and obsolete Cyclone FPGA (40
MSps/15-bit of dynamic range). The paper presents the Front-End Board (FEB) with the biggest Cyclone V E FPGA
5CEFA9F31I7N, supporting 8 channels sampled with max. 250 MSps @ 14-bit resolution. Considered sampling for
the SD is 120 MSps, however, the FEB has been developed with external anti-aliasing filters to keep a maximal
flexibility. Six channels are targeted to the SD, two the rest for other experiments like: AERA, TOSCA, MARTA. The
FEB is an intermediate design pluged-in the actually used Unified Board communicating with a micro-controller at 40
MHz, however providing even 250MSPs sampling with 20-bit dynamic range, equipped in a virtual NIOS processor
and supporting 256 MB of SDRAM as well as with an implemented spectral trigger based on the Discrete Cosine
Transform for a detection of very inclined old showers. The FEB can also support a neural network developing for a
detection of young showers, potentially generated by neutrinos.
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Ethernet Forward Error Correction for Data Acquisition Networks
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The demand for faster and more reliable networks is growing day by day both in commercial and scientific applications,
driving many innovations in network protocols, fiber optics and network-controllers. Operating fast links on relatively
inexpensive hardware is a very important challenging aspect of this. One important way to enable this is to provide the
network with an existing mechanism of error correction, called Forward Error Correction (F.E.C.). Although errorcorrecting codes exist for over six decades and F.E.C. is applied in various projects, it is still not widespread in Ethernet
networks. F.E.C. introduces a very cost effective way to expand the limits of any network based on micro-controllers
synthesized on FPGAs, but it is provided only for specific applications, such as backplane systems. Most of the FPGA
and/or IP core vendors either do not provide this feature on their Ethernet implementations or their F.E.C.
implementations are based on Ethernet micro-controllers that have a different structure that the IEEE 802.3-2008
standard describes. The benefits from F.E.C. apply not only on bandwidth rates but also in the total cost of the network
equipment. F.E.C. provides a better way, in terms of efficiency, to submit data, as it allows the correction of packets
containing errors without adding any protocol overhead, thus expanding the bandwidth limit without any further
changes to the network. On the other hand F.E.C. can cut down costs of fibre optics or transceivers. It can provide a
low Bit Error Rate for a low cost manufacturing fibre optics network, which can be even or better with a network based
on more expensive equipment without the F.E.C.. The most important elements of the Ethernet stack for the F.E.C. are
the PCS (Physical Coding Sub-layer) and the PMA (Physical Medium Attachment). F.E.C. is placed between the PCS
and the PMA and it is designed to provide error correction while being invisible to the rest of the micro-controller. This
means that it does not require any driver or IP core updates/optimizations to work. In this paper we present the key
elements of the F.E.C. following the IEEE 802.3-2008 standard. We will describe the mathematical aspects of our
implementation. On the technical point we will analyze the key elements of the F.E.C. and we will provide the
implementation steps. We will provide measurements on each element about throughput, max operating frequency and
the changes that have to be made to adapt it to any vendors IP.
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A Multi-Chain Measurements Averaging TDC Implemented in a 40nm FPGA
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A high precision and high resolution time-to-digital converter (TDC) implemented in a 40 nm fabrication process
Virtex-6 FPGA is presented in this paper. The multi-chain measurements averaging architecture is used to overcome
the resolution limitation determined by minimal delays of plain single tapped-delay chains. The resolution and
precision are thereby both improved with this architecture. In such a TDC, the input signal is connected to multiple
tapped-delay chains simultaneously (the chain number is M), and there is a fixed delay cell between every two adjacent
chains. Each tapped-delay chain is just a plain TDC and should generate a TDC time for a hit input signal, so totally M
TDC time values should be got for a hit signal. After averaging, the final TDC time is obtained. A TDC with 3 ps
resolution (i.e. bin size) and 6.5 ps precision (i.e. RMS) has been implemented using 8 parallel tapped-delay chains.
Meanwhile the plain TDC with single tapped-delay chain yield 24 ps resolution and 18 ps precision.
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Prototype for the Trigger-Less Data Aquisition of the PANDA Experiment
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The PANDA detector at the future FAIR facility in Darmstadt, Germany will operate with a very high anti-proton
interaction rate of up to 2 x 107/s in a free streaming mode without hardware triggers. Several hundreds of GB/s of data
have to be read out. Sophisticated event filtering mechanisms based on tracking, calorimetry and particle identification
are required in order to reject background events and reducing the amount of raw data by three orders of magnitude.
This goal can be achieved by full event reconstruction and filtering in a highly parallelized and pipelined architecture
including Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platforms as well as Graphics Processing Units and PC farms.

In this contribution, we present a prototype setup consisting of up to 4 FPGA based Compute Nodes, xTCA (extended
Telecommunications Computing Architecture) compliant boards with a microTCA form factor, featuring a Xilinx
Virtex 5FX70T-2 FPGA, 2 x 2 GB DDR2, 1 Gb Ethernet, and 4 SFP+ (Small Form-Factor Pluggable) interfaces.
This subsystem will be driven by up to 9 data concentrators receiving data from sub detector front-end electronics. The
data is formatted into sub-events. Synchronization is achieved by matching SODANET (Synchronization of Data
Acquisition) time stamps distributed to all sub-systems. Sub events are subsequently combined to events that are
transmitted to a server farm for further processing and mass storage. Each step of the Data Acquisition chain features
optional event filtering.
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Application of DAQ-Middleware to the J-PARC E16 Experiment
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We have developed and researched the DAQ system for the J-PARC E16 Experiment using DAQ-Middleware.
Recently, we developed the prototype for part of the DAQ system. In our talk, we are going to talk about
developmental status, DAQ performance and future plans of the J-PARC E16 Experiment DAQ system.
The aim of the J-PARC E16 Experiment is to measure mass spectra of vector mesons in nucleus using electron pair
decays with a huge statistics. In the experiment, we plan to use the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) Tracker and strip
read outs. The detector has approximately one hundred thousand channels and each channel needs to have 30 samplings.
Thus, the total data transfer rate from GEM to a DAQ system is approximately 800MB/s after zero suppression. To
achieve such high transfer rate data, we are planning to use DAQ-Middleware.
DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed DAQ system. In particle and nuclear physics,
DAQ-Middleware is used for small or middle size experiments and detector test systems. We can build DAQ system by
combining with some software components called DAQ-Components. A lot DAQ systems can save and monitor data
by using four DAQ-Components. Maximum throughput with four simple DAQ-Components is 340MB/s. (This is in
the case of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU	
  X5650 @ 2.67GHz.) Therefore, if we create distributed system with DAQMiddleware, we can develop DAQ system which has performance of the DAQ system for the J-PARC E16 Experiment.
We can develop user-friendly distributed system with DAQ-Middleware because of following two features. The first
feature is network transparency. By network transparency, even if DAQ system is distributed in network, user is no
need to think network. The second feature is remote boot. By remote boot, user can operate all PCs for the DAQ system
across the network.
Recently, we developed the prototype of the DAQ system by using DAQ-Middleware. The DAQ system of the JPARC E16 experiment is consist of a number of similar this prototype. The prototype has following two features.
Firstly, overhead by communication with DAQ-components is no effect to the performance. Secondly, by using the
latest DAQ-Middleware version, access time for writing the data on a hard disk does not affect DAQ performance. We
evaluated the prototype using 1Gbit Ethernet. In this evaluation, we checked that throughput of the prototype is more
than around 120MB/s. Around 120MB/s is the maximum transfer rate by using 1Gbit Ethernet.
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Realtime Assessment of Nuclear Materials
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Our group at Livermore Lab specializes in nuclear materials measurements and assessments. We have built detectors
that we have taken from breadboard to fieldable. We have even commercialized some detectors for rugged non-expert
use, such as the FissionMeter - a thermal neutron multiplicity counter and the Detective - a mechanically-cooled
germanium spectrometer. We are currently developing instrumentation and analysis algorithms that rely on fast neutron
and gamma scintillator detectors. Our systems merge data from dozens of detectors at rates of a million events per
second. Fast neutron and gamma arrival times and energy can be used to assay fissioning materials and estimate
moderation and shielding, as well as make 3-D images. The underlying hardware and software to operate these
detection systems represent a jump in complexity from the previous systems and are similar to subsystems of high
energy and particle physics. We will describe the challenges to convert these scintillator detection systems from expertuser laboratory instruments to non-expert field use, including automating pulse-analysis, data-cuts, data-calibration,

data-compression, and especially real-time analysis and assessment. Prepared by LLNL under Contract DE-AC5207NA27344.
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The KM3NeT-Italy Tower prototype detection unit
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In March 2013 the KM3NeT-IT Collaboration deployed, at about 100 km off the Sicily coast at a depth of 3500 m, a
detection unit prototype finalized to the construction of an underwater neutrino telescope. Since then the apparatus has
been taking data giving information on the behaviour of the mechanical structure, of the electronics, of the
photomultipliers (PMT), and on water properties. Collected data are being used to develop and tune both calibration
and reconstruction programs. The detector has a tower-like design, with 8 vertically spaced floors supporting the
electronics for data readout and a cable carrying power and optical fibres. Each floor hosts 4 Optical Modules (glass
spheres containing one 10 PMT, front-end electronics), one vessel, connected both to the backbone and to floor devices,
and oceanographic instruments. The architecture underlying the data acquisition system and its components will be
briefly introduced: the front-end electronics; the board that collects floor data and transmits information to on-shore
through the fibre optical link; the timing calibration; the acoustic system; the apparatus and environmental monitoring
carried out using oceanographic instruments and dedicated sensors. Photons hitting the photomultiplier produce an
electric signal which is digitized by an AD converter on the front-end board: the waveform is then time stamped to
allow correlation from events detected everywhere in the apparatus. This requirement imposes a distributed timing and
a known phase relationship to properly correlate signals detected by the distributed front-end devices. The architecture
provides a complete real-time data transport layer between the on-shore laboratory and the underwater detector. To
minimize the number of physical links and to guarantee the timing synchronization of the apparatus, data and clock are
transmitted to each floor over a single serial stream. The system clock distributed at every level of the apparatus is
derived from the signals provided by a GPS receiver during the operating configuration. The overall timing resolution
of about 20 ps RMS complies with the experiment requirements. First results qualifying the electronics performance
will be discussed: PMT behaviour, charge histogram, data from oceanographic sensors, acoustic positioning, data
analysis on acoustic data, timing resolution measured using dedicated LED. Following these positive results, the
collaboration has started the construction of 8 towers, similar to the described prototype, that will be part of a larger
telescope. In order to optimize production costs, power consumption, and usability, most components have been reengineered by taking advantage of the previously gained experience and technological progress. Some architectural
changes have been adopted to get a more efficient apparatus that could better fit the scientific target. An overview of
the new features that characterize this future apparatus will be also given.

Control System and Smart Camera with Image Based Trigger for Fast Synchrotron
Applications
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Currently, a new imaging beam line IMAGE is under development at KITs synchrotron ANKA. With high beam
intensity, it will be used for high speed X-ray imaging applications such as radiography and tomography in the material
and biology sciences. For high-speed applications, an on-line investigation of preliminary results is necessary for initial
quality assurance and data-driven feedback. This requires a data acquisition system, that is able to stream data
continuously at high speed, and includes an event monitoring system and on-line reconstruction.
To meet these challenges we developed a new DAQ framework. It serves as a smart camera platform and is able to
stream data continuously with up to 15 Gb/s per second. The setup consists of a CMOS sensor, an FPGA readout card,
and a PC-DAQ system. Although the first realized prototype currently hosts a commercial CMOS sensor, the platform
is open to custom sensors. It is tightly coupled to our new control system, called Concert. Concert enables the user to
operate the beamline in a more efficient way by integrating device and experiment process control, as well as data
analysis. This is realized by programming interfaces independent of the underlying device access and asynchronous
device control in order to improve the throughput. It makes use of a custom GPU framework, to perform an initial
tomographic reconstruction.
A key feature of the smart camera platform is its embedded image processing logic. In this article we will demonstrate
the potential of this approach by an image based self-event trigger that is implemented in the camera prototype. In
operation, events are evaluated on a frame by frame basis. Multiple, adaptively selected regions of the frame can be
detected by the trigger logic. In this way, the camera records the temporal evolution of physical events at an increased

speed while maintaining the full field of view. Experiment-independent trigger parameters are hidden by our control
system which sets them automatically according to experiment requirements and conditions. Still, users can monitor
and override them freely.
The full system has been successfully employed at the IMAGE beamline. The self-event trigger logic was used in a
radiography experiment, increasing the nominal frame rate by a factor of 5. Radiography data sets for material research
and tomography scans of biological specimens with online reconstruction were taken. With interchangeable sensors
and image-based processing, our smart camera is a modular and flexible detector platform. Based on FPGAs, it serves
as a reconfigurable platform, on top of which other image processing algorithms can be implemented. Coupled with the
on-line assessment and data driven process control, the complete system enables pilot experiments for scientific
research.

The Track Engine - an FPGA Implementation of a Track-Finding Algorithm for the
IceCube Neutrino Telescope
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The Track Engine is an additional low-energy trigger and track reconstructor for the IceCube Neutrino Telescope.
IceCube is built within the ice on the geographical South Pole, Antarctica.
A neutrino interacting with an ice molecule might produce a muon, in turn emitting a trace of photons as it travels
through the ice. Those photons can be detected by some 5000 optical modules, contained within the 1 km3 detector
volume. Photons from neutrinos will be embedded in a background of noise hits. Triggers and reconstruction
algorithms search the detector data for signatures of hits associated with particle tracks.
Low-energy neutrinos produce low-energy muons leaving dim tracks (few photon hits), and the Track Engine has been
developed to improve the triggering sensibility for those tracks. For that, complex computations in realtime are required
and this required an FPGA implementation since a software implementation would be too slow.
Although the original intention of the Track Engine was to act as an additional trigger, each trigger message contains
additional information: angle estimates of the indicated track in zenith and azimuth (accurate to roughly 10 degrees)
and an indication of its strength. The Track Engine hence offers a rough reconstruction of the track as well.
The Track Engine Algorithm has been developed to find dim tracks within a strong noise background. The stream of
hits is divided into time windows, and for each time window, all possible pairs of the hits are formed. The zenith and
azimuth angles (in a spherical coordinate system) is computed for each pair, and the angles are histogrammed. For time
windows with only noise hits, the histogram is expected to be flat, whereas for a time window with a photon trace, an
excess of angles consistent with the direction of the muon is expected. Hence, for a peak in the histogram, the
TrackEngine reports a potential track, including the angles triggered on.
The FPGA implementation of the algorithm consists of a long (approx. 1500 clock cycles) pipeline. The pipelined
structure, although complex, gives an unsurpassed computing performance. A design choice of sticking with integers
was made. This reduced area usage and improved timing (and hence performance), but at the cost of complexity. The
histograms were implemented in BlockRAM memory. Handling pipelined population and read-out of the histograms
required means of stalling the pipeline in case of consecutive increments of the same bin.
The Track Engine hardware has been installed both on a test system and in the detector computer hall on the South Pole.
The Track Engine has been thoroughly tested, on the production hardware, with simulated data.
The relative improvement of number of tracks found by the Track Engine, compared to other existing triggers, is 6%
for cosmic ray-induced muons, and 12% for atmospheric neutrinos. Only about 0.1% of the Track Engine triggers are
caused by triggering on the noise background.
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Beam Test Performance of the ONSEN Data Reduction System for the Belle II Pixel Detector

T. Geßler1, W. Kühn1, S. Lange1, Z. Liu2, D. Münchow1, B. Spruck1, J. Zhao2
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We present an FPGA-based online data reduction system for the pixel detector of the future Belle II experiment. At the
SuperKEKB design luminosity of 8×1035 cm-2 s-1 and a trigger rate of 30 kHz, the occupancy of the pixel detector is
conservatively estimated at 3 %. With its almost 8 million channels, this corresponds to a data output rate of more than
20 GB/s after zero suppression, dominated by background. The Online Selection Nodes (ONSEN) system aims at
reducing the background data by a factor of 30, in order to reach an output data rate that the Belle II event builder
system can handle.

The ONSEN system consists of 33 xTCA-based FPGA Processor (xFP) cards, each equipped with a Xilinx Virtex-5
FPGA and 4 GiB DDR2 RAM. The xFP cards are hosted by 9 AdvancedTCA carrier boards. This hardware platform is
a development of IHEP Beijing in cooperation with JLU Giessen.
Each xFP card receives the pixel data from one section of the detector via high-speed optical links. The data are
buffered in the DDR2 RAM, which provides storage capacity for an interval of several seconds. During this time other
subsystems of the DAQ chain use hit information from the outer tracking detectors to determine regions of interest
(ROIs) on the pixel detector. Using this information, our system selects the pixel hits that are inside ROIs and forwards
them to the event builder for permanent storage. The remaining pixel hits are discarded.
We have implemented data input and output interfaces, the data reduction algorithm, and the memory management
logic in VHDL. For Gigabit Ethernet I/O we use FPGA implementations of the TCP and UDP protocols from
collaborating institutes. Slow control is realized by employing the embedded PowerPC CPU of the Virtex-5 FPGA.
Monitoring and control functions of our FPGA logic are made available through registers, and a Linux distribution
running on the CPU allows the use of the EPICS slow control system.
The functionality of our system was demonstrated during a four-week test at the DESY test beam facility in January
2014. Four layers of the silicon strip detector and one layer of the pixel detector (both components of the Belle II vertex
detector) were used in conjunction for the first time. A scaled-down version of the full DAQ chain was successfully
operated, including online tracking, generation of ROIs, data reduction with the ONSEN system, and event building.
More than 20 million events with data from all subsystems were recorded under stable run conditions.
In this contribution we present the overall architecture of the ONSEN system, as well as benchmark studies for I/O
bandwidth, memory throughput, event rate, and data reduction. We will also show results from the beam test, including
efficiency and reliability investigations for the different components of the data reduction scheme.
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Data Acquisition and Control System for Broad-band Microwave Reflectometry on EAST

F. Wen, T. Zhang, S. Zhang, D. Kong, Y. Wang, X. Han, H. Qu, X. Gao
Fusion Reactor Interaction Design Division, Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, Anhui,
China
In 2014, a broad-band microwave reflectometry was installed on Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST). The broad-band microwave reflectometry consisted of 5 channels: 3 channels for the density profile
measurement (MRP) that respectively need to sweep the working frequency in Q-band (30-50 GHz), V-band (50-75
GHz) and W-band (75-110 GHz); 2 channels for the density fluctuation measurement (MRF) operating at a fixed
frequency in V-band.
To ensure the performance of the microwave reflectometry, a dedicated data acquisition and control system (DAQC)
was developed. The DAQC included a self-developed hardware module, which integrated the arbitrary waveform
generation module (AWGM) and the trigger processing module (TPM), and a PXIe-based data acquisition system
(DAQ) including waveform digitizer, embedded controller and redundant arrays of inexpensive disks (RAID) from
National Instruments (NI). The DAQC achieved three main functions. First of all, The DAQ digitized 10-channel
signals from I/Q detectors of 5 reflectometry channels with high accuracy and time resolution (60 MSPS, 14 bits). Then
the mass digital data was stored into RAID in real time. Secondly, for the frequency-sweep, the AWGM provided 3channel voltage signals with high amplitude and low noise (0-20 V, 10-200 KHz) to control the voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) in MRP. At last, the TPM received the trigger signal from the control center of EAST and assigned
trigger signals to the DAQ and AWGM to ensure the synchronization.
In the DAQ, there were 5 dual-channel digitizers (60-100 MSPS, 14 bits) that totally required the data bandwidth of
1200MB/s, while the write speed of RAID was only 750MB/s which was the bandwidth bottleneck of the system. As a
result, the DAQ was implemented in two 3U PXIe chassis with two RAIDs. The X86-based embedded controller in the
PXIe chassis can also be used to control the AWGM and TPM via universal serial bus (USB). The AWGM was
composed of USB interface chip, direct digital synthesizer (DDS) in field-programmable gate array (FPGA), digital to
analog converter (DAC), low-pass filter (LPF) and amplifier circuit. The original digital waveform was written into the
random access memory (RAM) of FPGA through the USB interface. Then the DDS adjusted the frequency and phase
of waveform and send the result to DAC (500 MSPS, 14 bits). The low-pass filtered and amplified analog waveform
was exported to the VCO of MRP as frequency-sweep control signal. In the TPM, the trigger signal screened by highspeed comparator entered the FPGA where the trigger signal was delayed and sent to other modules.
Functional and electronics test of the DAQC had been completed. The test results showed that the DAQC could satisfy
the requirements of broad-band microwave reflectometry on EAST. The actual performance will be further examined
in the experiments of EAST in 2014.
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Improvements in the LHCb DAQ

N. Neufeld, D. Campora, R. Schwemmer
PH, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
The LHCb Data Acquisition system consists of about 300 FPGA-powered data-sources connected to a large farm of
about 1500 x86-servers. The connection is made by a Ethernet Local Area Network with more than 3000 ports. The
very simple, connection-less, push-protocol for event-building employed by LHCb relies critically on extremely low
loss-rates in the network.
Since the last presentation of this system at the 2010 RealTime conference, the redundancy of the system has been
significantly improved and it has also grown in size. The redundancy has increased the complexity of the network, but
we managed to hide this from the event-builder "applications" on the FPGA and the individual CPU nodes. This setup
and challenges with it will be described in this paper. Ageing network hardware cannot always be replaced identically,
because maintenance of old network devices becomes very expensive. We have begun a campaign to identify
replacement devices and will describe our procedure and measurement results.
One specificity of the LHCb data acquisition system, which distinguishes it from other LHC DAQs is the use of the
Timing and Fast Control (TFC) system, which is LHCb's variant of the LHC-wide Timing and Trigger Control (TTC),
is used for event-management. The TFC is a hard real-time system, which needs to collaborate with a variable latency
network for the purpose of event management. Together with our unreliable event-building protocol this makes the
overall system sensitive to latency distributions on the network, which can lead to occasional problems in the network.
To better understand these effects we have done measurements of the timing structure on the network in real time using
independent FPGA-based network probes. These rather challenging measurements on a live 500 Gbit/s network will be
used to improve the system for the next LHC run.
Another change is the addition of disks to the event-receiving nodes, which used to do purely transient processing. This
has increased the "elasticity" of the system, at the expense of increased operational complexity. We will discuss
performance and reliability issues.
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New DAQ system for the CANDLES experiment

K. Suzuki1, S. Ajimura2, M. Nomachi2, I. Ogawa3, M. Yoshizawa3
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New data acquisition (DAQ) system for the CANDLES experiment was developed by using Space-Wire protocol
and DAQ-Middleware system. The CANDLES experiment runs in the KAMIOKA underground laboratory toward an
observation of neutrino-less double beta decay from 48Ca in CaF2 crystals. For neutrino-less double beta decays, it is
very important for the event detection from sequential decays of radioactive impurities in CaF2. Therefore, very small
dead time is allowed for DAQ system of CANDLES experiment.
The CANDLES experiment uses FADCs (total 96 channels) and a trigger module to handle the data acquisition.
To detect sequential decays from impurities, FADCs equip three ring buffers. Data are read through Space-Wire
network. Using the Space-Wire network, DAQ can build flexible multi path of data flow. We developed the parallel
data acquisition system to adapt small dead time and high rate trigger using three read-out PCs. Read-out PCs which
have PCI-express Arria-II GX FPGA development boards communicate with FADCs and the trigger module pass
through the Space-Wire routers. Three read-out PCs are in charge of reading one of three ring buffers access to all
FADC modules and the trigger module to obtain full set of event.
We developed a data handling system using the DAQ-Middleware framework and an online monitoring system.
The DAQ-Middleware is composed by several components as fast readers, slow readers, an event manager, a
dispatcher, a logger, and an event server. The fast reader components acquire FADC data and the slow reader
components acquire slow data (H.V. monitor and temperature). They send data to the event manager. The event
manager component orders events sequentially and sneak slow data into event data stream. The dispatcher component
sends data to logger and event server components. The logger component records the data to a hard disk. The event
server component sends data to an event client on the request of the client. These modules are freely placed on the PCs
to balance the load maximize the performance. Introducing DAQMW, we developed reliable and flexible
configuration.
We also developed a dynamic online monitor component (event client) which is independent from DAQMiddleware system to isolate the monitor system form the DAQ system. The event client can connect and disconnect to
the event server anytime and is adapted for CERN ROOT.
In previous setup of CANDLES DAQ, Space-Cube was in use., and the maximum DAQ speed was ~20 cps. In
the setup of parallel reading of ring buffers, finally we obtained 110~120 cps.

NetStorageFPGA-a Prototyping Platform for Building High-Performance Transmission and
Storage Systems Using Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) Hardware
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J. Zhang1,2, X. Jiang1,2, J. Wu2,3, J. Shan2,3
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3
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A wide range of applications require high-speed access to mass-storage devices with cost-effective standard interfaces,
such as gigabit Ethernet and Serial-ATA (SATA). Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), which features
expansibility, parallel processing and in-system programmability, has the opportunity to build high-performance
hardware accelerators with Tbytes for data acquisition system.
Our approach, named NetStorageFPGA, introduces a prototyping platform with four gigabit Ethernet ports, three
SATA connectors and PCI Express x1 interface. The FPGA on the platform directly handles all data-path switching,
routing, and processing of Ethernet and SATA packets. The experimental result shows that the maximal sustained
orderly data transfer rate is up to 118 MB/s per channel. In addition, we adopt the digital synchronous clock (DSC)
function for data acquisition. The synchronization with time interval error (TIE) jitter root-mean-square (RMS) of
32.38 ns is achieved.
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Data Acquisition System for the KOTO Experiment
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The KOTO experiment is a rare kaon decay experiment at J-PARC, Japan. The goal of KOTO is to discover the KL>pi0nunubar decays, and measure its branching ratio. The Standard Model of particle physics predicts the branching
ratio to be (2.4+/-0.4)x10^(-11), while the current experimental upper limit is 2.6x10^(-8). KOTO is designed to
improve the sensitivity by three orders of magnitude .
With the high-intensity proton beam from J-PARC, the counting rate of the detectors will be a few MHz. To reduce the
acceptance losses due to pile-ups and dead time in such an experimental condition, we designed a completely new
readout and trigger electronics system based on the waveform digitization and pipeline readout. In order to reduce the
effect from pile-ups, we record the waveform of the output signals from each counter. The pile-ups can be solved by
analyzing recorded waveform data. 125 MHz ADC module is used as the fronted electronics. The inputs to the ADC
chip are widened to be in gaussian-shape with the 10 pole Bessel filter in advance of the sampling, so that the timing
resolution around 1 ns can be achieved even with the 8 ns sampling. To avoid dead time,the signals are digitized every
8 ns and then stored in pipelines in the ADC module while waiting the trigger decisions. The decisions are made every
8 sec, based on the digitized waveform information collected from all the ADC modules.
KOTO experiment performed the first physics run in May 2013. In this presentation, the design of KOTO data
acquisition system, its stability and performance during this run, and the upgrades for data acquisition system will be
reported.

The Intelligent Front End Real Time DAQ System for A GEM-TPC Fast Neutron
Spectrometer Based on Recoil Proton
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X. Cheng, P. Yao, X. Ouyang
School of Nuclear Science and Engineering, North China Electric Power University, Beijing, China
A new fast neutron spectrometer based on recoil proton has been designed. The recoil angle and the energy of the recoil
proton will be acquired by a 704 channels GEM-TPC. To read out the signals from each of the 704 pads of that TPC,
an intelligent front end real time DAQ system has been designed. With the 40Ms/s sampling rate and the 12 bits
resolution of each channel, this DAQ could operate with over 8MHz input bandwidth and over 60dB dynamic range
required by the spectrometer. With the intelligent design in its main FPGA, this 704 channels DAQ could be self-pretriggered by each recoil event and transmit the data of over 1000 events per second through only one universal Ethernet
interface.
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The Data Aquisition of the Double-Chooz Experiment

D. A. Kryn

IN2P3/APC, CNRS, Paris, France
Double-Chooz is an experiment on Electron-Neutrino disapearance near the nuclear power plant of Chooz (France).
Two detectors measure the neutrino flux at different distances from the two reactors. Each detector, containing liquid
scintillators, is equipped with nearly 500 Photo-Multipliers.
The signal from each Photo-Multiplier is amplified and then digitized by a 500MSPS 8-bit Flash-ADC writing
continuously to memory. The system allows the 500 channels to be operated synchronously, like a 500-channel
oscilloscope, but without dead-time and at a rate up to 600 events/s.
I will briefly introduce the experiment, the detectors and the electronics chain, then show the design and the
performance of the Waveform Digitizers and describe the hardware and software layout of the Read-Out and its
performance. Then I will discuss some non-linearities observed for small signals.
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A Portable Wireless DAQ System for Neutron Gaseous Detectors
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Gaseous detectors working principle is based on the ionization of a gas due to a particle. The ions are then accelerated
towards two electrodes and the signal collected is sent to the read-out electronics for elaborations. The most common
neutron detector is the 3He proportional counter. Besides the ion pairs directly generated by the passage of a neutron,
avalanches of secondary ionizations produced by each ion pair take place close to the electrode wire. The detector
output is proportional to the radiation energy. Such output is amplified, shaped and discriminated. It is then sent to the
Daq electronics. We have developed a real-time wireless analog/digital electronic system for the data acquisition of a
proportional counter detector. The power supply system can be either the common 220 V source or a battery, whose
autonomy is about 72 hours during data acquisition. The analog electronics are made up of a high voltage generator for
the detectors electrodes, an amplifier system, a shaper and a discriminator. In this environment it is possible to set up
the voltage to be applied to the detectors electrodes (up to 1450 V) and the threshold of the discriminator (up to 1000
mV), needed to cut-off the background data. In figure 1 it is shown a sketch of the analog electronics. The digital
environment (shown in figure 2) is based on an Arduino Mega-2560 board. It is a general-purpose development board
designed around an ATMega-2560 microcontroller. A wireless modular shield is plugged on the board: this allows to
access the Arduino board via the 802.11b/g wireless protocol. Four temperature sensors and two pressure sensors are
placed in the surroundings of the detector and they are connected to the system in order to read out the environmental
conditions. This is necessary because the response of any gaseous detector is dependant to pressure and temperature: an
off-line data processing corrects the read-out data opportunely, on the basis of the sensors readings. The software
application, if required by the user, periodically acquires the data produced by the detector, formats them together with
the sensor readings into a frame and sends the frame via UDP to an external server. The server plots the data on a
webpage. During the data acquisition, the microcontroller continuously monitors the battery status, in order to safely
stop the system in case of low battery. The Daq system is controlled via a web page hosted inside Arduino, which acts
like a server. The control webpage is shown in figure 3. Such page allows to set the detector working parameters (high
voltage, discriminator threshold), to start the data acquisition, to test the system via a debug panel and to read the
temperature and pressure sensors. We successfully tested our digital environment, without the detector: the Debug
Pulse Control Panel starts a hardware emulator of the analog system. Furthermore we successfully tested the complete
system connected to a 3He detector.
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Readout Electronics for the Central Drift Chamber of the Belle II Detector

T. Uchida, T. Taniguchi, M. Ikeno, Y. Iwasaki, M. Saito, S. Shimazaki, M. Tanaka, N. Taniguchi, S. Uno
IPNS, HIGH ENERGY ACCELERATOR RESEARCH ORGANIZATION, Tsukuba, Japan
We have developed readout electronics for a central drift chamber (CDC) of the Belle II detector. The installation space
at near the endplate of the CDC for the electronics is limited by the detector structure. The large amount data generated
by the CDC require a high-speed data link, more than gigabit transfer rate, to transfer the data to a back-end computer.
A new readout module is required to satisfy these requirements. The module processes 48 signals from the CDC and
converts it to digital data and transfer it to computer directly. All functions to transfer digital data via a high speed link
are implemented on the single module. An Amp-Shaper-Discriminator chip (ASD), Analog-to-Digital-Converters
(ADCs), Time-to-Digital-Converters (TDCs), and two optical module for data communication are employed. We have
measured its electrical characteristics and radiation tolerance. The obtained results show the electronics satisfy the
requirement from Belle-II experiment. We will report details of the electronics for mass production and its test results
met the requirements from the Belle II.

Hardware Timestamping for Image Acquisition System Based on FlexRIO and IEEE 1588 v2
Standard
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Current fusion devices consist of multiple diagnostics and hundreds or even thousands of signals. This situation forces
on multiple occasions to use distributed data acquisition systems as the best approach. In this type of distributed
systems, one of the most important issues is the synchronization between signals, so that it is possible to have a
temporal correlation as accurate as possible between the acquired samples of all channels. In last decades, many fusion
devices use different types of video cameras to provide inside views of the vessel during operations and to monitor
plasma behavior. The synchronization between each video frame and the rest of the different signals acquired from any
other diagnostics is essential in order to know correctly the plasma evolution, since it is possible to analyze jointly all
the information having accurate knowledge of their temporal correlation. The developed system described in this paper
allows time-stamping image frames in a real-time acquisition and processing system using 1588 clock distribution. The
system has been implemented using a) A PCI Industrial Computer (PICMG1.3-compatible), as the host computer,
connected to a PXIe chassis through a MXI device board, b) A PXIe platform (chassis and PCIe link) connected to the
computer, c) A NI FlexRIO PXIe-7965R FPGA module, d) A NI-1483 Camera Link Adapter Module for FPGA Image
Processing. This module is connected to the NI FlexRIO PXIe-7965R. Both elements implement a frame grabber that is
able to perform custom image analysis in the FPGA, e) An IEEE1588 PXI timing device (NI PXI-6682). The solution
is based on a previous system that allows image acquisition and real-time image processing based on PXIe technology.
This architecture is fully compatible with the ITER Fast Controllers and offers integration with EPICS to control and
monitor the entire system. However, This set-up is not able to time-stamp the frames acquired since the frame grabber
module does not present any type of timing input (IRIG-B, GPS,). To solve this lack, an IEEE1588 PXI timing device
its used to provide an accurate way to synchronize distributed data acquisition systems using the Precision Time
Protocol (PTP) IEEE 1588 2008 standard. This local timing device can be connected to a master clock device for global
synchronization. The PXI-6682 has a buffer time-stamp for each PXI trigger line and requires that a software
application assigns each frame the corresponding time-stamp. The previous action is critical and cannot be achieved if
the frame rate is high. To solve this problem, it has been designed a solution that distributes the clock from the IEEE
1588 timing card to all FlexRIO devices. This solution uses two PXI trigger lines that provide the capacity to assign
time-stamps to every frame acquired and register events by hardware in a deterministic way. The system provides a
solution for time-stamping frames to synchronize them with the rest of the different signals.

Prototype of Fast Data Acquisition System for ITER Divertor Thomson Scattering
Diagnostic
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The prototype of uniquely designed complex data acquisition system for ITER divertor Thomson scattering diagnostic
was developed. It allows the recording of short duration (3 ns) pulses with 2GHz repetition rate and 10-bit total
resolution. The system consists of 48 simultaneously sampling ADC-modules and trigger system. Each ADC-module
includes fast analog to digital convertor (12 bit, 2GS/s) and digital unit based on the FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate
Array) for flow processing and data storage. The trigger system is used to form triggering pulses and to organize the
simultaneously mode of ADC-modules operation. This paper presents a detailed review of the architecture of data
acquisition system, data processing and the test results of experiments on the GLOBUS tokamak (St. Petersburg,
Russia).
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A DAQ System for Micro-Channel Plate Detector with Wedge-and-Strip Anode
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Micro-Channel Plate(MCP) with higher quantum efficiency in Extreme Ultraviolet(EUV) region is widely applied in
nuclear physics and space environment detection. we will describe a real-time data acquisition(DAQ) system with the
combined hardware and software for a two-dimensional MCP Detector, which is readout with the induced charge
scheme by an wedge-and-strip anode(WSA) employing position-dependent charge partitioning. WSA anode consists of
three charge-collected electrodes, accordingly, electronics need three measurement channels. We will review the

imaging principal of WSA in front of electronics.
The position decoding electronics employs the traditional filter and shaping technique. In order to simplify the design,
no pile-up rejection was used in the electronics, which is completed in Field Programmable Gate Array(FPGA). The
charge from WSA is integrated by the Charge Sensitive Amplifier achieving charge-voltage conversion. After the
gaussian shaping, the analog signal proportional to the charge distributed on the three electronics is delivered into a
pipeline analog-digital conversion(ADC). The digitized signal is processed in FPGA, including event trigger and
selection, peak and baseline algorithm, position encoding and imaging, data communication and so on. To meet the
high-precision charge measurement and high count rate, the whole module requires good dynamic range and short dead
time. We will present the test performance of the three charge channels, respectively. Due to the fast real-time
processing, the module can support count rates up to 500KHz. The software based on National Instruments' LabVIEW
image the resolution mask before the MCP detector. The whole software interface is written by a G-Language
implementing the global startup, hardware parameter settings, high voltage configuration, and image acquisition.
Finally, the resolution mask before the MCP stack is irradiated with a Hg lamp, the spatial resolution of the MCP
detector with a effective diameter of 30mm can reach 100um in the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. We
also present the performance in high count rate and discuss the factors limiting the ultimate count rate and position
resolution of MCP detectors.
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A Method of Frequency-Locking in Direct Detection Doppler Wind LIDAR
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Researches on global wind measurements and climatology could receive significant contributions from direct detection
Doppler Wind LIDAR (DWL). The DWL adopting double-edge technique of Fabry-Perot etalon requires the frequency
of outgoing laser to fall on the abrupt linear region of the transmittance curve of F-P etalon. Vibration and temperature
variation would cause frequency shift, which will further induce laser frequency to fall outside the linear region. While
the precision and sensitivity of DWL greatly lowered, a locking channel is hereby designed for shift detection.
According to the shift, the position of transmittance curve can be modulated by controlling cavity of etalon, which
guarantees the frequency falling on the linear region. The frequency of laser is locked thereunder.
An approach of detecting the frequency shift in commercial DWL is to measure amplitude variation by Photomultiplier
Tube (PMT). Maximum power of signal could be calculated according to the amplitude. The signal is periodic, with
50Hz in frequency, only 10~20ns-width and sharp edges. Consequently, frequency shift measurement requires a data
acquisition system with minimum sampling rate of 1GSPS, accompanied by high expense. We propose a method for
accurately measuring frequency shift at relatively low sampling rate. To reduce the error caused by low sampling rate,
the measurement of pulse area is made to instead of pulse amplitude. The method for directly measuring signal energy
could reduce the influence from random noise either. Statistical methods are applied for improving Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR) and stability.
A data acquisition system including a circuit hardware and a dedicated software is designed. The acquisition system
can be installed in DWL as a plug-in card. It could replace commercial oscilloscopes for portability and specificity. The
system includes external trigger, data acquisition and processing. Control system sends trigger parameters and
acquisition commands. Tests set-up is built with splitting signal to commercial oscilloscope for comparison. Our
system reports the same results as commercial oscilloscope. The results with relative error of 0.80% also meet the
locking requirements.
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Data Acquisition System for Thomson Scattering Diagnostic on GOL-3 and GDT
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The Thomson scattering diagnostics is used on many present plasma systems. Depending on the experiment conditions
of different fusion devices the special requirements are apply to the recording equipment. For example the complicating
factor for GOL - 3 is the occurrence of background caused by own plasma glow. This parasitic background component
of the scattered signal has the same spectrum of oscillations as desired signal. This fact forces to use oscilloscope mode
for scattered signal recording with high amplitude resolution. Data acquisition system for the GOL-3 and GDL
Thomson scattering diagnostic was developed based on above requirements. It includes: the photodetectors modules
based on the avalanche photodiodes with the high sensitivity in the infrared range, the real-time recorder based on ADC
with the sampling frequency of 500 MHz and the amplitude resolution of 12 bits, the synchronization system provide

synchronous operation of the multiple channels of the recording system and the communication modules for the
interfacing with PC of the Ethernet channel 10/100.
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FPGA Based Data Read-Out System of the Belle 2 Pixel Detector
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The upgrade of the Belle experiment and the KEKB accelerator aims to increase the data set of the experiment by the
factor 50. This will be achieved by increasing the luminosity of the accelerator which requires also significant detector
upgrade of the spectrometer. A new pixel detector based on the DEPFET technology is one of the detector upgrade
requirements to handle the increased reaction rate and provide better vertex resolution. One of the features of the
DEPFET detector is a long integration time of 20 µs which will increase detector occupancy up to 3%, the detector will
generate about 20 GB/s of data.
An FPGA based two-level read-out system, the Data Handling Hybrid (DHH), is developed for the Belle II pixel
detector. The system consists of 40 read-out and 8 controller modules. All modules are built in µTCA form factor using
Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA and can utilize up to 4 GB DDR3 RAM. Six µTCA modules are interconnected on an ATCA
carrier board that builds a single read-out unit.
Five out of six modules are connected physically to the detector modules via 15 m infiniband cable. They provide clock
and configuration signals to the front-end ASICs, read-out data, perform initial data processing that includes pixel
remapping and cluster reconstruction. The last module on the carrier board, the DHH Controller (DHHC), is connected
to the experiments trigger and clock distribution system and slow control network. The DHHC distributes triggers and
slow control frames to the read-out modules and synchronizes the system to an external clock that has fixed phase
relation to the accelerator clock. The DHHC also concentrates data from five detector modules and performs online
sub-event building based on the trigger number.
Additionally the system provisions the interface for control and configuration of the front-end ASICs over JTAG
protocol. The FPGAs are controlled over Ethernet by the IPBus protocol. The front-end ASICs configuration interface
and systems slow control are integrating into the pixel detector EPICS slow control on the software level.
The system was successfully tested in the beam test in January 2014 in DESY. The functionality and the architecture of
the Belle II Data Handling Hybrid system as well as the performance of the system during the beam test are presented
in the talk.
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C-RORC a Multi-Purpose Readout Card for the ALICE Consolidation.
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the detector system at the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) optimized for the
study of heavy-ion collisions. Its main aim is to study the behaviour of strongly interacting matter and the quark-gluon
plasma. Currently all the information sent by the 18 sub-detectors composing ALICE are read out by DATE (Data
Acquisition and Test Environment), the ALICE data acquisition software, using several optical links called DDL
(Detector Data Link), each one with a maximum throughput of 200 MB/s. ALICE will face a partial upgrade in 2015 to
cope with the increased luminosity of the LHC. TPC and TRD detectors will consolidate their front-end electronics
(FEE) to increase the acquisition rate. For this reason a new common DAQ and HLT readout card, called C-RORC, has
been developed with an increased input link capability (12 links instead of 2) and a faster PCIe interface (PCIe Gen 2
instead of Gen1). The protocol used to send data is still the same but at faster speed, a maximum of 6 Gb/s per link, for
this reason it has been named DDL2. The same card has been used to develop other components of the DAQ
architecture. Through the FMC connector on the C-RORC it is possible to plug a TTC daughter card. Using the new
configuration and uploading a new firmware, the board can read-out trigger signals coming from the central trigger
process (CTP) and send data acting as a detector FEE. This configuration of the card is called DAQ Data Generator and
it is used in the ALICE DAQ framework, as a detector, to test new trigger sequences or new configurations before
using them with the real detectors.

Benchmarks Based on a Pixel Cluster Finder Algorithm for Future ALICE Online
Computing Upgrade
PS 3-22:
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is a heavy-ion detector studying the physics of strongly interacting matter
and the quark-gluon plasma at the CERN LHC (Large Hadron Collider). After the second long shut-down of the LHC,
the ALICE detector will be upgraded to cope with an interaction rate of 50 kHz in Pb-Pb collisions, producing in the
online computing system a sustained throughput of 1 TB/s. This data will be reduced on the fly (i.e. calibration and
reconstruction) so that the stream to permanent storage does not excess 80GB/s peak and 20GB/s average, the raw data
being discarded.
In order to assess the performance of different types of hardware and programming models, studies have started to help
in design choices for the online-offline computing farm to be installed by 2018.
We present in this paper benchmarks based on a pixel cluster finder algorithm for the Inner Tracking System detector
(ITS), a good representative of a type of computing which will have to run in real time. The ITS will be read out at
frequencies between 50 and 100 kHz, and data processed at the same rate. We implemented the corresponding cluster
finder algorithm on various platforms (server CPUs, many-core co-processors, GPUs) with different compilers to
measure the performance of available solutions. We discuss the algorithm optimization, performances of current
hardware, and improvements expected from future systems.
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OFFSET3: a Large Area, Scintillation-Fiber Tracker for Real-Time Particle Imaging
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The performances of the OFFSET3 tracker (Optical Fiber Folded Scintillating Extended Tracker) are presented. It
exploits a novel system for particle tracking, designed to achieve real-time particle imaging and tracking, large
detection areas, and a high spatial resolution especially suitable for applications in medical diagnostics. The tracker is
composed by two 29x29 cm2 FOV position detectors stacked by 10 cm, made by 500 micron squared scintillating
fibers ribbon for both directions. The track position information is extracted in real-time in an innovative way, using a
reduced number of read-out channels, thank to which its possible to obtain the large detection area with moderate costs
and complexity. The architecture has been patented by the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN). The
performances of the tracker were measured by beta sources, cosmic rays, 60 MeV- 250 MeV proton and 400 MeV/A
carbon clinical beams.
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Abstract
The Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) is a DOE funded laboratory that is under construction at what is now the
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. Scheduled for commissioning in 2022,
there have nonetheless been lively discussions about the data acquisition system for FRIB,what it will look like and the
role it will play in FRIB experiments. This paper reports on the current overall design goals, technologies and work in
progress to meet those goals.
.
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Data Preprocessing with FPGA in Multiple Channel Data Acquisition System

Z. Tu, J. Yang, K. Song, W. Lv
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In the multiple channel data acquisition system of large physics experiments it is necessary for us to preprocess the data
in front-end electronic system to arrange the data into specified orders. The aim of our research was to implement the
data arrangement using FPGA in real time which was more efficient than implementing it in the software. The
reordering process essentially conducted a matrix transpose since the data usually stored as a two dimensional matrix
depended on time and channel number. In this paper, we mainly discussed algorithms of full matrix transpose and
sparse matrix transpose that were generally used in large physics experiments. In the case of full matrix transpose, the

input data were jump-written to a calculated address location in the memory and read out in sequence from the memory.
However, in the case of sparse matrix transpose, the input data were written to the memory in sequence with its
position we referred to when jump-read the data out of the memory. Each position of the input data was inserted into a
list including the entire data ordered positions. FPGA logic modules were designed according to the two algorithms and
a simulation was conducted using the data form of data frame in seismic prospecting system as an example for full
matrix transpose and using the data form of HPTDC as an example for sparse matrix transpose. Results indicated that
the modules could successfully achieve matrix transpose in real time within a few latency in the both case of the full
matrix transpose and the sparse matrix transpose.
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A Standard Electronics Plug-in for TDCR Based on High Speed High Resolution ADCs
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In this paper, a standard electronic plug-in based on high speed high resolution ADCs is presented, which is developed
for the TDCR (Triple-to-Double Coincidence Ratio) coincidence counting system. The main goal of the plug-in is to
replace the module MAC3 which is widely used in the TDCR system. It digitalizes the signals of the three PMTs and
stores the coincidence signals for later offline analysis. It can be directly connected to a common PC via PCI-e or
USB3.0 interface which make it easy to use and have a higher cost efficiency. The plug-in will greatly simplify the
TDCR coincidence. The data accuracy is improved which is helpful for the signal shape analysis. In the
implementation, we use three channels of 500MSPS 12bit data acquisition. The problems we are focused on are the
synchronization between the three channels, the accuracy of the data acquisition, the high speed data transmission and
the real time data processing. As a result, this plug-in has a 128M x 40bit data buffer, no dead time coincidence
discrimination, and a data transmission capacity of 2.5G x4 lanes PCI-e or 400MBps USB3.0.

Dynamically Adaptive Header Generator and Front-End Source Emulator for a 100 Gbps
FPGA Based DAQ
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The proposed upgrade for the LHCb experiment envisages a system of 500 Data sources each generating data at 100
Gbps, the acquisition and processing of which is a big challenge even for the current state of the art FPGAs. This
requires an FPGA DAQ module that not only handles the data generated by the experiment but also is versatile enough
to dynamically adapt to potential inadequacies of other components like the network and PCs. Such a module needs to
maintain real time operation while at the same time maintaining system stability and overall data integrity. This also
creates a need for a Front-end source Emulator capable of generating the various data patterns, that acts as a testbed to
validate the functionality and performance of the the Header Generator.The rest of the abstract briefly describes these
modules and their implementation.
The Header Generator is used to packetize the streaming data from the detectors before it is sent to the PCs for further
processing.This is achieved by continuously scanning the input stream for payload length information,extracting the
same and then assembling the header. Since the payloads(events) are of varying lengths, the starting position of each
new payload is calculated in real time based on the length information of the preceding payload. After a fixed number
of the payloads have passed and their length information extracted and added to the header template,additional
information like the total number of events in the packet,size of the largest payload,and also the combined length of the
sum of all payloads and the header itself are calculated and added to the header template. This process completes the
generation of a single Header.Signals are asserted to indicate that the header is ready to be read out and sent to the PC.
Two sets of memories were created so that the assembling of the next header can begin while the calculation of the
additional information for the previous header are still under way.
A mechanism to dynamically invalidate individual events were added to deal with downstream bottlenecks that could
result in buffer overflows compromising data integrity. This drops much of the individual payloads in a controlled
manner, marking the corresponding header field as invalid, effectively reducing the data rate to a trickle on the
fly,while maintaining system stability and overall data integrity.
The Source Emulator serves the dual purpose of being a test bench to the Header Generator as well as being an stand
alone module that can be used in any other system where the detector data needs to emulated.The variability of the
detector data is modeled by using a pseudo-random number generator to create payloads of varying lengths. With this
Source Emulator as the test bench the Header Generator was functionally validated both for general scenarios as well as
for identified corner cases.We present simulation results and performance measures from implementation on a Altera
Stratix IV platform
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The TRIGGER/CLOCK/SYNC Distribution for TJNAF 12 GeV Upgrade Experiments
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The TRIGGER/CLOCK/SYNC (TCS) distribution system for experiments at the Thomas Jefferson National
Accelerator Facility (TJNAF) 12 GeV upgrade is described. The TCS system distributes readout trigger (TRIGGER),
system clock (CLOCK), and system synchronization (SYNC) signals for the DAQ system. The TCS system also
includes system status monitoring. The TCS distribution system includes Trigger Supervisor (TS) printed circuit board
(PCB), Trigger Distribution (TD) PCB, Trigger Interface (TI) PCB, Signal Distribution (SD) PCB, VXS crates and
optical fibres. The TS is the main hardware interfacing between the trigger system and Data Acquisition system (DAQ),
and it is the sources for the readout trigger, system clock and system synchronization signals. The SD and TD modules
are the main fan out hardware. The TI is the main hardware interface between the DAQ and the front end electronics.
Bundled optical fibres and the dedicated high speed point to point connections on VXS connectors are used for signal
transmission. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) are utilised on all boards in the system to provide
programmability. The production hardware was intensively tested on the bench. A small scale of the TCS distribution
system is installed in one experimental hall for DAQ development. The full system will be implemented by the end of
the year.

Design of Mater Board of Generic CCD Controller for Scientific CCD Based on High-Speed
Series Bus
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More and more large-scale physics experiments and scientific instruments platforms need to use a variety of imaging
systems, including astronomy, high energy physics, nuclear physics, such as optical band astronomical observations,
the soft x-ray CCD imaging, infrared band camera , CCD-based dark matter search, etc., especially many high-energy
physics and nuclear physics experiments are got benefit from the ultra-low-noise CCD readout system. Currently, PCs
have USB3.0 interface with its maximum data transmission rate-5Gbps. The imaging controller is connected to a PC
via the USB3.0 directly that is suitable for stand-alone version imaging system. In a large scale imaging system, the
cameras are integrated into the high-speed data processing and control module through optical interface. And the
optical fiber takes advantage of long-distance transmission, low loss, easy expansion and networking. The structure of
CCD imaging controller is designed as several plug-in boards connected by CPCI mother board. As a generic design,
the plug-in boards are designed to 3 kinds that are master board which provide data transmission interface, data storage,
clock & bias generating control, data processing etc; clock & bias board which generating clock & bias signals for
CCD chip; data acquisition board which read out the pixel data from CCD chip. The master board as a control hub for
CCD imaging controller is responsible for communication with the host computer by USB3.0 interface or optical fiber
interface. the USB transceiver uses Cypress's CY7CUSB3014[1] USB3.0 ultra-high-speed chip. our design uses this
model to connect with FPGA. Using USB3.0, FX3 firmware and PC program are developed. In the optical fiber
interface, the internal SERDES of FPGA chip is used . Spartan6[4] series XC6SLX75T type FPGA is used in the
master board, which has a high-speed serial transceiver -- GTP transceiver. A dedicated clock chip is used to configure
the GTP transceiver clock frequency. Different clock frequencies, high-speed communication rate will be changed with
different configuration, and the maximum rate can be reached to 2.45Gb/s ~ 3.125Gb/s. SFP transceiver modules use
differential signal pair and FPGA GTP dedicated I/O. XILINX CORE Generator tool is used for GTP IP Core
configuration including setting rate, reference clock, 8B/10B coding, data width, the alignment mark and other
parameters. Tests on the prototype show that the scientific grade CCD imaging system master board based on highspeed serial bus can meet the high-speed transmission, high integration, requirements for different distances, scalability.
It has beneficial for practical system with integration, miniaturization and remote control.
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In this paper we present the data acquisition (DAQ) system for a multichannel coincidence photon counter where this
DAQ is optimized for a high number of input channels, a small coincidence window, high speed data retrieving without
reduction, capability to deliver detector state data, and parallel data processing. For single photon detection we use
Avalanche Photodiodes (APD) which are practical tools for detection in quantum optics and photonics quantum
information experiments. However they introduce noise into the measurements originating from their dark count
detection and after pulsing. One way to limit this contribution is to decrease the time window in which the coincidence
detection measurement is performed. We have developed this DAQ based entirely on a standard Field Programmable

Gate Array (FPGA) where the lower limit of the coincidence time window is in the sub-nanosecond range. The same
unit is also responsible for the transfer of configuration data and electrical and optical trigger signals to the
experimental setup as well as reading out the data up to 20 channels, processing it and sending the result to the User
Interface (UI). The communication between the UI and the FPGA platform is through a single link Peripheral
Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) by means of streaming DMA. Our DAQ is developed for Xilinx Spartan-6
devices but other devices are also supported. A Linux driver with all necessary functionality to communicate with the
DAQ as well as the UI is also developed. The use of our unit can be extended for other detection counting physical
systems.
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High-Performance Image Acquisition and Processing System with MTCA.4
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Fast evolution of high-performance cameras in recent years has made them promising tools for observing high-speed
processes in large-scale scientific experiments. Complex experiments, such as ITER, take advantage of highperformance imaging system consisting of several fast cameras working in the range of visible and infrared light.
However, the application of such devices requires usage of high-performance data acquisition systems able to read and
transfer large amount of data, reaching even 10 Gbit/s for a single camera. The MTCA.4 form factor fulfils the
requirements of demanding imaging systems. The paper describes a complete image acquisition system built on the
basis of MTCA.4 architecture, which is dedicated for operation with high-resolution fast cameras equipped with
Camera Link interface. Image data from the camera are received by the frame grabber card and transmitted to the host
via PCIe interface. The modular structure of MTCA.4 architecture allows connecting several cameras to a single
MTCA chassis. The system can operate in two modes: with internal CPU installed in the MTCA chassis or with
external CPU connected to the chassis with PCIe link. The usage of the external CPU opens a possibility to aggregate
data from different subsystems. The system supports precise synchronization with the time reference using Precise
Timing Protocol (IEEE 1588). The timing modules ensure clock distribution and triggers generation on backplane lanes.
These allow a nanosecond precise synchronization of image acquisition from different cameras. The software support
for the system includes low-level drivers and API libraries for all components and high-level EPICS-based
environment for system control and monitoring.

Development of the Readout System for Triple-GEM Detectors for the CMS Forward Muon
Upgrade
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In this contribution we will report on the design of the electronics, trigger and data acquisition system for triple-GEM
detectors that should be installed in the CMS muon endcap system for the LHC high luminosity phase. The functional
requirements on the system are to provide both triggering and tracking information. In addition the system will be
designed to take full advantage of current generic developments introduced for the LHC upgrades. The current design
is based on the use of CERN GLIB boards host in micro-TCA crates for the off-detector electronics and the Versatile
Link with the GBT chipset to link the FE electronics to the GLIB boards. In this contribution we will describe the
physics goals, the hardware architectures and report on the expected performance of the CMS GEM readout system,
including preliminary results obtained with the first prototype of the read-out system.
In 2009, a dedicated CMS R&D program was launched to study the feasibility of using micro-pattern gaseous detectors
(MPGD) for the instrumentation of the |η| > 1.6 region in the CMS muon endcap system. The proposed detector for
CMS is a triple-GEM trapezoidal chamber, equipped with 1D readout, with dimensions (990x440-220) mm2. TripleGEM detectors can provide precision tracking and fast trigger information, contributing on one hand to provide missing
redundancy in the high-eta region and on the other hand to the improvement of the CMS muon trigger.
The challenges for the readout system are numerous: the time resolution should be as good as 5 ns, to unambiguously
identify each LHC bunch crossing, the best spatial resolution, ~100 µm, should be ensured at the first level of the CMS
trigger system which has a latency of 3.2 µs and the data acquisition should sustain a very high data throughput, of the
order of 100 MB/s of trigger data per detector at high LHC luminosity.
The CMS GEM Collaboration has launched a complete R&D program to develop a new Front-End chip, which should
be flexible enough to be used with various MPGDs, as well as a trigger and data acquisition system based on the most
recent developments from the telecommunication industry (µ-TCA), in line with the other CMS upgrade projects. In
this contribution we will report on the design and the expected performance of the CMS GEM readout system,
including preliminary results about the performance of a first readout system prototype.
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In this contribution we present a cosmic ray telescope based on single-sided silicon strip detectors equipped with a
fully-hardware architecture for fast track finding. In particular, the paper deals with the signal processing of the data
coming from the readout hardware. The signals come from 8 layers of silicon strip detectors. The fast track finding
algorithm is implemented into 16 FPGA devices and returns the track parameters in real time with latencies well below
1 us. This prototype represents the proof of principle for a larger device that could be used in high energy physics
experiments in the future.
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In this contribution we present a multichannel readout board designed to replace the old A-RX board of the LHCb
experiment TELL1 (no longer available) able to readout and process up to 8 BEETLE chips. The new version includes
doubled readout channels. The sampling speed is increased, with respect to the old A-RX boards, by redesigning the
board with newer serial ADCs, which are managed by the more powerful Kintex-7 FPGA. The FPGA acts also a preprocessing stage, with zero suppression and data reordering. The realized boards are used to readout data from a
Cosmic Ray Telescope, which is in the development stage. Each board is able to readout 1024 channels simultaneously
at the rate of 1.25 MHz, which is more than enough for the application.
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The Readout System for the Clas12 Micromegas Vertex Tracker
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This paper presents the readout system of the Micromegas Vertex Tracker of the Clas12 experiment at JLAb, to be
commissioned in 2015. The readout electronics accounts for 24K channels. It is designed to operate at 20 kHz trigger
rate with up to 16-microsecond data pipeline and to stand channel hit rates of ~60 kHz. The stringent space allocated to
both the cylindrical barrel and the disk-shaped forward parts of the tracker excludes on-detector frontend electronics of
any reasonable complexity. Off-detector architecture has been adopted with up to 2 m long micro-coaxial cable
assemblies conveying raw unamplified detector signals to some 48 512-channel frontend units. There amplification,
shaping and pipeline buffering take place in the versatile 64-channel Dream ASIC-s. The Dream chip based on the
switch capacitor array analog memories has been designed to be particularly well adapted to the Clas12 Micromegas
chambers that together with the micro-coaxial cables present important, up to 200 pf, detector capacitances. It
possesses a deep pipeline allowing for simultaneous data sampling and readout operations. The Dream chips and the 40
MSPS multichannel flash ADC is controlled by an on-board FPGA device from the Xilinx Virtex-6 family. The FPGA
performs pedestal equalization, common mode noise subtraction and zero suppression operations. It forms event
fragments from selected data and delivers them to the backend concentration electronics via 2.5 Gbit/s readout optical
links. The backend electronics is based on hardware developed at JLAB and is housed in VXS crates some 20 m further
away from the experimental setup. It is responsible for the event data concentration and provides an interface with the
Clas12 event building system. The backend electronics also guarantees a fixed latency path between the Clas12 trigger
system and the frontend electronics. A proprietary protocol running over the readout optical links is used to broadcast
the system clock, trigger and run control commands to all frontend units and to keep them synchronized with a subnanosecond precision. This is necessary to achieve 10 ns timing resolution needed for accurate track reconstruction in
presence of high 10 MHz physics background. In this paper, the architecture of the Clas12 Micromegas vertex tracker
readout is described and the details of its implementation are given. The innovations allowing to satisfy the challenging
requirements of the tracker operation are presented. The system performance is evaluated based on detector tests with a
cosmic rays trigger and on standalone high rate validation tests. Finally, the perspectives to adapt the readout system or
a part of it to other experiments are discussed.

The Readout Electronics for the Drift Chamber Based Cosmic Ray Muon Radiography of
High-Z Materials
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In this paper we present the readout electronics for drift chamber based cosmic ray muon tomography system of high-Z
materials. Cosmic ray muon radiography is a novel technique which exploits the multiple Coulomb scattering of these
particles for nondestructive inspection without the use of artificial radiation. The prototype of the cosmic ray muon
imaging system based on the drift chamber consists of the drift chamber detector and its preamplifier, readout
electronics, data acquisition and image reconstruction .The position resolution of the system is expected to reach 50 um
and the pixel size is expected to reach millimeter or even sub-millimeter. According to the design objective of the
imaging system, the readout electronics system must meet the following technical requirement: With the measurement
range of 0 to 500ns, the time measurement resolution should be less than 100ps. With the measurement range of 15fc to
1800fc, the charge measurement resolution should be less than 15fc. Therefore, we design a time and charge
measurement board (MQT). The MQT board can be divided into two parts, time measurement part and charge
measurement part. The time measurement part uses a time-to digital converter (TDC) chip to achieve high-precision
time measurement with leading edge timing pickoff. The charge measurement part uses an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) chip to do an accurate sample, and then uses the numerical integration method to calculate the charge. After
processing in the field programmable gate array (FPGA) and the complex programmable logic device (CPLD), the data
is sent to the computer via the VME interface for further analysis and processing. The data processing and the control
functions are done in the FPGA. The readout electronics for the prototype includes 3 MQT boards and 48 channels. A
series of electronics tests have been done. The test results show that all channels meet the requirements and the readout
electronics system can run reliably. A further test combined with the drift chamber detector will be carried out soon.
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Generally, the readout system for a typical particle physics experiment is implemented with multi electronic modules
resided in a standard crate, e.g. VME. Each module receives data from the front-end electronics (FEE) and transmits
them to the crate controller for transferring to the data acquisition (DAQ) system in real time. With the increasing
physical event rate and number of electronic channels, this readout scheme meets the challenge of improving readout
speed caused by the limited bandwidth of crate backplane. One of valid methods is to adopt crates with high
performance backplane, e.g. ATCA. In this paper, instead of improving backplane performance, we make each readout
module having capability of transmitting data to DAQ. A high-speed data readout method based on Ethernet is
designed for each module. Features of explicitly parallel data transmitting and distributed network architecture make
the readout system has advantage of adapting varying requirements of particle physics experiments. To guarantee the
readout performance and flexibility, a standalone embedded CPU system is utilized for network protocol stack
processing. To receive customized data format and protocol from FEE, a field programmable gate array (FPGA) is used
for logic reconfiguration. To optimize the interface and improve the data swap speed between CPU and FPGA, a
sophisticated method based on SRAM is presented in this paper. In this method, in the aspect of hardware, FPGA fakes
itself into a SRAM for CPU. Data from FEE is cached firstly in FPGA and then put on the SRAM bus for CPU fetching.
In the aspect of software, Linux operating system pre-allocates physical address for this fake SRAM, and the embedded
device driver controls and manages it. To synchronize the data swap, a hand-shaking scheme is put forward in this
method. For the purpose of evaluating this high-speed readout method, a simplified readout module is designed and
implemented. Test results show that this module can support up to 70Mbps data throughput from the readout module to
DAQ smoothly.
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A Versatile FPGA Framework for Pixel Array Detectors

Q. Xia, I. Sheviakov, M. Zimmer
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For applications at different X-Ray light sources three pixel array detectors with a common digital readout concept are
under development at DESY. One of these detectors, the so-called Helmholtz cube, will serve as development platform
for new sensor materials, readout ASICs and interconnect technology, as well as a prototype system for photon science

experiments. All three detectors use an identical digital data acquisition and control board behind sensor and readoutASIC. This versatile VIRTEX5-based mezzanine card is aiming at applications with data-rates in the order of
100Gbit/s. Multiple parallel digital input signals (146 LVDS pairs with speeds of 800Mbit/s) are preprocessed, buffered
in up to 8 GByte DDR2-RAM and transmitted to external IT-devices with up to four 10G Ethernet links. Depending on
the requirements, one 10G-link can be configured alternatively as standard TCP/IP Gigabit Ethernet connection and
used for slow control and debugging purposes. Given the similar data flow and requirements of these detector-systems
and having various applications for different experiments in mind a FPGA framework has been created to simplify the
development of application- and experiment-specific firmware. This framework provides generic access to the boards
peripherals like Input/Output, DDR2 memory access and on-board flash memory. For fast data transfer via the four
10G Ethernet links a UDP stack is implemented in VHDL. The two FPGA-internal Power PC processors allow an
efficient implementation of control, monitoring and debugging applications in high-level languages as well as remote
firmware updates and data flow management tasks. This approach has the great advantage that it allows users to apply
and reuse the generic functions and to fully concentrate on their core-activities, such as detector specific readout
sequences, data processing or calibration algorithms. It is obvious, that it will reduce the FPGA firmware development
time substantially. This presentation will provide details on concepts and implementations used at different detectors
and will discuss experiences and results obtained from data taking with first detector prototypes.

A Smart Low Cost Real Time Multi Feeder Permanently Installed Smart Phone or Tablet
Based Power Quality Analyzer
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Currently Electrical Power quality is monitored or recorded by using Power Analyzers. Power Analyzers can record
only one feeder at a time and the cost of these power analyzers is very high. This article proposes an alternative to these
Power Analyzers. The proposed Power Analyzer uses LabVIEW software and National Instruments CRIO data
acquisition hardware. The proposed Power Analyzer can monitor or record voltage, current, and their real time
waveforms, frequency, power factor, active, reactive and apparent power, energy, voltage and current harmonic
distortion, voltage fluctuations, voltage sag, swell, voltage unbalance, flickers, faults detection and symmetrical
components. The beauty of this Power Analyzer is that it measures number of feeders at the same time unlike
conventional Power Analyzers and it can be permanently installed in the substation for continuous monitoring as the
cost of this Power Analyzer is less than conventional Power Analyzers. The proposed Power Analyzer has powerful PC
interface i.e. it comes with the PC software though which power is monitored. This software is written using LabVIEW
Software. And It uses LabVIEW Real time module for real time data acquisition. This software is connected and
viewed in android smart phone or tablet in data dashboard app so that system becomes Smart Phone or Tablet based.
National Instruments CRIO is used as hardware. As CRIO contains FPGA in it, the Power Analyzer becomes
embedded system in itself and even if the connectivity with the PC fails for some reason CRIO with FPGA takes care
of the data acquisition and power quality monitoring, so is more reliable. An experimental result in Laboratory proves
that this Power Analyzer is accurate with error of 1% or less and is much superior in features than conventional Power
Analyzers.
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MicroTCA at the Multiplexing Level in the Readout of the PANDA Micro Vertex Detector
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The experiment PANDA (Antiproton Annihilation at Darmstadt) is under development for the future accelerator
facility FAIR in Darmstadt, Germany. In the target spectrometer of PANDA a micro-vertex detector (MVD) will be
used as the central tracking detector for charged particles. The design of the MVD is based on silicon strip detectors at
the outer layer and on silicon pixel detectors at the inner layers. Data from the readout ASICs in the front end are sent
via GBT opical link (CERN development) to a Multiplexing Layer, where 3 GBT links are aggregated to 1 10 Gbit/s
optical link to the Level-1 Trigger network. The Multiplexing Layer will be implemented with MTCA.4. The so-called
HGF-AMC, a versatile AMC module developed by DESY in cooperation with KIT, will be used for the aggregation of
the GBT links. The HGF-AMC is based on a Kintex-7 FPGA and supports MTCA.4. The paper presents the overall
architecture and the ongoing developments.

Data Acquisition System of over Giga-Bps of Data Rate for User Experiment at X-Ray FreeElectron Laser Facility SACLA
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We report the data acquisition (DAQ), control, and storage system for user experiments at the XFEL facility, SACLA,
in the SPring-8 site. The upgrade plan of the DAQ system for the upcoming new beamline is also discussed.
The experiments at SACLA require shot-by-shot DAQ in synchronization with the beam repetition cycle in order to
correlate the X-ray beam characteristics with the recorded data such as X-ray diffraction pattern. The experiments
produce TOF waveform or X-ray image, of which the data size ranges up to 12 MBytes for each X-ray pulse.
To meet these requirements, we have constructed a DAQ system that is operated in synchronization with the 60Hz
beam repetition cycle. The system is designed to handle up to 6 Gbps data rate. It consists of the trigger
distributor/counters, the data-handling servers, the parallel-writing high-speed data storage, and the relational database.
The pipeline data-buffer at each computer node ensures integrity of the data transfer with the non-real-time operating
systems such as Solaris and Linux. All the data are transmitted via TCP/IP protocol over GbE and 10GbE Ethernet. The
data are finally stored to the hierarchical storage system with the large capacity of more than 6 Peta-Byte size. To
monitor the experimental status and the data health, the system incorporates with on-line visualization of
waveform/images as well as prompt data mining by 14 TFlops PC cluster connected to a shared file system.
The DAQ system has been stably operating for the user experiments since March 2012. The preliminary performance
report was shown in the 2012 IEEE NSS conference.
SACLA will be upgraded to construct another beamline in 2014. The DAQ system will also be upgraded to handle
multiple user experiments in parallel at a time with these beamlines. The control and data stream will be reorganized to
be separated for each beamline. The tag-number distributer/receiver modules has been introduced to the distributed
frontend digitizer system in order to simplify the data identification by embedding the identical tag-number into the
data at the same beam shot.
Some types of the experiment require a feedback to the experimental condition through the prompt data analysis of the
each experimental run. In this case, data for a few minutes are analyzed in a quasi-online manner. In order to meet this
run-by-run analysis demands, we have increased the analysis resources so far. The on-site 0.1 PFlops supercomputer
with the same architecture as "K computer" is installed in addition to the PC cluster, and will perform as a primary data
analysis computing farm. For further complicated analysis, the data will be sent via Wide Area Network to the off-site
"K computer" to utilize the 10 PFlops of the supercomputer resources.
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Researches of the Digital Timing Spectrometer Based on DSP Builder and FPGA
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In order to explore the microscopic world and reveal the mysteries of the microscopic world , the radiation generated in
the interaction process between the micro-particles has been detected by use of measuring the energy and the time
relationship in various radiation particles to distinguish the types of radiation particles and reconstruct the tracks of
radiation particles in the space , a variety of information in the interaction process between micro-particles has also
been obtained.The information between the micro-particles exist in the output signal from nuclear radiation detector ,
the time information of the pulse signal are required to obtain in order to know the nature of the incident , the time and
location of the incidence . It has been an important research topic that improve the method of accessing the time
spectrum and explore the novel approach .
With the development of digital technology, especially the digital signal processing(DSP) technology, the advantages
of all-digital analysis techniques has been growingly obvious in comparison with the traditional analog analysis
techniques . The digital signal processing technology has a great flexibility and can be reconfigured to adapt to the
needs of different signals . The accuracy of the digital signal processing technology has also been further enhanced
with the improved performance of the ADC and FPGA . Digitizing the signal as early as possible through DSP
technology also has a strong anti-interference ability , the digital pulse processing technique ,thus , is widely used in
nuclear spectroscopy system.
Digital Constant Fraction Timing (dCFD) make use of the high-speed ADC to fully acquire the signal waveform
information , analyze and process the pulse using digital pulse processing algorithms , achieve the time information by
interpolation fitting and Digital Constant Fraction Timing, it replaces the traditional analog timing circuit , simplifying
the circuit system , the algorithm is therefore easy to reconstruction.
We developed a digital spectrometer prototype system , achieved energy spectrum measurements and time spectrum
measurement for different configuration parameters by the flexibility and reconstruction of digital pulse processing
technology.
System algorithm has been completed with the association of DSP builder and FPGA , and all the algorithms has been
ultimately implemented in the FPGA , which took advantage of the parallel processing features to improve the speed of
data processing and simplify the hardware circuit.

At present, the digital time spectrometer has been experienced a series of electronics testing , and finish a set of
digitized positron coincident spectrometer measuring the 22Na radioactive sources, a good FWHM energy resolution of
up to 3.90% has been implemented ,also, a good time resolution of up to 157.6ps,which was higher than the traditional
TDC.
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A Prototype of the Readout Electronics for Space Radiation Detector
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In this thesis, a prototype of detector readout electronics for further manned space exploration is presented. For It was
developed and optimized for electron, proton, alpha particle and gamma-ray detection that can do harm for biological
tissues. The system contains three detectors: Silicon PIN and CdZnTe detector which arranged in a telescope structure.
A universal charge sensitive preamplifier was used for different sensors was used to collect the current. And dataacquisition electronics for multi-channel detector was designed. Using the development of FPGA(Field Programmable
Gate Array) with VHDL language, we can finally identify the particles and their energy. With low power and small
size, it can be used in future particle detecting mission.

The TEL62: a Real-Time Board for the NA62 Trigger and Data Acquisition. Data Flow and
Firmware Design
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The main goal of the NA62 experiment at CERN SPS is to measure the branching ratio of the ultra-rare K+→π+νν
decay, collecting about 100 events in two years of data taking to test the Standard Model of Particle Physics. Readout
uniformity of sub-detectors, scalability, efficient online selection and lossless high rate readout are key issues. The
TEL62 boards are the common blocks of the NA62 Trigger and Data AcQuisition (TDAQ) system. TEL62s process
and store hits coming from the subdetectors in a buffer according to their timestamp, extracting only those requested by
the trigger system, which merges trigger primitives also produced by TEL62s. The complete dataflow and firmware
organization are described.

A High-Resolution TDC-Based Board for a Fully Digital Trigger and Data Acquisition
System in the NA62 Experiment at CERN
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The NA62 experiment at CERN will test the Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics by measuring the Branching
Ratio (BR) of the ultra-rare decay of a charged Kaon into a charged pion and two neutrinos (K+→π+νν). The main goal
is to collect 100 such events in two years of data-taking, using high-energy, in-flight Kaon decays from a 750 MHz
hadron beam produced by 400 GeV/c SPS protons impinging on a Beryllium target. Readout uniformity of subdetectors, scalability, efficient online selection and lossless high rate readout are key issues. A Time to Digital
Converter (TDC) based system, to be used for most sub-detectors in the high-flux rare-decay of the experiment, was
built as part of the NA62 fully digital Trigger and Data AcQuisition system (TDAQ), in which the TDC Board (TDCB)
and a general-purpose motherboard (TEL62) will play a fundamental role. While TDCBs, housing four High
Performance Time to Digital Converters (HPTDC), measure hit times from sub-detectors, the motherboard processes
and stores them in a buffer, produces trigger primitives from different detectors and extracts only data related to the
first trigger level decision, once this is taken on the basis of the trigger primitives themselves. The features of the
TDCB board developed by the Pisa NA62 group are extensively discussed and performance data is presented in order
to show its compliancy with the experiment requirements.
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Application of DAQ-Middleware to the J-PARC E16 Experiment
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We have developed and researched the DAQ system for the J-PARC E16 Experiment using DAQ-Middleware.
Recently, we developed the prototype for part of the DAQ system. In our talk, we are going to talk about
developmental status, DAQ performance and future plans of the J-PARC E16 Experiment DAQ system.
The aim of the J-PARC E16 Experiment is to measure mass spectra of vector mesons in nucleus using electron pair
decays with a huge statistics. In the experiment, we plan to use the Gas Electron Multiplier (GEM) Tracker and strip
read outs. The detector has approximately one hundred thousand channels and each channel needs to have 30 samplings.
Thus, the total data transfer rate from GEM to a DAQ system is approximately 800MB/s after zero suppression. To
achieve such high transfer rate data, we are planning to use DAQ-Middleware.
DAQ-Middleware is a software framework of a network-distributed DAQ system. In particle and nuclear physics,
DAQ-Middleware is used for small or middle size experiments and detector test systems. We can build DAQ system by
combining with some software components called DAQ-Components. A lot DAQ systems can save and monitor data
by using four DAQ-Components. Maximum throughput with four simple DAQ-Components is 340MB/s. (This is in
the case of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU	
  X5650 @ 2.67GHz.) Therefore, if we create distributed system with DAQMiddleware, we can develop DAQ system which has performance of the DAQ system for the J-PARC E16 Experiment.
We can develop user-friendly distributed system with DAQ-Middleware because of following two features. The first
feature is network transparency. By network transparency, even if DAQ system is distributed in network, user is no
need to think network. The second feature is remote boot. By remote boot, user can operate all PCs for the DAQ system
across the network.
Recently, we developed the prototype of the DAQ system by using DAQ-Middleware. The DAQ system of the JPARC E16 experiment is consist of a number of similar this prototype. The prototype has following two features.
Firstly, overhead by communication with DAQ-components is no effect to the performance. Secondly, by using the
latest DAQ-Middleware version, access time for writing the data on a hard disk does not affect DAQ performance. We
evaluated the prototype using 1Gbit Ethernet. In this evaluation, we checked that throughput of the prototype is more
than around 120MB/s. Around 120MB/s is the maximum transfer rate by using 1Gbit Ethernet.
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The PANDA detector at the future FAIR facility in Darmstadt, Germany will operate with a very high anti-proton
interaction rate of up to 2 x 107/s in a free streaming mode without hardware triggers. Several hundreds of GB/s of data
have to be read out. Sophisticated event filtering mechanisms based on tracking, calorimetry and particle identification
are required in order to reject background events and reducing the amount of raw data by three orders of magnitude.
This goal can be achieved by full event reconstruction and filtering in a highly parallelized and pipelined architecture
including Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platforms as well as Graphics Processing Units and PC farms.
In this contribution, we present a prototype setup consisting of up to 4 FPGA based Compute Nodes, xTCA (extended
Telecommunications Computing Architecture) compliant boards with a microTCA form factor, featuring a Xilinx
Virtex 5FX70T-2 FPGA, 2 x 2 GB DDR2, 1 Gb Ethernet, and 4 SFP+ (Small Form-Factor Pluggable) interfaces.
This subsystem will be driven by up to 9 data concentrators receiving data from sub detector front-end electronics. The
data is formatted into sub-events. Synchronization is achieved by matching SODANET (Synchronization of Data
Acquisition) time stamps distributed to all sub-systems. Sub events are subsequently combined to events that are
transmitted to a server farm for further processing and mass storage. Each step of the Data Acquisition chain features
optional event filtering.
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The MINOS (MagIc Numbers Off Stability) collaboration has developed a compact vertex tracker for in-beam gamma
spectroscopy of very exotic nuclei. It comprises a cylindrical time projection chamber with a Micromegas amplification
plane, a cylindrical tracker based on a curved Micromegas, and two off-the-shelf silicon detectors. In total, MINOS
comprises ~5000 channels. Besides performance goals, the readout electronics system was designed to be versatile and
upgradable with minimal effort. The hardware part consists of three types of custom-made cards. The Feminos is a
small digital board that can read out a front-end card equipped with AFTER chips (originally developed for the T2K
neutrino experiment), or AGET chips, a pin-compatible evolution designed by the GET collaboration. Multiple
Feminos are synchronized by a board called the trigger clock module, and are connected to a data acquisition PC
through a Gigabit Ethernet switch. System configuration, monitoring and data acquisition rely on a generic objectoriented framework based on the ICE middleware, a free software infrastructure for distributed computing. After a brief
description of the detectors of MINOS, we present the design and performance of the readout and data acquisition
system of this instrument, and show some of the results obtained during their validation in an in-beam test recently
performed at HIMAC, Chiba, Japan.
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The Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Project is a public-private partnership for a large-aperture, wide-field,
ground-based telescope that will survey half the sky every few nights in six optical bands. The 8.4-meter telescope will
be located on the El Pen peak of Cerro Pachn, a 2682 metre high mountain in Coquimbo Region, in northern Chile. The
3.2 Giga-pixel camera will take 6.4 GB images every 15 seconds, resulting in 15 TB of new raw image data per night.
The LSST camera is made up of 21 modules designated Science Raft Towers. Each raft tower module (RTM) is an
autonomous, fully testable and serviceable 144 Mega pixels imager consisting of nine highly segmented CCDs with
complete readout electronics chain. To minimize noise and obscuration the RTM is housed in a compact enclosure
fully contained within the camera cryostat. The RTM electronics is composed of 3 independent boards called REB
(Raft Electronics Boards). Each REB controls and acquires data from 3 4K x 4K fully depleted CCDs with 16 outputs
each and send data to a data acquisition system based on ATCA crates through a 3.25 Gbps serial link. The readout
time is 2 seconds. The Front End section is based on two ASICs one, the CABAC (Clock & Biases Asic for CCD), that
provides CCD clocks and biases and the other, the ASPIC (Analogue Signal Processing Integrated Circuit), for the
signal conditioning and amplification. Analog data are digitized using 48, 18 bits low power ADCs. In addition the
electronics has many housekeeping features such as temperature voltage and current monitoring. The board also
provides heater controls, ASICs configuration and read back and power down modes. A specific section based on 2 fast
12 bits ADCs is dedicated to in-cryostat diagnostics and debugging, and allows the measure of all the essential camera
parameters. Each board is controlled by a Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGA. It provides CCD clocks sequences, drives all boards
devices and is in charge of the communication with the DAQ system. We will discuss the conceptual design of the
science raft electronics and present preliminary tests results.
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In the next few years, the Belle-II experiment will start the search for an indication of new physics in the quark flavor
sector. The Belle-II detector complex consists of 7 sub-detectors. The raw data size from the innermost detector,
pixelated silicon sensors (PXD) is about 800 kB per events and it is too huge to record directly in the online storage
system, so it uses a special hardware to extract only important regions using the tracking information from a silicon
vertex detector surrounds it. Signals from all other detectors are digitized by attached front-end electronics, sent to the
COPPER (COmmon Pipeline Platform for Electronics Readout) modules by Belle2Link protocol over optical fibers.
The COPPER module sends data to the downstream via a Gigabit Ethernet. Number of optical links will be 700 and the
number of Gigabit Ethernet from COPPER will be about 200. If the event builder uses a single network switch, it must
have 200 ports of Gigabit Ethernet and deep buffers to hold many large events on each output port. Instead of such
large-scale switch, we developed a three level event building system.
The first level of the event building system, EB0 reduces the number of Gigabit Ethernet from 200 to 50 by
inexpensive switches and the software for the traffic smoothing. As the event size without PXD and the trigger rate in

average are expected 100 kB and 30 kHz respectively, the data rate will be about 30 Gbps. The next level is EB1 that
receives the event stream at the rate from 50 links of Gigabit Ethernet, builds into partial a event without PXD, and
sends to the online computer farm for HLT (High Level Trigger). HLT decides whether the event is meaningful. The
HLT farm consists of several units for the gradually upgrade and the number of unit will be about 10 at the designed
luminosity. If the event is marked as not meaningful, only header and footer will be sent to the downstream. After the
decision, the data from HLT and from PXD are combined into an event by the last level of the event building system,
EB2.
EB1 uses four switches that have deep buffers and four 10Gigabit switches that can propagate pause frames to the
connected device when the packet buffer on the switch becomes full. Four deep buffer switches receives packets from
50 links of Gigabit Ethernet and send them to four 10Gigabit switches connected to HLT units via aggregated
10Gigabit Ethernets to provide the throughput faster than that of input. EB2 receives the HLT data via 10Gigabit
Ethernet and the PXD data via 10 links of Gigabit Ethernet, and sends the fully built event to the online storage system.
We will report the detail structure of the event building system and report about the performance in beam tests.
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Chinese DArk Matter Particle Explore (DAMPE) satellite is a space telescope for high energy gamma-ray, electron and
cosmic rays detection, with a launch date of 2015. The Silicon Tungsten Tracker (STK) is a detector of the DAMPE to
measure the incidence direction of high energy cosmic ray. It consists of 6 layers of silicon micro-strip detectors
interleaved with Tungsten converter plates. The entire STK contains 73,728 readout channels being sampled at a rate of
1 MHz according to external average 50 Hz trig. Its a great challenge for space mission that all data acquisition (DAQ)
works of detector signal digitization, data process and transfer are finished in 3 milliseconds dead time. The STK has 5
main work modes: normal mode, raw data mode, pedestal update mode, and calibration mode.
In order to meet above requirements, 8 identical Tracker Readout Boards (TRB) are developed to control and read the
front Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) signals. 8 TRBs work simultaneously according to every trig. In
each TRB, there are 2 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), 48 serial ADCs to process front 144 ASICs. A SRAM
is also adopted in each TRB for data buffer. LVDS and RS422 are used for scientific data and telemetry
communication with payload DAQ. Benefiting from the FPGAs rich resources and feature of work in parallel, data
process includes pedestal subtraction, common noise subtraction, cluster finding and data compressing is realized
inside two FPGAs whose firmware software is developed by VHDL language.
The electronics overall structure and software design of the DAQ for STK will be introduced in this article.

A general xTCA compliant and FPGA based Data Processing building blocks for trigger and
data acquisition system
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This paper describes a general purpose xTCA compliant and FPGA based Data Processing building blocks to be used
for trigger and data acquisition system in a big physics experiment with characteristic of high speed data transmission
and processing. The blocks making a full unit include: 4 Advanced Mezzanine Cards (AMC, called xFP card), 1 AMC
carrier ATCA board(ACAB), 1 Intellectual Plateform Management Controller (IPMC) card, 4 Module Management
Controller(MMC) and optionally 1 Rear Transition I/O Board(RTM). The ACAB board features 1 Xilinx Virtex-4
FX60 FPGA chip and 2GBytes DDR2 memory for data buffering and switching and the xFP board features 1 xilinx
Virtex-5 FX70T FPGA chips and 4GBytes DDR2 memory for data processing. The connection between ACAB board
and four xFP boards are by MTCA compliant connectors with RocketIO port and other LVDS I/O pairs. 8 optical links
by 4 xFP(each with two 6Gbps optical IO) cards provide an input bandwidth of 48Gbps and 16 optical link by 4
xFP(each with four 4Gbps optical IO) cards provide an highest input bandwidth of 64Gbps. Optical links can either
from panel of AMC card in normal MTCA shelf or from RTM card in xTCA shelf. 5 Gbit Ethernet links are provided
for output to higher level trigger or for storage. Intelligent Platform Management Controllers (IPMC)/Module
Management Controllers(MMC) are designed on an add-on card with the function of power management, temperature
sensing and some other module monitor function. A single ATCA shelf can host up to 14 units interconnected via a full
mesh backplane. Usage of these blocks will be reported by other paper in the same conference RT2014 of Belle II and
PANDA experiments.
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Novel Calibration Method for Switched Capacitor Arrays Enables Time Measurements with
Sub-Picosecond Resolution
FEFD-1:

S. Ritt1, D. Stricker-Shaver2, B. Pichler2
1
PSI, Villigen PSI, Switzerland
2
University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen, Germany

Switched capacitor arrays ASICs (SCA) are becoming more and more popular in the readout of detector signals, since
the sampling frequency of typically several Giga samples per second allow excellent pile-up rejection and time
measurements. This first part of the talk will give an overview of fast digitizers and compare their strengths and
weaknesses. One of them is the fact that their sampling bins are not equidistant in time, given by limitations of the chip
process. In the past, this limited time measurements of optimal signals to accuracies of about 5-25 ps, depending on the
specific chip, even after careful time calibrations. The second part of this talk introduces a novel time calibration,
which allows to push this limit below 1 ps. The basic limitations for time resolution will be indicated and the theory
behind the novel calibration will be discussed, which is also applicable to other SCA chips. Various test measurements
with different boards based on the DRS4 ASIC will be shown which indicate that the new calibration is valid over a
wide temperature range and stable over time. It is therefore very well suited for the most precise time measurements in
time-of-flight systems such as in PET, and opens a new door to measure the impact point along the wire for drift
chamber detectors.
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SamPic0: a 16-Channel, 10-GSPS TWDC Digitizer Chip for Picosecond Time Tagging

D. R. Breton1, E. Delagnes2, H. Grabas2, J. Maalmi1, P. Rusquart1, M. Saimpert2, P. Vallerand1
1
SERDI, CNRS - IN2P3 - LAL ORSAY, Orsay, France
2
SEDI, CEA - DSM - IRFU, Saclay, France

SamPic0 is a Waveform and Time to Digital Converter (WTDC) multichannel chip providing outstanding time
measurement capabilities. It makes use of the new AMS 0.18-m CMOS technology. One of its specificities stands in its
capacity to directly measure the arrival time of fast analog signals without the need of any external discriminator. Each
of its 16 channels associates a traditional DLL-based TDC providing a raw time based on a counter and a DLL with an
ultra-fast 64-cell deep analogue memory ( bandwidth > 1.5 GHz, sampling frequency > 10GS/s) allowing fine timing
extraction as well as other parameters of the pulse like charge, pulse width or rise-time. Each channel also integrates a
discriminator that can self-trigger the channel independently or allow it to participate to a more complex trigger
embedded on-chip. External trigger is also available. After triggering, analogue data is also digitized on-chip by a
massively parallel low-power 11-bit ADC Wilkinson ADC running at 1.3 GHz and only data corresponding to a
predetermined region of interest is then serially transferred towards the acquisition system. Dead-time is thus limited to
1.6 s for an 11-bit conversion and is as low as 400 ns for a 9-bit conversion which already provides an excellent time
precision. Contrasting with the existing fast sampler chips usually designed for all-purpose applications and requiring
external electronics to be used for performing accurate timing measurements, the SAMPIC0 chip presented here has
been specifically designed for this type of application. Although the SAMPIC0 chip was originally thought as a
technological demonstrator, its readout has been structured from the start for low dead-time applications and its design
thus permits an easy integration in medium size acquisition systems. Such a set of boards and DAQ system has already
been developed with the primary goal of evaluating the chip performances, but it is also usable to take data with
detectors in a real environment. This setup, including a powerful software with an original interactive graphical
interface, has permitted the characterization of the SAMPIC0 chip, and the measurements of its time resolution which
is as good as 14 ps rms without any correction. This value is decreased in the range of 3 to 4 ps rms after a simple
correction, itself based on a very simple calibration. This calibration remains very stable with time and can thus be
stored on-board. The talk will present the new WTDC concept, the chip architecture, the existing set of boards and
DAQ system and will give report of the latest measurements of the chip performances. It will also present the
modifications and additions to the design of the second version of the chip, which should be submitted in the first half
of 2014. In addition to a few corrections, these modifications mainly target the analog and noise performances, the
improvement of the trigger logics and the reduction of the dead-time.
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Uneven Bin Width Digitization and a Timing Calibration Method Using Cascaded PLL

J. Wu
Particle Physics Division, FNAL, Batavia, IL, United States

Digitizers with uneven bin widths become more practical as the calibration in digital domain becomes convenient. In
order to specify and compare the measurement ability of digitizers with uneven bin widths, it is necessary to define a
parameter that takes effects of the various bin widths into account. In this paper, a parameter called equivalent bin
width is defined based on mechanism of digitization. A scheme for timing bin widths calibration using cascaded phase
lock loop (PLL) circuits is also presented in this document.
FEFD-4:

An Ultrafast Digitizer with Picosecond Sampling Time for Coherent Synchrotron Radiation

M. Caselle1, S. Chilingaryan1, A.-S. Mueller2, A. Kopmann1, S. Wuensch3, N. J. Smale2, M. Siegel3, M. Weber1,
M. Vogelgesang1, J. Raasch3, J. Steinmann2, M. Brosi2, V. Judin2
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Since a few years coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) generated by short electron bunches is provided at the ANKA
light source. Electron bunches can be filled in up to 184 buckets with a distance between two adjacent bunches of 2 ns
corresponding to the RF system frequency of 500 MHz. Arbitrary filling patterns are generated to investigate the
interaction of adjacent bunches in CSR. To study the THz emission characteristics over multiple revolutions
superconducting YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) film detectors can be used. The intrinsic response time of YBCO thin films
is in the order of a few picoseconds only. For fast and continuous sampling of this individual ultra-short terahertz
pulses a novel digitizer system has been developed. The setup is accomplished by real-time data processing based with
high-end graphic processing units (GPUs). The data acquisition system consists of detector, wideband low-noise
amplifier, fast pulse digitizer board, back-end readout card and the GPU-DAQ system. The analog output of the low
noise amplifier operating at ambient temperature is connected to the fast digitizer board. Four samples are recorded in
parallel for each fast pulse with programmable sampling times in the range of 3 to 100 ps. A new concept of wideband
power divider has been developed operating up to 65 GHz. The readout card provides programmable logic FPGA and
DDR3 memories for on-line data processing and temporary storage. Real-time system architectures based on FPGA
and GPU are used for an on-line pulse reconstruction and evaluations of both the peak amplitude of each pulse and the
time between consecutive bunches with a picosecond time resolution. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is performed online for the frequency analysis of the CSR undulations. The data is transmitted to the GPU computing node by a fast
data transfer links based on a bus master DMA engine connected to PCI express endpoint logic to ensure a continuous
high data throughput of up to 4 GByte/s. The fast digitizer board and the high data throughput board have been tested
with terahertz YBCO detectors at ANKA. The superconductor detector technology, the fast front end, the digitizer
system and the high throughput data transmission will be presented. Multi-turn measurements of CSR have turned out
to be an important diagnostic tool for storage rings with short bunch operation. With the DAQ system presented it is
possible to resolve the bursting behaviour of single bunches even in a multi-bunch environment to study the bunchbunch-interactions. First results obtained have already been published in the synchrotron machine physic community.
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A Digital Front-End Electronics for the Neutron Detector Array NEDA

F. J. Egea Canet1, A. Gadea2, V. Gonzalez1, J. J. Valiente Dobon3, M. Jastrzab4, M. Tripon5, A. Boujrad5, C. Houarner5,
P. Bourgault5, M. Blaizot5, G. de France5, J. M. Blasco Igual1, D. Barrientos3, E. Sanchis1, G. Jaworski6, A. Di Nitto7,
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Research in exotic nuclei has led physicists to use high-resolution gamma spectrometers coupled with neutron and
charged-particle detectors to increase the sensibility of the set-up allowing to study the aforementioned nuclei. Special
effort is put into obtaining efficient detectors for neutron collection, specially those coming from simultaneous multiple
emission of neutrons, being so one of the main goals for the new-generation NEDA (NEutron Detector Array). NEDA
is expected to play a major role as a neutron detector array for future experiments using high-intensity stable and
radioactive ion beams with the gamma-ray spectrometers AGATA, EXOGAM, PARIS and GALILEO.
NEDA design has been focused on obtaining large neutron efficiencies, especially for neutron multiplicities, excellent
NGD (Neutron-Gamma Discrimination) and high counting rates, with the addition of improved neutron energy
resolution to study reaction mechanisms. Therefore, large chambers of BC501A organic scintillator are used, combined
with a geometry capable to cope with the neutron multiplicities minimizing the effects of scattered neutrons. Neutron

detection, while largely depending on the detector design, the performance of the detection set-up largely depends on
the electronics as well, since scattering rejection and NGD computation require accurate TOF measurements and fast
electronics capable to perform on-line the NGD algorithms.
This paper presents the design of the NEDA electronics, a first attempt to involve the use of digital electronics in large
neutron detector arrays, unlike its antecessor Neutron Wall, whose electronics are based on NIM modules. Starting by
the front-end modules attached to the PMTs and ending up with the data processing workstations, a comprehensive
electronic system capable to deal with the acquisition and pre- processing of the neutron array is detailed. Among the
electronic modules taking part, we emphasize on the front-end analog processing, the digitalization, pre-processing and
communications firmware, as well as the integration of a Global Trigger System (GTS), already successfully used in
AGATA aimed to synchronize and provide the sampling clocks. First results are expected for 2015.
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High-Speed Data Transmission and High-Precision Time Measure System Based on Fiber and

FPGA
J. Wang, S.-Z. Lin, H.-F. Zhang, K. Cui, J.-M. Wang, D.-X. Yang
Modern Physics Dept., Univ. of Sci. & Tech. of China, Hefei,Anhui, China
Many physical experiments or instruments need data transmission and time measurement system, especially for the big
data or high-precision time measurements requirements, such as a large imaging system which needs a high-speed data
transmission for collecting the image data; a bit commitments experiments[1] we finished recently which needs not
only a high speed data transmission but also a high precision time measurement system.
The protocol[2] implemented in our experiment involves six parties: Alice and her agents A0 and A1, and Bob and his
agents B0 and B1. They are distributed in three locations which are almost aligned, as illustrated in Fig 1. Bob and
Alice are grouped in location middle, A0 and B0 are grouped in location 0, A1 and B1 are grouped in location 1. There
are 9.3km between location 0 and location middle, 12.3km between location middle and location 1. For the bit
commitment experiment, a high-speed data transmission and high-precision measurement system is designed.
For complete the bit commitment experiment, there must be the shortest transmission delay between nodes, that means
a high-speed transmission system is needed, and at every node, the time stamp will be get by GPS and time
measurement system.
A common design of control board for every node is proposed except the Bob -- QKD transmitter. The control board
have the function of optical transceiver, USB interface, discriminator, time measurements, data storage, data
acquisition
USB data channel design includes USB host part and USB Slave part. At the USB Host side, we use Windriver
package from Jungo company to develop the Host software in windows OS and use libusb library to develop host
software in linux OS. At USB slave side, CY7C68013 chip from cypress company is used which can reach to 250Mbps
we tested[4]. Discriminator module provide input interface for signal: 4 channel LVTTL input and 4 channel using
discriminator chip for LVTTL level transformation. In the bit commitment experiment, the signal from SPD and GPS
will input to the FPGA by discriminator module. Optical transceiver module use SerDes chip TLK2501 and TLK1501
from TI company and standard SFP components. TLK1501 and TLK2501 are high speed SERDES chips reached to
1.5Gbps and 2.5Gbps
To get high-precision stamp of data sending and receiving, GPS and a FPGA-based time measurement module are used.
GPS provides second level time measurement and a FPGA-based Time-to-Digit Converter used for high-precision time
measurement. The TDC use coarse + fine method. The coarse part use a high-frequency counter and fine part use carry
line in FPGA. And according the requirements of bit commitment experiments, we need design different main control
module for Alice side, B0,B1 side, A0,A1 side use same control board. Using High-speed data transmission and highprecision time measure system based on fiber and FPGA, we established the bit commitment experiments and well
demostrated bit commitments protocol.
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Ethernet Forward Error Correction for Data Acquisition Networks

G. Floros, P. Durante, N. Neufeld
PH-LBC, Cern, Geneva, Switzerland
The demand for faster and more reliable networks is growing day by day both in commercial and scientific applications,
driving many innovations in network protocols, fiber optics and network-controllers. Operating fast links on relatively
inexpensive hardware is a very important challenging aspect of this. One important way to enable this is to provide the
network with an existing mechanism of error correction, called Forward Error Correction (F.E.C.). Although errorcorrecting codes exist for over six decades and F.E.C. is applied in various projects, it is still not widespread in Ethernet
networks. F.E.C. introduces a very cost effective way to expand the limits of any network based on micro-controllers

synthesized on FPGAs, but it is provided only for specific applications, such as backplane systems. Most of the FPGA
and/or IP core vendors either do not provide this feature on their Ethernet implementations or their F.E.C.
implementations are based on Ethernet micro-controllers that have a different structure that the IEEE 802.3-2008
standard describes. The benefits from F.E.C. apply not only on bandwidth rates but also in the total cost of the network
equipment. F.E.C. provides a better way, in terms of efficiency, to submit data, as it allows the correction of packets
containing errors without adding any protocol overhead, thus expanding the bandwidth limit without any further
changes to the network. On the other hand F.E.C. can cut down costs of fibre optics or transceivers. It can provide a
low Bit Error Rate for a low cost manufacturing fibre optics network, which can be even or better with a network based
on more expensive equipment without the F.E.C.. The most important elements of the Ethernet stack for the F.E.C. are
the PCS (Physical Coding Sub-layer) and the PMA (Physical Medium Attachment). F.E.C. is placed between the PCS
and the PMA and it is designed to provide error correction while being invisible to the rest of the micro-controller. This
means that it does not require any driver or IP core updates/optimizations to work. In this paper we present the key
elements of the F.E.C. following the IEEE 802.3-2008 standard. We will describe the mathematical aspects of our
implementation. On the technical point we will analyze the key elements of the F.E.C. and we will provide the
implementation steps. We will provide measurements on each element about throughput, max operating frequency and
the changes that have to be made to adapt it to any vendors IP.
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Design of Giga Bit Ethernet Readout Module Based on ZYNQ for HPGe

T. Xue, M. Zeng, G. H. Gong, J. M. Li, H. Gong, W. Pan
Department of Enigneering Physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
ZYNQ is the new architecture of FPGA with dual high performance ARM Cortex-A9 processors from Xilinx. A new
module with giga-bit Ethernet interface based on the ZYNQ XC7Z010 is development for the High Purity Germanium
Detectors data acquisition in the CJPL (China JingPing under-ground Lab) experiment. With the new architecture of
ZYNQ, embedded linux with TCP/IP sockets and realtime high throughput logic based on VHDL will be running in a
single chip with lower profile, lower power and higher performance. Its very differently from the classic architecture
with two chips, one processor plus one FPGA. This paper will introduce how about the architecture of the readout
module and how the new module can archive higher performance than the classic one. Also the throughput of the gigabit Ethernet which more than 600Mbps will be introduce and a sample of HPGe data acquisition system based on the
new module will also be introduced.
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A Low Power Tranceiver Design for Short Distance Communication

J. Wu
Dept. of Modern Physics, University of Sci.&Tech. of China, Hefei, Anhui, China
For large scale sensor networks, which are widely used for huge instrument, power consumption is a key factor in
design. RS485 and LVDS are mature solution for this kind of communication. RS485 is for long distance (10-1000m)
and low speed (10Mpbs ) data transfer. But some of the sensor networks require short distance and low to middle speed
data transfer. There is a lack of solution. This paper gives a low power tranceiver design, which covers the requirement
of 10-100m communication distance and 1-10Mpbs communication speed.
The tranceiver is composed by discrete circuit components, such as mosfet and comparator. The principle of the
tranceiver is something like LVDS and RS485. On the transmit side, it use alternative constant current as drive source
like LVDS, except that the drive current is adjustable. Our testament shows that under the short distance
communication circumstance just as mention before, the driver current can as low as 1mA, which is much lower than
the 3.5mA standard of LVDS. This significantly reduces the power consumption of the circuit. On the receiver side, a
simple comparator is employed to recover the data just like RS485. From the principle the receive part of RS485 and an
LVDS has nothing fundamentally different. But we made a power requirement comparison between LVDS and RS485,
the result shows that the LVDS power requirement is much higher than RS485. The reason is that LVDS is designed
for high speed data communication, so the comparator and the amplifier of the receive circuit is designed to work at
high slew rate, which requires high static current and high capacitive mosfet, all these lead extra power consumption.
While RS485 is designed for low speed data communication, so it can achieve low power factor. A proper design can
make a tradeoff between the requirement of speed and current.
Another way to reduce the power consumption of a circuit is to reduce the voltage. Because the dramatic power
requirement of a circuit can be established by P=1/2 cfv^2, where P is the power consumption, c is the capacitance of
the load, f is the toggle frequency and v is the working voltage. For a specific application scene, the f and c is decided
by outer factors, which is not easily to be changed. And more the voltage is square of power relations. So the lower
voltage means the lower the power requirements. In the design process, a lot of simulation is performed to choose the
right components to reduce the working voltage of the circuit. As a result the tranceiver can work at a voltage of
1.5~1.8V, more lower than the 3.3V/5V of RS485 and LVDS transceivers.
A test circuit is build up to measure the performance. A comparation with RS485 and LVDS at different data speed is

performed, the result shows this tranceiver consumes only 1/6 power of LVDS at 4Mbps. Also the eye pattern
measurement shows it works well with cat-5e twisted pair.
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FPGA Based Control and Data Acquisition Interfaces for PANDA Components

M. Drochner, H. Kleines, S. vanWaasen
FZ Juelich, Juelich, Germany
For the upcoming PANDA detector at FAIR (Darmstadt, Germany), various components for timing distribution,
control and data acquisition are being constructed. Design objective is to support testing of detector components in a
laboratory environment, while keeping it scalable and use hardware platforms and interfaces already agreed on for the
final implementation. For timing and certain control tasks, the "SODANET" protocol is used which is developed with
other contributors in the PANDA project. The protocol runs on fast serial links which are part of modern FPGAs; the
links are operated in a synchonous mode so that the timimg accuracy is defined by the link clock. For data transfer, the
CERN "GBT" platform is used which is a unidirectional link with Forward Error Correction. As hardware platform,
MicroTCA.4 is used; a suitable AMC module has been developed by DESY and KIT.
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The Use of USB 3.0 for Fast Data Transfer in a Plant PET Detector

P. Wuestner, A. Erven, L. Jokhovets, G. Kemmerling, H. Noeldgen, M. Streun, S. van Waasen
ZEA-2, Research Centre Juelich, Juelich, Germany
The Research Centre Juelich is developing a PET detector for plant phenotyping together with Philips Digital Photon
Counting, Aachen. The scientific goal is to study the carbon transport in plants. The poster will give an overview over
the whole project, but will focus on the use of USB 3.0 to transfer data from the FPGA to the acquisition computer. To
detect the photon pairs we use a ring of digital photon counters recently developed by Philips.
For the prototype we decided to use a Xilinx Kintex evaluation board for data concentration and processing of the
coincidences. It is assumed that the necessary data rate from the FPGA to the acquisition computer is about 300
MByte/s. As data link a 10-gigabit Ethernet link would be preferred, but the evaluation board contains a USB 3.0
interface already, therefore we chose to use this one in order to reduce the development costs. The poster will discuss
the pros and cons of the use of USB for data acquisition and the results achieved so far.
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A High-Speed Reliable Data Transfer Method Based on FPGA Hardware Acknowledgement
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In high-speed data transfer network, Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is often used to ensure the reliability of
transmission. But the protocol requires more CPU resources and has low transmission efficiency. TCP uses
retransmission when timeout and data acknowledge mechanism to get the ability of reliable transmission. Data receiver
must acknowledge data frames with relevant acknowledgement (ACK) frames to inform data transmitter that frames
have been received correctly. Data transmitter can only transmit new data frames after receiving the ACK frames of
current data frames, otherwise a retransmission will be started when timeout. The readout and handling of ACK frames
are accomplished by CPU, which require much CPU resources and add time delay, therefore increases average ACK
frame waiting time and decrease the data rate. This paper implements a high-speed reliable data transfer method based
on FPGA hardware acknowledgement. This method uses acknowledgement (ACK) frames and retransmission to ensure
a reliable and sequential transmission as TCP does. To overcome the disadvantages of TCP, we use FPGA handle ACK
frames automatically to improve the response speed of ACK frames. FPGA generates an ACK frame without CPU
when received a correct data frame and transmits the ACK frame to data source immediately. It also checks ACK
frames after sending data frames. If an error or timeout occurs during checking, FPGA informs CPU to start a
retransmission, otherwise a new data frame can be transmitted. By using FPGA on handling ACK frames, our method
reduces ACK frame waiting and readout time, which is helpful to increase data rate. On the other hand, a data check
module and an interrupt combination module are implemented on FPGA. The data check module uses CRC32, which is
compatible with Ethernet, and is able to ensure the integrality of data frames. Received data is moved to memory by
DMA and then can be used by applications directly. Data check module, together with FPGA based acknowledge
mechanism, reduces CPU occupancy in software protocol operating and data copy. Interrupts occur when data frames
are received or transmitted successfully, thus transmission will be unstable when interrupts occur frequently. Interrupt
combination module decreases the number of interrupts, especially when plenty of frames are received continuously. If
data rate is too high, CPU can send command to FPGA to control the generating of ACK frames, either of ACK frame
delay or miss will lower the data rate. This paper also compares the method with TCP by experiment. The result shows

that this method has higher transfer speed and lower CPU occupancy while ensuring transmission reliability and flowcontrol, it is suitable for point-to-point data transmission.
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Upgrade to 16 Lane PCIexpress Lanes in MTCA.4

H. Koerte
N.A.T., Bonn, Germany
Content : This presentation shows a solution to overcome the bottleneck in the data path of the main CPU (root
complex), if all IO boards transfer their data via 4 lane PCIexpress DMA. By default all AMC slots offer 4 lanes of
PCIexpress transfers. By extending the data path to the local CPU of the NAT-MCH-PHYS64 no modification in the
backplane of the MTCA.4 crates is needed to offer a 16 lane PCIexpress path to the main processing CPU.
Summary : MicroTCA.4 systems offer 4 lanes of PCIexpress to all 12 AMC slots. At the beginning IO boards only
used 1 lane of PCIexpress (2.5 GBaud) or maximum 4 lane of PCIexpress (10 GBaud). At that time the main CPU (root
complex) read the data. By using FPGA in IO boards, the IO boards are able to write per DMA directly in the main
memory of CPU. This offers an increase of factor 3 compared to reading data via CPU and frees up CPU performance
for processing. To overcome the bootleneck, if 12 IO boards DMA their data, the CPU boards offer PCIexpress Gen3
(32 GBaud) to increase data bandwidth. Benchmarks show, that this is no enough data bandwidth. Therefore a solution
offering 16 PCIexpress lanes (offering 128 GBaud) is requested. In this presentation a solution will be shown, which
can be used without any modification in standard MicroTCA.4 systems. This solution is based on the NATMCHPHYS64 and the local CPU on the RTM of the MCH. Also the connection to external PCs via PCIexpress x16
cable will be presented. With this two solutions enough data bandwidth and processing power is available to process all
data of high speed IO boards.
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A New DMA PCIe Architecture for Gigabyte Data Transmission

M. Caselle, S. Chilingaryan, A. Kopmann, M. Weber, L. Rota
IPE, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
PCI Express is a high-speed serial point-to-point interconnect and delivers high-performance throughput. It has a
scalable architecture that supports data transfer via multiple lanes (x1, x2, x4, x8, x16 and x32). Due to differential
signalling the physical interface meets the data integrity requirements of multi-gigabit data transfers. In order to
integrate the PCI Express implementation into any particular system design, the lower layer implementation of the
MAC and PHY cores are essential. Xilinx products and solutions often include both. The PCI Express hard core
implementation provided by Xilinx for their FPGAs and its associated development tools are essential to enable
interfacing to the PCI Express physical interfaces and to ensure conformance to electrical signalling. At this level, it
provides a well-defined interface where PCI Express packetized data will be prepared and provided to or received from
the PCI Express bus. In order to maximize the PCI Express data throughput Direct Memory Access (DMA) logic is
needed. The market offers several possibilities of DMA implementation for FPGA connected to PCI Express logic core
but all of them are very expensive and often limited to a single FPGA family. To overcome this constrains we are
developing a smart and high performance minimum-logic DMA architecture fully compatible with Xilinx FPGA
families. The DMA architecture implements the requested functionality to enable data read/write data transfers between
internal FPGA and computer system memories as an application layer over the PCI Express Core. The new DMA
architecture enables seamless data transfer over the system memories without the user having in-depth knowledge or
even developing anything specific to PCI Express core interfaces. The architecture provides a simple register set to
control data transfer by the DMA Engine and it will perform the transfer until completion. The DMA Engine operates
on a linked list of DMA Descriptors. A new strategy is presents where the list of DMA Descriptors is stored in a FPGA
Base Address Registers and not in the central memory. In this way we reduce the time to manage the DMA descriptor
list. The design has been realized for Xilinx Family 6 and 7 FPGAs, and can operate with the Xilinx PCI Express core
with multi-lanes (x1, x2, x4, x8, x16 and x32) and all PCI Express generation for 1 to 3. The new concept has already
been used in real world applications. This include a readout system for an ultrafast camera within the UFO project and
an ultrafast digitizer system for Coherent Synchrotron Radiation. Presentations on both applications have been
submitted to RT 2014. The FPGA design package is complemented with Linux driver, sample source code of demo
application and a GUI that shows the data throughput. The DMA performance and the reliability in terms of bit-error
rate will be discussed.
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Implementation of Full-Bandwidth Lossless UDP Transmission in DAQ System for HEP
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Data Acquisition Systems (DAQ) of high energy physics experiments require an efficient and reliable link from a
detector to a storage unit. Usually, a considerable amount of data have to be transferred continuously, with high speed
without information loss. Any drop can perturb statistics of physic processes, imposing longer runs of accelerator and
experiment facility in order to diminish an overall error of a measurement. Fully hardware, often custom links between
the detectors and front-end electronics equipped with a direct feedback to a trigger throttle usually satisfy the listed
requirements. Reliability of link at higher stage, between the front-end electronics and the storage unit depends on the
chosen solution. Among commercial mediums (like PCIe, InfiniBand, RapidIO) frequently being applied to perform
this demanding task, the Ethernet standard seems to be the most cost-effective, widely available and portable, yet
efficient option. In most cases, the record process of data inside the storage unit is handled in software domain, under
control of an operating system. That implies unreliability, as software exposed to high throughput and, for example,
unfavourable scheduling, may drop some Ethernet packets. To address this issue, the Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) enabling packet retransmission is commonly used. However, support of this protocol in the front-end electronics,
usually equipped with field programmable gate arrays (FPGA), would utilize a lot of resources.
This paper addresses lossless high-speed link based on simple User Datagram Protocol (UDP) lacking any transmission
control mechanisms. Its implementation in an FPGA is relatively light. To meet requirements of the higher stage link,
after analysis of Linux kernel's network processing, the mixed hardware-software solution has been proposed. It is
based on three pillars:
- Ethernet flow control at Data Link layer
- New API (NAPI) support at Linux driver level
- ticket algorithm at user application level
The implementation is portable to any Linux based system without requirement of kernel modification. It uses the
standard POSIX sockets, enabling robust data acquisition with PC equipped with a regular Network Internet Controller
(NIC). The implementation has been tested on the Scalable Readout System (SRS) platform developed by RD51
community and is going to be integrated with the DAQ of the TOTEM experiment running at Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). The full bandwidth (tested with 1Gbps, expandable to next Ethernet generations) transmission has been
obtained without any packet loss. Moreover, in order to check capability of the proposed solution to self-adjust data
rate, it underwent stress tests such as: recording into wide range of storage mediums (from low throughput externals
drives up to fast disk arrays), fast acquisition with highly utilized CPUs, data flow with commercial switches between
front-end electronics and storage unit. For each of the test, no information has been lost.

Low Noise Analog Front-End Circuit for High-Speed High Resolution Digitizer for TimeDomain Applications
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An analog front-end circuit of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is one of critical parts, which defines a performance
of high-speed signal acquisition boards/systems. It directly influences the following characteristics of system:
frequency response, noise floor, transient response, saturation recovery. The analog front-end circuit for 500 MSPS 12bit ADC has been developed, and it has best-in-class combination of signal bandwidth, noise, and its transient response
is suitable for time domain applications. The developed circuit does not saturate at defined input signal range, delivers
high performance characteristics, demonstrates low power consumption, and consumes small PCB area. The reactance
of FR-4 PCB itself and that of active components are accounted in circuit design. The circuit allows a practical
utilization of full ADC dynamic range.
The paper includes: requirements for analog front-end circuit, an overview of circuit architecture alternatives and their
simulation results, an overview of circuit implementation, an explanation of circuit operation, description of circuit
evaluation problems and a way they have been solved, laboratory measurement results and serial production statistics.
The main circuits characteristics:
- used ADC is 12-bit, 500 MSPS ADS5463 from Texas Instruments;
- input impedance 50+-1.5 Ohm up to 200 MHz, DC coupled;
- input signal linear range +-1.0 V typ.;
- DC gain error +-2.0% max;
- signal bandwidth DC to 208 MHz typ. at -3 dB (DC to 990 MHz typ. without anti-aliasing filter);
- noise 0.9 LSB rms max of 12-bit ADC, with external 50 Ohm termination at input;
- undershoot 2.0% max in linear signal range (with input Gaussian impulse, having width of 4.4 ns @ level of 1/e^2 );
- in case the signal is driven by the remote circuit with 50 Ohm output impedance and this circuit is supplied from +-5
V power rails, an analog front-end circuit doesnt enter saturation, therefore any saturation recovery artifacts are absent;
- analog front-end circuit power consumption is <0.25 W from single 5V power supply voltage;
- the circuit is implemented on FR-4 PCB.

A New Front-End High-Resolution Sampling Board for the New-Generation Electronics of
EXOGAM2 and NEDA Detectors
PS 4-12:
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Since a few years ago, the research fields in nuclear physics together with the field of technology and instrumentation
have jumped into a new generation since digital electronics started to belong part of their experiments, allowing to
explore unknown properties of exotic nuclei. Hence, digital electronics allowed the possibility to work at higher
counting rates and the implementation of on-line algorithms, completely unfeasible to be carried out by analog means,
specially when a high number of channels are involved, where integration is an issue. However, digitalization involves
an information loss, which must be studied in order to not degrade the resolution performance involving highresolution applications, being for such reason the conversion a major issue for the new-age electronics.
Concretely, the context where the digital electronics is going to be applied concerns the HP- Ge-based gamma
spectrometer EXOGAM (EXOtic Gamma array spectrometer) and the new- generation neutron detector NEDA
(Neutron Detector Array). In views of providing a common digitizing system, a new FADC Mezzanine copes with the
A/D conversion, both with pulses requiring low-noise processing from the germanium detectors and the very fast
signals from the organic scintillators from NEDA. A former publication presented the design and the preliminary
results obtained with such device.
The present paper aims to present the final design and results, both from the electronics point of view and also, oriented
towards the field of physics. Those include effective number of bits, energy spectrums using HP-Ge detectors, as well
as timing histograms and n/γ discrimination performance. Finally, the conclusion shows how a common digitizing
device has been integrated in an experimental environment involving two very different detectors which combine both
low- noise acquisition and fast sampling rates. Not only the integration fulfilled the expected specifications on both
systems, but also, it shows how a study of synergy between detectors, may lead to a reduction of resources and time by
applying a common strategy.

Front-End Board with Cyclone V as a Test High-Resolution Platform for the Auger Beyond
2015 Front End Electronics
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The data taken with the Pierre Auger Observatory have lead to a number of major breakthroughs in the field of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays e.g. : a suppression of the cosmic ray flux at energies above 5:5 1019eV has been doubtlessly
established, top-down source processes such as the decay of super heavy particles cannot be a significant part to the
observed particle flux, the anisotropy of the arrival directions of the particles with energies greater than 5.5*10^19 eV
has been proven. The primary objective of the upgrade of the PAO will be to answer the question about the origin of
the flux suppression at the highest energies, i.e. the differentiation between the GZK effect and the maximum energy of
nearby astrophysical sources. To address all scientific targets, we propose an upgrade of the Pierre Auger Observatory
for improving the physics potential of the data set. The currently used Front-End Boards in the surface detector (SD)
array of the Pierre Auger Observatory are equipped with no-more produced ACEX and obsolete Cyclone FPGA (40
MSps/15-bit of dynamic range). The paper presents the Front-End Board (FEB) with the biggest Cyclone V E FPGA
5CEFA9F31I7N, supporting 8 channels sampled with max. 250 MSps @ 14-bit resolution. Considered sampling for
the SD is 120 MSps, however, the FEB has been developed with external anti-aliasing filters to keep a maximal
flexibility. Six channels are targeted to the SD, two the rest for other experiments like: AERA, TOSCA, MARTA. The
FEB is an intermediate design pluged-in the actually used Unified Board communicating with a micro-controller at 40
MHz, however providing even 250MSPs sampling with 20-bit dynamic range, equipped in a virtual NIOS processor
and supporting 256 MB of SDRAM as well as with an implemented spectral trigger based on the Discrete Cosine
Transform for a detection of very inclined old showers. The FEB can also support a neural network developing for a
detection of young showers, potentially generated by neutrinos.
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Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) is the future ground-based observatory for very high energy (VHE, E $>$ 100
GeV) gamma-ray astrophysics. CTA consists of the array of different size telescopes covering a different energy range
from a few tens of GeV to over 100 TeV. We have been developing the data acquisition system for the Large Size
Telescope (LST), which covers the lowest energy band (20-1000 GeV) in CTA. LST has large area of parabolic mirrors
(23 m diameter) and a camera which records images of air showers initiated by gamma rays. The camera has 1855
pixels of photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and converts Cherenkov photons coming from air showers to electric signals.
Seven PMTs are connected with one readout board and form a cluster module. PMT signals are digitized, formatted
into data packets and transferred by the readout board. The readout board also has mezzanine boards for trigger
generation to select shower events.
Since Cherenkov photons emitted by air showers arrive in a very narrow time span (on the order of a few nsec), ultrafast signal sampling of GHz is essential to extract faint Cherenkov signals from night sky background (NSB) such as
starlight etc. To achieve this, we have developed a front-end readout board named DRAGON. It is based on the ultrafast sampling with the analog memory, DRS4. DRS4 is a switched capacitor array developed originally for the MEG
experiment. Due to its cost effectiveness and high performance, DRS4 has been used also in another current VHE
gamma-ray experiment, MAGIC. It offers fast sampling speed of 0.7-5 GHz and low power consumption of 17.5
mW/channel with 2 GS/s. Using DRS4s a single Dragon board samples seven PMT signals simultaneously with 1 GHz.
4 usec of memory depth is available by cascading four channels of a DRS4. This look-back time is necessary to make a
coincidence between several LSTs. Analog signals sampled by DRS4 are digitized and then transferred through the
Gigabit Ethernet. An FPGA on the readout board controls the cluster and communicates with the server. On the FPGA,
a hardware-based TCP processor called SiTCP is implemented and it enables communication through the Gigabit
Ethernet.
We have two options for trigger schemes and can choose mezzanine boards for each. One is called digital trigger,
which is based on the coincidence of N-next-neighbor pixels. The other is called analog trigger, which has been
developed to lower the energy threshold of LST. It sums analog signals within a cluster and also between clusters, and
then discriminates it by a threshold. Since the number of Cherenkov photons coming from low energy showers are
small, summing up within a narrow time window offers an effective method to extract signals from NSB even for low
energy showers.
We present a review of these systems for the next generation astrophysical instruments, which require ultra-fast
electronics and a challenging trigger scheme to open the gamma-ray window in the low energy band.
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A newly designed ATLAS TileCal Demonstrator analog readout electronics and digitizing system has been built for
functionality and performance tests. The Demonstrator is a 48-channel prototype for the upgraded electronics with
readout channels of ~10,000 running at the High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider. The Demonstrator is made
compatible with the current system by including analog sum trigger signals. The radiation hardness tests for all onsystem components in the Demonstrator are scheduled to be done in the first half of 2014. The Demonstrator is built
with 4 identical mechanical mini-drawers, each equipped with 12 PMTs and their associated high voltage dividers and
the control electronics. The entire readout and digitizing electronics includes 48 Front-End Boards, each serving an
individual PMT; 4 Main Boards to control and digitize 12 readout channels each; and corresponding 4 Daughter Boards
serving as data hubs in each mini-drawer to transmit the readout data of 12 PMTs to the Super Readout Driver sitting at
80 meters away off-detector. The Daughter Board also accepts ATLAS triggers, timing and slow control commands for
the data acquisition, detector control and electronics configurations and operating settings. We plan to insert one fully
functional Demonstrator into the present ATLAS TileCal detector for the LHC RUN 2 in 2014. This presentation will
mainly cover the TileCal analog front-end readout electronics and the digitizing system used in the Demonstrator. The
design is focused on the fast signal readout for each PMT with a wide dynamic range and a good energy resolution. A

slow integrator is also implemented in each readout channel for monitoring the small-amplitude currents during Cesium
source PMT gain calibrations, in reading out special scintillators during low-intensity proton-proton collisions. With an
LC based 7-pole passive shaper and bi-gain parallel readout and digitization, the system can achieve a linear dynamic
range of 17-bits, corresponding energy depositions of 220MeV to 1.3TeV. The on-system charge injection system
facilitates high performance electronics tests, calibrations, as well as trigger algorithm emulations.
The Demonstrator readout electronics is capable of performing both digital trigger and analog trigger schemes
simultaneously for comparing their trigger efficiency and performance. This will facilitate the study of digital trigger
algorithms while retaining the analog trigger used by the present L1Calo trigger scheme.
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Reliable and Redundant FPGA Based Read-Out Design in the ATLAS TileCal Demonstrator
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The Tile calorimeter at ATLAS is a scintillating calorimeter based on steel plates and scintillating tiles read out by
PMT:s. The current read-out system uses custom ASIC:s to digitize the data and only a subset of the data is read out.
Within a year, a new "demonstrator" read-out system will be installed and replacing one slice of the Tile calorimeter.
Prior to a full upgrade proposed for 2022 where all slices will be replaced, the redundancy and long term reliability of
the demonstrator system will be thoroughly evaluated.
The upgraded system that will replace the ASIC-based digitizers is based on the Kintex-7 FPGA:s from Xilinx. This, in
addition to multiple 10 GB/s optical read-out links ensures a complete and redundant read-out.
Due to higher radiation levels expected when the beam luminosity is increased, opportunities for repairs will be less
frequent. The circuitry and firmware must therefore be designed for high reliability using redundancy and tested
radiation hard components.
Different firmware strategies alongside with their integration in the demonstrator will be presented in the context of
high reliability protection against hardware malfunction and radiation induced errors.
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One of the major benefit of the MicroTCA.4 system is to combine high-speed digital data processing AMC boards with
high precision analog signal conditioning RTM boards. We present a multi-channel down-converter based on the
MicroTCA.4 system operating in the 1GHz to 4GHz range with an excellent short-term amplitude stability of 6.5E-5
and phase stability of 3.5E-3 degree within a 1MHz bandwidth at 1.3GHz. The down-converter consists of the entire
receiver, packed as an RTM board, which down converts the high frequency signal into an intermediate frequency,
which is non-IQ sampled by a multi-channel 16-bit digitizer realized as an AMC board. We present all relevant signals
along the detection chain and discuss the signal integrity within the RTM and AMC boards for a spurious free
operation of the best ADCs available today.
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The time-to-digital converter(TDC) is an equipment which aims to measure the accurate time of the raising edge of the
input signal. Our work present a SelectIO pin pair based multi-phase clock time-to-digital TDC, which is implemented
in Field-Programmable-Gate-Array(FPGA). A hit signal is sampled by 8 equidistant phase-shifted clocks in 2 dedicate
ISERDESes. A differential I/O standard input signal is buffered by a dedicate unit and split into two complementary
outputs before feeding to two adjacent ISERDESes. The ISERDESes are configured as the oversample mode, which is
used to capture 2 phase DDR data. One ISERDES is driven by 45 degrees and 135 degrees clocks, with the other
ISERDES driven by 90 degrees and 180 degrees clocks. Four more clocks are produced by locally inverting logic in the
two ISERDESes. An internal PLL is used to generate the clocks. This architecture makes the transmission line more
stable and increases the frequency of the sampling clock.
To evaluate the TDC's performance, we built a verification system with Xilinx Artix-7 XC7A100T-1 FPGA, which is
integrated with 2 TDCs and a readout unit. Tests have been conducted on the performance of the 2-ISERDES based

TDC. Results indicated that the integral nonlinearity is lower than 1 LSB, and the differential nonlinearity is lower than
0.32 LSB. The measurement resolution of 56ps (RMS) is archived.
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The recent progresses in detector developments have raised the requirements for the associated readout electronics.
High-end oscilloscopes are well adapted, but their cost per channel is high and their number of channels very limited.
Precision test benches are also based on dedicated boards like Charge-to-Amplitude Converters, Constant Fraction
Discriminators (CFD) and Time to Digital Converters (TDC). Performance can be very good, but most of these
modules are expensive and house very few channels. Recently, alternative methods based on digital treatment of
digitized detector signal have been developed. Such methods permit an easy calculation of the charge and amplitude,
and achieve a timing resolution far better than the sampling frequency thanks to signal interpolation. Digitization
systems have followed the progress of commercial ADCs, but the latter have drawbacks like their huge output data rate
and power consumption. They also imply the use of very high-end FPGA to treat the data flux, thus introducing extra
cost and complexity. Conversely, high speed Switch Capacitor Arrays (SCA) now offer sampling rates far above 1
GHz at low cost and low power consumption. Moreover, their companion FPGA can be low-end, thus also low-power
and low-cost. The WaveCatcher board family has thus been developed for proposing an alternative to ADC-based
digitizers (or even oscilloscopes). It is based on the SAMLONG SCAs developed since 2010 with the AMS CMOS
0.35-m technology. All boards offer a wide DC-coupled dynamic range of 2.5 V (with adjustable offset) coded over 12
bits, a bandwidth of 500 MHz and a sampling rate ranging between 3.2 and 0.4 GS/s, which allows them to finely
sample high speed signals like very short pulses. The sampling depth is of 1024 samples. The number of channels goes
from 2 for the USB-powered version packaged in a friendly plastic box to 64 (optionally 72) for the version housed in
an autonomous mini-crate. Thanks to the servo-controlled matrix structure of SAMLONG and the care taken in the
board design, the sampling time precision is of about 5 ps rms, which permits using the system as a high-resolution
TDC between any pair of channels, as this precision remains constant between chips and boards. The boards offer a lot
of functionalities, like threshold-triggering on any channel and numerous trigger modes including coincidence. All
system versions house a 480-Mbits/s USB interface permitting an easy connection to PC and a good readout speed. In
parallel to hardware and firmware developments, we developed a powerful and friendly acquisition software running
on PC and transforming the latter into a 2 to 64-channel oscilloscope. It is currently used by most board users. An
increasing number of labs or companies are now using the WaveCatcher boards worldwide on their test benches or
physics experiments. Our next steps include expanding the number of channels while keeping the 5-ps time precision.
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The availability of high-speed multi-gigabit transceiver modules is one of the most interesting features of the last
generation FPGA devices. FPGA devices, with transceiver resources, together with great amount of logic gates, clock
conditioning modules, availability of RAM memory blocks and re-programmability on the field, are among the most
widely used electronics components in the Trigger and Data Acquisition systems in High Energy Physics (HEP)
experiments.
We focused on the Xilinx Kintex 7 FPGAs and, specifically, on the GTX transceiver modules, which provide high
bandwidth, low transmit jitter and efficient auto-adaptive equalization system both on the transmitter and the receiver.
These features, combined with the possibility to support the state-of-art optics, make a GTX-based link an attractive
solution for developing optical serial interconnections.
A remarkable characteristic of the Xilinx GTX is the presence of reconfigurable ports, which allow to modify some
parameters on-the-fly, such as the line rate, and the horizontal and vertical offset from the data sample point in the GTX
receiver. This functionality represents the base mechanism to perform a 2-D eye-scan, thus allowing to control the
quality of the received data and to easily calculate the Bit Error Rate (BER) from the eye diagram.
In this paper, we present a frequency agile, auto-adaptive serial link. It is designed around an FPGA-embedded
microprocessor, which drives the programmable ports of the GTX in order to perform a 2-D eye-scan and takes care of
the reconfiguration of the GTX parameters, in order to fully benefit from the available link bandwidth. The system is
capable to analyse the incoming data stream, by scanning the Unit Interval, and to find the optimal transmission
frequency, according to a given tolerated BER. The development platform of our project is the Xilinx evaluation board
KC705. Its FPGA device is equipped with GTX transceivers supporting a data rate up to 10.3125 Gbps. In our
experimental setup, they are connected to each other with an 850nm multimode fibre.

This application can be used as a monitoring tool in HEP experiments, where the connections are subject to ageing and
insertion losses, and the fibres can increase their attenuation because of radiation; it can also be implemented whenever
it is necessary to monitor remotely a transmission system in order to detect issues in the serial link physical layer. The
system could also be used whenever it is crucial to have prompt information about the maximum sustainable data rate
of a connection, such as on test beam sites, where the user could be forced to adapt dynamically his setup to the cabling
resources available on site.
In the paper we present the self-adaptive link project, the description of the test system and the main results.
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Digitally-controlled delay lines (DCDLs) are mainly used for clock/data de-skewing, and as building blocks for delay
locked loops (DLLs), but they are a useful tool also for micro-glitch filtering and dynamic phase modulation of clock
signals. DCDLs play a key role in timing distribution for trigger and data acquisition systems (TDAQ) of high energy
Physics (HEP), where it is often necessary to add an open-loop fine programmable phase delay to distributed clocks
and/or data lines.
In this work, we present the performance of DCDLs implemented according to an all-digital novel architecture. The
architecture is completely technology independent, it is described by means of a hardware description language and it
can be placed and routed with automatic place and route tools. These features allow the designer to integrate our delay
lines easily in a pure digital design flow. Moreover, radiation mitigation techniques normally adopted for digital
circuitry, such as triple modular redundancy, can be used with our delay lines, thus favouring on-detector applications.
Our solution is aimed at being used as a synthesizable block in digital ICs or FPGAs, in fact as a proof-of-concept we
implemented some prototypes in a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA. On this programmable device, our results show that the
DCDLs can generate a delay in the range from 1ns to 5ns with a 11-ps resolution. We discuss the measured
performance of the implemented delay lines in terms of output jitter, power consumption, frequency range, resolution,
linearity and differential non-linearity as a function of temperature, voltage and process. The logic utilization of the
delay lines is also presented in the view of a scalable implementation.
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High-speed optical links are often used in trigger and data acquisition (TDAQ) systems of high-energy physics (HEP)
experiments for data transfer, triggering and fast control distribution. Many small to medium-size experiments prefer
the use of COTS components where available, in order to avoid the design of any application specific integrated
circuits (ASIC) and its corresponding NRE costs and risks. Requirements of system integration, flexibility and reprogrammability suggest the use of SERDESes embedded in SRAM-based FPGAs as a communication layer for offdetector electronics. The most attractive link architecture, would deploy the same FPGAs and firmware also ondetector. However, at that side the electronics components need to withstand the level of radiation expected in the
detector area. Commercial-off-the-shelf SRAM-based FPGAs are in general sensitive to radiation. They are affected by
the radiation effects common to digital ICs, but in addition they have a peculiarity, SEUs in the configuration memory
may alter the design functionality. Unfortunately, most of the works on SRAM-based FPGAs focus on simple test
structures, which are essential to understand the basic phenomena, but which reflect only small portions of real
applications and neglect overall possible design-dependent effects. In this work, we focus on a multi-gigabit
bidirectional serial link architecture, which we implemented by means of Xilinx Virtex 5 FPGAs. We present the
design issues related to the improvement of the radiation tolerance and their impact on the link performance in terms of
speed, power consumption, area and latency. Specifically we focus on the advantages/drawbacks related to triple
module redundancy (TMR), configuration scrubbing and layout hardening (SEU-aware placement and routing). The
use (or avoidance) of complex memories such as block RAMs and FIFOs is also discussed. Another major part of the
work is the experimental verification of the employed layout hardening techniques. We have implemented and tested
different versions of the design:
1. an unhardened version where no mitigation is employed;
2. a version protected with TMR (implemented by means of the Mentor Precision Hi-Rel synthesizer);

3. a further hardened version which combines TMR and dependability-oriented placement and routing constraints.
We performed several irradiation tests at INFN Laboratori Nazionali del Sud (Catania, Italy) with a 62-MeV proton
beam. During the tests, we have been verifying the transmission through the link (independently for the serializer and
for the deserializer) and we read back the configuration memory at each loss of lock (i.e. failure). We executed several
irradiation runs, when each run was terminated at the failure of the link. We report the results of the irradiation tests
and we compare the accumulated configuration errors before failure for each implementation of the design.
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The recent introduction of advanced hardware architectures such as the Micro Telecommunications Computing
Architecture (MTCA) caused a change in the approach to implementation of control schemes in many fields. It required
the development to move away from traditional programming languages (C/C++) to hardware description languages
Verilog), which are used in FPGA development.. With MATLAB/Simulink it is possible to describe complex systems
with block diagrams and simulate their behavior. Those diagrams are then used by the HDL experts, to implement
exactly the required functionality in hardware. Both the porting of existing applications and adaptation of new ones
requires a lot of development time from them. To solve this, Xilinx SystemGenerator, a toolbox for
MATLAB/Simulink, allows rapid prototyping of those block diagrams using hardware modelling. It is still up to the
firmware developer to merge this structure with the hardware-dependent HDL project. This prevents the application
engineer from quickly verifying the proposed schemes in real hardware.
The framework described in this article overcomes these challenges, offering a hardware-independent library of
components that can be used in Simulink/SystemGenerator models. The components are subsequently translated into
VHDL entities and integrated with a pre-prepared VHDL project template. Furthermore, the entire implementation
process is run in the background, giving the user a one-click path from control scheme modelling and simulation to bitfile generation.
This approach allows the control theory engineers to quickly develop new schemes and test them in real hardware
environment. The applications may range from simple data logging or signal generation ones to very advanced
controllers. Taking advantage of the Simulink simulation capabilities and user-friendly hardware implementation
routines, the framework significantly decreases the development time of FPGA-based applications.
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A Multi-Chain Measurements Averaging TDC Implemented in a 40nm FPGA
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A high precision and high resolution time-to-digital converter (TDC) implemented in a 40 nm fabrication process
Virtex-6 FPGA is presented in this paper. The multi-chain measurements averaging architecture is used to overcome
the resolution limitation determined by minimal delays of plain single tapped-delay chains. The resolution and
precision are thereby both improved with this architecture. In such a TDC, the input signal is connected to multiple
tapped-delay chains simultaneously (the chain number is M), and there is a fixed delay cell between every two adjacent
chains. Each tapped-delay chain is just a plain TDC and should generate a TDC time for a hit input signal, so totally M
TDC time values should be got for a hit signal. After averaging, the final TDC time is obtained. A TDC with 3 ps
resolution (i.e. bin size) and 6.5 ps precision (i.e. RMS) has been implemented using 8 parallel tapped-delay chains.
Meanwhile the plain TDC with single tapped-delay chain yield 24 ps resolution and 18 ps precision.
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Study on FPGA SEU Mitigation for Readout Electronics of DAMPE BGO Calorimeter
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The Dark Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) is being constructed as a scientific satellite to observe high energy cosmic
rays in space. As a main detector of DAMPE, the Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO) calorimeter is in charge of
measuring particle energy deposition, distinguishing positrons, electrons and gamma rays from hadron background and
providing trigger information. The satellite is designed to fly on a near-earth orbit with an altitude of 500km, which
makes demands on electronic components for the ability to work in radiation environment.
A flash-based Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) of Actel, ProASCI Plus (APA) is chosen as the control
component of the Front-End Electronics (FEE). To study the radiation resistance, SEE test was performed at the Heavy
Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou (HIRFL). The chip did not exhibit latchup to an effective LET of 90 MeV*cm2/mg.
The Flash switches of APA, which provide nonvolatile, reconfigurable interconnect programming and connect routing
nets, were immune to SEL. However, SEE experiment also showed that the registers implemented from logic tiles and
RAM blocks were SEU sensitive. Therefore, appropriate solutions should be adopted to mitigate SEU effects and make
sure that the chip can function well in the radiation environment of space.
To achieve maximum SEU tolerance with minimum resource consumption and speed degradation, engineering
tradeoffs should be taken into account. Firstly, to the crucial registers and RAMs, Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR)
technique is used to ensure that the value after voter is correct and if the values in three modules are different, the voter
result will be written back to modules to scrub SEU errors. Besides, the three modules are manually placed in different
physical areas to avoid Multiple Bit Upset (MBU). Secondly, CRC checksum is used to check the correctness of
configuration data stored in RAM, which can be used as judgment of RAM reconfiguration. And thirdly, the whole
logic is divided into four parts with different reset signals, which makes it convenient to set the idle parts into sleep
until the external wake-up signals come.
After using these means in the logic design, an ion-beam testing is performed to evaluate the SEU tolerance of FPGA
logic. The FPGA works well under the condition with the LET of 39.6 MeV*cm2/mg and the ion flux of 100
ions/cm2/s without any mistake. The radiation test verifies that the SEU mitigation strategies implemented in APA
FPGA can meet the space qualification.
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Simulink Based FPGA Programming Framework for High-Speed Digitizing Electronics
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At the European XFEL modern data acquisition and processing hardware based on high-speed digitizers allow
quantizing high-bandwidth transient signals from different detectors. High sampling rates provide a high resolution, but
also produce a significant data rate. Data processing on FPGAs, in the front-end hardware, allows detection of signal
properties, reduction of data and filtering in real-time together with an implementation of low-latency feedback and
veto systems.
However, the identification, design, simulation, implementation, verification and commissioning of signal processing
algorithms implemented on FPGAs requires a significant amount of work. In order to minimize the development time
and optimize software integration a high-level FPGA programming framework is currently under development at the
European XFEL. This framework allows FPGA programmers as well as researchers unfamiliar with FPGA
programming to develop and simulate complete algorithms and programs with the MathWorks Simulink software tool.
Simulation input and visualization of results are optimized for scientific data and graphical block-based programming
allows for better reusability. An important aspect of the developed framework is the automatic interfacing between the
algorithm on the FPGA and the control system software. User definable registers and memories will be exported to
self-descriptive entities during firmware generation and will be automatically detected by the software library.
In this contribution an overview of the usage and features of the framework and associated software will be given. As
an example a real-time signal processing algorithm developed with this framework and running on a 4 channel 2GSPS
digitizer MicroTCA Module will be presented.

GPU-Accelerated Real-Time Imaging System for the OpenPET toward Tumor-Tracking
Radiotherapy
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We are developing the OpenPET, which can provide an open space observable and accessible to the patient during
positron emission tomography (PET) measurement. The most attractive and realistic candidate application is in
combination with radiotherapy. OpenPET imaging during particle therapy such as carbon beam treatment has the
potential to visualize the irradiation field of a patient because positron emitters are produced via nuclear fragmentation
reactions between the irradiated particle and the atomic nuclei of the irradiated tissue. In addition, as a more
challenging application, we are focusing on tumor tracking by means of PET, which is conventionally done by gold

marker implantation and X-ray imaging. PET imaging normally takes several minutes for data acquisition, data
transferring, image reconstruction, and displaying the image. On the other hand, we are aiming at performing
acquisition through displaying in less than a second. We should note that there is a limitation of delay due to the
accumulation time of list-mode data sufficient for tumor tracking, because the quality of reconstructed images depends
on the amount of list-mode data. Therefore, development of the time-delay correction method by the use of supporting
device such as a belt sensor is necessary.
In this study, we proposed a real-time imaging system for the OpenPET and implemented on a small OpenPET
prototype. For the proposed system, real-time reconstruction system was implemented on graphical processing unit
(GPU) by the use of compute unified device architecture (CUDA). The one-pass 3D list-mode dynamic row-action
maximum likelihood algorithm (LM-DRAMA) was employed for the reconstruction algorithm. In the 3D LMDRAMA, the list-mode data were divided into many subsets, and image was updated for each subset to accelerate
convergence. The most time consuming processes in the image reconstruction are forward projection and back
projection for each list-mode event. The orientations of the list-mode data in a subset were random. Therefore, they
were grouped into two classes according to their predominant direction in order to reduce thread divergence.
Conventionally, calculation for each list-mode event was assigned to separate thread. Furthermore, a list-mode event
was divided by image slices and processed in parallel in our implementation. In the experiment, we used GeForce GTX
580 GPU, which had 512 processor cores. The number of voxels of the reconstructed images was 767684. The
processing time for 1,000,000 events of list-mode data was 1.58 s.
In the real-time imaging system, the data transfer control system limits the event counts to be used in the reconstruction
step and the reconstructed images are properly intensified by using the ratio of the used counts to the total counts. The
prototype system showed that the real-time monitoring of a moving radioactive source with a frame rate of 2.0 frames
per second and a delay of 2.1 s.
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Associative Memory Computing Power and Its Simulation
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The associative memory (AM) system is a computing device made of hundreds of AM ASICs chips designed to
perform "pattern matching" at very high speed. Since each AM chip stores a data base of 130000 pre-calculated
patterns and large numbers of chips can be easily assembled together, it is possible to produce huge AM banks. Speed
and size of the system are crucial for real-time High Energy Physics applications, such as the ATLAS Fast TracKer
(FTK) Processor. Using 80 million channels of the ATLAS tracker, FTK finds tracks within 100 micro seconds.
The simulation of such a parallelized system is an extremely complex task if executed in commercial computers based
on normal CPUs. The algorithm performance is limited, due to the lack of parallelism, and in addition the memory
requirement is very large. In fact the AM chip uses a content addressable memory (CAM) architecture. Any data
inquiry is broadcast to all memory elements simultaneously, thus data retrieval time is independent of the database size.
The great computing power is also supported by a very powerful I/O. Each incoming hit reaches all the patterns in the
AM system within the same clock cycle (10 ns).
We report on the organization of the simulation into multiple jobs to satisfy the memory constraints and on the
optimization performed to reduce the processing time. Finally, we introduce the idea of a new computing unit based on
a small number of AM chips that could be plugged inside commercial PCs as coprocessors. This unit would both
satisfy the need for very large memory and significantly reduce the simulation time due to the use of the highly
parallelized AM chips.
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SPADnet is a positron emission tomography (PET) system based on digital CMOS silicon photomultiplier sensors
communicating over a high-speed data network. Coincidence detection and data acquisition (DAQ) are performed
largely in the network itself; thus, understanding DAQ and processing challenges when using large numbers of digital
sensors in multiple PET rings requires sophisticated models and powerful simulation tools. In the SPADnet data
network each node, known as photonic module, comprises a sensor tile of 25 tightly abutted sensor devices with inbuilt intelligence to recognize gamma events detected in a scintillator, and a communication unit to interface with the
network. In this work, we present two network simulators designed to evaluate SPADnet PET system.
To evaluate the network scalability to pre-clinical, brain and human PET, network simulator was designed and also
emulated in hardware. To assure simulations to match real system, simulator was coupled with GATE, which emulates
the gamma generation process. Further, to accurately model packet latency and to incorporate data bandwidth
variations introduced due to protocol overhead, simulations where performed based on the results obtained from

hardware emulators built using FPGAs.
Coincidence is performed on the network in a distributed fashion. Coincidence data, known as coincidence packets, is
transferred throughout the network via a dedicated high speed channel. A second channel is used to transfer
coincidence detected packets or singles to the exterior of the network. To perform a study of these two channels, two
simulators were built, namely the coincidence detection and data transfer simulators.
For data transfer simulator, node buffer occupancy is a critical parameter that needs to be monitored to track data
packet loss. Bandwidth requirements also need to be studied, so as to identify data transfer bottlenecks. Comprehending
the requirements, simulation time and memory requirements, in-contrast to discrete-time simulation, event-driven
technique was chosen. To optimize its performance, node buffer status was modeled using its rate-of-change, and the
simulation was run only when either the status of nodes buffer changes to/from full or to empty. Using the presented
technique simulation ran faster than discrete-time simulator due its lower memory requirements and fewer simulations
runs, while the speed-up was attained without any loss in simulation accuracy.
The second simulator build to simulate coincidence detection, was designed using discrete time simulation techniques,
mainly to facilitate tracking of individual data packets, and to evaluate packet latency and its variation with time.
In this talk, along with the network simulator design, a detailed analysis performed using the simulator for various
configurations of PET systems will be presented. In addition the impact of various network related algorithms on PET
system performance will also be discussed in detail.
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The Muon Portal Double Tracker to Inspect Travelling Containers
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The Muon Portal Project goal is the design and construction of a working detector prototype in scale 1:1, to inspect the
content of travelling containers by means of the secondary cosmic-ray muon radiation and recognize high-Z hidden
materials (U, Pu or other fissile samples). The radiographic image is obtained by reconstructing the input and output
trajectories of each muon and consequently the scattering angle, exploiting two trackers placed above and below the
container. The scan is performed without adding any external radiation, in a reasonable time (a few minutes) and with a
good spatial and angular resolution. The detector consists of 8 planes segmented in 6 identical modules. Each module is
made of scintillating strips with two wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers inside, coupled to Silicon photomultipliers. The
customized read-out electronics employs trading programmable boards. Thanks to a smart read-out system, the output
channels are reduced by a factor 10. The signals from the front-end modules are sent to the read-out boards, where an
adapter module is devoted to the convertion of the analog signal to a digital signal, by a comparison to a threshold. The
data are pre-analyzed and stored into a data acquisition PC. Actually, an intense measurement and simulation campaign
is in progress to characterize carefully the detector components. The first detection modules (1 x 3 m^2) is now under
construction. The detector architecture with a particular attention to the used electronics, the main preliminary results
will be presented.
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The construction of the Belle II detector is in progress at KEK aiming at the physics run to start in 2016. The purpose
of the Belle II experiment is to search for the footprint of New Physics in rare B meson decays produced in an
enormous number of $e^+e^-$ collisions in the SuperKEKB accelerator. The estimated Level 1 trigger rate in the data
acquisition is estimated up to 30kHz with the event size of ~1MB. The detector consists of 7 different subdetectors and
most of the data size is occupied by the yields from the DEPFET pixel detector(PXD). A real time data reduction is

essential to keep the data flow at the manageable level before recording.
The High Level Trigger (HLT) plays the central role in the data reduction in the Belle II data acquisition system. Two
different approaches are taken. One is the rate reduction. A full event reconstruction based on the same offline software
is performed on HLT, and the software trigger is made by the physics event selection algorithm using the
reconstruction results. The reduction factor is estimated to be 1/3.
The other is the size reduction. The data size of PXD is huge and it is read by a special readout system "Onsen" before
merged with the data from other detectors. In order to reduce the data size before the merging, expected hit positions on
PXD sensors are calculated by extrapolating tracks reconstructed using the other detector signals by HLT, and the
positions (called RoIs) are sent to Onsen. It sends out only the hits associated with the RoIs discarding unassociated
noise hits, expecting less than 1/10 reduction of the data size.
The Belle II HLT has a unit structure and the number of unit can be increased to keep up with the gradual improvement
of the accelerator luminosity . One unit consists of up to 20 event processing PC servers, an event distribution and a
collection servers, with a control server. They are connected via the 10GbE-T network. The PC servers are multi-core
servers providing a total of about 320 cores to perform the real time full event reconstruction.
The data flow inside HLT is based on the ROOT object streaming, which could be a possible bottleneck in the absolute
data flow performance. A parallel object streaming/destreaming is developed using threads on multi-cores to obtain the
required performance of 10kHz/unit processing rate.
To study the data reduction of PXD readout, a beam test combined with the silicon tracker(SVD) is performed in the
DESY test beam. A down scaled version of the HLT is equipped in the DAQ for the test. The detail of the construction
of the Belle II HLT and the performance in the beam test are reported in the conference. The software structure used for
the tracking and data reduction is reported in a separate contribution.
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